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THE GOVERNMENT-WIDE DEBARMENT 
AND SUSPENSION REGULMIONS AFTER A 

DECADE-A CONSTITUTIONAL 

IN TRANSITION 
FRAMEWORK-YET, SOME ISSUES REMAIN 

BRIAX D. SHA~ZOU' 

I. Introduction 

"[Tjhe current [debarment and suspension] process maintains 
an appropriate balance between protecting the government's 
interests in its contractual relationships, and providing con- 
tractors with due process."1 

The General Accounting Office reached this conclusion fol- 
lowing its 1987 review of the msjor federal procuring agen- 
cies' debarment and suspension procedures. Those procedures, 
which are generally the same today,2 had their genesis as gov- 

'Associate Professor of Law Texas Tech Unwerrlry Sehoal of Law B S  summa 
cera linzde. Angelo State Unl\ersn) 1878.  J D. r l r h  high honors, The Unrwrrr ly  01 
Texas School of L a r ,  1882 Pralerrar Shannon WBI &n Attorney Advisor In the Offlee 
of rhe General Counsel to  the Secretary of the Air Farce from 1883.86 and i e n e d  as 
Couneel t o  the Air Farce Debarment and Suwennan Reiiev Board during t h a t  l ime 
The posi t iom eapouaed ~n fhi i  article &re those of the author, hanmer and do nor 
neeesiarily refieel eifhei rhe hlsrarieal or current v i e w  of rhe Uepsrrmenl of rhe Mi 
Force 01 the Department of Defense The author r o u l d  also like to  express apprerla. 

C m w  0, Goi 7 OPERIT~OII PR 
(Feb 19871 Ihirelmfter G 4 0  B 

*Sa# Fed AcqulslIlan Reg rubpf 8 4 lheremafler FAR], 48 C F R  w b p t  8 1(1@80) 
The regularlan~ define B ' debarmcnr" 8s the exeluilon of a eonfracror from Gmern. 
menf conrraenng and Ga,ernment-%ppraved .iubcanlractmg for 8 realanable ipeelfled 
perlad ' FAR R 403, 48 C F R  I 8 403 (ISSO) A 'suspension' 11 an agency a(. 
fmn ' t o  d u w ~ l I f y  8 contractor fempor'8nly from Goiernrnent contracting and Gov- 
ernrnenr.spprmed rubconrractlng ' I d  Thus. both of these ~ r l l o n s  cause B eon. 

1 
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ernment.wide regulations approximately one decade ago Sub- 
sequent to the efforts of an interagency task force and con- 
gressional hearings. in July 1861, the Senate Subcommittee on 
Oversight of Government Management recommended that the 
federal government issue new debarment and suspension 
regulations to hare  government-wide effect The federal gov- 
ernment proceeded to implement those recommendations. 
Thereafter. over the last decade the federal government has 
greatly expanded Lts rate of imposing debarment and suspen- 
sion against many of the contractors with whom It does busl- 
n e w 5  and these actions are effective throughout the govern- 
ment. Because of the tensions between the government's 
interests in procurement integrity and contractors' interests in 
continuing to pursue government work-and perhaps as a re. 
suit of the heightened activity by the federal government in 
The debarment and suspension arena-a number of scholars 
and practitioners have written about the process In partlcu- 
- 
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lar ,  several of these writers either have questioned the consti- 
tutional validity or otherwise have been critical of the 
government's debarment and suspension process.' This author 
respectfully disagrees with these analyses, and a maJor focus 
of this article is an examination of the reasons why agency 
adherence to the current debarment and suspension regula- 
tions will result in actions that comport with constitutional 
due process requirements. On the other hand, even though 
these government rules provide a constitutional framework, 
the regulations remain in transition and have been the subject 
of periodic changes. Thus, new matters will continue to arise. 
Accordingly, this article also will explore certain issues re- 
garding not only recent but also contemplated changes to the 
debarment and suspension procedures 

I1 The Government-Wide Debarment and Suspension 
Regulations A Brief Overview 

The regulations governing the debarment and suspension of 
federal government contractors are set forth in subpart 9 4 of 
the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR).n These regulations 
evolved from efforts by the Office of Federal Procurement 
Policy (0FPP)-efforts that  commenced approximately one 
decade ago. Roughly contemporaneously with the recommen- 
dations of the Senate Subcommittee on Oversight of Govern- 
ment Management to create debarment and suspension 
regulations with government-wide effect? the OFPP issued a 
policy letter setting forth proposed government-wide debar- 
ment and suspension regulations lo Thereafter, in June 1982, 
the OFPP issued an additional policy letter delineating final 
rules for government-wide debarment and suspension proce- 
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dures " The OFPP mended that federal agencies imnally 
adopt the rules stated in Policq Letter 82.1 as part  of the vari- 
ous agencies' procurement regulations and ulnmately intended 
to include them as subpart 0.4 of the FAR.'? 

The government did not simply thrust the rules included m 
Policy Letter 82-1 on the contracting community in a unilat. 
era1 fashion Instead, an intergovernmental task force corn. 
prised of legal and procurement experts from various federal 
agencies considered over 600 industry comments to the pro- 
posed rules lJ The OFPP maintained that the proposed Policy 
Letter 81-3 provided "fundamental due process" for contrac- 
tors but, as a result of the public comments the OFPP further 
refined the procedures '+ 

The OFPP's rules, as incorporated in the FAR. generally per- 
mit an agency to bar a contractor from recewmg new contract 
awards throughout the federal government prior to any oppor- 
tunity for a hearing. Specifically. a federal agency may sus- 
pend a contractor based on adequate evidence of a variety of 
charges relating to a lack of contractor integrity l5 4 n  agency 
may impose a debarment on roughly similar grounds,Is 

my' POI c) Lar:cr R 2 - I  nrredaied the  m ~ l e m e r l a r i o r  of t h e  

f r n  note5 24-40 and acrarrpanring 
La,+ Section of  the American Bar 
e P'OCP,. afforded Rough,> c o n  
ebarmenl  and Iurpenllon pmce 
ne i o  debarment and m ? ~ e n ~ i o r  
races I h a n  t h a t  (el forth ~n :he 
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although a debarment requires a higher "preponderance of ev- 
idence" standard An agency's issuance of a notice of sus- 
pension or proposed debarment has the immediate effect of 
barring the contractor from receiving new contract awards 
from any federal agency l 3  Thereafter, the hearing require- 
ments vary depending on whether a debarment or suspension 
is involved. With respect to a proposed debarment, the con- 
tractor has the right to submit-in person, in writing, or 
through counsel-information and argument in opposition to 
the proposed debarment within thirty days following receipt 
of the notice.'e If the action I S  not premised on a conviction or 
civil judgment, the contractor is entitled to an additional 
factfinding hearing if  its initial presentation raises a genuine 
dispute concerning the facts giving rise to the proposed debar- 
ment.?@ Similarly, with respect to a suspension, the contractor 
1s entitled to submit information and argument in opposition 
to the suspension within thirty days following receipt of the 
notice Except in cases in rrhich (1) an indictment serves as  
the basis for the suspension or (2) the Department of Justice 
has advised that additional proceedings would jeopardize sub- 
stantial governmental interests in pending or contemplated 
criminal or civil proceedings, the regulations require the 
agency to conduct additional factfinding proceedings v h e n  the 
contractor's submission in opposition raises questions of mate. 
rial fact.22 Because a suspension or proposed debarment pre- 
cedes the opportunity for any form of hearing, contractors 
repeatedly have challenged the procedures on due process 
grounds. The next section addresses the due process issues 
connected with agency actions to debar or suspend govern- 
ment contractors 

udgment on charges smular 

are government-wide effect 
under the OFPP irameuark ~ r l o r  10 1888 only final debarments had slmilar %mer"- 
meot-wide effect mere B ~ O D B O ~ P I I  for debarmenr onli  had the effeer of b a r n q  the 
cantractor from 'ecelim8 ne,< aKardl m t h e  B%P"C) that  lsseed the "Dtlce 3 s  64 

wrilon or civil judgmenr the  regula- 
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111. The Debarment and Suspensian Regulations Fully Comport 

Despite numerous commentaries impugning either the con- 
stitutionality or desirability of the government-wide debar- 
ment and suspension r e g u l a t ~ o n s , ~ ~  the courts generally have 
had little problem in upholding agency debarment and suspen- 
sion actions against constitutional challenges when the agen- 
cies h a r e  adhered to the regulations. The ensuing subsections 
will examine some of the early decisions that helped shape the 
debarment and suspension regulations' evolution, analyze the 
constitutional due process issues that are pertinent to the 
rules-inciuding a detailed focus on a recent decision of the 
Supreme Court that  may alter the analysis in future debar- 
ment and suspension challenges--and discuss why cases 
adhering to the regulations comport with due process require- 
ments 

with Constitutional Requirements 

A .  Significanl Decisions Prior to  the Promulgation of the 
Government-Wide Debamen t  and Suspension Regulations. 

The federal government did not draft the government-nde 
debarment and suspension regulations from a blank slate. Sev- 
eral significant court decisions guided the drafters in their ef- 
forts. The seminal case which led to the federal government's 
eventual development of goiernment-wide debarment and sus- 
pension procedures was Gonzales 1;. Freeman." In Gomales 
the Commodity Credit Corporation first suspended, then 
debarred a contractor from doing business with the agency 
for fire years The contractor challenged the action on due 
process grounds With respect to whether the court could even 
consider the contractors challenge, the District of Columbia 
Circuit announced 

Thus to sax that there 1s no "right" to government con- 
tracts does not resoIve the question of JUStlclabilit~ Of 
course there 1s no such right; but that  cannot mean that 
the government can act arbitrarily. either substantively or 
procedurally. against a person or that  such person is not 
entitled to challenge the processes and the evidence before 
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he is officially declared ineligible for government con- 
tracts.26 

The court was concerned about the lack of standards to guide 
the agency in making debarment determinations Accordingly, 
the court ultimately concluded that the lack of regulations and 
standards resulted in the agency's having imposed a debar- 
ment in excess of its statutory jurisdiction and a u t h o r ~ t y . ~ '  
The court reasoned that debarment determinations should not 
"be left to administrative improvisation on a case-by-case ba- 
sis . , [but should be] exercised in accordance with accepted 
basic legal norms.'128 Thus, Gonzales served as a directive for 
federal agencies to develop debarment and suspension proce- 
dures 

Eight years following Gonzales, the District of Columbia Cir- 
cuit again discussed the procedural requirements connected 
with government suspension actions in Home Brothers, Znc. 2'. 
Laird.3o In Home Brothers the court was extremely critical of 
the suspension regulations that the Defense Department had 
developed prior to that time.3' Those regulations allowed sus- 
pensions to extend up to eighteen months and more without 
an opportunity for i on front at ion.^^ In dicta the court an- 
nounced that it would accept temporary suspensions for short 
periods-up to one month-without an opportunity for con- 
frontation, but not for longer periods Accordingly, the court 
delineated more criteria that  eventually became incorporated 
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in the government-aide debarment and suspension regula- 
tions 3* 

Another case that impacted on the development of govern- 
ment-wide debarment and suspension regulations was T T Q ~ S C O  
Security, lnc. v. In Transco a suspended contractor 
challenged both the agency's suspension regulations and the 
agency's notice of reaFons for the suspension The agency 
had adopted the suspension regulations that were at  issue in 
Transco subsequent to the District of Columbia Circuit's deci- 
sion in H o m e   brother^.^' With respect to the challenge to the 
regulations. the court weighed the contractor's liberty interest 
m not being denied the opportunity to seek government con. 
tracts against the government's interests in getting its 
contracting "mane>'s worth" and in protecting its ongoing 
criminal ~ n v e s t i g a t i o n . ~ ~  The court concluded that the regula- 
tions were adequate in that the suspended contractor, even in 
the absence af a more derailed hearing on the facts. did have 
an opportunity to  submit information and argument in opposi- 
tion to the suspension-that is, some chance at  confronta- 
tion Despite upholding the regulations, however. the 
Transco court determined that the agency had provided the 

cornpan? Id 8 .  318 
i d  a - 3 2 0  
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contractor with a constitutionally inadequate notice.'O The 
court reasoned that due process mandates a "notice suffi- 
ciently specific to enable . . [the contractor] to marshal evi. 
dence in . . . [its] behalf so as to make" any confrontation 
opportuniry "meanmgf~l." '~ Notwithstanding the court's deci- 
sion on the notice issue, Transco provided the federal govern- 
ment with ammunition for further development of regulations 
providing for only limited, postdeprivation process in suspen. 
sion cases. 

Although not a debarment or suspension case, one addi. 
tional court decision rendered prior to the development of the 
government.wide debarment and suspension regulations had a 
significant impact in helping to shape those rules Both Goma. 
les and H o m e  Brothers preceded the United States Supreme 
Court's decision In Mnathews v .  E l d r i d ~ e , ' ~  which set forth an 
analytical framework for examining due process challenges IO 
governmental actions that the courts continue to follow.43 In 
analyzing a question of whether due process required an oral 
hearing before the termination of Social Security disability 
benefits, the Mathews Court initially explained that before 
due process protections are implicated, the aggrieved party 
first must identify a protected property or liberty interest 44 

Then, if a reviewing court is satisfied that a property or lib- 
erty interest is at  stake, the Mathews Court instructed that 
the reviewing court should employ a balancing of three fac- 
tors to determine whether due process mandates any addi- 
tional procedures beyond those already in place: 

' ) I d  ~f 323-24 The GS.+ had couched rho nonce of eanrracror urongdoing In very 

"Id at 324 As the Federal Ciicul l  described I" B more colarlvl fashion some years 
later. the agency's nolice m u ~ t  be sufficiently speclfie t o  enable rho cmtracfm 'TO $e1 
LIS ducks ~n a row' in preparauon for B meaningful reagonre m the next step of the 
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First the private interest that  will be affected by the 
official action: second, rhe risk of an erroneous deprira.  
tion of such interest through the procedures used, and the 
probable value, if  any, of additional or substitute proce- 
dural safeguards; and finally. the Government's interesr, 
including the function involved and the fiscal and admin- 
istrative burdens that the addinonal or substitute proce. 
dural requirement would entail.46 

Thus. subsequent to Muthews, a reviewmg court's due process 
analysis must take into consideration two distinct inquiries: 
(1) Is a protected property or liberty interest implicated?, and 
(2) if so are any additional procedures sought by the ag- 
grieved party necessary in light of the Matheus threepronged 
balancing test?'a Significantly, with respect to applying the 
balancing test in the w e n t  that  a revieunng court reaches this 
second question, the Mathews Court directed that broad rules 
are not necessarily controlling. but that  due process IS a mat. 
fer for a case-by-case determination 4i The following subsec. 
tions will address the application of these two questions to the 
due process implications presented by debarment and suspen- 
sion cases. 

8. Decisiom Establishtng that n Liberty  Interest Is at Stake 

With respect to the debarment or suspension of a govern. 
ment contractor, Gonzales effectively established that no pro- 
tected property interest 1s present ($ On the other hand, 
through Gonzales and its progeny, several lower courts have 
established that an agency's debarment or  suspension of a 
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government contractor implicates certain procedural protec- 
tions because that action impacts the contractor's liberty in- 
terests s? 

Even though a number of lower courts have determined that 
the debarment or suspension of a government contractor af- 
fects a contractor's constitutionally protected liberty interests, 
the Supreme Court never has specifically decided a case in- 
volving the constitutionality of the debarment and suspension 
regulations. Moreover, in one case the Supreme Court relied on 
Gonrales for the proposition "that some governmental bene- 
fits may be administratively terminated without affording the 
recipient with a pre-termination evidentiary hearing."6o In de- 
termining that a debarment or suspension does implicate a 
government contractor's protected liberty interests, however, 
the lower courts hare  placed reliance on certain other deci- 
sions of the Supreme Court, particularly Paul D. Davis.i1 In 
Paul 2'. Dacis an individual sought damages from a police offi- 
cial after city poiice distributed a flyer to local merchants that 
included Davis' name and photograph and identified him as an 
"active shopiifter."j2 Although Davis previously had been ar- 
rested for shoplifting, he never was c o n ~ i c t e d . ~ ~  He then 
sought compensation for alleged damage to his reputation by 
asserring that the distribution of the flyer and its wrongful 
assertion that he was an "active shoplifter" created a stigma 

F Far example, 10 XL Ioc > tlmted States 736 f Zd 677 (red Cir 1984) the 
Federal Circu i t  rummanied the conifirufmnsl ~mplieafmnr of a gmernmenf mipen- 
~100 scfinn bi abserrlng that although a ciflien has no nghi LO B Gaiernmanr 
contract, and s bidder has no ionsraurlanally proleefed pmpperty Interest m such a 
c m f r a ~ c  a brdder does hare a Ihbem lnf~ieal at nrake where the iumenilon 13 baied 

3 See  Goldberg 1 Kell) 387 L S 254 263 (1970) (ern~hasl i  added1 
4 2 1  S 683 :I8781 me, e # ,  Old Dam4nion Dairy Prods. l n c .  631 F2d a l  864- 

66 
1 121 U S m 686 Daim rovgir  damages pursuant t o  42 L S C P 1983 (18SS) 
' 421 L 5 at 696 X I u c d  Judge dhamxaed all charges agamsf D a i k  rharrly alrer 

ciiy police ciraulsred the flyer Id  
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and impinged his protected liberty Interests The Court re- 
jected the constitutional claim and reasoned that earlier deci- 
sions had nor established "that reputation alone. apart  from 
some more tangible interests such as employment, I S  erther 
'liberty' or 'property' by itself sufficient to Invoke the proce. 
dural protection of the Due Process Clause ' '% In reaching Its 
decision the Court distinguished an earlier case-Wisconsin c. 
ConstantineauEL-in which the Court had determined that a 
liberty interest was at  stake when a local police official had 
caused to be posted a notice in all area liquor stores that the 
stores uere not t o  make sales or gifts of liquor to che ag- 
grieved party for  one year '- The Court. in Paul v. Davis, 
reasoned that the stigma arising from the postmg in Constan- 
tineau, standing alone. was not the reason due process was 
implicated in the earlier case Instead. the Paul Court em- 
phasized that the governmental action at  issue In Constan- 
tineau had not merely created a scigma. but had deprived the 
affected Individual of a nghr previously held under state 
law-the right to buy or obtain liquor.j8 In contrast, Davis 
only had established a stigma. without any change in his legal 
status: thus, the Court denied his liberty interest claims 4c -  
cardingly. Paul 1'. D a m  signals a need to establish both a 
stigma or  damage to reputation. p l w  Some altering of legal 
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status,  to successfully assert an impingement of a protected 
liberty interest. 

A debarment or suspension of a government contractor ap- 
pears to satisfy the "stigma plus" test established in Paul v. 
Dacis. First, in the usual notice of suspension or proposed de- 
barment, the government generally questions the contractor's 
business In addition, the government must place 
the contractor's name on a government-wide list, identifying 
the contractor as ineligible to receive new contract awards.62 
Finally, by suspending the contractor or instituting a proposed 
debarment, the government not only has potentially impugned 
the contractor's reputation, but also has limited that contrac- 
tor 's  freedom, or liberty, to seek new contract awards-an ac- 
tivity that the contractor previously had the ability to pur- 
sue.63 

The pertinent case law supports the conclusion that a debar- 
ment or suspension affects a contractor's protected liberty 
interests. The District of Columbia Circuit's decision in Old 
Dominion Dazry Products, Inc. v, Secretary of DefenseB4 was 
the first post-Mathews government contracts opinion to ex- 
pand upon the earlier analysis from Gonzales 2.'. Freeman by 
addressing the due process issues in the context of both Ma- 
thews and Paul v. Daw& Although not arising in the context 
of a debarment Old Dominion involved an Air Force 
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denial o i  individual contract awards to Old Dominion Dairy 
Products Inc. based on a finding of contractor nonrespons~bil- 
ity relating to the company's alleged lack of a "satisfactory 
record of integrity ' ' w  The court determined that the govern- 
ment action had implicated a protected liberty interest In 
response to a government argument that the case involved 
only an i n ~ u r y  to the contractor's reputation, not actionable in 
light of Paul u Davis, the court concluded that the facts of 
the case were closer to the cases distinguished by the Supreme 
Court In Paul 1'. Davis rather than Paul itself Thus, the 
court reasoned that the "stigma plus" test of Paul c. Davis 
wa5 satisfied through both the stigma to the contractor and 
the accompanying loss of government contract work 

Subsequent to Old Domznion, courts in other cases hare  ap- 
plied the liberty interest analysis directly to debarment and 
suspension actions. For example, the Sixth Circuit m Tramco 
relied on Old Dominion for the proposition that a suspension 
affects a liberty interest "when that denial is base on charges 
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of fraud and dishonesty."7a Then, in ATL, Inc. v. United 
States," the Federal Circuit succinctly summarized tha t  

in suspension cases it is recognized that,  although a Citi- 
zen has no right to a Government contract, and a bidder 
has no constitutionally protected proper ty  interest in such 
a contract, a bidder does have a liberty interest at  stake, 
where the suspension is based on charges of fraud and 
dishonesty Accordingly, the minimum requirements of 
due process come into play 7 2  

Accordingly, lower courts to date certainly have embraced the 
notion that a debarment or suspension may impact a govern- 
ment contractor's liberty interests A recent decision by the 
Supreme Court, however, may require the courts, agencies, 
and contractors to examine this issue anew 

C. Giuen the Supreme Court's Decision t n  Siegert v. Gilley?3 
Is Prior Liberty Interest Analysis Still Valid? 

Although the analysis contained in decisions such as  Paul 2.. 
Davis  undergirds the lower court decisions that have deter- 
mined that a debarment or suspension threatens a contractor's 
protected liberty interests, a recent decision by the Supreme 
Court calls such analysis into question. In Siegert u. G i l l e ~ , ' ~  a 
majority on the Supreme Court appears to have retreated from 
the prior analysis in Paul v. Davis.  Siegert involved a Bivens 
a c ~ i o n ' ~  for money damages by a government psychologist, 
Siegert, against his former supervisor, Gilley, based on allega. 
tions that Gilley had violated Siegert's liberty interests by 
writing a negative recommendation letter.'6 The Court of Ap- 
peals had assumed that the letter violated Siegert's constitu- 
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tional rights. but held that his allegations were insufficient to 
overcome his former supervisor's assertion of qualified immu. 

The Supreme Court affirmed the 
claim, but an different grounds; 

the Court held that Siegert had failed to allege a violation of a 
clearly established constitutional right is 

Chief Justice Rehnquist, writing for a five-justice mqority 
in Siegert, determined that "[tlhe facts alleged by Siegert can. 
not, in the light of our decision in Paul u Dazis, be held to 
State a claim for denial of a constitutional right."'a Although 
the majority acknowledged that the letter written by Siegert's 
former supervisor ''would undoubtedly damage the reputation 
of one in his position. and impair his future employment pros- 
pects," the Court declined to find that such an Injury raised a 
constitutional claim 3. Sot  surprisingly, Siegert had argued 
that the combination of his allegations concerning the alleg- 
edly malicious letter and the resulting impairment of his ab& 
Ity to retain government employment satisfied the "stigma 
plus" test of Paul v. Davis bl The Court. however, observed 
that the plaintiff in Paul L.. Davis smularly had alleged an Im- 
pairment of his future employment prospects because of the 
' 'active shoplifter" flyers present in that case, and somewhat 
cryptically concluded that "lolur decision in Paul L.. Dazis did 
not turn . . on the state of mind of the defendant, but on 
the lack of any constitutional protection for the interest in 
reputation ' ' 3 9  AS pointed out by the dissent, however. Siegert 
alleged more than mere damage to reputation and future em- 
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ployment prospects; he also alleged that the stigmatizing 
statements in his former supervisor's letter were accompanied 
by a subsequent loss of government employment-that is, a 
stigma plus a change in legal status The majority, on the 
other hand, focused on the fallowing analysis from Paul w .  Da- 
vis: 

[Iln~ury to reputation by itself was not a "liberty" interest 
protected under the Fourteenth Amendment 424 U S  at 
708-09. We pointed out [in Paul 2'. Daeis] that  our refer- 
ence to a governmental employer Stigmatizing an em- 
ployee in Board of Regents of State Colleges 2'. Roth, 408 
U S  564 (19721, was made in the context of the employer 
discharging or  failing to rehire a plaintiff who claimed a 
liberty interest under the Fourteenth Amendment.84 

Moreover, the Court emphasized that "[tlhe alleged defamation 
was not uttered incident to the termination of Siegert's em- 
ployment by the [government] hospital, since he voluntarily 
resigned from his position at  the hospital, and the letter was 
written several weeks later ''s6 Thus, a majority on the Court 
appears to have placed the focus of its liberty interest analy- 
sis on whether a governmental entity has stigmatized an 
employee in conjunction with an immediate termination from 
employment or a refusal to rehire-notwithstanding the 
employee's allegations that his or her future government em- 
ployment options had become unavailable because of the gov- 
ernment's actions 86 

The parallels from the Court's analysis in Szegert to the de- 
barment and suspension process are readily apparent The 
cases that have recognized that the debarment or suspension 
of a government contractor implicates a protected liberty in- 
terest have discussed how the effect of a notice of suspension 
or proposed debarment meets the "stigma plus" test of Paul 2' 

" I d  ~f 1186.86 WarJhall .I dirienrmg 
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incanlielent with language LO Roth that  a libert) Interest ,v-ould hire been implleafed 
had the stare m Rolh barred the  college LOP~YCIOI In f h m  ( 8 %  from all other public 
emplagment ~n .irate U~~VPIIIII~I Rarh. 408 L S 81 573-74 Indeed Siegerl would 
amear 10 rm.ulre alle$aflonr apgroaching i h a x  necesisr) io eirsbllrh the  deprnation 
of P pmtecred propen) m e r e a  In continued eoxernmenr emplogment 
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Daws  But. Siegert appears ta require a more substantial 
showmg than Paul's "stigma plus" for identifying a protected 
liberty interest Indeed. Justice Marshall. in his dissent in 
Siegert, pointed out that  Paul's "stigma plus" standard had 
been met "because the injury t o  Siegert's reputation caused 
him to lose the benefit of eligibilityforfiiture gotermrent em- 
ployment ''is Specifically, Siegert had alleged that his former 
supermor ' s  letter had caused him not to be "credentialed I '  

which effectiveiy precluded him from being eligible for future 
government employment so Not unlike the impact of the letter 
in Siegert, a notice of suspensmn or proposed debarment has 
the immediate effect a i  keeping a contractor from being eligi- 
ble to receive future government contract awards Accord- 
ingly, if  the facts in Siegert do not implicate a protected 
liberty Interest, does Siegert provide a signal that  a majority 
of the Supreme Court will not follow the lower court opinions 
which have held that a suspension or debarment implicates a 
contractor's protected liberty interests?', 

If one reads the Court's opinion in Siegert to the effect that  
a protected liberty interest 1s at stake only in a narrow setting 
such as  when stigma IS accompanied by a governmental dis- 
charge or failure to rehire an employee.eL then the impact on 
current debarment and suspension case law may be signifi- 
cant Far example, the effect of a debarment or suspension 1s 
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to preclude the government from awarding new contracts to 
the affected contractor,B2 although as  a general matter agen- 
cies may continue existing On the other hand, the 
government may not renew or otherwise extend any current 

Accordingly, in drawing a parallel to the Court's 
reasoning in Siegert, a debarment or suspension usually does 
not result In any "discharge" or termination of existing gov- 
ernment "employment"-ongaing contracts. Instead, the de- 
barment or suspension results primarily in the government not 
awarding any new government "employment"-new contract 
awards-to the affected contractor The only aspect of a de- 
barment or suspension that arguably tracks the narrow focus 
set forth in Siegert relates to the FAR'S proscription against 
renewing or otherwise extending existing contracts. In this re- 
spect, a debarment or suspension would be akin to Siegert's 
language that the government's failure to "rehire" an em- 
ployee, when coupled with a damage to reputation, amounts to 
the potential deprivation of a liberty interest.n6 Thus, if a 
court were to apply the Siegert analysis directly to a debar- 
ment or suspension matter, arguments that  a protected liberty 
Interest is at  stake may no longer prevail. Given Siegert, con- 
tractors certainly should expect that  federal agencies will at- 
tempt to avail themselves of the Supreme Court's heightened 
threshold for establishing a protected liberty interest. 

D. What Process Is  Due? The Case fofor Sufficient Process 

Even assuming that Siegert has not resulted in mooting the 
issue and that a liberty interest is at stake in a debarment or 
suspension action, Mathews v .  Eldridge requires an analysis of 
an additional question-that is, what process is due?g' The 
courts that  have considered constitutional challenges to the 
debarment and suspension regulations-and the rules' lack of 
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any requirements for predepnratmn hearings-repeatedly 
have upheld the validity of those regulations as  applied to the 
facts of the underlying agency actions Severtheless. com- 
mentators have continued to attack the regulations' canstitu- 
tionality or desirability, particularly with respect to their pro- 
visions for postdepnaation hearings aa In view of the many 
court decisions, however. arguments that  due process requires 
the adding of more procedures to the debarment and suspen- 
sion regulations simply are unfounded Given the significant 
governmental interests at  stake-even though some modicum 
of protected liberty may be implicated by a debarment or sus- 
pension-an adequate notice combined with the postdepriva- 
tmn process set forth in the FAR generailq- will provide the 
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contractor with a constitutionally sufficient opportunity to at. 
tempt to clear its name The following subsections will explore 
further the issue of how much process is due by first examin- 
ing one case in detail and then by considering due process 
challenges in other liberty interest contexts. 

1 .  A Case Study:  Electro-Methods, Inc v United States.loU- 
The Federal Circuit's decision in Electro-Methods, Inc. v.  
United States'o1 provides an excellent example of a court ap- 
plying the .Mathews balancing test to disallow a due process 
challenge of a suspension In Electro-Methods the Air Force 
decided to test the District of Columbia Circuit's dicta set 
forth in H o m e  Brothers that  the adequate evidence required 
by the FAR to suspend a government contractor is comparable 
to the probable cause showing necessary to support a search 
warrant.1aZ The Air Force determined to suspend Electro- 
Methods, Inc (EMI) and a number of affiliated contractors 
based on information contained in two affidavits by Federal 
Bureau of Investigation (FBI) agents.lo3 The affidavits re- 
vealed that the FBI suspected EM1 of improperly obtaining 
blueprints and pricing data for jet engine spare parts from a 
competitor, and then using that information to bid against the 
competitor in numerous Air Force solicitations for contract of- 
fers '@( The Air Force suspended EM1 based on the two FBI 
affidavits, but not before attorneys for EM1 had met with Air 
Force officials on two occasions and provided numerous docu- 
ments and affidavits designed to refute the information con- 

lL: i28 E2d 1471 (Fed Ch 1984) The aulhor served 81 Counsel to  the Air Force 
Debarment and Suwenamn R e i i e w  Board during the conlideration of EIBcfra-.WaBfhoda 
and arrlired ~ f l 0 r n e i - l  from the Department of Jusrlce during rha brlgaflon in the 
matte1 

10 id 
' m  In Xlrnt Brothers the D C Clrcull stated 
The adequate eiidance l h a i l n g  Ineeeded far suspenslonl need not be rhe h n d  
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tamed in the FBI affidavits Ice Shortly more than one month 
alter the suspension, Ell1 responded a i t h  a voluminous writ- 
ten submission that included additional affidavits refuting the 
FBI allegations lDE Included with this response, EM1 demanded 
a hearing within eight days to include, inter  a l ia ,  an opportu- 
nity to examine the two FBI agents :@: Vpon not receiving that 
hearing. EM1 filed suit in the Claims Court loa Sotwithstanding 
the fact that  the Air Force suspension letter to EM1 tracked 
the suspension regulations with respect to the contractor's 
hearing rights.'38 the Claims Court invalidated the suspen- 
sLon-as well as the suspension regulations-because the sus- 
pension notice did not specify a date certain for a hearing 

An expanded panel of the Federal Circuit unanimously re- 
jected the Claims Court's decision in Elecfro-Methods chat the 
suspension was unconstitutional.L!L The court relied on Ma- 
thews c .  Eldridge in reasoning that the proper focus In due 
process challenges should be on the facts of the particular 
case, not on the validity of general regulations Given that 
approach, the court did not reach the Claims Court's conclu- 
sion that the suspension regulations are defective because 
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they do not require the fixing of a date certain for a hear- 
ing.'la Severtheless, the court determined that the Air Force 
had not violated EMI's due process rights given chat the con. 
tractor had met on several occasions with Air Force officials, 
submitted voluminous information to the Air Force regarding 
the case, and received and rebutted ''[elvery bit of evidence 
which was before the board and suspension official-in. 
eluding, most nocably, the two FBI affidavits . " ' I 4  In bai. 
ancing the government's interest versus rhe private interest, 
the court concluded that due process does not require the 
added process which EM1 desired-that is, the abiiicy to sub. 
poena and question the FBI agents involved in the pending 
criminal investigation.'16 
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Finally. a mention of the Federal Circuit's decision in ATL, 
Inc. c. Liiited States-16 In coqiinction with Electro-Methods is 
appropriate given that the same expanded panel of the court 
decided the two cases roughlb- contemporaneously and because 
the court contrasted some of the facts in ATL with those in 
Electro-.Methods. In ATL the court declined to find any consti- 
tutional Infirmities ~n the general suspension procedures that 
the Kavy followed, but did determine that the Savy had com. 
mitted a constitutional error in one narrow aspect of the 
agency's application of those regulations.'.. Although finding 
the Kavy's initial notice of suspension to be constitutionally 
adequate.'l6 the court determined that the Navy had erred in 
not providing certain additional information sought bg A!FL 
which the agency possessed In this regard. the Federal Cir- 
cuit contrasted the Xavy's actions with those of the Air Force 
in Electro-Methods, in which the Air Force had provided the 
suspended contractor with every bit of evidence that had been 
available to the Air Force at  the time of EMI's suspension 
Accordingly. the court determined that the Savy had erred in 
being too secretive regarding the information upon which the 
suspension was based."' Thus, the court's determination was 
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effectively an inadequate notice decision. By way of contrast, 
however, the court rejected a number of additional constitu- 
tionai challenges to the Bavy's actions and effectively ratified 
the Savy's employment of the general suspension proce- 
d u r e ~ . ' ~ ~  

2. Analogies to Other Postdeprination Hearings.-The most 
deeply contentious issue between contractors and federal 
agencies with respect to debarmenr and suspension matters 
centers on the timing of the hearing involved--that 18, It 
comes qfter the issuance of a notice of suspension or proposed 
debarment.lz3 Yet, the debarment and suspension process is 
not the only type of due process setting in which courts have 
upheld procedures in which hearings follow the governmental 
deprivation Iz4 Even Mathews v. Eldridge involved the Su- 
preme Court upholding a postdeprivation hearing process in- 
volving certain disability benefits.lZ6 This subsection will ex- 
plore other recent due process challenges involving protected 
liberty  interest^.'^^ 
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should address due process chalienges on a case-by-case 
basis,12' other court actions in which only protected liberty in- 
terests have been involved provide useful analogies for con- 
sidering the process that is due in a debarment or suspension 
case. For instance, cases involving due process chalienges by 
prisoners provide examples of matters strictly raising liberty 
interest concerns, with only minimal process being necessary. 
In Hewit t  c. Helms,Lz8  a prisoner brought suit alleging that 
prison officials had violated his liberty interests by placing 
him in "administrative segregation" without prior notice and 
hearing.'2n After first determining that a liberty interest was 
impl i~a ted , '~ '  the Supreme Court employed a Mathews balanc- 
ing approach to conclude that due process did not require any 
type of presegregation hearing.13' Accordingly, despite the 
presence of a protected liberty interest, the individual interest 
at  stake was insufficient in H e w i f t  to require a predeprivation 
hearing.'32 

Academic sertings have provided for two additional Su. 
preme Court decisions'33 in which the Court has determined 

' ~ ~ S e a l o t h r w r ,  424 C S ar 331 
zp  468 C S 460 (1883) 

"'Id  at 482 Prilon offlciala placed the aggrlewd w m n e r  I" sdmlnlifiarive regre. 
8anan (a form of restricted confinemeotl based on their delermlnmDn that he WBP an 
1nm88lor of B p n i m  riot I d  81 462-64 

I3"The C a w 1  determined that  l lsfe la* created an axpscfafion of liberty ~n B pns. 
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B rearanable time after con- 
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that  only limited process 1s due. In Ingraham 2 .  Wrzghl.L34 JU- 
nior high school students alleged a violation of their due pro- 
cess rights after school officials had administered corporal 
punishment without prior notice or hearing The Supreme 
Court held that even though corporal punishment in the public 
schools implicated a protected iiberty meres t ,  due process did 
not require prior notice and hearings 13* The Court reasoned 
that traditional common~la~v tort remedies were sufficient to 
afford due process 13' The Court also indicated that the pro- 
cess to be afforded with respect to the liberty interest at  stake 
In the corporal punishment setting was something less than 
the process due for a property interest In public education L3s 
Thus, the Court m In~raham. had no problem wwth the lack of 
a predeprivation hearing In that  academic setting 

In another case arising from an academic setting, the 
Supreme Court. in Board of Curators of the Gnwersity of 
Missouri u. H o r o i ~ . i f ~ , ~ ~ ~  determined that due process did not 
require any pretermination hearing before a medical school 
dismissed a student for academic reasons.14o Without deciding 
whether the student's dismissal deprived her of a liberty or 
property interest in pursuing a medical career, the Court rea- 
soned that.  even in the absence of notice and a predismissai 
hearing, the school had afforded the former student all the 
process that was due.'?, The Court again distinguished earlier 
property interest analysis and determined that an academic 
dismissal called "for fa r  less stringent procedural require- 
ments" than did a disciplinary suspension 142 Accordingly, the 
Court concluded that,  even assuming the existence of a pra- 
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tected liberty interest, academic dismissals did not require a 
predismissal hearing. Thus, as the cases in this section demon- 
strate, constitutionally permissible postdeprivation hearings 
are not unique to the debarment and suspension field, and the 
Supreme Court has upheld such postdeprivation procedures in 
an assortment of other settings.143 

IV. Issues in Transition 

Although the federal government has been successful in de- 
fending an array of due process challenges to the debarment 
and suspension regulations, the government has made a habit 
of periodically amending those rules-generally either to alter 
the method in which agencies will consider debarment and 
suspension cases or to expand the scope of the consequences 
flowing from a debarmenc or suspension In this regard, the 
federal government appears to be scriring to "push the out- 
side of the envelope" of the constitutionally permissible range 
of the effects and breadth of debarments and  suspension^.^" 
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4s the government continues to expand the reach of its paten- 
rial debarment and suspension authority, additional questions 
arise over both the vallditv and Drudence of these chanees 
This section will explore a iew of ;hese changes and the need 
or desirability for change. if any.I" 

A .  Expandzng the Scope 

The federal government has expanded the eifects of Its de- 
barment and suspension remedies over the last several years 
In 1989, the government amended the FAR to require a pro- 
posed debarment to have immediate effect throughout the fed. 
erai government '+* Thus, under current regulations, a pro. 

the same lodnr for DeCenle Daoarrmenr deba:merri, allhouli  rhe  rules n m  delineate 
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posal for debarment has the same government-wide effect as a 
suspension Prior to this amendment, a proposed debarment 
only had the effect of barring a contractor from receiving con- 
tracts within the issuing agency pending a final decision in the 
debarment matter This change in the regulations corrected 
an anomaly in the former process. It was incongruous to per- 
mit a suspension-which an agency may base merely on an 
indictment or other adequate evidence of contractor impropri- 
ety-to have immediate, government-wide effect, while per- 
mitting a proposal for debarment-which an agency must base 
on a conviction, civil judgment, or some other cause of which 
a preponderance of evidence of wrongdoing exists-to have 
effect only within the issuing agency "This enabield] a seri- 
ously nonresponsibie contractor to continue to receive con- 
tract awards from other Federal agencies until a debarment 
decision [wals rendered.""6 From a due process perspective, 
this expansion in the scope of a proposed debarment's impact 
does not entitle contractors to any additional process. Given 
that the courts have upheld the suspension procedures against 
constitutional attack, the debarment Drocedures-even with a 
proposed debarment now having government-wide effect- 
must be valid as well L4B 

In 1989, in an even more wide-ranging action, the govern- 
ment also took steps to expand the scope of debarments and 
suspensions to include a prohibition against most subcontract- 
ing by either debarred or suspended contractors.lS0 Prior rules 
precluded agencies from consenting to subcontracts with 
debarred or suspended firms, but these firms otherwise were 
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permitted to enter into subcontracts As adopted, the regu- 
lations now (1) preclude the government from consenting to 
subcontracts m t h  a debarred or suspended contractor in the 
absence of a compelling reason determination by the agency 
head: and (2)  preclude prime contractors from entering into 
subcontracts of $26,000 01 more with a debarred ox suspended 
contractor unless that  prime Contractor makes a compelling 
reason determination and so notifies the agency's contracting 
officer.'j2 This amendment to the FAR is a seemingly unneces. 
sary expansion of the scope of debarments and suspensions 
4 t  first blush. some level of facial appeal exists in a rule that 
does not allow federal contracting dollars to flow to any 
debarred or suspended contractor, whether the particular 
debarred contractor is attempting to act as a prime contractor 
or as a subcontractor. Absent some level of privity between 
the government and the contractor, however. the barring of 
further subcontracting appears punitive In nature Unless the 
subcontract is one in which the government requires an ap- 
proval, the business integrity of any subcontractors that  con- 
tract with che prime contractor should be part  of the prime 
contractor's responsibility-not the responsibility of the pro. 
curing agencs- Furthermore. although a prime's retention of a 
debarred or suspended subcontractor may have a bearing on 
the prime's overall r e ~ p o n s i b i l i t y , ' ~ ~  once the government 
chooses to deal with the prime contractor, why should It be 
concerned any further about the subcontractor? The procuring 
agency then has no direct relationship with the subcontractor, 
and the government does not need the same level of protection 
that Lt does ~n situations in which privity exists b e t w e n  the 
agency and the contractor On the other hand. given the ongo- 
ing public concerns about procurement fraud. the ban on most 
subcontracting likely will continue; moreover. it represents an- 
other expansion in the scope of a debarment or suspension de- 
spite the somewhat punitive nature of these added sanctions 
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B.  Should the Imes t tga tors  Be i n  Charge? 

One potential change to the debarment and suspension pro- 
cess that may impact current procedures significantly is the 
possibility that  agency fraud investigators also will become re- 
sponsible far pursuing and deciding debarment and suspension 
matters The 1992 Department of Defense Appropriations Bill, 
as passed by the House of Representatives on June 7 ,  1991,L34 
included a provision that no funds "may be used to pay the 
salaries of debarment/suspension officials [within the Depart- 
ment of Defense] unless such personnel are assigned to a con- 
solidated office of Debarment and Suspension within the Of- 
fice of the Inspector General."'jb This bill would have the 
effect of consolidating the activities of the debarment and 
suspension officials for the various military services and the 
Defense Logistics Agency into one office located within the 
Defense Department's Office of the Inspector General (DODi 
IG).'jb To date, the Air Force, Army, Savy, and Defense Logis- 
tics Agency have maintained their own debarment and suspen- 
sion authorities as  well as their own internal procedures. The 
House Appropriations Committee apparently believes that it is 
"wrong" for each of these agencies to "have its own officials 
who can decide to debar or suspend a company from domg 
business with the entire federal government based on a Ser- 
vice unique problem with that company,"167 The committee 
has indicated that its concerns with a lack of centralization 
arose "when a company was suspended from contract compe- 
tition when it should have been placed on probation for six 
months while internal company problems were analyzed."'66 
Accordingly, the House added $1,000,000 to the DODiIG's 
budget to permit it to assume all of the agency's debarment 
and suspension functions as  a way to "remove any perceived 

'* H R 2621 102nd Cong l i r  SDSP, 137 C o u  REC H1176 (1801) (hereinafter H R 
2 i 2 l l  
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inconsistencies in the implementation of this [debarment and 
suspens~onl process."lja 

1 The Sex  Legislatine Initiative Is LhwLse.-The changes 
adopted by the House of Representatives to consolidate the 
debarment and suspension authorities within the Department 
of Defense into the DODIIG's office. if finally enacted into 
law. are Ill-conceired Certainly, these changes are not re- 
quired constitutionally. 4 s  described above.'b@ due process 
considerations pursuant to Mathews 0. Eldridge require an ex- 
amination of the facts specifically involved in each case, and 
"are not to be based on the validity of general regulations 

. . ' ' le ]  Accordingly, even if the internal debarment and sus- 
pension procedures within the various components of the De- 
partment of Defense differ. this lack of uniformity does not 
suggest that  any of the components' procedures are unconsti. 
tutional-provided that the various components are affording 
due process to contractors on a caseby-case basis in individ- 
ual debarment and suspension proceedings L62 Thus, uniform- 
~ t y  IS not compelled by due process considerations 

In addinon to the lack of any constitutional requirement 
that  the debarment and suspension activities within the vari- 
ous components of the Defense Department be consolidated, a 
congressional decision to house these activities within the 
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DODIIG is both curious and problematic. As part  of its stated 
basis for consolidating the agency's debarment and suspension 
authorities into the DODiIG, the House i\ppropriations Com- 
mittee expressed a concern that one of the components within 
the Defense Department had suspended a particular company 
from contracting Kith the federal government when, in the 
opinion of the committee, the company should not have been 
suspended.1Es Thus, the committee apparently was troubled 
tha t  at  least one Defense agency had been too aggressive in 
imposing the suspensmn remedy If overzealous application of 
the debarment and suspension remedies is a chief concern of 
the committee, however, then it seems ironic that the commit- 
tee would recommend consolidating the agency's debarment 
and suspension functions into the DODiIG. The DOD/IG long 
has maintained an aggressive attitude toward the iiberai impo- 
sition of debarment and suspension against government 
contractors. Indeed, tha t  office has been overtly critical of 
components wnhin the Defense Department for not pursuing 
the extensive use of debarment and suspension sanctions ener- 
getically, including preindictment suspensions of contractors 
under criminal investigations L64 Thus, not unlike asking the 
fox to guard the chickens, 11 is intriguing that the committee 
would choose t o  permit the DODIIG to take charge of the de- 
barment and suspension process within the Defense Depart- 
ment-particularly if the committee's genuine concern 1s that 
certain components within the agency have been too aggres- 
sive in carrying out their debarment and suspension responsi- 
bilities lB5 

, i, 1 .. ,. ; ,. \. . .  . . . -ir ' ,_../.. .,>'. . .,,. .," ,:... . _. .. ' : . -  . .,.i-..i-.. .- .... 
. \ .  ~ ..... '.. , ., , . , *  _. . ., . 
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An additional oddity in the House's decision to consolidate 
the debarment and suspension authorities within the Defense 
Department into the DOD,'IG relates to the House Appropria- 
tmns Committee's stated desire to "remove any perceived in- 
consistencies in the implementation" of the debarment and 
suspensmn process.''b This stated goal of uniformity appar- 
ently also relates to the committee's concern that ~n certain 
cases, the contractor receives too harsh a treatment from the 
amlicable debarment and s u s ~ e n s m n  authoritv within the De- 
fense Department Again, the- choice of the DOD/IG provides 
an ironic cure for this perceived shortcoming. The DODilG 
long has favored having all of the Defense Department's de. 
barment and suspension authorities follow uniform hearing 
procedures;". but not out of any sympathy for contractors 
who might h a r e  been suspended wrongfully or debarred by an 
overzealous debarment and suspension actlrity within the 
agency Instead. the DOD. IG has been concerned that if  any 
one of the components within the agency provides more 
process than do others. then actions taken by a component 
providing less process would be subject to constitutional at- 
tack.'6a Accordingly the DOD IG has desired uniformity, but 
a t  a minimal level of process, thereby facilitating the aggres. 
sive imposition of debarment or suspension against contrac. 
tOrS.L6e 

added,  

he iner.can Bar .AIS 
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2. Do Limits Emst Cnder the MA?-Housing a federal 
agency's debarment and suspension official within the office 
of that  agency's inspector general also raises significant legal 
concerns. It is troubling that the same office which has au- 
thority to investigate fraud could also recommend and impose 
debarments or suspensions against the targets of Its investiga- 
tions, and then preside at  hearings in which the targeted con. 
tractors present information in opposition to the agency ac- 
tions. This combination of functions could raise both statutory 
and constitutional concerns 

With respect to  statutory concerns, section 554(d) of the 
Administrative Procedure ActLTD generally prohibits an agency 
official who has engaged ~n either the investigation or the 
prosecution of a matter from participating in the agency's de- 
cision or recommended decision in that matter lil Section 
564(a) of the APA, however, states that  the provisions of sec- 
tion C54 apply only to cases of adjudication "required by stat- 
ute to be determined on the record after opportunity for an 
agency hearing.""l Thus, the various provisions of section 
654 of the APA generally apply only to certain formal adjudi- 
cations in which a statute has triggered an "on the record'' 
proceeding. The debarment and suspension regulations are not 
the subject of any separate statutory scheme, but are part  of 
the federal government's general statutory power to con- 

Thus, no statute specifically triggers the formal hear- 
ing procedures of the APA On the other hand, the Supreme 
Court previously has indicated that the absence of the "on the 
record" triggering language will not necessarily preclude the 
application of the APA if due process mandates a formal adju- 
dicatory hearing."' 

P r S C  :I :Si-68 iD1-06!1883)Iherelnaff~rAQ.~, 
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TWO circuits recentl] hare  had the opportunity to consider 
the applicability of the 4PA's formal hearing requirements to 
the debarment and suspension process In Leitman z McAus- 
land.'-' an individual and a corporate contractor challenged 
their three.year debarments from purchasing surplus and for. 
eign excess personal property from the federal government -'f 

As one of their grounds far challenging the Defense Logistics 
Agency's (DLA) debarment decision, the contractors asserted 
thar a DLA official had violated the strictures of section 
fi54(d) of the .-\PA "bg acting as both prosecutor and debar. 
ring official at the hearing ''l-i The agency o f f u a l .  w-ho 1s a 
legal counsel for the agency. had served as a hearing officer at  
the debarment proceedings invohing the complaining contrac- 
tors, and ultirnateir issued a notice of debarment after the 
close of the The contractors urged that this 
agency official Improperly had taken over the role of prose- 
cuting officer at the hearing by questioning the witnesses 
The court recognized that the parties had r a s e d  a "thorny 1s- 
sue" regarding u hether the formal adjudicative procedures set 

debarment proceedings. but avoided 
Instead, the court simply assumed. 

without deciding. that  the AP.4's provisions for formal adjudi- 
cation applied to the case and that the prohibitions on combin- 
ing prosecutorial and decision-making functions had not been 
violated in the case The court quite properly reasoned that 
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merely because the official conducting the hearing asked ques- 
tions of some of the witnesses, he had not placed himself in 
the position of prosecutor of the Thus, even if the 
challengers had established a constitutional basis for applying 
the hearing procedures of the APA to these particular debar- 
ment proceedings, the complainants could not prove any viola- 
tion 

Unlike the Fourth Circuit's skirting of the issue in Leitman, 
the Ninth Circuit recently confronted an issue concerning 
whether any of the agency adjudication procedures mandated 
by section 654 of the APA apply to the debarment and suspen- 
sion process. Although not faced With an issue involving an 
agency official improperly exercising multiple functions, in 
Girard u.  h'20pJenstedn'~~ the S in th  Circuit considered a chai- 
lenge tha t  raised another aspect of the formal adjudication of 
administrative disputes as triggered by section 564 of the 
APA. In Klopfenstein two debarred contractors challenged an 
agency debarment action by urging that the debarment proce- 
dures are invalid because they do not require an administra- 
tive law judge to preside over the debarment  proceeding^.'^^ 
The court initially observed that the APA did not apply to the 
case "because a debarment hearing is not required by a stat- 

The court reasoned that because no statute exists to 
authorize a person who is the subject of a debarment proceed. 
ing to receive an evidentiary hearing, no enabling legislation 
requires an "on the record" proceeding for purposes of 654(a) 
of the APA.lne Accordingly, the court concluded thac the ex- 
press terms of the APA do not apply in a debarment proceed- 
ing to require the presence of an administrative law judge.18' 

,**See id The court analogned the agency aff ic iari  ~ u e i i i o n a  t o  those that am 
$eneralls peimlfted lor B trial Judge and o b s e i i e d  that  most of the queitions were 
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As an alternative argument in Klopfenstein, the debarred 
contractors urged that the debarment regulations are facially 
unconstitutional because they do not "guarantee that an mdi. 
vidual subject to debarment will receive a f a r  hearing before 
an impartial decision maker The debarred contractors con- 
tended that the Supreme Court's holding in Wong Yang Sung 
compels the conclusion that agency debarment proceedings 
must be conducted by an administrative law Judge ldS The 
court in Klopf'eristezn determined that Wong Yang Sung was 
inapplicable to the debarment proceedings ~n question The 
court reasoned that 1i'ong Yang Sung was distinguishable be- 
cause the hearing in that case had been conducted In a way 
that denied due process.la' Unlike the situation in Wong Yang 
Sung, in which the regulations at  issue had required the hear- 
ing officer to undertake investigative. prosecutorial, and adju- 
dicative duties in deportation proceedings, the Klopfenrtein 
court observed that under the agency's debarment regulations 
"the debarring officer is not a member of the investigative 
branch of the agency. Furthermore, the regulations, on their 
face. do not merge the functions of prosecutor and decision- 

oreover, the court determined that the debarment 
'comport with the fundamental fairness require- 

ments of due process" per the Matheu's t'. Eldridge balancing 
test, and that "the rationale of Wong Yang Sung has no appli- 
cation to the 

Although the Klopfenrtein court determined that the W'oong 
Yang Sung decision does not require an agency to provide an 
AP.4-style administrative law Judge to preside over debarment 
hearings under the current debarment regulations. that  hold. 
ing was premised on the court's determination that the debar. 
ring officer's functions currently are separate from those of 
both the agency's investigators and prosecutors If the De. 
fense Department consolidates its various debarment func-  

[agency's] debarment regulations "Iqp 
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tions into the DODJIG, then a merging of investigative, 
prosecutorial, and decision-making functions within the same 
office could O C C U I . ~ ~ ~  An administrative structure requiring de- 
barmenr and suspension actions to be prosecuted and decided 
by the office that 1s also ~n charge of investigating fraud for 
the Defense Department is far closer to the scheme chat the 
Supreme Court found defective in Wong Yany Sung than the 
current debarment process. Accordingly, a congressional deci- 
sion to require a merging of agency investigators and debar. 
ring officials may trigger additional arguments under Wony 
Yang Sung that  certain aspects of the formal adjudicative re- 
quirements of the APA apply to debarment and suspension 
proceedings. 

3. Do Constitutional Lirn~ts  East?-One step further re- 
moved from whether either a statute or due process might 
trigger formal APA hearing requirements. is the question of 
whether persons affected by adverse agency determinations 
may invoke general due process principles-irrespective of 
the APA-to invalidate agency actions rendered by decision- 
makers who also had investigatory or prosecutorial responsi- 
bilities Even if the formal processes of the APA are not m- 
plicated, constitutional constraints still may prevent the com- 
bining of Investigative, prosecutorial, and aaudicatory 
functions in informal agency adjudications. In the leading 
case of Withrow v. Larkin,Ig4 rhe Supreme Court examined 
the constitutional validity of a combination of investigative 
and adjudicative functions. Because Withrow involved a chal- 
lenge to a state proceeding, the APA's hearing procedures did 
not apply, and the arguments focused on whether the general 
protections of due process of law placed limits on the various 
roles of the adjudicator In those proceedings. Although the 
Withrow Court broadly determined that agency members who 
participate in an investigation are not disqualified from later 
acting as  adjudicators,1g5 the case did not involve a combina- 
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tion of functions at  a level below that of the head of the 
agency I P i  Moreover Withrou involved a cornbination of in- 
vestigative and adjudicative roles-not a mixing of mvestiga- 
tory and prosecutoriai roles with that of the adjudicator. In- 
deed, the Court in Withrow cited with approval certain lower 
court decisions which have heid that the combination of an 
advocacy or prosecutorial role with that of the decision- 
maker in an agencr proceeding raises due process con- 
cerns Accordingly. combining investigatory, prosecutorial, 
and decision-making functions in the debarment and suspen- 
sion arena could raise due process concerns 

Based on the foregoing I f  the debarment authority for the 
Defense Department-or any other agency-ultimately is com- 
bined into the office of the agency's inspector general, that  
action may well generate litigation challenging the combina. 
tion of functions in the decision-maker for  the agency on ei- 
ther statutory or  constitutional grounds. On the other hand, 
any new agency debarment and suspension authority that is 
established in this manner could structure its operations in a 
way that limits the potential for these attacks For example, 
even if the DOD IG were to maintain independent re- 
sponsibility for  defense fraud matters,1s8 as  well as assume 
responsibility for both prosecuting and deciding debarment 
and suspension cases for the agency, the office could organize 
its new debarment and suspension authority in a manner that 
avoids impropriety Accordingly. i t  would be prudent for the 
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office to undertake measures to compartmentalize its opera. 
tions to separate the person or persons responsible for making 
debarmenr and suspension decisions from the individuals who. 
(1) will investigate agency fraud matters regularly; and (2)  
will argue debarment and suspension recommendations to the 
office's adjudicators This internai separation of functions 
no doubt would limit contractors' abilities to succeed in chal- 
lenging the debarment decisions of the new decislon.makers on 
grounds of improper combinations of functions. and should 
serve t o  limit somewhat the appearance of impropriety. 
Whether the new debarment and suspension authority pursues 
that course or not, this year 's  congressional activity could 
generate a great deal of litigation and certainly will alter the 
government-wide debarment and suspension process a5 it en- 
ters its second decade 

V. Conclusion 

One decade after the origins of the government-wide debar- 
ment and suspension regulations, it is well-established that 
agency actions which adhere to those procedures should sat- 
isfy constitutional due process requirements.20@ Indeed, the Su- 
preme Court's 1991 decision in Siegert T. GilleyZoL has raised 
additional questions concerning whether a debarment or sus- 
pension even implicates any protected due process interests 
Accordingly, the government may have even more power to 
pursue debarment and suspension remedies than In the past.202 
On the other hand, if the government continues to alter the 
process-either to expand the effects of a debarment or su5. 
pension or to afford even less process than has been available 
in the past-contractors no doubt will continue battling to 





MULTIPLICITY IN THE MILITARY 

Miron THOMAS H~nnrwro\ '  

I. Introduction 

In federal practice, the double jeopardy protection against 
multiple punishment for rhe same offense has been described 
as  "one of the least understood" and "most frequently liti- 
gated" issues.l In military practice, the protection operates 
under the nomde-guerre "multipiicity." Even so. multiplicity 
has assumed an identity unique and independent from federal 
pracrice. Although federal multiplicity practice has had its de- 
tractors, military multiplicity practice has been described as a 
"mess" and a The United States Court of Mill- 
tary Appeals has itself admitted rhar its concept of muitipiic- 
ity is "confu~ing ."~  The C O U K ~ ' S  kinder critics have deemed 
military multiplicity practice "problematic."' Others have not 
been gentle with their criticisms.s An overview of the deci- 
sions and analyses by the Court of Military Appeals calls to 
mind an observation Chief Judge Cuthbert UT Pound made of 
the New York Court of Appeals: "So two cases are exactly 
alike A young attorney once found t w o  opinions in the New 
York Reports where the facts seemed identical although the 

'Judge Ad\ocate General's Carps Coiled Staren Army Current13 aiaigoed BI Chief. 
Admmlrtraflre Lar I Carps. Office af the Staff Judge Advocate Fort L o w s  Wash. 
Ingran Formerl) asslgned BQ Cornmlslloner .Army Court  a1 \IllItaly Rai,ieu, 1888- 
1880, Goidrnmlnl  Appellare Couniel  United States .<rmy Legal Seriieer Aaency 
19S6-19SS Trlal Defense Counsel Fort Gardon teargla, 1883-1886 E . < .  >lllrsl3slppl 
SmlD Umrerrlly. 1877. J D , Mllaalrslppl College School or Lam I B S Z  LL I1 , The 
Judge Advocate Genersrs School. 1881 Thlr BrllCle IS based upon 8 t h e w  diaserra- 
f l m  that  the author submitted Lo satisfy. m part, the  degree iequiiemenls of the 39th 
Judge Advoeafe Officer Graduate Course 

' Whslen v Unlfed SfBteS, 415 U S  684, 688-705 (ISSO) (Rehnquiat J , dll lenlmg) 

J , dasenrmg) is 'mess 

4 Cnired States v Hickson. 22 \I J 387, 382 (C M X 1884) (Cox J ,  concurring m 

'The Umred States Air Farce Court UP \Ilhfarr R e v l e ~  has dended the mlllmry 
tho I_*I"Lt) 

mulflpllcx) rules In Lhrled Slates 1 Barnard 

sa\or of r h l e h  can onl) be lmagmed and noier expenenred ' Lnlred States 1 Meace, 
2 0 h l I  972 8 7 2 - 7 3 ( A F C > I R  1881) 

46 
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law was in conflict, but an older and more experienced attor- 
ney pointed out to  him that the names of the parties were 
different 

11. "Yultiplicity" in Federal Practice 

The United States Court of Military Appeals has identified 
three forms of objectionable multiplicity: (1) multiplicity in 
charging: (2) multiplicity in findings: and, (3) multiplicity m 
sentencing In federal practice, the word "multipiicity," when 
used as  a term of a m a  refers to the practice of charging the 
same offense in more than one count Although the military 
concepts of multiplicity for findings and multiplicity for sen. 
tencing do not exist as  such in federal practice, federal courts 
apply parallel but nevertheless distinct principles. To under- 
stand the federal multiplic~ty rules,Lo one must f ir i t  under- 
stand the underlying constitutional principles and the system 
of criminal Justice that American legislatures hare  developed 
from these principles. 

A. The Constitutional and Legislative Bases for  Federal 
Multiplicity 

Two principies of constitutional law define the federal rules 
of multiplicity. The first is the constitutional doctrine of sepa- 
ration of powers. The second IS the Double Jeopardy Clause of 
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the Fifth Amendment, which states that no person "shall be 
subject for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy of life 
or limb." 

1 .  The Doctrine of Separation of Powers.-The framers of 
the United States Constitution vested executive, legislative, 
and judicial powers in three, coordinate branches of govern- 
ment." Aithough the Constitution does not hermetically seal 
judicial, executive, and legislative powers within each respec- 
tive branch of this tripartite system,12 the Supreme Court is 
nevertheless vigilant in guarding against any encroachment of 
power tha t  might endanger "the integrity and maintenance of 
the system of government ordained by the Constitution."L3 
With respect to the power to enact law, the Constitution pro- 
vides that "[alll legislative Powers herein granted shali be 
vested in a Congress of the United States."" 

For purposes of federal multiplicity, one concept defines the 
interrelationship of the legislative, executive, and judicial 
branches. "the basic principle that within our federal constitu- 
tional framework the legislative power, including the power to 
define criminal offenses and to prescribe the punishments co 
be imposed upon those found guilty of them, resides wholly 
with the Congress."" The powers of the executive and judicial 
branches may be stated as corollaries of this principle. 

The executive power to prosecute derives solely from legis- 
lative enactments because "[ill 1s the Congress, and not the 
prosecution, which establishes and defines offenses ''l6 Ac- 
cordingly, the executive branch exercises its congressionally- 
created authority to prosecute free from judicial supervision. 
This notion is premised on the principle that "[tlhe Govern- 
ment, and not the courts, is responsible for initiating a 
criminal prosecution, and, subject to applicable constitutional 

"Imrnlgrarian and haturalliafmn S e w  v Chadha. 462 U S  010, 862 (1882) (Pou- 
ell d . c m c u r n n 8  in t h e  jud%meoll 

IID""1 

s Field s Clark. 143 U S  648 682 (1882) 
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limitations it IS entitled to choose those offenses for which It 
wishes to indict and the evidence upon which It wishes to base 
the prosecution."" 

The judiciary's role in adjudging and reviewing the canstnu. 
tional permissibility of punishments 1s iimlted to ascertaining 
the punishments authorized by Congress because "once the 
legislature has acted courts may not impose more than one 
punishment for the same offense."lB In this respect. the Dou- 
ble Jeopardy Clause has been described as an "embodiment" 
of the doctrine of separation of powers.1s 

2 The Double Jeopardy Clallse-The Double Jeopardy 
Clause is "cast explicitly in terms of" protecting against suc- 
cessive trials for the same offense.20 Nevertheless. the Su- 
preme Court interprets the Double Jeopardy Clause as a prohi- 
bition against multiple punishments for the same offense at a 
single trial In this respect, the clause "does no more than 
prevent the sentencing court from prescribing greater punish- 
ment than the legislature Several constitutional 
provmons restrict the power of legislatures to create and de. 
fine offenses,23 but "[flew If any. limitations are imposed by 
the Double Jeopardy Clause on the legislatwe power to define 
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offenses."?' As the Supreme Court has described the iegisia. 
tive power to create and define offenses, "[tlhere is nothing in 
the Constitution which prevents Congress from punishing sep- 
arately each step leading to the consummation of a transac- 
tion which it has power to prohibit and punishing also the 
completed transaction."z3 Accordingly, "[tjhe question of what 
punishments are constitutionaliy permissible is not different 
from the question of what punishments the Legislative Branch 
intended to be imposed. Where Congress intended . . to im- 
pose multiple punishments, imposition of such sentences does 
not violate the Constitution."z6 In effect, the double jeopardy 
protection from multiple punishments is coextensive with leg- 
islative limitations on the courts and prosecutors under the 
separation of powers doctrine. This redundancy is illustrated 
by two early decisions. 

In the 1873 decision Ex parte L a v e , $ '  the Court first sug- 
gested that the Double Jeopardy Clause includes an implicit 
prohibition against multiple punishment for the same offense. 
Lange was convicted of a single violation of a single statutory 
offense. The trial court sentenced Lange to a term of confine- 
ment and a fine: the statute authorized punishment in terms 
of confinement or a fine. The Lange Court first discussed a 
"maxim of the common law" 

If there is anything settled in the jurisprudence of Eng- 
land and America, it LS that  na man can be twice lawfully 
punished for the same offence. And though there have 
been nice questions in the application of this rule to cases 
in which the act charged was such as  to come within the 
definition of more than one statutory offence, . . . there 
has never been any doubt of its entire and complete pro- 
tection of the party when a second punishment is pro- 
posed in the same court, on the Same facts, for the same 
statutory offense $8 

2'Sannbna 137 U S  81 68 Some federal C O U ~  h a l e  gone IO far t o  ray that the 
Double Jeopardy Clause glaeen m lUml13 0" the power of Congress to define rho 
allorable u n h  of proircurmn and puniihmenf where all the charaen are brought m 
one I U I ~ "  United Stares 7 Johnion. 000 FZd ,517, 1518 (DC Cir IOODj (quoting 
Cnltsd State8 s McDonald 682 F 2 6  376, 377 (5th Cir 1882)) 
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The Court stared that [his principle of common law was "very 
clearly" embodied within the "spr i t ' '  of the Con~t i tu t ion . '~  
The Court concluded, "The argument seems to us irresistible, 
and we do not doubt that  the Constitution was designed as 
much to prevent the criminal from being twice punished for 
the same offense as from being twice tned for it ''13 

Fourteen years later, the Court decided In re S n o ~ . j -  Al- 
though the case differed from Lange factually. those facts 
raised an issue within the scope of the Court's prerious pro- 
nouncement on the Double Jeopardy Clause The Court, how-. 
ever. referenced neither Lange nor the Double Jeopardy 
Clause The Court considered the matter solely as a question 
of whether Congress had authorized separate punishments In 
other nords.  the case turned an the principle of separation of 
powers 

Snow received three separate con\ ictions for unlawful co- 
habitation with the same woman One alleged unlawful 
cohabitation from January 1, 1883, through December 31, 
1883; another alleged unlawful cohabitation from January 1.  
1884, through December 31, 1884; the last alleged unlawful 
cohabitation from January 1. 1885, though December 31, 
1886.3' In holding that Snow had committed but a single, con- 
tinuous violation of the statute,  the Court relied on the En- 
glish case Crepps v. D ~ c r d e n ~ ~  and quoted at length from the 
opinion authored bl- Lord Mansfield 

Here are three c o n ~ ~ c t m n s  of a baker, for exercising his 
trade on one and the same day, he having been before 
convicted for exercising his ordinary calling on that iden- 
tical day If the act of Parliament gives authority to 1m.y 
b i t  one penalty there i s  an end of the question, for there 
LS no penalty a t  common law On the construction of the 
act of Parliament the offence 1s "exercising his ordinary 
trade on the Lord's day": and rhat wthout  any fraction of 
a day. hours or minutes It IS but one entire offence, 
whether longer or shorter in poinr of duration: so, 
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whether it consists of one, or of a number of particular 
acts.3i 

Relying on this precedent, the Court granted Snow's petition 
for writ of habeas corpus. The Court concluded "The prinei- 
ple which governs the present case has been recognized and 
approved in many cases in the United States ' 'a6  Thus, Snow 
was resolved on the basis of the doctrine of separation of 
powers despite the fact that  it dealt with a second punishment 
"proposed in the same court, on the same facts, for the same 
statutory offense" just as  Lange did.SB While Snow and Lange 
could have been resolved on the same constitutional basis, the 
Court nevertheless resolved the cases on distinct grounds and 
achieved the same resuk3'  The point is that  legislative intent 
alone established the maximum permissible punishment re- 
gardless whether the matter mias viewed as  an issue of double 
jeopardy or of the doctrine of separation of powers 

3. The American System OJ Criminal Justice.-In exercising 
them plenary, constitutional power to create and define of- 
fenses, American legislatures steadily have enlarged the num- 
ber of overlapping. predicate and ancillary criminal offenses.38 
In doing SO, legislatures contemplate the permissive applica- 
tion of the full panoply of criminal sanctions to any one crimi- 
nal act, transaction or enterprise. One may criticize multiple 
convictions and pyramiding penalties for the same criminal 
act as  redundant and unnecessary. but this scheme of criminal 
justice reflects two practical concerns First, it acknowledges 
the inability of a legislature to anticipate every variation of 
human behavior which might comprise or attend a criminal 

G o r e ,  Knaed States 357 K S 386 390 (1958) 
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act or enterprise Second. I t  promotes the notion that criminal 
penalties should be individualized to reflect the defendant's 
misconduct 

That criminals do not act with the niceties of statutor>- 
prohibitions in mind is axiomatic-after all, the essence of 
crime is violation of the law To achieve the criminal purpose. 
criminal ingenuit) seizes upon every device, scheme, and spe- 
cie of act that  will aid in the success of the crimmal enter. 
prise Thus, although the independent criminal enterprises of 
two individuals ultimateis may siolate the same statute,  one's 
ancillary and predicate acts might reflect a substantially 
greater or significantly different criminal culpability lP In 
other circumscances, the consequences of an essentially idem,- 
cal criminal act may he significantly disnnct S o  legislative 
body possihll- could anticipate every variation of human be- 
havior and ever1 aggregation of acts that  conceivably might 
make up a criminal enterprise or undertaking 

To individualize any one criminal enterprise for purposes of 
prosecution and punishment, American legislatures hare  cre- 
ated an array of distinct statutory offenses. many of which 
overlap A legislature individualizes the criminal enterprise by 
authorizing discrete convictions for a criminal transaction 
under multiple, independent statutory offenses. Each COIIVIC- 
tion represents a legislatirely distinguished act of criminal 
misconduct and the penalties pyramid accordingly 

E .  '%All &ides to Legislative Intent":'L The Federal Rule of 
Mdtiplicity. 

As stared above, the double jeopardy prohibition against 
multiple punishment far the same offense prohibits the impo- 
sition of punishment in excess of that  authorized by the legis- 
lature Thus. legislative intent alone delimits the maximum 
permissible punishment under the constitutional doctrine of 
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separation of powers. In federal practice, the permissibility of 
multiple convictions and the permissibility of multiple charges 
are derivative issues Consequently, a multiplicity analysis in 
federal practice begins with the determination of whether the 
legislature has authorized multiple punishments. 

1. Multiplicity for Sentencing Purposes.-Regardless of the 
context in which a multiplicity issue arises, a "clear indication 
of legislative Intent" will Although a rule of statu- 
tory construction might mandate a different result, the Su- 
preme Court applies a rule of construction "only . . . when 
the will of Congress is not ~ l e a r . " ' ~  Thus, when a legislature 
specifically authorizes multiple punishments under two stat- 
utes, "regardless of whether those two statutes proscribe the 
'same' conduct under [a rule of statutory construction], a 
court's task is at an end and the prosecutor may seek and the 
trial court or jury may impose cumulative punishment under 
such statutes in a single trial."" Legislative intent may be 
found in the language, structure, or legislative history of the 
statutes In issue.45 

U'hen a court finds no manifestation of legislative intent in 
these sources, it must resort to rules of statutory construction. 
The Court described the difficult task of determining legisla- 
tive intent in iTnited States I.. Universal C.I.T Credit Covp  

Generalities about statutory construction help us little. 
They do not solve the special difficulties in construing a 
particular statute. The variables render every problem of 
statutory construction unique For that reason we may utii. 
ize, in construing a statute not unambiguous, all the light 
relevantly shed upon the words and clause and the statute 
that express the purpose of Congress. Very early Yr  Chief 
Justice Marshall told us, "U'here the mind labours to dis- 
cover the design of the legislature, It seizes upon every 
thing from which aid can be derived . 
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The ISSUB of legislative intent for double jeopardy purposes 
generally arises in two contexts" iniolring opposite presump- 
tions of legislative Intent. First, it arises when multiple counts 
charge the same act or transaction under separate statures 
Second, It arises when multiple counts charge the same act or 
transaction under the same statute. 

(aj The Rule of Construction for  Counts Charged Under 
the Same Statute --When a single transaction IS charged in 
multiple counts as  a violation of a single stacute, there is a 
presumption that Congress intended but a single punishment 
As the Court stated in Gore 

We [have] held that the transportation of more than one 
woman as a single transaction is to be dealt with as a sin- 
gle ofiense, for the reason that ivhen Congress has not ex- 
plicitly stated what the unit of offense IS. the doubt will 
be judicially resolved in favor of lenity for a single 
transaction to include several units relating to proscribed 
conduct under a single provision of a sratute 

The Court explained this rule of construction In Bell c. Cnited 
States 

It is not to be denied that argumentarive skill. as was 
shown at  the Bar, could persuasively and not unreason- 
ably reach elther o i  the conflicting constructions About 
only one aspect af the problem can one be dogmatic When 
Congress has the will It has no difficult) in expressing 
it-when it has the will. that  1s. a i  defining what 11 
desires to make the unit of prosecution and more particu- 
lar15, to make each stick in a faggot a single criminal unit 
T h e n  Congress leaves to the Judiciary the task of imput- 
ing to Congress an undeclared >Till, the ambiguity should 
be resolved m favor of lenity 

When multiple counts charge one criminal transaction as os-  
tensibly "separate" violations of the same statute. the court 
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faces several possible legislative intents Rrs t ,  the court faces 
the possibility that  Congress did not intend to have a single 
act, transaction, or episode fragmented into more than one of- 
fense under the same statute.j@ There is the possibility that  
Congress intended to create a continuing offense It is also 
possible that Congress defined a predicate act with the intent 
that  punishment would merge with that authorized for an- 
other act proscribed by the same statute.52 Finally, there is 
the possibility that  Congress intended to create but a single 
offense but defined it in such a way that a conviction could be 
obtained on different factual theories of guilt 63 

The unit-of-prosecution rule of construction assumes that 
the legislature intended any one statutory enactment to define 
an offense that "compendiously treats as one offense ail viola- 
tions that arise from that singleness of thought, purpose, or 
action, which may be deemed a single ' i m p u l ~ e . " ' ~ ~  The rule 
creates a presumption that,  had Congress intended multiple 
convictions and punishments for the same act under the same 
statute, Congress would have expressly defined the unit of 
prosecution in those terms. Paraphrasing Bell and Langge, this 
presumption affords entire and complete protection under the 
Double Jeopardy Clause from multiple punishment whenever a 
second punishment is proposed for a factually united violation 
of a single statute 

One case is cited frequently to illustrate the statutory ian- 
guage necessary to rebut the presumption that a single statute 
creates a single unit of prosecution, In Ebeling u. Morgan, the 
defendant was convicted of six counts of "feloniously 
tear[ing], cut[ting], and injur[ing]" six mailbags.66 Ebeling broke 

"For examgle, ~n Lnttrd Sfaton 1 Braisman the C o w l  held rhsi the t r ia l  court 
elred in holding ' t ha t  even though a nngle agreement la entered Into, the  CmsPma- 
tars ale  guilts of PS man? %Ingle offenses BI rho agreement has crmnsl  o b w t r  
Bralrman 317 L S ar 6 2  The Court ruled ' T h e  gmc a i  the crime of conaglrac). w 
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into a "certain railway postal car. then and there in transit on 
certain railroad." and rifled SIX mailbags j6 The Court held 

Reading the statute with a view to ascertaining its mean- 
ing I t  is apparent that  it undertakes to make an offender 
of anyone who shall cut, tear. or otherwise injure any 
mailbag . . . These words plainly indicate that it was 
the intention of the larvmakers to protect each and every 
mail bag from felonious injury and mutilation. Whenever 
any one mail bag is thus torn. cut or iwured, the offense 
is complete Although the transaction of cutting the mail 
bags [in this case] was in a sense continuous. the complete 
statutory offense was committed every time a mail bag 
was cut in the manner described, with the intent charged 

irrespective of any attack upon, or mutilation of, 
any other bag The words are so piain as to require little 
discussion or further amplification j7 

(bj  The Rule of Construction for Counts Charged Cnder 
Separate Statutes -When the counts in issue charge separate 
statutory vioimons,E6 the Court applies the Blockburger test, 
and does so with no small degree of confidence.5s As the Court 
explained in Albernur L' United States 

Congress cannot be expected t o  specifically address each 
issue of statutory construction which may arise But as 
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we have previously noted, Congress is "predominantly a 
lawyer's body," and it is appropriate for us to "assume 
tha t  our elected representatives . . know the law." As 
a result, if anything is to be assumed from the congres- 
sional silence on this point, it is that  Congress [is] aware 
of the Blackburger rule and legislate[s] with it in mind. It 
is not a function of this Court to presume that "Congress 
was unaware of what it accomplished . . 

In effect, the Blockburger test establishes a presumption of 
legislative intent-that is, i f  each of two statutes requires 
proof of an element distinct from the other, it is presumed 
that Congress intended to authorize separate punishments 

The Blockburger test may be expressed with the simplicity 
and precision of mathematical terms If all of the statutory 
elements of the offense charged in one count of an indictment 
are a subset of all of the statutory elements of an offense 
charged in another count, the two counts charge the "same 
offense."e' The test is entirely abstract; double jeopardy will 
not bar multiple, cumulative punishment so long as  the 
charges are "distinct in point of law , , , however nearly 
they may be connected in fact."63 If each statutory offense is 
not defined in terms of at  least one distinct element, the of- 
fenses are deemed "coterminous, in effect one offense with 
two labels."n4 

Although successive prosecutions were prohibited at  com- 
mon law, the term "same offense" had not been defined a t  the 
time the Bill of Rights was adopted.6s According to Justice 
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Brennan, "the common law , did finally attempt a defim- 
tion In The Ktng v. Vendercomb, 2 Leach 708, 720, 168 Eng. 
Rep. 405, 461 (Crown 1796)," and created what 1s now called 
the Blockburger The Supreme Courr adopted the Block- 
burger elements test in lB l l? '  rejected a challenge to the test 
in 1B58,bS and has not looked back since 

Regrettably the Blockburger test often has been expressed 
Ln terms of "same evidence."8s "lesser included  offense^,"'^ 
and "proof of facts."'l Superficially, these descriptions of the 
test are not inaccurate They are. however. somewhat mislead- 
ing. With respect to the "same evidence" stalemen1 of the 
test ,  the Court has pointed out, "Commentarors and judges 
alike have referred to the Blockburger test as the 'same evi. 
dence' test. This is a misnomer The Blackburger test has 
nothing to do with the evidence presented at  trial. It 1s con- 
cerned solely with the statutory elements of the offenses 
charged."'? 

When the test is stated in terms of "lesser-included of- 
fenses," it means lesser included as a matter of law ?? Thus, 
counts charging violations of separate statutes are lesser in- 
cluded only when one statute by definition "incorporates" all 
of the elements of the other statute i4 With respect to "proof 
of facts." one need only note that the full t es t  of Blockburger 
states the test as  "whether each proalsion requires proof of a 
fact a h x h  the other does not ' ' 1 6  In Harris a. Cnnited States, 
the Supreme Court rejected a double jeopardy challenged pre- 

M at 451 ,I'rennan J concurnn%) 
'-Goiirrri 220 L S ai 338 Before rho Court  I decision ~n Oci,siea rha Caurr had ...~ .. I *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  4,; :). ' : c . '  

-,... . . . . . . .  ... . . . . . , . - . A  .. . . .  .. . .  . . _  . 

'Sea,  e g , Blackburge, 284 L s a t  304 
-"Carbin 110 S Cr  a i  2003 n 12 The Court freyuenrl) refers In the Blnrkhurwr 

resf PI :he 30 called same euldence lest Sss, a I, Sanabna 437 C 6 at 70 n 24 
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mised on grounds tha t  the government established violations 
of two separate statutes by proof of the same operative fact.76 

An erroneous determination of permissible punishments will 
result more frequently than not if a court applies a test based 
solely on the terms "same evidence," "proof of facts," and 
"lesser included offenses" taken out of context These terms 
inaccurately suggest that  a court resolve the issue on the basis 
of the evidentiary relationship between the acts of misconduct 
alleged in the charges rather than the legislatively defined ele- 
ments of the statutes in issue. In effect, it suggests a resolu- 
tion based on due process notions of lesser included offenses 

For purposes of due process, an offense m t  charged may be 
lesser included in a charged offense because of surplusage in 
the factual allegations set forth in another, charged offense or 
because of evidence raised at  trial.?' Our present-day due 
process notions of lesser-included offenses developed from a 
common-law doctrine that was designed to assist the prosecu- 
tion.'B When the evidence at  trial failed to establish the of- 
fense charged, the prosecution could yet obtain a conviction 
for some less serious, "closely related" offense if the plead- 
ings satisfied the due process requirement for notice to the 
defendant.'O Later, the Court recognized that the requirement 
assisted the defendant and held that due ~ r o c e s s  notions of a 
fundamentally f a n  trial requires a lesser-included offense in. 
struction when warranted by the evidence 

If a "lesser-included offense" test for multiplicity encom- 
passed such due process notions of a lesser-included offense, 
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application af that  test often would result in an erroneous re- 
sult. Statutory offenses that are "closely related" under the 
common-law doctrine or the Due Process Clause might not pre- 
sent the Identity of elements required under the Blockburger 
test. %$ore to the poinr. neither the evidence introduced in any 
one trial, nor mere surplus allegations of fact set forth in an 
indictment, reflect legislative intent Stated otherwise, of- 
fenses that might be lesser included under the Due Process 
Clause might not be lesser included under the Double Jeop- 
ardy Clause 

Two cases illustrate a proper application of the Blockburger 
test and demonstrate that  due process notion5 of lesser-in- 
cluded offenses da not determine the permmsibility of multiple 
punishment In Albreckt z. l h i t e d  States. the defendant was 
convicted of four counts of illegal possession of liquor and 
four counts of illegal sale of the same liquor As the Court 
analyzed the case 

[Plassessing and selling are disrinct offenses One may ob- 
vmusly possess without selling; and one mag sell and 
cause to be delivered a thing of which he never has pos. 
session; or one may hare  possession and later sell, as  ap- 
pears to  ha \e  been done in this case. The fact that  the 
person sells the liquor which he possessed does not render 
the possession and the sale a single offense 61 

In  rnited States c. Woodicard, the accused and his wife 
passed through Lmted States Customs carrying S12.000 and 
S10,000, respectively. As he processed through Customs, 
Woodward checked "no" on a Customs form that asked 
whether he or  an5 member of his family was carrying over 
S5000 into the country As the Court evaluated the case 

Woodward was indicted on charges of making a false 
Statement to an agency of the United States, 18 U S  C B 
1001, and willfully failing to report that  he was carrying 
in excess of 55,000 into the United States, . The 
same conduct-answering ,'no" to the question whether 
he was carrymg more than $8,000 into the country- 
farmed the basis of each count 

[Plroaf of currency reporting violation does not necessar- 
ily include proof of a false statement offense Section 

-i,t,.ci,r :-s 1 > a- .. 
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1001 proscribes the nondisclosure of a material fact  only 
if the fact is "conceal[ed] . . by any trick, scheme, or 
device " (Emphasis added). A person could, without em- 
playing a "trick, scheme, or device," simply and willfully 
fail to file a currency disclosure repart. A traveler who 
enters the country and passes through Customs prepared 
to answer questions truthfully, but is never asked 
whether he is carrying over $5,000 in currency, might 
nonetheless be subject to conviction under 31 USC. 5 
1058 (1976 ed.) for willfully transporting money without 
filing the required currency report However, because he 
did not conceal a material fact by means of a "trick, 
scheme, or device," (and did not make any false state- 
ment) his conduct would not fall within 18 L!S.C. % 
1001.82 

In Albrecht, possession of the liquor under the facts of the 
case was a lesser-included offense of sale under the facts of 
the case Under the allegations of fact in the indictment in 
Woodward ,  the charge alleging the willful failure to report the 
currency was lesser-mcluded in the charge for the false re- 
port. Correctly applying the Blockburger test m both Wood- 
w a r d  and Albrecht ,  the Court yet approved cumulative pun. 
ishments under the separate statutes. These cases illustrate 
that  a mere factual or procedural relationship between counts 
do not obviate the separate nature of the offenses even if one 
of those counts might otherwise constitute a lesser-included 
offense as  a matter of due process. As the Court concluded in 
Woodward,  "We cannot assume . . that  Congress was un- 
aware that it had created two different offenses permitting 
multiple punishment for the same conduct "83 

(c) The Doctnne  of Lenity --In those cases in which the 
Court is unable to determine legislative intent, the Court 
applies a rule of lenity, "This policy of lenity means that the 
Court will not interpret a federal criminal statute so as  to 
increase the penalty that it places on dn individual when such 
an interpretation can be based on no more than a guess as to 
what Congress ~ n t e n d e d . " ~ ~  In effect, the Court will not 
attribute to  Congress "an intention to punish more severely 
than the language of its laws clearly imports in the light of 
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pertinent legislative history ' I s i  The Supreme Court has 
defined the analytical role of this rule as follows 

The rule of lenity only serves as  an aid for resolving an 
ambiguity in a statute' it is not to be used to beget one, 
and the rule comes into operation a t  the end of the pro- 
cess of construing what Congress has expressed, and not 
at  the beginning as  an overriding consideration of being 
lenient to wrongdoers as that 1s not the function of the 
judiciary si 

Thus, the Judicial doctrine of lenity implicitly acknowledges 
the power of the legislative branch to create, define, and pyra- 
mid punishment, but declines to find such an intent when the 
rules of statutory c~nstruction do not warrant such a finding 

(d j  The Analysis -When the same transaction is charged 
in more than one count of a single indictment, the defendant 
may challenge the imposition of separate punishments 
Because Congress has plenary, consntutionai power to create 
and define offenses and because the Double Jeopardy Clause 
prohibits a court from imposing multiple punishments for 
what Congress has defined as the "same offense," the 
question IS whether those counts proscribe the "same 
offense " 

If the counts charge violations of the same statute, there IS 
a presumption that those counts charge a violation of the 
same offense To obtain cumulative punishment for each 
count, the Government must rebut that  presumption by 
demonstrating a legislative intent to authorize separate pun- 
ishments for that  offense. If the court fails to find clear legis- 
lative intent either ta define two discrete offenses in the same 
statute or to define the offense in terms of discrete units of 
p r ~ ~ e c u t i o n .  the doctrine af lenity permits the court  10 impose 
only one punishment. 

If the counts charge violations of separate statutes, the 
court must identify the elements of the offenses Congress has 
created in those statutes. If there 1s an identity of elements 
between those two statutes, there is a presumption that the 
Statutes define the same offense If one of the statutes In- 
cludes all of the elements of the other statute, those statutes 
proscribe the same offense because the two Statutes merge as 
lesser-included one of the other. Again, the Government bears 
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the burden of rebutting the presumption by demonstrating a 
clear legislative intent to punish the defendant under both 
statutes. Otherwise, the doctrine of lenity will preclude impo- 
sition of separate punishments 

If each statute requires proof of an element not required by 
the other, there is a presumption that Congress has created 
two offenses with the intent to authorize separate, cumulative 
punishments for both In this situation, the burden is on the 
defendant to rebut the presumption by showing a clear iegisla- 
tive intent to punish the transaction under only one of the 
statutes. If the defendant fails to rebut the presumption, the 
doctrine of lenity must give way to the presumption. 

2. Multiplicity for  Findings.-While the double jeopardy 
prohibition against multiple punishment clearly addressed the 
sentencing aspect of "same offenses," the question remained 
whether findings of guilty were permissibie when the offenses 
were not separate for purposes of punishment Prior to 1986, 
federal courts dealt with separate convictions for the "same" 
offense in different ways.6: Some courts vacated both the sen- 
tence a n d  conviction 86 Others, employing what was called the 
doctrine of concurrent sentencing, simply held that an issue of 
multiple convictions did not arise whenever the court ordered 
a concurrent sentence on the multipiicious count 

In Ball v.  L'nited States. the Court reconciled the split 
among the circuits by ruling that a muitiplmous conviction 
for the same offense itself carries an element of punishment; 
it IS therefore impermissible under the Double Jeopardy 
Clause.na Thus. the issue of multiplicity for findings is no dif- 
ferent than the issue of multiplicity for sentencing. 

3. Multiplicify i n  Chargzng.-As indicated above, the term 
"multiplicity," when used as  a term of art  in federal practice, 
refers to the practice of charging the same offense in more 

&.See ieniroilyBali  470 U S a! 858 n 6 
Srr, e o ,  Chmnr.  529 FZd L 1238 
S r r g r n ~ r o i i ~  Bentonv Uargland 386 C S  784 786 781 08681 
See Ball , 1 nifed Stares 470 C 5 at 864-66 1 ' ~ o l e n l l ~ l  adverse ~ o l l ~ l e r d  conie- 

5 at 69 ( 'st  18 the Con- 
,ffe"ie' i gress. and not the prasecarmn. rrhich eilabllshen and definer I 
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than one m u m P 1  In this sense, it I S  the antithesis of "duplic- 
ity." the practice of pleading more than one offense In a single 
count The multiplicity doctrine IS a rule of pleading that IS 
based on the double jeopardy prohibition against multiple 
punishments Xhen an indictment alleges the same offense in 
more than one count, "the indictment exposes thr defendant 
to the threat of receiving multiple punishment for the same 
offense ' '02  Pievertheless, the mere fact that  two counts charge 
the same offense under the Blockburger rule will not necessar- 
ily entitle the defendant to relief 

In Lilited States u.  Batchelder,  the Court stated that "when 
an act violates more than one criminal statute [that defines 
the "same offense"]. the Government may prosecute under ei- 
ther so long as it does not discriminate against any class of 
defendants 'Ip3 Many courts read this sentence out of context 
and concluded that Batchelder required the prosecutor to 
elect which muitiplicious charge he would pro~ecute .~ '  In B a l l ,  
the Court made I t  clear that  it "had no intention of restricting 
the Government to prosecuting for only a single offense ' ' e 5  

The Court  declared. "[The Double Jeopardy Clause] does not 
prohibit the State from prosecuting [the defendant] for such 
multiple offenses in a single pmsecution."g8 

Quite the contrary, the laa permits charging "1esser.in- 
cluded" offenses because due process would entitle a defen- 
dant to an instruction on the 1esser.included offense in any 
event.YT A motion for appropriate relief challenging charges on 
the basis of multiplicity should be granted only in those cases 
in which the prosecution has impermissibly fragmented one 
offense into several or charged a continuing type of offense In 
more than one count 
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C. "All Guides to Legislative Intent"F A Rationale. 

A number of justices on the Supreme Court have taken issue 
with the proposition that the Double Jeopardy Clause imposes 
no limitation on the legislative power to create and define of- 
fenses. In their view. the double jeopardy proscription against 
multiple punishments for the same offense restricts legislative 
power to authorize multiple convictions and punishment for 
any one criminal transaction. In effect, they view the separa. 
tion of powers doctrine as  subordinate to the Double Jeopardy 
Clause 

In L'nzted States v. Gore,loo Justice Douglas first articulated 
the "one transaction, one conviction, one punishment" notion 
of double jeopardy. Gore was prosecuted for two sales of nar. 
cotics. Each sale was "broken down into three separate and 
distinct crimes" and consecutive sentences were imposed for 
each of six findings of guiity 

Plainly Congress defined three distinct crimes, giving the 
prosecutor on [the facts of the case] a choice But I do not 
think the courts were warranted in punishing petitioners 
three times for the same transaction. I realize that [Block- 
burger v. United States'oz] holds to the contrary. But I 
would overrule that case. I find that course necessary be- 
cause of my views on double jeopardy 

In Justice Douglas's view: 

Justice Douglas reasoned that the defendant had been the sub- 
ject of multiple prosecutions a t  the same trial and on the same 
evidence.lo6 He urged a construction of the Double Jeopardy 
Clause to the effect that  "out of the same facts a series of 

O'ln Ohio % J i l h n i ~ n  a defandanr indicted an four  COUOII for murder mvduotsr) 
manslaughter, aggravated robbery and grand larceny, all arising nut of 8 s m g k  tran.i- 
P c C I O ~ ,  made 8 s imi l~ r  c l a m  167 C S 493 (1984) He entered plaar of guilr) LO I ~ Y &  

unlary manrlaughfer and grand larceny and ~ k a a  a i  not guilty t o  murder  and aggra- 
i a t e d  robber, The m a l  eourr accepted Johnson's pleas of gull t i  w e ?  the  Stale's 
abjecrmn Johnson then mared 10 dlrrnur the murder and aggra\ared robbery C O Y ~ I ~  
on the ground rhsl becaux of his guilty ~ l e a r ,  fuirher ~ m i e ~ u f i m  on the  m e ~ e  sei). 

OUB ofienses a83 barred b) the double jeopardy Prohlblfluns Id ~f 484 The Court I 
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charges shall not be preferred."'c5 The majority's response 
was compelling 

The majority opinion in Gore first declared that the prohibi- 
tion against double jeopardy is a firmly rooted, historic pro- 
tection and not an evolving concept of law; It further observed 
that Douglas's view would overrule precedents dating back 
more than fifty years >lost important, the Court exposed 
the utter illogic of the urged interpretation: 

Suppose Congress. instead of enacting the three provisions 
before us. had passed an enactment substantially in this 
form: "Anyone who sells drugs except from the original 
stamped package and who sells such drugs not in pursu- 
ance of written order of the person to whom the drug is 
sold, and who does so by way of facilitating the conceal- 
ment and sale of drugs knowing the same to have been 
unlawfuiiy imported. shall be sentenced to not less than 
fifteen years' Imprisonment: Procided, however, That If 
he makes such sale in pursuance of written order of the 
person t o  whom the drug i s  sold he shall be sentenced to 
only ten years' imprisonment Provided f u r t h e r  That if he 
sells such drugs in the original stamped package he shall 
also be sentenced to only ten years' imprisonment And 
provided further That if he sells such drugs in pursuance 
of written order and from a stamped package, he shall be 
sentenced to only five years' imprisonment " Is it conceiv- 
able that such a statute would not be within the power of 
Congresso And is it rational to find such a statute consti- 
tutional but to strike down the Blockburger doctrine as  
violative of the double jeopardy clause [sic]?1o7 

As the Court evaluated Douglas's view. "In effect, we are 
asked to enrer the domain of penology. and more particularly 
that tantalizing aspect of it the proper apportionment of 
punishment Whate\es v i e w  mas  be entertained regarding se 
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verity of punishment . . these are peculiarly questions of 
legislative policy."Lo8 

In Missouri u. Hunter. Justice Narshaii resurrected Justice 
Douglas's proposition that "[wlhen multiple charges are 
brought the defendant is 'put in jeopardy' as  to each 
charge."Lo8 Beginning with the premise that "each separate 
conviction typically has collateral consequences" and tha t  
"each additional conviction imposes an additional stigma and 
causes additional damage to the defendant's reputation,"'l0 
Marshall reasoned: 

The very fact that  the State could simply convict a defen- 
dant , . of one crime and impose an appropriate 
punishment for that  crime demonstrates that  it has no ie- 
gitimate interest in seeking multiple convictions and mul- 
tipie punishment The creation of multiple crimes serves 
only to strengthen the prosecution's hand. It advances no 
valid state interest that  could not just  as easily be 
achieved u'ithout bringing multiple charges against the de- 
fendant 

The majority's response was perfunctory: "Legislatures, not 
courts, prescribe the scope of punishments.""2 

Thus, in the context of a single trial, the double jeopardy 
phrase "same offense" takes on a meaning that acknowledges 
and effectuates the legislative design underlying the pyramid- 
ing scheme of punishments characteristic of our American sys- 
tem of criminal justice. Had the Supreme Court adopted the 
"one transaction, one conviction, one punishment'' view of the 
Double Jeopardy Clause, the prohibition against multiple pun. 
ishments would frustrate this scheme of criminal justice Such 
a restriction would reward the offender for having committed 
i n  serio a number of distinct offenses by limiting conviction 
and punishment to the ultimate, consummated goal of his 
criminal enterprise 

In this regard. Justice Marshall's concern with the stigma 
and collateral consequences of additional convictions is faiia- 
cious. Drawing from the Gore analysis, if Congress possesses 

I * I d  at 368 One also should nore rhaf Justice VLarihall 1 argument that the 'erea 
m n  a i  mulfhple crimes 3erx .e~  anli  t o  srrengrheo the yroiecutian 5 h a n c  13 not a 
double Jeagard) canrenflan bur a due p~ocesa.  fundamenfalls-fair-fnal argument 
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the power to authorize the pyramiding of sentences under sep- 
arate statutes surely I t  possesses the power ro pyramid the 
stigma and collateral consequences attending those additional 
convictions ''E In this sense. the additional stigma and conse- 
quences are as milch an element of permissible punishment as 
the additional period of confinement. Thus, Justice Marshall's 
preoccupation n i th  the purportedly collateral consequences of 
multiple convictions does nor present a matter independent of 
the question whether a iegislature can constitutionally autho- 
rize multiple punishmenrs for the same offense Rather it is 
subsidiary to the question whether Congress may pyramid 
punishment at all. 

D. Eliminating Coqfwion zn the Arena ofl )ouble  Jeopardy. 
"Same Offense, " Diflwerent Meanings. 

The double jeopardy protection serves two distinct interests 
It limits the poner of the courts to that authority granted by 
Congress (the protection against multiple punishment) and It 
assures the criminal defendant some measure of finalitg in 
criminal  prosecution^ (the protection against successive prose. 
cutions) 'I4 The dual narure of the double jeopardy clause has 
generated confusing dicta and suspect analyses in the Court's 
case precedents."' .i better understanding of these distinct 
protections is essential if  one is to fully understand and appiy 
Supreme Court precedents 
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The point to bear in mind is that  these double jeopardy pro- 
tections are not coextensive The double jeopardy protection 
against multiple punishments is coextensive with the doctrine 
of separation of powers. At a single trial, this protection 
serves only to restrict a court's power to adjudge convictions 
and sentences to that authorized by the legislative branch of 
government. The double jeopardy protections against multiple 
prosecutions 1s not coextensive with the double Jeopardy pro- 
tection against successive rrials. The double jeopardy protec- 
tion against successive trials is a broader, more fundamental 
protection which operates independent of legislative author- 
ity. As the Supreme Court has explained: 

The underlying idea, one that is deeply ingrained in at  
least the Anglo-American system of jurisprudence, is tha t  
the State with all its resources and power should not be 
allowed to make repeated attempts to convict an individ- 
ual for an alleged offense, thereby subjecting him to em- 
barrassment, expense and ordeal and compelling him to 
l ire in a continuing state of anxiety and insecurity.L1b 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit 
has described this safeguard Interest in terms of "assuring fi- 
nality. sparing defendants the financial and psychological bur- 
dens of repeated trials. preserving judicial resources, and 
preventing prosecutorial misuse of the indictment process.'"" 
In Grady L'. Corbin, the Court further stated that "[m]ultiple 
prosecutions also give the States an opportunity to rehearse 
its presentation of proof, thus increasing the risk of an errone. 
ous conviction of one or more of the offenses charged."'18 In 
other words, the double jeopardy protection against successive 
trials "serves the additional purpose of providing criminal de. 
fendants with a measure of finality and repose '1119 

A uniform definition of the term "same offense" as it ap- 
pears in the double Jeopardy clause could not serve this di- 
chotomy of interests without subordinating or sacrificing one 
or the orher 120 The rule of starutory construction-whether 
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called the elements test ,  the same evidence test or the proof 
of facts test-would bar a subsequent prosecution only if the 
statutes defined a "same offense" both "in law and in fact ''la 

When applied In the context of success1w prosecutions, the 
rationale underlying the traditional Blockburgel. test w-as the 
due process notion that a jury could have returned a verdict 
of guilty to an offense included in the one charged Thus. 
"[i jf  a ~onviction might have been had. and was not, there was 
an implied In effect. an acquittal of the 
"greater" offense barred a subsequent prosecution for any of. 
fense lesser-included as a matter of law on the theory that the 
jury could hare  returned a finding of guilty of the lesser-in- 
cluded offense but refused to do so Even If the pleadings 
were insufficient as  a matter of due process to permit a find- 
ing of guilty on the lesser-included offense, a subsequent pros- 
ecution would nevertheless be barred because "the greater 
crime would inbolve the lesser "li4 

This elements test no doubt well served the double jeopardy 
guarantee against successive trials ir-hen applied in the arena 
of common law offenses and early, relatively simple criminal 
codes Over the years, hoaever.  criminal codes became more 
comprehensive as legislatures enacted additional statutes to 
create overlapping. predicate and compound offenses Under 
the Blockburger test. a comparison of the elements of these 
newly created. more comprehensive staturory offenses did not 
necessarily result in a finding that the offenses were lesser- 
included Thus, the double jeopardy guarantee against succes- 
sive prosecutions could not, under the Blockburger test, af- 
ford the criminal defendant the full measure of protection In- 
tended by the fifth amendment A s  Justice Brennan observed: 

The "same e\idence" test of "same offence" . does 
not enforce but virtually annuls the constitutional guaran. 
tee 

Given the tendency of modern criminal legislarim IO di- 
vide the phases of a criminal transaction into numerous 
separate crimes the opportunities for multiple prosecu. 
tions for an essentially unitary crminal episode are 
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frightening. And given our tradition of virtualiy unre- 
viewable prosecutorial discretion concerning the initiation 
and scope of criminal prosecution, the potentiaiities for 
abuse inherent in the "same evidence" test are simply in- 
tolerable l Z 5  

The elements test was so ill-suited to the task of protecting 
the defendant's constitutional guarantee against successive 
prosecutions that the judicial doctrines of coilaterai estop- 

and res judicataL2' often afforded the defendant a more 
effective safeguard.lz8 Because the Blockburger test was 
largely ineffective in protecting an accused from multiple 
prosecutions, many commentators advocated adoption of the 
so-called "same transaction'' test to alleviate the potential for 
harsh results under Blockburger.12e 

The same transaction test rested on a proposed rule of pro- 
cedure which would require the prosecution to fully exercise 
its power to join related offenses in a single proceeding If 
the prosecution failed to join ail the offenses arising out of a 
single act or transaction in a single prosecution, a subsequent 
prosecution would have been barred'3' on the theory that the 
Government had waived 11s right to prosecute that offense L32 
Although commentators contempiated legislative action to  ef- 
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fect these rules three justices of the Supreme Court deemed 
them implicit in the Double Jeopardy Clause.'33 Severtheless 
a majority of the Court never has embraced that view and the 
Court recently has gone to some length to emphasize that it 
has not adopted that test !34 

The Court did. however, recognize that the double jeopardy 
protection includes a collateral estoppel feature 135  Thus. the 
Court came to acknowledge that "ltlhe Blockburger [elements] 
test is not the only standard for determining whether succes- 
sive prosecutions rnrolve the same offense Many courts. 
however, misconstrued this observation as  a wholesale renun- 
ciation or modification of the Blockburger test even for the 
purpose af determining legislative intent for multiple punish- 
ments in the same trial. This misunderstanding w-as resolved 
~n Grady L. C o r b i n P -  

In Grady, the Court reiterated that the role of the double 
jeopardy clause in a smgle prosecution was to effect legisla- 
tive mtent :35 The Court further reiterated that a trial court 
must apply the Blockburger test to determine legislatire In- 
tent in single prosecution cases .38 The Court acknowledged, 
hawever, that  the double jeopardy protection against succes- 
sive prosecutions required an additional test even broader 
than 11s collateral estoppel feature 'IL The Court articulated 
this new test in the following terms 

The Double Jeopardy Clause bars any subsequent prosecu. 
tion m which the government, to establish an essential el- 
ement of an offense charged in that prosecution, will 
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prove conduct that constitutes an offense for which the 
defendant has already been prosecuted. 

The critical inquiry is what conduct the State will prove, 
not the evidence the State u-ill use to prove that conduct. 
As we have held, the presentation of specific evidence in 
one trial does not forever prevent the government from 
introducing that same evidence in a subsequent proceed- 
ing. On the other hand, the State cannot avoid the dictates 
of the double jeopardy clause merely by altering in succes- 
sive prosecutions the evidence offered to prove the same 
~ o n d u c t . " ~  

In effect, the Court has given the double jeopardy term "same 
offense" two separate meanings. In the context of multiple 
punishments at a single trial, it means "same offense accord- 
ing to legislative intent " In the context of successive prosecu- 
tions, it means "same offense according to legislative intent 
and according to the evidence of misconduct presented a t  a 
previous prosecution ' I  

There IS an innate resistance to the notion that the same 
term in the same phrase can have tum different technical 
meanings Although making dual constructions of the same 
constitutional provision seems somewhat paradoxical, the di- 
chotomy of interests served by the Double Jeopardy Clause 
mandates distinctive tests With the advenr of Grady v 
Corbin, one must accept the anomaly of "'same offense,' dif- 
ferent interpretations," because one must identify the interest 
protected in each case143 to determine the correct, applicable 
a a n d a r d  of double jeopardy. 

One also must keep the duality of interests in mind when 
reading case precedents. The Grady Court did not fashion the 
rule of double jeopardy for successive prosecutions from 
whole cloth. That test was the product of evolving views of 
the protection against successive prosecutions. The Court ex. 

4s Cases frequently present both lnfereifs protected b i  t h e  Double Jeopardy 
Clavie Sea Gmrsil 471 1 S at 7 7 7  
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pressed these ~ i e w s  in the dicta of many precedents In ad- 
dition t o  the independent tests applied between the double 
jeopard> protectmns against successave prosecutions and mul- 
tiple punishment. rarious factions on the Supreme Court have 
advocated-and continue to advocate-independent and con. 
flicting Y I ~ W S  of both protect~ons of the Double Jeopardy 
Clause 

One faction insists that  the Blockburger test is the sole mea- 
sure of protection for ail double jeopardy interests.'*j Others 
hare  argued that the Double Jeopardy Ciause plays no role in 
determining what punishments are permissible in a single 
trial Still others take an opposite view. as noted above, and 
contend that the Double Jeopardy Clause restricts the power 
of Congress to authorize cumulative ~ o n v i ~ t i o n s  and punish- 
ments even a t  a single trial '(- All of these divergent v i e w  
have found expression m the dicta of many cases.14s Nonethe- 
less, two clearly separate tests have been articulated and one 
must consider the possibility that  the dicta of any one opinion 
may not reflect of the majority of the Court Unfortunately, 
the United States Court of .\lilitary Appeals has not always 
drawn these subtle but critical distinctions 

I11 Military Multiplicity 

Military multiplicity practice as defined by the United 
States Court of ?Iiiitary Appeals is unique from federal multi- 
plicity practice Contrary to the constitutional dictates of the 
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double jeopardy clause and the separation of powers doctrine, 
military multiplicity practice rarely involves legislative intent. 

A .  Multiplicity joor Purposes of Sentencing. 

In L'nited Stat@ 2(. Baker,  the United States Court of Mili- 
tary Appeals declared that the government's reliance on the 
Blockburger test was "incorrect" and announced, "the Presi- 
dent did not simply adopt the so-called 'Blockburger' rule to 
determine whether offenses arising from the same transaction 
were Separate for purposes of punishment in the military "148 

In support of this declaration, the court cited paragraph 
76a(5) of the 1969 Manuai: 

Care must be exercised in applying the general rule [that 
offenses are no1 separate unless each requires proof of an 
element not required to prove the other] as there are other 
rules which may be applicable, with the result tha t  in 
some instances a final determination of whether tw'o of. 
fenses are separate can be made only after a study of the 
circumstances involved in the individual case 

The court's reliance upon paragraph 76a(5) as authority for 
its ruling was misplaced. The drafters included paragraph 
76a(6) in the 1969 Manual in recognition of rhe court's prece- 
dents, which disregarded wholesale the sentencing provision 
of the 1951 Manual 

The 1961 Manual prescribed the following test to determine 
whether offenses were "separate": "The offenses are separate 
If each offense requires proof of an element not required to 
prove the other."'51 The drafter stated his intent In prescrib- 
ing the foregoing test as follows: 

Although he may be found guilty of all offenses arising 
out of one transaction, the accused may be punished only 
for separate offenses These two rules are taken, gener- 
ally, from the decisions of the Federal courts. The rule 
that offenses are separate if each oifense requires proof 
of an element not required to prove the other 1s commonly 
referred to as the "Blockburger rule." having been taken 

"'Bake7 14 M J at 368 370 
" I d  at  369-70 (quanng \lanual for Caurf3-Mlartial Unlied States 1969 (ret i 

para 76aC5j Ihereinaftar \lCIL 19691) 

74b(l)  
Manual for Cmxf3-3larnal rnlled sraten 1951 Iherelnafrer \ICM 1961! p r a  
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from the opimon of rhe Supreme Court in Blockburger v 
Cmted Stares (1932). 284 I'.S 209."; 

The drafters-and presumably. the President-intended to 
adopt rhe then-exisring federal multiplicity practice for appli- 
cation to military courts-martial. 

The Court of >Iilitar?. Appeals however had misinterpreted 
the Blockburger test and applied It incorrectly since the 
1960's  The court did not focus on the sfatutory elements of 
the "offense ' IO determine legislatire intent as required by 
Blockburger Rarher. the court focused on the allegations of 
fact in the specifications to define the accused's offenses l i ?  
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Thus, the Court of Military Appeals must be numbered among 
those unfortunate "commentators and judges who er- 
roneously focused on the factual allegations contained in the 
specifications to identify the "elements" of an accused's "of- 
fense" in the Blockburger analysis In effect, the prosecutor's 
skill in drafting specifications determined whether the court 
could impose separate punishments. Problems were inevitable 
under the interpretation of the test adopted by the Court of 
Military Appeals. Prosecutors effectively could circumvent the 
double jeopardy protections against multiple punishment for 
the same offense by artfully drafting specihcations. 

By 1963, the court had begun to express dissatisfaction with 
the test ' j 5  The court had discovered-not surprisingly-that 
a critical analysis of the facts underlying some specifications 
"reveai[ed] the differences [in the offenses charged] to be illu- 
sory."lS6 The court noticed that the factual allegations that 
constituted distinct elements often "merely createldl a sepa- 
rate arm of the very same crime" even though a "superficial 
application of [the court's version of] the Blockburger test 
[made] it appear that  two offenses [were] described "L67 As the 
court later evaluated the situation, "Certain difficult fact situ- 
ations which appear to smack of unfairness in doubling the 
punishment for what might be regarded as  one omission have 
required this Court to seek a judicial means of answering per- 
plexing questions."'58 

In lieu of the court's version of the Blockburger test, the 
court fashioned myriad "tests," which could lead to contrary 
results.168 Moreover. the court did not feel constrained by any 
one test or by any of its own case precedents.lbO As the court 
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stated in Lhited States 1; .McClary 

Our previous rulings do not require a holding of multiplic- 
ity Generally speaking in determining multiplicity we 
have used the Manual text which provides that the of- 
fenses are separate if each offense requrres proof of an 
element not required to prove the other In some in- 
stances, that p n n c i p l e  has been rejected because i t  was 
bel imed its use would violate the cardinal pr inc ip le  of 
lalc that a person  m a y  not be tu ice  punished for the same 
c 7 i m e . ' ~ ~  

In effect, the court had assumed the role of final arbiter In the 
double jeopardy arena of cumulative punishment. 

The court reiiewed multiplicity Issues with a single stan- 
dard in mind--a standard expressed in sententious maxim 
"AS it I S  true that a rose by any other name would smell as 
sweet, so it is equally true that a man may be punished only 
once for the same offense regardless how that offense IS la- 
beled ":i2 Thus, when the President promulgated the 1969 
Manual, he included in paragraph 76  a caveat warning against 
the court's possible selection of one of its own unique tests 

By citing paragraph 76a(8) in support of its contention that 
the President had tacitly authorized the Court of Military Ap- 
peals to promulgate alternate tests, the court was in reality 
dealing in self-fulfilling prophecy To confirm the power it 
had usurped, the court did no more that exploit the Presi- 
dent's recognition of the court's disregard for the test pre- 
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scribed by the 1951 Vanual. The court tacitly corrected its 
disingenuous reliance on paragraph 76a(8) in LTnited States L'. 
Smith.  In Smith,  the court first applied a correct interpreta- 
tion of the Blockburger test but then declared, "United States 
c. B a k e r ,  supra, did not content itself with the Blockburger 

Since the court's decisions in Baker and Smith,  the court 
has not entertained chailenees to its rules of multiolicitv for 
sentencing. Rather, the focus of challenge has shified to the 
court's rules of multiplicity for findings. 

B.  Multiplicityfor Purposes ofFindings.  

While multiplicity issues for findings and sentence in fed- 
eral practice are not independent q ~ e s t i o n s , ' ~ ~  the Court of 
Military Appeals has deemed these issues separate in military 
practice. Thus, offenses may be separate for purposes of find- 
ings but multiplicious for sentencing. In B a k e r ,  the court COI- 
rectly identified the issue as one of constitutional magnitude; 
the court, however, defined the double jeopardy interest not 
as  a matter of legislative intent but as  one involving due pro- 
cess notions of lesser-included offenses.lnB 

Knifed Slates %, Smith 14 kl J 430, 432 (C M h 1883) (per runam) 
Srr supra note 80 and accampanymg text 

proof a t  the use af B deadly weepan and 1x3 YII eamtlrufed rhe force and \>a.  
lence of the robbery charge, an agnravated assau1t IS a l k b ~ e l  crime mchded 
udhm the latter 

l icVIy 15 C kl  A at 171 The due ~ m c e i i  bark of Larimerr approach 1% clearl) 8x3. 
dent LO h a  analysli 

Tested aorneshat dlfferenll! if %e a ~ ~ u m e  fhaf 
offeme 10 the same language but  It had been 
would nor the al legaomi and the proal support 
gerous P P O D ~ ~  [Yes I The general rule /s rhaf 
facti &haKing all the con3mu~nt elemenfr o f f  
allege3 that  Offense lo construing the rpeclfleatlon some llberalify a i  mteryrefa- 
r im IS permitled 

Id 
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Once separate specificatmns are identified as arising from 
the same criminal transaction, the test-as stated in Baker -  
focuses on two questions. first, whether one of the specifica- 
tions is lesser-included of the other as a matter of l a a ;  and 
second, whether the allegations of fact set forth in one specifi- 
cation are "fairly embraced" in the factual allegations of the 
other and established by evidence introduced at  trial lei Stated 
otherwise, offenses are multiplicious for findings I f  the allega- 
tions of fact set forth in one of the specifications would re. 
quire an instruction for findings on the other, lesser-included 
offense as a matter of due process 

Insofar as this test required dismissal of offenses that s e r e  
lesser-included as a matter of i a a  the rule did not differ from 
the Supreme Court 's  decision in Ball or for that  matter, the 
court's earlier decision in Vnited States v. Drexler.lba To the 
extent that  the test required dismissal of findings simply be- 
cause pleadings were drafted martfully, the test is inane 
Even in the absence of legislative intent concerns, the test 
constitutes little more than a notion that an accused should 
escape prosecution and punishment for an offense simply be- 
cause the allegations contained in the specifications or the evi- 
dence introduced at  trial establish some latent, or even patent, 
relationship between the specifications. When legislative In- 
tent is considered, the test LS indefensible because it rejects 
legislative intent as the sole measure of authorized pumsh- 
ment. The court's defense of this rule has been equall3- inane 
and indefensible. 

In rnited States c Doss, the court declared that "some con. 
fusion existed in [its] precedents" on the subject of multlphc- 
ity for findings and concluded that "some further comment 
emphasizing Baker  [might] be appropriate ''A~ The court ex- 
plained. 
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[I]n upholding the state-court conviction in [4lissouri zi. 
Hunter] the Supreme Court did not purport to limit the 
power of Congress or the President to prescribe different, 
more lenient procedures for trial by court martial. In 
Baker, we made clear that  in fact this has occurred L'o 

-'Id a f 4 1 1 , B C > I  1969, para 26h 
'One Iraniaefmn, or 

ahar 18 wbitantiall) m e  rransaetion rhould not he madc rho hasis far an unresmn 
able mulophcsfmn of charges against m e  person MC\I, IBSS, P B ~ P  26b, hlC\l, 1951, 
para 26h T h e  pmllimn indeed focuser on the charges and the  parameters of the 
criminal transaction rather than on the dunncVie e l e m ~ n f e  of the statutes i tdated m 
the course of that ~1.imlna1 mansaclion From an hlsmrical ~ e r s p e c t l i e  the court P 

Paragraph 26b of t he  1851 and she 1868 ilanvali provided 
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The court then explained "Presumably. in prescribing these 
rules the President took into account those considerations to 
which Justice Marshall called attention in his dissent in Mis- 
souri t. Hunter."'-' 

The problem with the cour t s  presumption IS seif-apparent 
.Mzssoari T .  Hunter v a s  decided in 1983-some thirty years 
after paragraph 26b first was promulgated. In effect, the 
court attributed to President Harry S Truman concerns that 
Justice Douglas did not articulate until lS5S I'? Moreover, the 
court cited, but failed to attribute. any significance to the fact 
that both the 1951 hIanua1 and the 1969 Manual specifically 
authorized multiple convictions for the same offense-even If 
those offenses were "the same offense" as a matter of I ~ w - . " ~  

The court has from time to time paid lip service to legisla- 
tive intent ? -  Recently. the court seemed to announce a new 
basis for Its multiplmty rulings. In L-mted States 2 .  Hickson 
the court analgzed the multiplicity issue on the basis of legis- 
lative intent, charactenzing 11s decisions on multiplmt) as fol- 
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lows: "In various cases we attempted to provide guidance as 
to factors which might help in ascertaining what maximum 
punishment had been intended when an accused was convicted 
of several offenses arising out of the same t ransa~t ion .""~  Al- 
though the court analyzed the issue in terms of legislative in- 
tent, it failed or refused to apply the test mandated by the 
Supreme Court; further, it failed or refused to acknowledge 
the presumption of legislative intent established by the Su- 
preme Court in Lhited States u ,  A l b e r n ~ . " ~  

The lack of merit in the Hickson rationale is evidenced by a 
subsequent decision issued by the court. In United States u. 
Jones, the court lapsed again into a contention that the multi- 
plicity rules it has devised are based on constitutional law and 
on the Manual for Courts-Martial IT' In Jones, the court re- 
versed decisions by the Navy-Marine Court of Yilitary Review 
that held that the President had superseded the court's deci- 
sion in Baker by prescribing a return to the Blockburger test 
in the new Manual for Courts-Martial promulgated in 1984.L'8 
They gave the matter short shrift 

The initial assertion of the court below is based on a 
profound misunderstanding of the legal basis of this 
Court's decision in United States v.  Baker,  supra .  Its un- 
soundness is further exacerbated by an insupportable 
reading of the cited rules in the new Manual for Courts- 
Martial Finally, the intermediate courtk simplistic 

The court aha pard I ID serwce $0 the Supreme Courts decnloo in Blockburger and 
the teat prescribed by the Manual for Courts-klarflal Lnlred Smw5 Y W e ~ w r ,  38 
C hl R 173, 176 (C \I A 1868) C This rule [paragraph 76a(B) af the 1861 ilanuall 19 
based lar%ely on the deciilon a i  t h e  Cnlled State Supreme Court lo IBlmkburgerl'j 
Bur the court declared unabashedly 'However. this Court ha3 not always followed 
the Butdance of the I1061 Manual] I" fhla area Insread, we have considered each ease 
on > t s  O X "  fmcfs and at drfferent times hare aml ied  different fe l t3  to  derermine 
rh i the r  offenses were sepamle' Id (empharls added) 
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embrace of the "Blockburger" rule ignores significant 
problems concerning its propriety as the sole test for 
determining double-jeopardy claims. particularly in the 
context of a jurisdiction's Ian defining a lesser included 
offense I - e  

The foregoing line of cases 11Iustrates that. while the early 
court misunderstood the Blockburger rule and resorted to  al. 
ternate tests out of necessity, the present court fully under- 
stands the Blockburger rule and willfully disregards it 

IV. Conclusion 

Supreme Court precedents have fully explored and estab- 
lished the limits of the double jeopardy protection against 
multiple punishment for the same offense There 1s but one 
limit-legislative intent L42 The Supreme Court also has man- 
dated the rules of construction to be used when legislative in- 
tent with respect to the imposition of cumulative punishments 
is not otherwise manifest The United States Court of Nilltary 
Appeals has determined that it will not be bound by these de- 
cisions. Thus, one might petition the Supreme Court assigning 
as  error the following question CAK THE COURT OF YILI- 
WRY APPEALS REFUSE TO FOLLOW A PRECEDEST OF 
THIS COURT' 

The Court of Military Appeals has from time to time relied 
on various provisions of the sereral  manuals for courts-mar- 
tial for Its errant adventure into the realm of the proper ap- 
portionment of punishment Out of fairness to the court. the 
Manual's statement of the Blockburger test is more than a lit- 
tle ambiguous The Alanual invariably has phrased the test as 
''offenses are separate if each offense requires proof of an eie- 
ment not required to prove the other '"" Such a definition 
violates a cardinal rule of definition by defining the term "of. 
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feme' '  using the word "offense " The word "offense" is sus- 
ceptible of several meanings. The term could be construed to 
refer to the offense defined by Congress in the Uniform Code 
of Military Justice, the factual allegations charged in the spec- 
ification, or accused's misconduct as  established by the evi- 
dence introduced at  trial. Thus the Manual's circular use of 
the term is ambiguous. 

More important, however, the test prescribed by the various 
Manuals has been fatally flawed in two other respects The 
Manual does not state the test as a rule of statutory construe. 
tion. Rather, the "test" is stated as a dispositive rule of law. 
In this sense, the statement of the test contained in the 1951 
Manual fails to make legislative intent the measure of permis- 
sible punishment, In effect. the test provided by the Manual 
does not serve to assist the courts in determining the punish- 
ment authorized by Congress; rather, the test itself defines the 
measure of permissible punishment. Additionally, the various 
Manuals incorrectly have mandated application of the Block- 
burger test in all situations. As stated above, the Blockburger 
test was designed only for application when there was an is- 
sue whether Congress intended multiple punishment under 
two separate statutory provisions.lB2 

In fairness to the Court of Military Appeals, the problems 
with military multiplicity practice rest as much with the Man- 
ual as with the court. But this fact does not justify the court's 
wholesale disregard for constitutional law. The constitutional 
infirmities m the multiplicity practice fashioned by the court 
would not dissipate if the Manual prescribed the very rules 
the court employs. Further, practical concerns such as  judicial 
economy, certainty, and stare decisis weigh heavily in favor 
of modifying military practice to mirror federal practice. 





DIVIDING MILITARY RETIREMENT PW AND 
DISABILITY PW: A MORE EQUITABLE 

A P P R 0 A C H 

CAPTAII. MARK E H ~ h m ~ s O b -  

I. Introduction 

There has been a dramatic change during the past twenty 
years in the treatment of military retirement pay as property 
that is divisible pursuant to a divorce.' In some ways, these 
changes parallel the changes taking place in other pensions 
Military retirement pay, however, is different than ocher pen. 
sions because it is a creation of the federal government AS a 
result, the developments leading to the divisibility of military 
retirement pay have followed a somewhat different course 
than other civilian pensions 

In 1981, the Supreme Court held in .!kcarty v .  .McCarty2 
that  the federal preemption doctrine prohibited the states 
from dividing military retirement pay. The inequity that this 
decision caused to former spouses of service members led Con. 
gress to enact the Uniformed Services Former Spouses' Protec- 
tion Act (USFSPA).? 

Although the LSFSPA returned the ability to divide military 
retirement pay to the states, it also contained certain limita- 
tions restricting the states' ability to divide military retire- 
ment pay. These limitations were the result of concern over 
national defense requirements and being equitable to service 
members.i Several of these limitations caused some contro- 

'Judge l d i o c a t e  Generals C a r p  Lnlfed States Arms Currenrli, aiiigned 8s Sa- 
nlor Defense Counsel XVIII AIrbarne Carpo. Fom Brag%, Sorfh Carolina Farmerli 
a n x n e d  as Trial Counsel 3d Armored D!w110n Buabach Germans 1888-1890. 
Chief Legal Arrlsmnc~ 36  Armored Divlalon, Frankfurt German) 1886-1888, 
Funded Legal Education Program 18S3-1986 E S isginla Polgrechnaal I n ~ n f u r e  
1881 J D  U n n e r i l t i  of Georgia 1886, L L \ I  The Judge I d w e a t e  Geoerars Sehaol 
1881 This a i f l ~ l e  IS based upon a thesis dii ioitmon that  the anrho? submitted 10 
I u i f i  lo Parr, the denree ro~uiremenfi  of t h e  39th Judle .Adrocate Officer Graduate 
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and resulted in litigation .4lthough some of the contro- 
Yersy and confusion generated by these limitations already 
has been resolved either by litigation or by legislation, two 
major areas of controversy remain. 

The first m q o r  area of controversy concerns what method 
of diwdmg retirement pay should be applied to military retire- 
ment pay Using one approach, the court would determine the 
value of the pension at  the time of divorce and award each of 
the parties one-half. Unfortunately, this is far more complex 
than It sounds. Using another approach, the court could retain 
juri5dictlon of the matter and divide the pension between the 
parties as it 1s received by the service member While this ap- 
proach soires some of the problems of the first approach, it 
also has disadvantages. 

The second area of controversy IS what portion of military 
retirement pay the former spouse should receive and when 
should he or she begin receiving it. One issue is whether the 
former spouse should share in postdivorce adjustments. such 
as cost of living increases and promotions that occur after the 
divorce The major issue involved in when the former spouse 
should begin receiving retired pay is whether the service 
member should begin paying nhiie he or she is stili serving on 
active duty. 

Another m a o r  area of controversy concerning military ben- 
efits is whether military disability pay should be subject to 
division by the state courts The United States Supreme Court 
held in Jlansell L.. Mansel l j  that  neither military disability 
pay, nor the retired pay waived to receive disability pay. can 
be SubJeCt to division 

This article examines ail three of these maior areas of con- 

I1 History of Dividing Military Retirement Pay 

A. Dzeiding Military Retirement Pay Pnor  to L‘SFSPA. 

Pnar to the SuDreme Court Decision in McCartv D. .McCartu.E 
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found that military retirement pay was nor subject to division 
because it was not marital property.' Like other pensions, che 
most frequently used rationale consisted of either the impossi- 
bility of establishing a present value for the pension or the 
speculative nature of the pension 

Subsequently, courts began to recognize chat vested military 
retirement plans should be considered marital property and, 
as such, should be subject to division upon divorce.R While 
recognizing the divisibility of vested military pensions, courts 
initially refused to consider unvested pensions as marital 
property subject to dwision.1° Subsequently, courts began to 
consider military pensions marital property subject to division 
whether or not they were vested.'' 

Thus, prior to 1981, some states were dividing military 
retirement pay the same way they divided other pensions. Be- 
cause military pensions are a creation of Che federal govern- 
ment, however, some staces concluded chat federal preemption 
precluded them from considering military retirement pensions 
as marital property.1i The result was that these states treated 
military retirement pay differently from civilian pensions be- 
cause they believed they were compelled to do so l3 

-in m Marriage of Ellis 36 Calo .APD 234, 538 P2d 1347 (1876) 
n Hiscox, Hiscox I78  Ind .App 378 386 h E 2d 1166. (19791 Paulron ! Paulran 

269 Ark 523.  601 S il 2d 873 (1980) 
'in re \Larria%e of Firhian, 10 Cal 3d 592. 517 P2d 448. 111 Cal Rplr  369. C B I ~  

d e n i d  416 U S  825 (1974) Ramaeg Y Ramaep. 96 Idaho 672, 535 P2d 63 (1676); 
Kruger 5 Kruger. 138 h J Super 413, 364 A 2d 340 (1076). modlhrd on w p r a l .  73 
h J 454 375 A 26 519 (1977j, LeClerr 7, LeClerf. 80 S hl 235, 453 P2d  7 5 6  11859). 
Mora Y Mara 429 S W 2d 660 (lex C l r  ADD 1865) 

"Durham % Durham. 280 Ark 3 708 S W2d 618 (I686j, Wllion I. Wilson 408 
h E 26  1169 (ind Cr .4pp 1680). Rafelrff r Rarcllff. 5SS S K 2 d  292 (KY Cr AID 
1979). Botd  \ Bo>d 118 Mkh .App 774, 323 N W 2 d  663 (1882). Copeland Y Cope. 
land. 91 X kl  409, 5 7 5  P2d  89 11978) (although pension involved *ab vested, court 
staled I" dicta that  UnveLed penalon cannot be sald to  ~ ~ n i t l f u t e  a ~ m ~ e r r p  right 
because the benefits rest YWO the r h l m  of the employer') 

am$. 741 P2d  849 (hlaika 1687), Van Loan v Van Loan. 556 PZd 214 
n l e  Marriage af Brown, I 5  Cal 36 838. 644 P2d 661, 126 Cal Rpri  

I l67Sj 
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On June 26. 1981, the Supreme Court of the United States 
decided the landmark case of McCarty P McCarty" and held 
that dirision of military retirement pay was foreclosed under 
rhe preemption doctrine.16 The court a150 made clear that  
state courts could not make offsetting awards of other com- 
munity property to compensate the former spouse for his or 
her interest in the military retirement benefits.lo 

McCarfy was a decisive point in the development of the di- 
visibility of military retirement pay. McCarly caused states al- 
ready dividing military retiremenr pay to overrule prior case 
law and stop awarding military retirement pay as property.l' 
Thus, states were required to treat military pensions differ. 
ently than other civilian pensions. 

Because McCarty represented a major change in the way 
some states were dividing military pensions, the issue 
naturally arose as to whether McCarty should be applied ret. 
roactively Searly e rery  stare that considered the issue deter. 
mined that McCarty should not be applied retroactively..8 

Despite the prohibition on the divisibility of retirement pay. 
hawever some states determined that McCarty did not pro. 
hibit them from considering a s e w m  member's military re. 
tirement pay in determining an apprapnate level of alimony.-8 
Still. aaarding alimon3- in lieu of dividing military retirement 
pay as  property was not a sufficient remedy to resolve the 
inequity of a former military spouse being deprived of a POT. 
tion of the serwce member's pension while a similarly situated 
civilian spouse was entitled to a portion of the employee 
spouse's pension. When military retirement pay LS dlrided as  
property, the former spouse receives either a lifetune annu- 
ity-if the court uses the retained jurlsdiction method-or a 
large lump sum cash payment-if the court uses the present 
cash value method In contrast, when military retirement pay 
I S  considered in an award of alimony. the award may be sub- 
J K C  to reduction or termination upon a change of circum- 
stances related to either party's earning power or  remarriage 
of the former spause. 
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B. The L'SFSPA. 

To resolve the inequity to the military spouse, Congress en- 
acted the Uniformed Services Former Spouses' Protection 
Act.20 This 1982 act was intended to overrule McCarty and 
allow for the divisibility of military retirement pay.21 The act 
went even further and provides a mechanism that allows for 
the direct payment of military retirement pay to the former 
spouse under certain circumstances.z2 

Not surprisingly, this reversion of the power to divide mili. 
tary retirement pay to the states caused some convulsions in 
many states. Those states that were dividing military retire- 
ment pay prior to ,WcCarty had to decide whether the USFSPA 
was retroactive within their jurisdictions The USFSPA con- 
tained language which stated tha t  a court may treat disposa- 
ble retired pay for pay periods beginning after June 26, 1981, 
either as property solely of the member or as property of the 
member and his or her spouse In accordance with the law of 
the jurisdiction of each state C O U T ~ . ~ ~  The legislative history of 
the USFSPA also suggests that Congress intended tha t  the 
USFSPA would permit spouses to reenter state courts to ob- 
tain new divisions of military retirement pay.24 

Despite the clear intent of Congress, applying the USFSPA 
retroactively was not a simple matter. The doctrine of res 
judicata prohibited the relitigation of cases that became final 
during the nineteen-month period between the date of the Mc- 
Carty decision and the effective date of the USFSPA. Nonethe- 
less, the majority of states that considered military retirement 
pay as divisible prior to the Supreme Court's decision in Mc- 
Carty decided that the statute was to be applied retroactively 
and allowed numerous cases that were decided between June 
26, 1981, and February 1, 1983, to be reopenedz6 To reach 
this result, some states relied upon state rules of procedure 
analogous to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 60(b), which per- 
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mits modification of otherwise final judgments Other states 
solved the problem through legislation In contrast, most 
states that  had considered military retirement pay not to be 
divisible as property prior to the McCarty decision decided 
that the LSFSPA was not to be applied retroactively The 
primary rationale for this position was that when the state 
courts did begin allowing the diTision of military retirement 
pay. it represented a fundamental change in the law 

Another group af litigants lost any opportunity to receive 
the advantages that the retroactive application of the USFSPA 
might have afforded them because they had obtained divorces 
pursuant to separation agreements that  gave the service mem- 
bers the sole rights to the military pensions Consider the 
spouse receiving legal advice concerning his or her property 
rights during the period from June 2 Z ,  1981. untii February 1 ,  
1983 Many were likely being advised that theg had no right 
to their spouse's military pensions As a result many entered 
into propert) settlement agreements that  awarded the military 
retirement pension to the service member as his or her sole 
property In some of these cases, the USFSPA provided no 
remedq- for these former spouses because some of the state 
courts concluded that a final divorce obtained pursuant to a 
separation agreement was not subject to modification 21 

The difficulty that the states encountered in applying the 
USFSPA retroactively 1s indicative of the problems Congress 
has in implementing a change in an area traditionally con- 
trolled by state law Despite the retroactivity provision in the 
USFSP.4 that indicated Congress's clear intent that  the states 
be allowed to divide military renrement pay effective June 26, 
1981, that  was not the final result Xonetheless. the retroac- 
tivity issue has now been resolved in all states by either case 
law or iegislatian. Perhaps the best resolution of the issue has 
been the passage of time The retroactivity issue is a moot 
point to anyone seeking a divorce today 

Because the LSFSPA did not require the states to divide mil. 
itary retirement pay states stili were left to decide whether 
they aould  treat military retirement pay as property h i -  

tially. several states decided that.  despite the USFSPA. mili- 
tary retirement pay mas not divisible as marital properrq- as a 

1.i 
- . i d  

S 
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matter of state i a ~ . ~ O  The rationale for not dividing military 
retirement pay was similar to the rationale being applied to 
other civilian pensions that were not vested. For example, in 
Grant D. Grant3' the Kansas Court of Appeals held that be- 
cause the plaintiff's military retirement pay had no present 
determinable value, it could not qualify as marital property 
subject to division. This ruling does not reflect that  military 
retirement pay was being treated differently than other pen- 
sions It reflected the law in Kansas as  to all pensions 

During the six years foiloning the enactment of USFSPA, 
the decisions prohibiting the divisibility of military retirement 
pay subsequently were overturned either by case or 

For example, following the court's decision in 
Grant,34 the Kansas Legislature amended the Kansas statute 
specifically to include the present value of any vested or un- 
vested military retirement pay as  marital property subject to 
division by the court during a divorce3j Not surprisingly. 
states finding for the first time that military retirement pay 
was divisible initially would find that only vested military re. 
tirement pensions were subject to d i v l s ~ o n . ~ ~  Eventually, all 
military retirement pensions would be considered as divisible 
in these states regardless of whether they were vested or un- 
vested 37 Currently, all states except one3% treat military re- 
tirement pay as  divisible property upon the dissolution of a 
marriage 39 

Although virtually all states now treat  military retirement 
pay as  marital property, some states still require that the mili- 
tary retirement pay be vested prior to being treated as p r o p  
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erty 4c This result IS simply a reflection of state law regarding 
the divisibility of pensions in general and does not reflect that  
the divis~biliry of milirary retirement pay IS more restrictive 
than other pensions I! 

C. CSFSPA Limztatzons Placed on Diciding Military 
Retirement Pay. 

While the divisibility of mditary retirement pay began to 
once again parallel the development of civilian pensions, a 
separate area of law was. at the same time, being carved out 
concerning military retirement pay This was because the 
USFSP.4 did not represent a total reversion to the states of the 
ability to divide military retirement pay. The CSFSPA sets out 
certain iimitations on the divisibility of military retirement 
pay 

These limitations on the divisibility of military retirement 
pay reflect Congress's resolution of the competing interests in- 
volved in dewding to enact the USFSFA On the one hand. Con- 
gress w,as very concerned with the mequits facing former 
spouses of service members.'? Congress was concerned that af- 
ter these former spouses experienced great hardship as mili- 
tary spouses. they were being treated unfairlh- when their 
marriages ended In dirorces 

At the same time, Congress was also concerned with the Im. 
pact the USFSP.4 would have on the military's ability to meet 
national defense requirements by maintaining a ready force 
during both peace and combat dl hlilitary retirement was Iden- 
tiiied a5 the most important factor in building and retaining a 
career all-volunteer force to meet national defense objectives. 
Thus, these Imitations on the divisibility of military retire- 
ment pa) were deemed necessary to protect the personnel 
management requirements of the militarh- services." 

One major limitation I S  that  the states can divide only "dis- 
posable retirement pap" and not gross retirement pay Despite 
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the plain language in the USFSPA,45 some states divided gross 
pay anyway." Although the Supreme Court never has directly 
addressed the issue, dicta in the Mansell case suggests that  
only disposable retirement pay is dlvisible.48 This position is 
supported by the language of the statute 

One of the major criticisms of the states being limited to 
dividing disposable pay is that the former spouse receives less 
than his or her fair share of retirement pay The following 
example demonstrates the validity of this complaint. Assume 
that the service member receives S1600 per month as retire- 
ment pay. If the service member is in the fifteen-percent tax 
bracket, the service member's disposable retirement pay 
would be $1360. If the former spouse had been married to the 
service member during his or her entire military career, the 
former spouse would be entitled to fifty percent, or $680. This 
would represent a fair division of the property Lnfortu- 
nately, the former spouse may have to pay taxes on the $680. 
If that  is the case, the former spouse will receive only $678, 
assuming the former spouse is ais0 in the fifteen-percent 
bracket. 

This inequity apparently has been resolved A recent 
amendment to the USFSPA directs that  payments made di. 
rectly to the former spouse will not be considered the retired 
pay of the service member.jO The result of this change will be 
that taxes will be withheld by the finance center from the in- 
dividual who is receiving the pay Thus, in the above example 
the Service member and the former spouse each would have 
$120 In taxes withheld and each would receive S680 net in- 
come. h'onetheiess, the states stili must divide gross pay to 
achieve this equitable division of military retirement pay 

Another limitation of the USFSPA requires the former 
spouse to be married to the service member for a t  least ten 
years to be eligible for direct payment from the finance 

This limitation has caused some confusion because 
some have misunderstood the provision as requiring that the 
former spouse must be married to the service member for ten 
years to be entitled to a share of the retirement pay. Several 

12 10 u 5 c 8 I408(C)(l) (1882) 
"Defense Auihorizaiion Act For Fiscal Y P P ~  1891 Pub L No 101-510 8 5 5 5 ,  104 

jX 10 L S C U 1408(d) (1882) 
Stat 1485. 1568 0 8 8 0 )  
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service members have argued that the former spause must be 
married for at  least ten years. but every case that  has consid- 
ered this issue has ruled that there is no such requirement.b2 
These rulings are consistent with the legislative history of the 
USFSPA. Despite the House version of the act containing a 
ten-year marriage requirement for retired pay to be divisible 
and the Senate version containing a five-year requirement, the 
conference committee rejected both these limitations on the di. 
visibility of military retirement pay.j3 Thus, this issue has 
been resolved. 

It is now clear that ,  as a result of the USFSPA, military re. 
tirement pay IS divisible. Stili, the legislative history of the 
USFSPA indicates a recognition that there are some differ- 
ences between military retired pay and other pensions. 

Because of this and other factors that  will be discussed 
shortly, there are two m a o r  unresoived issues concerning the 
divisibility of military retired pay The first issue is whether 
the present cash Yalue or the retained Jurisdiction method 
should be used when dividing military retired pay. Second, 
what portion of retired pay should be awarded to the former 
spouse and when should he or she begin receiving it? 

Ill. Present T'aiue Versus Retained Jurisdiction 

A ,  The Dlfficuity of Valuating Pensions Generally. 

To understand the advaniages and disadvantages of the two 
approaches to dividing pensions, it is necessary to have an un- 
derstanding of some pension definitions and concepts The 
definitions, concepts, and difficulties involved in dividing pen- 
sions are applicable to military as well as civilian pensions 

Because of ita impact on the historical development of the 
dwisibiiity of pensions, the first important concept discussed 
is vesting. A pensmn IS considered to be vested when an em- 
ployee completes the required period of service to have an in- 
defeasible entitlement to a pension payable upon retirement.64 
Once a pension vests, an employee may leave his or her Job 
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for any reason and still receive benefits when he or she even- 
tually becomes eligible to receive them 5 5  Thus, an individual 
may have a vested right to receive a pension, but have no 
right to receive any pension benefits at the present time. 

A second important concept is when a pension is considered 
to be matured Generally, maturing occurs only after all the 
conditions precedent to the payment of the benefits have 
taken place,66 Thus, when a pension matures, an employee has 
an immediate right to receive benefits. 

The following example explains the difference between vest- 
ing and maturing. Assume that an employee has a right to re- 
tirement pay after working with a company for thirty years 
and the employee can start receiving this retirement pay after 
reaching the age of sixty. Assume additionally that one of the 
employees has served thirty years and IS retiring at the age of 
fifty-six. At this time, the employee's pension is vested be- 
cause he or she has served the required thirty years. But, the 
pension has not matured because the employee has no right to 
receive any benefits under the pension because he or she has 
not yet reached the age of sixty. When the employee reaches 
the age of sixty, the pension will have matured and the em- 
ployee a i i l  have an immediate right to receive benefits under 
the plan. Thus, after the employee is sixty years old, the pen- 
sinn would be both vested and matured. 

Another concept relevant to understanding the difficulties 
in dividing pensions is valuation. Placing a value on a pension 
is a very complex process involving the consideration of a va- 
riety of factors The difficulty of this process can best be ex- 
plained by providing an example and looking a t  how some 
commonly encountered contingencies affect the example. 

Assume that a husband and wife are married for thirty 
years. During that thirty years, the husband works at the 
same place of employment while the wife works in the home 
Assume also that, as a result of that thirty years of employ- 
ment, the husband has earned a pension that wiii pay him 
$1000 a month for twenty years and he has an immediate 
right to receive this pension. Therefore, the pension is vested 
and matured. For simplification, assume further that there is 
no inflation and thus the first SlOOO received will be worth 
the same as the iast $1000. In this simplified fact pattern the 

B GOLDBERG. dmia note 61 L G o m n  supra note IS 
'#In Larrm$e of Fithian 10 Cal 36 582, 686 617 P2d 448, 461. 111 Cal Rptr 

36B 371 ~ e ~ f  denlad 41s C 5 826 reh'g dmied 418 L S 1060 (1074)  
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value af the pensron 1s very easy to ascertain The pension 1s 
worth S240,000. which 1s the sum of 240 times $1000 There- 
fore. to divide the pension equally each party would receive 
$120.000 

The first complicating variable or risk factor 1s that  of infla- 
tion Inflation causes the last Sl000 received twenty years 
from now to be worth much less than the $1000 received next 
month. Although both parties can hare  experts testify about 
the likely potential rates of future inflation, there is still a 
degree of uncertainty in this process The question then be. 
comes who assumes the risk of this uncertainty. With inflation 
as  the only factor both parties assume some risk If the court 
assumes an annual rate of inflation of four percent the pre- 
sent value of the pension will be $165,021.86,6q If the court is 
a rong  and inflation o w r  the next twenty years averages 
three percent. the value of the pension should have been 
$180,310.90j8 On the other hand, if the rate of inflation is 
five percent over the next taen ty  years, the ralue of the pen- 
sion should hare  been $151,525 30.b8 Therefore, if the court 
assumes an annual rate of inflation of four percent. the wife 
would be awarded 582.b10.93 as  her share of the pension But 
If the annual rate of inflation is three percent, the value of 
the pension that the wife should have been awarded would be 
S90,lb5 45 As a result. the risk that inflation is lower than 
the court anticipated is placed on the wife. Conversely. if the 
annual rate of inflation is five percent, then the wife should 
only have been awarded S75,762.65.  Because the wife already 
would hare  been awarded S82.510.93, the husband bears the 
risk that inflation will be higher than the court determines. In 
sum, the wife assumes the risk that Inflation will be lower 
than the court anticipates and the husband assumes the risk 
that Inflation m l l  be higher If this were the only risk and it 
was evenly divided between the parties, there aould  not be 
anything necessarily mequitable about this distribution But 
there are many other nsks. and not all of them can be divided 
equally between the parties. 

Returning to our original example and Ignoring Inflation, as- 
sume that instead of receiving Sl000 a month for twenty 
years the husband 1s to receive Sl000 a month for the rest of 
his life. This creates another contingency or risk factor that  
must be evaluated to determine the present cash value of the 
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pension Of course, expert testimony could again be used re- 
garding the life expectancy of a man this age in general, or 
regarding this man in particular, if he had some indication 
tha t  his life expectancy will be different from normal. 

Konetheless, the financial risk of an earlier or later than ex- 
pected death will be placed on the parties when placing a 
value on the pension. For example, if the man IS sixty years 
old and has a life expectancy of seventy-two, then the pension 
would be worth $144,00@-that 1s 144 months times $1000. 
Thus, each party would be awarded $72,000. If he were to die 
after only one year, however, then the actual value of the 
pension was only $12,000 and his former spouse should have 
been awarded only S6000 On the other hand, if he lives to be 
92, then the pension would have been worth $384,000 and his 
former spouse should have been awarded $192,000. Thus, val- 
uing this type of pension at  the time of divorce places the fi- 
nancial risk associated with a premature death entirely on the 
husband and the financial risk associated with a long life en- 
tirely on the u-ife. Naturally, the effects of inflation only 
would exacerbate this problem 

Another variable that will affect this example involves the 
question of when the pension is matured. If the husband re- 
tires after thirty years of service at  the age of fifty-five, but 
has no right to receive any benefits under the pension plan, 
the  ensi ion I S  vested. but not matured. If a court were to di- 
vide the pension at  this point at  time. it would have to calcu- 
late the possibility that  the pension would never mature. This 
calculation also would be based on actuarial tables, which 
would indicate the likelihood of whether the husband would 
ever receive his pension. Thus, the financial risk that the pen. 
sion will never mature is placed entirely on the husband. From 
the wife's perspective, she would have her share of the pen- 
sion reduced in value because of the risk the pension will 
never mature. If the pension does mature, then the wife would 
hare  received less than her fan' share of the pension. 

A final variable worth discussing involves the concept of 
vesting. Assume in our example that the husband has worked 
for only twenty years, but the pension does not vest until he 
has worked for  thirty. Under these circumstances. it IS virtu- 
ally impossible to determine the value of the pension. Deter- 
mining whether the husband will ever have a vested right in 
the pension involves nothing more than pure speculation, 
First, will the husband live long enough? Second, will his em- 
ployment be terminated prior to vesting7 If the court were to 
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award a partion of the pension to the wife, It would place an 
the husband the entire risk that  the pension will nerei vest. 
On the ather hand. i f  the court does not award the wife a 
portion of the pension, it would most likely be depriving her 
of the greatest asset chat the parties have accumulated during 
their tnenty-year marriage It 1s because of the speculative 
nature of this pension as property that courts initially would 
only divide vested pensions as marital property.e@ 

Because of these difficulties in valuing pensions, only vested 
and matured pensions initially were treated as marital prop- 
erty Courts generally cook the position that unvested 
pensions were merely an expectancy that had no present de. 
terminable value. An example of this position is found in the 
California case of French Y French 6 :  In French, the husband 
served in the navy for sixteen years prior to being transferred 
into the Reserves Under the then existing law, he had to 
serve another fourteen years in the Reserves to receive retire- 
ment pay The court concluded that only rested pensions were 
subject to division because unvested pensions were merely an 
expectancy-not a property 

In spite of the difficulty in valuating a pension. there ha5 
been a growing trend In this country to treat all pensions as 
marital property subject to dirision upon the dissolution of a 
marriage. regardless of whether or not they are vested d 3  This 
development has coincided with the increased use of the re- 
tained jurisdiction approach to dividing pensions The retained 
jurisdiction approach alleviates the need to determine the pre- 
sent value of a pension and will be explained later 

Kot all courts have followed the trend toward dividing pen. 
sions regardless af whether or  not they have vested or ma- 
tured Some states still require that  a pension be vested before 
it is divisible upon divorce The case Skiruin L. S k i n 3 k 6 j  
provides an example of the harsh results of taking this ap- 
proach. After more than twenty-four years of marriage, the 
court In Skinmin ruled that a wife a a s  not entitled to a share 
of her husband's police pension because the pension m u l d  not 
vest until thirty-tmo days after the date of the divorce Al- 
though this decision 1s based on an interpretation of a state 
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statute. and not on an analysis of the difficuities of valuation, 
this case serves as  an example of the hardship this approach 
places on the nonemployee spouse 

I t  is apparent that  there are a variety of difficulties in ralu- 
ating pensions Some of the problems, like inflation, can be 
resolved by using expert testimony and placmg the risk of the 
court making an incorrect determination on both of the par- 
ties Other problems, such as vesting and death. can be re- 
solved somewhat by expert testimony, but the risk of the 
court improperly determining the proper value of the pensLon 
falls on one party or the other. depending on future events. 
The question is which method of dividing pensions best deals 
with these uroblems 

B. Retained Jurisdiction Veiersu Present Cash Value. 

1 .  Present Cash Value.-Courts traditionally have used one 
of two approaches in determining how to divide 
One of the methods is the present cash value method. The 
court, frequently through expert testimony, calculates the pre- 
sent value of the pension and divides it between the parties 
Usually this is done by awarding the nonemployee spouse 
other property to offset The value of the pension. 

The primary advantage to  the present cash value approach 
is tha t  it immediately results In a final resolution of a divorc- 
ing couple’s financial affairs and the relationship between the 
parties and the court is terminated at  the conclusion of the 
divorce proceedings di Because of this advantage, some states 
have a clear preference for this approach 6 B  

There are some obvious problems, however, with the pre- 
sent cash value method of distributing pensions as manta1 
property In addition to the previously discussed problems of 
inflation, mortality, vesting. and maturing-which affect the 
valuation of all pensions-there are other problems in valu- 
ating miiitary retired pay The very nature of military retire- 
ment pay makes it difficult. if not impossible, to determine its 
present value. When the present value approach is used. the 
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Service member assumes a greater risk that  he or she w11 
never receive any retirement pay because the pension ne ier  
res t s  This could be the result of death or being separated 
prior to  serving the necessary twenty years required for the 
pension to vest The risk of the military pension not vesting 1s 
greater because military pensions do not vest until after 
twenty years. while many civilian pensions vest after only a 
fev  years nU Further. the military has an "up-or-out" promo- 
tion system rhar forces many service members o u t  of the ser- 
vice prior t o  serving twenty years 

An additional risk that  the court would have t o  emluate is 
the risk that  the sen ice  member could be recalled to active 
duty In time of nanonal emergency. If this happens. the ser- 
vice member does not receive retired pay during this period of 
actiratlon I t  is virtually impossible to calculate the likelihood 
of t h s  occurrence and its influence on the overall value of 
military retired pay 

creased the value of the pensions by the cost of living each 
year. there is no legal requirement that  it do so Again it IS 
virtually Impossible to calculate the risks involved here 

Another problem w r h  the present cash value method that is 
applicable to all pensions 1s rhar the parties may not hare  
enough assets to offset one-half the value of the pension. This 
renders the present division of the pension impossible 

One final criticmrn of the present cash value approach 1s 

that  it increases the cost of divorce" Both parties must pay 
for expert testimony and the increased expenses that result 
from the additional time spent ~n court 

2. Retained Jvrisdictzon -Some courts. recognizing the dif- 
ficulties with the present cash value method. prefer an alter- 
native method that frequently 15 called the retained jurisdic. 
tion method -I Depending on how this approach I S  applied. Lt 
can eliminate the need t o  determine a present cash Palue of 
the pension In cases in which the pension has not vested at  
the rime of divorce rhe retamed jurisdiction method also di- 
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vides equaiiy the risk that the pension will fali to vest?$ Ls. 
ing this method, the court retains Jurisdiction and awards the 
pension using one of two methods. 

First, in the case of a pension that has not vested, the court 
can retain jurisdiction until the pension vests. Then the court 
can determine the present cash value of the pension with a 
greater degree of accuracy. Still, this method involves many of 
the risk aiiocation factors previously discussed concerning the 
valuation of pensions. The only factor that  the court really 
has removed is the virtually incalculable risk of whether the 
pension will ever vest. As a result, this approach is not a pure 
retained jurisdiction approach It is a hybrid between the pre- 
sent cash vaiue approach and the retained jurisdiction ap- 
proach. 

A second approach is for courts to retain jurisdiction and 
award the former spouse a dollar amount or a percentage of 
the pension as  it is received 73  This approach can be used re. 
gardless of whether the pension is vested or unvested at  the 
time of divorce. Because the pension 1s divided as  it is re- 
ceived, this method eliminates the need to place a value on the 
pension 

In the example in which the ernpioyee's pension is SlOOO a 
month, the court could award the spouse fifty percent of the 
husband's pension. to be paid to the wife as it is received by 
the husband The effects of inflation would be the same on 
both parties. If the pension has not vested, the former spouse 
would receive the fif ty percent only if the employee spouse 
receives the pension. Therefore, the risks that the pension will 
not vest or mature faii equally on both parties. 

One criticism of the retained jurisdiction approach IS that  it 
creates a permanent relationship between the court and the 
parties and IS therefore adverse to the interests of finality in 
court decisions. This criticism is more theoretical than practi- 
cal. At the time of divorce, the court can divide the pension 
and order it to be paid to the former spouse as It is received 
Therefore, as  long as the parties comply with the court order, 
there is no further litigation of the matter." 

This criticism 1s also less applicable to the military because 
the USFSP.4 contains a provision that minimizes the adminis- 

-*In re Yarna%e of Bronn 15 Cal 3d 638 541 P Z d  581 128 Cnl Rprr 833 (18761 

ole Pem&nn Rights as .Mancat P ~ w r i f y  A Flairble Amroach, 48 Mo L R n  
G o - a s i ~ o ,  supra note 54 81 254 

241,  211 (1883, 
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trative burden that the retained jurisdiction approach other- 
wise might place on the court. The USFSP.4 provides that the 
former spouse can receive payment directly from the respec. 
five service's financial center under certain circumstances 

The only other criticism of the retained junsdlction ap- 
proach is that  the nonemployee spouse's m e r e s t  is subject to 
a variety of risks until the employee spouse begins to receive 
the pension. From the perspective of the employee spouse 
this is only fair because his or her pension IS subject to these 
same risks Still. the resuit of using the retained jurisdiction 
approach is that  the amount of the nonempiag-ee spouse's 
share remains within the control of the employee spouse to 
some extent. The m q o r  way the employee spouse can exercise 
this control is by continuing to work at the same job after the 
pension has vested. This keeps the pension from maturing and 
becoming payable. Despite this criticism, the reserved jurisdic- 
tion approach is still preferable to the present cash value ap- 
 roach:^ 

Becau:e of the numerous disadvantages of the present cash 
value approach and thc relative ease of application of The re. 
tained jurisdiction approach, many states now prefer the re- 
tained jurisdiction method..' Some states actually require that 
courts use the retained jurisdiction approach and prohibit the 
use of the present cash value a p ~ r o a c h . ' ~  Because of the add]- 
tianal difficulties in determining a present cash value for miii- 
tary retirement pensions, many states recognize that the 
retained jurisdiction method should be used 

Despite the conclus~on that the retained jurisdiction method 
should be used. there should not be any prohibition on the use 
of the present cash value method If the parties agree on the 
value of the pension and have the necessary assets. courts 
should not preclude them from making a final distribution of 
their marital assets Nevertheless, because most parties either 
will not agree on a value or will lack the current assets to 

"Jahnnan b Jahrion 131 Arb2 36 638 P 2 d  705 l I06I!  T a i l o r  5 Ta?iar  329 
K 1.26 796 l\:irn 1963' Kuchfa \ Kuchfa, 836 5 WZd 663 (\Io 1382! KIkde-- \ 

K>kkert, I77 \ J Super 471 427 .% 26 76 4(1d 438 A 26 317 (\ J IPal' Salb.ook 
Y Holbrood LO3 P i i  2d 327 309 \ R 2 d  343 :%-x CI .ADP 18811 
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make an immediate disposition of their marital assets, the re- 
tained jurisdiction method most often will be used 

IV What Should the Former Spouse Receive and When Should 
Payment Begin 

A.  What Should the Fonner Spouse Receive? 

The division of military retirement pay presents several 
unique problems. One major issue is what to do with 
postdivorce adjustments, such as promotions and cost of living 
increases. 

Unlike many retirement plans, military pensions are in- 
creased each year to offset the increased cost of living be- 
cause of inflation. The cost of living increase is usually equal 
to the consumer price index. Thus, the first issue is how this 
increase in the value of the pension should be divided between 
the parties Because cost of living increases are part of the 
military pension, they routinely are divided between the par- 
ties in proportion to their contributions to the pension.80 

More controversy has surrounded how the court should di- 
vide increases in the value of the pension as the result of the 
efforts of the service member. Some courts have concluded 
tha t  former spouses should be entitled only to share in the 
retirement pay that the service member would have received 
had he or she retired at the grade held at the time of di- 
vorce.8' In m e r  I.. GrierS2 a Texas Court of Appeals actually 
applied this rule so rigidly tha t  it awarded the spouse a por- 
tion of the retirement pay that the service member would 
have received if he were retired at the rank of major even 
though the service member was on the promotion list to lieu- 
tenant colonel at the time of the divorce.83 

Similarly, in In re Marnage of Castle,s' a California Court of 
Appeals apportioned the property based on the rank that the 
service member could retire at the time of the divorce and 
awarded the wife a portion of a captain's retirement pay- 

"Yoore Y Moore, 114 X J 147,  553 A 26 20 11388) .<aebch $, Kadreh. 148 A n i  
176. 713 P 2 d  1234 (13S6). In l e  Marriage of Caiitle, l t  Cal ADD 36 206, 226 Cal 
Rpli 382 (1886). In TI  ilarnagc a i  Seorf, I66 Cal Ap1 36 261 202 Cnl Rptr 718 
mrt d m r d ,  463 U S  1036 (188% 

" G r k r  v Grier. 713 S W 2 d  213 (Tex Cr A m  ,886) 

liCaalle \ Castle, 180 Cal  ADP 36 206, 228 Csl Rplr 382 (1886) 
s4 LBO Cal .4pp 3d 206 225 Cal Rplr 382 (1886) 

713 S W 213 [Tex CI ADP 1886i 
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rather than the higher rank of major-even though the ser- 
vice member had been promoted to the rank of maJor pnor  to 
the divorce.Rs The court reached this conclusion based an the 
fact that  the service member was not eligible to retire at  the 
rank of maJor at  the time of divorce 

The ratinnale of these cases is chat the former spouse con- 
tributed to the service member making only the rank held at  
the time of divorce and should not be entitled to increases in 
the value of the pension that were solely the result of the ser- 
rice member s work 

The results reached in these two cases, however, fail to take 
into account the fact  that  the former spouse contributed to the 
service member's promotion In Castle, it 1s clear that the wife 
contributed to the service member's obtaining the rank of ma- 
JOT because he was a major at  the time of divorce Therefore, 
this method fails to take into accnunt the wife's contribution 
to a higher rank by distinguishing between the rank that she 
helped her husband attain and the rank at  which the service 
member 1s eligible to retire on the date of the divorce 

Other courts reject the distinction betueen increases in rank 
that occur after di\orce and hold that the former spouse 
should receive a percentage share of the service member's re- 
tirement pay based on his or her contribution to the pension 5i 
Cnder chis approach, the former spouse LS given a percentage 
of the service member's retirement pay regardless of the ser. 
vice member's final retirement rank Thus, i f  a service mem- 
ber were to serve for twentysix years and during that service 
he or she was married for chirteen years, the former spouse 
would receire one half, times 13 2 6 t h ~ .  times the service 
member's eventual retirement pay This formula renders it ir- 
relevant that  the marriage was during the first thirteen-years, 
the last thirteen years, or some thirteen-year period In be- 
tween The rationale for this formula 1s that  the former 
spouse's contribution to the pension should not be considered 
any less because she ivr-as married to the service member in the 
middle or at  the beginning of the service member's career, 
rather than at  the end of his or her career jP 
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easier to stay in the service and obtain rank during the first 
ten years than it is during later years. Department of Defense 
promotion guidelines and limitations make it more difficult to 
obtain the higher ranks. While the Army will be used as  an 
example, this illustration I S  applicable to all services. Assume 
that there are approximately 10@,00@ officers on active duty,  
since this is the approximate end strength for September 30, 
1991.B8 With this force structure, the Army is allowed to have 
17,112 majors, 11,049 lieutenant colonels and 4648 colonels.g0 
Therefore, only sixty-four percent of the majors will be pro- 
moted to lieutenant colonel and forty-one percent of lieutenant 
colonels will be promoted to  colonel.OIFurther reducing this 
promotion rate 1s the fact that  the military IS expected to be 
much smaller by 1995.02 Therefore, there wiii be a correspond- 
ing reduction in all officer ranks O3 Thus, it seems logical that  
promoTions will be even more difficult to obtain in the future. 

A proper resolution of this issue falls somewhere between 
the two approaches. The argument that a former spouse 
should not be entitled to the enhancement of value that occurs 
as  a resuit of the service member's efforts after the divorce 
has some merit. The previously cited cases, however, draw the 
line too fa r  on the side of the service member. For example, It 
is  clear that  the SerYice member in Castle had obtained the 
rank of major at  the time of divorce. Thus, the wife had con- 
tributed to that service member's making the rank of maor .  
Similarly. the wife In Grter clearly contributed to her hus- 
band's making the rank of lieutenant colonel because he was 
already on the promotion list A further inequity was imposed 
on the former spouse in Grier because Texas courts use the 
present cash value approach and determine the present value 
of the retirement pay without considering future cost of living 
increases.s4 Thus, the former spouse did not receive her share 
of the future cost of living increases that are part  and parcel 
of the miiitary pension. 

Because the court In Castle supposedly was using the re- 
tained Jurisdiction approach, the court could hare  divided the 
pension based on the service member's eventual ability to re- 

l . D e f e n ~ ~  AufhOriiaIian AcI For Fiscal l e a r  1991, Pub L i o  L @ L - j L O ,  g 401 104 
Sfat 1485, 1543 (1990) 

I C U B C  %323(1981) 
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tire at  the rank that the former spouse had helped him or her 
obtain Thus, the court could h a i e  waited until the service 
member was eligible TO retire at the rank of lieutenant colonel 
and then g n e n  the former spouse a proportion of the differ- 
ence based on the former spouse's amount of contribution to 
the rank of lieutenant colonel. For example, assume that it 
took the service member SIX years to be promoted from the 
rank of major to the rank of lieutenant colonel Assume fur- 
ther that  the former spouse and service member were di- 
vorced at  the four-year point m this process Thus. the farmer 
spouse would be entitled to a share of ivhat the service mem- 
ber would h a l e  received had the service member retired as a 
major, plus tno-thirds-that I S .  four divided by six-of the 
difference between a lieutenant colonel's retirement pay and a 
major's retirement pay Khile this certainly would involve 
more complex formulas than the approach of basing the for- 
mer spouse's share on the service member's eligible retirement 
rank at the date of divorce. the amount of complexity in- 
rolved is not overwhelming and should not excuse the court 
from seeking to achieve this more equitable result Further, 
this method would not impose any additional administrative 
burden because the court could order the formula to be used 
and the numbers simply would be filled into the formula when 
the service member retires. 

B. When Should Payment Begzn? 

Xhen the retained junsdlctlon approach 1s used military re- 
tirement pay is paid to the former spouse as i t  I S  received. 
Because some courts use the present cash value approach and 
some use a hybrid approach. a question arises as  to when the 
farmer spouse should begin receiiing retirement pay 

The controrerq concerns requiring the service member to 
pay the former spouse while the service member IS still on 
active duty One issue I S  whether the courts can force the ser- 
vice member IO retire so that the former spouse can begin re. 
ceiving his or her share of military retirement pay. Congress. 
however. was very clear in enacting the USFSPA that a court 
could not force a service member to retire '' 

The other issue ~nvolves ahe ther  the c o u m  can order the 
service member to begin paying the former spouse a portion of 
his or  her military retirement pay aftei he or she has served 
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twenty years, but is still serving on active duty. California 
courts have decided that they can do so because to conclude 
otherwise would allow the service member to deprive the for. 
mer spouse of the present use of her property interest in the 
retirement pay simply by remaining on active duty 

California courts also allow the former spouse to elect when 
he or she begins to receive the military retirement pay.g' 
Thus, for  example, a former spouse who has been married to a 
service member for twenty years would be able to choose be- 
tween fifty percent of the retirement pay immediately or a 
lesser percent of the higher retirement pay the service mem- 
ber receives when he or she subsequently retires. Again, the 
rationaie behind this approach is tha t  the service member 
should not be allowed to deprive his or her former spouse of 
community property by remaining on active duty. 

This rationale is flawed for several reasons. First, it ignores 
the limitations placed on state courts' ability to order a ser- 
vice member to retire.e8 While the court is not ordering the 
service member to retire, it is ignoring the intent of this limi- 
tation on the divisibility of military retirement pay. As previ- 
ousiy discussed, the limitations placed on the divisibility of 
military retirement pay were designed to protect national de- 
fense requirements by maintaining a ready force % This ap- 
proach gives senior service members an incentive to leave the 
military after twenty years because they will be paying a por- 
tion of their retirement pay to their former spouse even 
though they are not receiving retirement pay. 

Second, this approach has been criticized because it is not a 
pure reserve jurisdiction approach.loO The court LS reserving 
jurisdiction until the pension vests and then using the present 
cash value approach. AS a result, all of the problems of the 
present cash value method are stili present, except the prob- 
lem of vesting.lu1 Therefore, this approach is Inequnable to 
the Service member for Several reasons It ignores the possibil- 
ity tha t  the service member could be recalled to active duty at 

) $ I n  i e  Marriage of Gilmare 29 Cal 36 418, 629 PZd I ,  IT4 t a l  Rprr 193 (19Slj  
In i larnage of Scatr, 1% Cal App 36 251.  209 Cal  Rplr  716 c ~ I  dmaed 468 
U S  1036 (1984) 
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some time in the future. If this were to happen, the s c r v ~ c e  
member would receive actire duty pay for services being cur- 
rently performed and would not be receiving military retire. 
ment pay. Thus, the risk that the retirement pay mill be lost 
because of national defense requirements is placed entirely on 
the service member. Further, the risk that the military retire- 
ment pension m l l  never mature is piaced entirely on the 
service member As a result, both advantages of the retained 
Jurisdiction approach are frustrated The risks of future con. 
tingencies are not dliided evenly between the parties and the 
court must now use expert testimony and place a value on the 
pension. 

Therefore. the argument that the seri ice  member should not 
be allowed to deprive the former spouse of her share of the 
military pension i 5  not compeihng Using the retained junsdic. 
tion method of dividing pensions, a pension is not payable un- 
til it 1s vested and matured When a service member has 
served for twenty years, the military retirement pension is 
vested, but it has not matured The only way to make the pen- 
sion mature is for the service member to retire, but Congress 
has determined that the states cannot order a service member 
to Therefore. the former spouse should not receive 
his or her share until the service member begins receiving his 
or her own share. 

The negative impact on the former spouse can be set off 
more easily with military retirement pay This IS because it IS 
easy to  distinguish longevity increases from merit increases in 
the militarg. Therefore, a former spouse's percentage can be 
locked at  the point of resting, If appropriate, and this percent- 
age can be applied to the retirement pay of the rank, or por- 
tion thereof, achieved during marriage This eliminates the 
service member's ability t o  reduce the former spouses percent- 
age of retirement pay by remaining on active duty and allows 
the farmer spouse to share in the longeiity Lncreases the ser. 
vice member receives by remaining on active duty for more 
than twenty years 

The only time this method might cause some inequity Is 
when a service member IS married to two or more different 
women for a total of more than twenty years. In that case the 
former spouses' respective percentages might add up to more 
than fifty percent of the service member's retirement pay Be- 
cause the service member must receire fifty percent the sec- 
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ond spouse would receive less than he or she would using the 
mathematical formula. Although this is a disadvantage of this 
method, it is rather minimal. First, this type of situation does 
not occur very often. Second, the second spouse should be 
aware of the percentage to which the first former spouse is 
entitled. Therefore, the second spouse can determine his or 
her maximum percentage and make his or her decision accord- 
ingly. 

The following example will clarify this approach Assume 
the service member and former spouse are married for twenty 
years and the service member is on active duty during the en- 
tire marriage. Assume a t  this point that the service member 1s 
a lieutenant colonel. If the couple divorces a t  this time, the 
former spouse would be entitled to fifty percent-that is, one- 
half times twenty-twentieths-of the service member's retire- 
ment pay a t  the current rank of the service member, Thus, if 
the service member remains on active duty six more years and 
retires at the rank of lieutenant colonel, the former spouse 
would receive fifty percent of the retirement pay of a lieuten- 
ant colonel with twenty-six years of service, and not fifty per- 
cent of the retirement pay of a lieutenant colonel with twenty 
years. As a result, the former spouse will receive a higher 
monthly amount when the service member retires because of 
the service member's additional service time. In addition, if 
the service member were to have been promoted following the 
marriage, the former spouse would be entitled to a percentage 
of this increased pension to the extent that the former spouse 
contributed to it during the marriage. 

A review of postdivorce adjustments leads to the conclusion 
that former spouses should share in the portion of the highest 
rank to which they Contributed. Further, the review of when 
Davment shouid beain leads to the conclusion tha t  militarv re- 
tirement pay 
ceived by the 

shouid be paid to 
service member. 

the former spouse as it is re. 

A final example will demonstrate how the combination of 
these two principles works. Assume that the service member 
divorces his or her spouse after sixteen years of marriage that 
overlapped with sixteen years of military service Assume fur- 
ther that the service member obtained the rank of mqor  after 
serving twelve years Subsequent to the divorce, the service 
member attains the rank of lieutenant colonel after serving a 
total of eighteen years and subsequently retires at that pay 
grade after serving twenty-four years. 
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The former spouse would not receive any money until the 
service member retires after serving twenty-four years. At 
that  time, the spouse would receive forty percent-that is, 
sixteen twentieths times one.half-of a base retirement pay 
figure. The base retirement pay figure would be the retire- 
ment pay of a major plus sixty-seven percent-that IS, four 
sixths-of the difference between the retirement pay of a ma- 
jor and the retirement pay of a lieutenant colonel Because the 
former spouse's share of the military retirement pay is 
expressed as  a percent, the former spouse will receive an in. 
crease in the amount he or she receives as  the service mem- 
ber's retirement pay is increased as a result of annual cost of 
living raises 

This approach balances the interests of the former spouse, 
the interests of the service member, and the military's interest 
in retaining its senior officers and noncommissioned officers 
after they have served twenty years. 

V Disability Pay 

A. Disabzlity Pay Generally 

The states are more divided on the issue of the divisibility 
of disability pay than they are on the issue of the divisibility 
of retired pay Part of the difficulty with determining whether 
to divide disability pay is the complex nature of disability 
pay. Disability pay has the characteristics of three different 
types of classifiable property: pensions, aorkers '  compensa- 
tion, and personal iwury r e c o ~ e r i e s . ' ~ ~  

Thus, disability pay is designed to replace lost wages like 
workers' compensation and some portions of a personal injury 
award Disabiliry pay also may be intended ro compensate for 
pain and suffering Unlike workers' compensation and per- 
sonal mjur? causes of action, however, disability pay may be 
earned by marital effort. As a result, disability pay has been 
classified as variously pensions. workers' compensation, and 
personal injury recoveries Actually, disability pay often is 
classified variously within the same jurisdiction 

One approach to determining whether disability pay should 
be considered marital property is LO focus on the source of the 
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coverage. If the source of the coverage is marital iabor, then 
disability pay should be divided as marital property.lo6 An- 
other approach is to focus on the extent to which disability 
pay displaces retirement pay. Some states classify postcover- 
ture retirement pay as marital property and postcoveriure dis- 
ability pay as separate property. As a result, the divorcing 
employee who has a choice between disability and retirement 
pay has an incentive to opt for disability pay. In these cases, 
several jurisdictions have heid that the portion of disability 
pay displacing retirement benefits earned during marriage, to 
which the employee would otherwise be entitled, is marital 
property.la7 Thus, this approach focuses on the extent to 
which disability pay displaces retirement pay. By combining 
these two approaches, a majority view has emerged. This ap- 
proach divides disability pay to the extent that it is similar to 
retirement pay because it is earned by the spouses during 
marriage.loB 

B. Military Disability Pay. 

1. Types of Military Disability Pay.-The United States has 
provided some form of a miiitary disability pension in this 
country since August 26, 1776 There are currently two dif- 
ferent statutory provisions for military disability pensions. It 
is important to have some understanding of these two types of 
benefits because courts have distinguished the two in deter- 
mining whether they should be divisible as marital property 
upon the dissolution of a marriage 

First, there are disability pension benefits pursuant to title 
38 of the United States Code. Under title 38 there are two 
subcategories of benefits-compensation benefits tha t  are 
paid by the Department of Veteran's Affairs for injuries sus- 
tained in the line of duty,LLa and pension benefits that are paid 
for similar injuries according to a subsistence standard based 
on need "' It should be noted that only compensation benefits 
are available to peacetime service rnembers.l12 
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The second type of military disability pension IS disability 
retirement pay. Disability retirement pay 1s paid under basi. 
cally two circumstances. First, 11 1s paid when a service mem. 
ber has a disability of a permanent nature that renders him or 
her unfit to perform assigned duties and the service member 
has serred at  least rwenty )-ears Second, it is paid u-hen a 
service member has a disability of a permanent nature that 
renders him or her unfit to perform assigned duties the dis- 
ability 1s at least thin>- percent, and the member has either 
served eight years or the disability 15 the proximate result of 
performing active duty.'13 Another form of disability pay also 
should be mentioned here because the LSFSFA excludes it 
from the definition of disposable retired pay that is subject to 
distribution b)- the states This disabilit? pay 1s compensa- 
tion under title 5 ,  which deals with compensatmn for civil ser- 
vice injuries 

Disability compensation and pension benefits are determined 
by the Department of Veteran's Affairs based on the severity 
of the disability and rhe degree to which the veteran's ability 
to earn a living has been impaired 'Ii If the service member 
orheraise already is receiving or eligible to receive retirement 
benefits the service member must waive so much of that  re- 
tired pay as irould be equal to this compensation or pen- 
sion 1'6 

The service member obtains several adLantages by waiving 
his retirement pa l  in exchange for disability pension benefits 
First. disability pension benefits are not taxable L 1 -  Therefore. 
the service member ivill increase his or her after tax income 
by exchanging retirement pay income for disability pension in- 
come .i second advantage to disabilitg pension benefits IS 
that  they are protected from creditors l l a  

Disability retired pay 1s determined based on a formula in 
which the member elects the greater of twwand-one-half per- 
cent times the number of years of service. times a retired pay 
base, or rhe percentage of disability, times the same retired 
pay base."' Thus. service members may Increase the value of 
this pension the longer they remain on a m v e  duty This first 
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method of determining the service member's disability retired 
pay actually is identical to the method of determining a ser- 
vice member's regular retirement pay.12@ 

Thus, a major who has served twelve years on active duty 
and is injured on active duty with a forty percent disability, 
which renders him or her unfit to perform assigned duties, 
would receive the greater of $1279.68-that is, forty percent 
of $3199.20-or $959.76-that is, two and one-half percent 
times twelve times $3199 20.121 Under these circumstances, 
there would be no waiver of retirement pay because the ser- 
vice member has no right to any retirement pay since he or 
she has not served for twenty years. 

Another situation involves service members who are injured 
and determined to have disabilities rendering them unfit for 
service after serving twenty years Under these circum- 
stances, the service member is entitled to disability retirement 
pay under 10 U S.C. section 1201 using the same formulas as 
before. In addition, because the service member has served 
over twenty years, the service member also would be entitled 
to retirement pay if he or she were not suffering from any 
disability.'2z The service member, however, can be retired only 
once. Therefore, the service member is either retired for dis- 
ability123 or he or she is retired reg~iar1y. l~ '  

Thus, a service member who currently is retired after 
twenty years with a disability under fifty percent is simply 
having his or her ordinary retirement pay displaced by the 
disability pay because a service member who currently retires 
after serving twenty years is entitled to fifty percent of his or 
her base retirement pay.L25 

2. The Divisibility of Military Disability Pay.-Because of 
the similarity between calculating disability retired pay and 
regular retired pay, same courts long have held that disability 
retired pay is marital property subject to division.lZ6 In Busby 
D. Busby,"' the court had to determine whether disability re. 

.. " .... 
Luna \ Luna 125 A n i  120 608 P 2 d  57 (Aril Cr App ISSO), Busby s Busb) 

167 S W P d  661 (Tex 19701 
?. 467 S "2d 661 (Tex 18701 
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tired pay should be divisible as manta1 property After com- 
paring disability retirement pay with regular retirement pay. 
the court concluded that disability retirement pay was dirisi- 
bie as marital property The court analyzed disabilitl retire- 
ment and regular retirement and concluded that disability re- 
tirement pay should be treated the same as regular retirement 
pay because the disability retlrement benefits accrued during 
 marriage:'^ 

In contrast, virtually all states that  have considered the 1s- 
sue have concluded that disability pension benefits under title 
38 are the separate property of the service member !2' Title 38 
disability pay. hawever can be awarded to service members 
who have served only a few years. as well as  to those who 
have served twenty years and are otherwise eligible to receive 
retirement pay 131 The service member who 1s o t h e r a m  eligi- 
ble to receive military retirement pay, on the other hand, must 
waive the portion of that  retirement pay that is equal to the 
amount of disability pay to which he or she 1s entitled under 
title 38 

As a result, while the states generally hare  concluded that 
disability pensions under title 38 are not marital property sub- 
ject to division. they are not in agreement as to how to treat 
the retirement pay that the service member has uaived so 
that  he or  she can receive the disability pension When a ser- 
vice member waives a portion of retirement pay to receive a 
disability pension under tnle 38, several courts hare  con. 
cluded that the retirement pay waived should be treated as  
marital property 13> These courts based their conclusion on the 
belief that  the scrvm member should not be allawed umlater- 
ally to defeat a former spouse's property right to his or her 
share of the retirement pay 

California typifies this approach. When a service member 
had served the requisite amount of time needed to receive re. 
tirement pay. a California appellate court ruled that the ser- 
vice member could not defeat the community interest in a 
spouse's right to the retired pay by electing to receive a dls- 
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ability pension.133 In contrast. another California appellate 
court concluded that disability retirement pay which was 
awarded before a service member's retirement benefit had in 
any way vested on a longevity basis, was not community 
property.134 

Other courts have reached the same result and have derer- 
mined that the retirement pay which is waived to receive 
disability pension benefits is marital property subject to divi- 
s i ~ 7 n . I ~ ~  Thus, prior to McCarty and the USFSPA, rhe predomi- 
nant issue was whether the service member was waiving or 
giving up a portion of his or her retirement pay, in which his 
or her spouse had an interest, in exchange for disability pay. 
If the service member was doing so, courts would find that the 
former spouse still was entitled to a share of the retirement 
pay that the service member had waived.'36 

The USFSPA, which was effective February 1, 1983, and ar. 
guably allowed for retroactive application back to June 26, 
1981, appeared to  represent a change in this area of the 
law.'3i When initially enacted, the USFSPA exempted disabil- 
ity retired pay and retired pay waived to receive disability 
pensions under either title 5 or ritle 38.'38 The USFSPA subse. 
quentiy was amended in 1986 to remove the exclusion of ail 
disabiiny retirement pay. The amendment provided that only 
the amount of disability retirement pay computed using the 
member's percent of disability would be excluded and not the 
amount of disabiiity pay determined based on the years of ser- 

Of course, if the amount of disability retirement pay 
based on the percent of disability exceeds the amount of 
disability retirement pay based on years of service, then the 
disability retirement pay 1s not divisible. Thus, disability re- 
tirement pay is divisible only to the extent that the amount of 
disability retired pay based on years of service exceeds the 
amount of disability retired pay based on the percent of dis- 
ability. 

"'in re Marnage of Sfenquiif 21 Cal 36 770 582 P2d 06 148 Cal Rprr 0 (10781 
"'in TP Marrmge of Ionen 13 Cal 36 467 531 P 2 d  420. 110 Ca l  RpLr LO8 (1071) 

'i'Dornlnev v Domine? 481 S V 2 d  473 :Tex CP App I, cart denred 408 I S  
LO28 (1872: 

Id 
' ~ 1 \ a ~ m n 8 1  Defense Authorization Act Far Flical >ear 1887 Pub L l o  00-661. 9 

644(a1:1)-:2!. I@@ Stat 3516 3887 ,1986) 
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Following the enactment of the USFSPA. almost all of the 
states that  considered the issue concluded that disability pay 
was not divisible as marital property la@ Severtheless, some 
states concluded that retirement pay waived to receive dis- 
ability pay was marital property and, as such, was divisible 
upon the dissolution of the marnage."l 

The issue was resolved by the Supreme Court in Mansell 21. 

.Mansell :d2  The Court held that military disability pay was not 
to be subject to division by the states and rvenc further by 
holding that retirement pay wamed to receive disability pay 
also was not subject to d iv is~on."~  Although some courts have 
expressed their dissatisfaction with the result of the .Mansell 
decision, they have complied with it 

Ironically, Gerald Mansell, the appellant in the .Mansell case. 
obtained no relief when his case was remanded to the Califor- 
nia courts. Gerald Mansell fell victim to the same fate that  
befell many former spouses who entered into separation 
agreements between June 26. 1B81. and February 1, 1983, 
who waived their rights to then  service members' military re- 
tirement pensions. The California court on remand concluded 
that while the award of a portion of Mansell's disabi1iQ pay 
may have exceeded the jurisdiction of the court. Gerald Man- 
sell waived any nght  to raise this assertion because he had 
consented to the court awarding a portion of his disability pa) 
in the separation agreement that he had signed voluntarily 
Thus, Mrs. Mansell continues to be entitled to a portion of 
Gerald \lamell's disability pay 

The result of the Supreme Court's decision in .Wansell IS 
clear-neither disability retirement pensions nor the retire. 
ment pay waved to receive them 1s marital property that is 
subject to  diQmon Further. the USFSPA i5 similarly clear that  
disability retirement pay that can be directly attributable to a 
service member's disabilith- LS also not d i v i ~ i b l e . l ~ ~  

. 1 9 1 A L R 3 6 1 7 6  , 1 9 i B & S ~ p p  1967' 
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C. Should Disability Pay Be Divisible? 

By fa r  the biggest controversy surrounding what should be 
subject to division concerning military pay and benefits is mil- 
i tary disability pay. As previously discussed, veterans' dis- 
ability benefits under tirle 38 always have been excluded from 
d i ~ i s i b i i i t y . ~ ~ ~  Thus, the primary issue to be resolved regard- 
ing titie 38 benefits is whether the military retirement bene- 
fits waived to receive titie 38 benefits shouid be considered 
marital property subject to division upon dissolution of the 
marriage. A related issue is whether disability rerirement ben- 
efits should be subject to division upon dissolution of the mar. 
riage. 

A review of the historical development of the divisibility of 
retirement pay and the divisibiiity of disability pay reveals 
several similarities Prior to McCarty, many states were divid- 
ing military retirement pay as marital property. Similarly, 
prior to .Mansell, many states were dividing the military re- 
tirement pay waived to receive disability benefits under title 
38. Subsequent to McCarty, the USFSPA was enacted and state 
courts again were allowed to divide military retirement pay 
pursuant to state law. It is not unreasonable to believe that 
congressional action will lead to an overruling of .Mansell and 
allow states to treat military retirement pay that is waived to 
receive military disability pay as marital property 

The basic rationale of the courts that  consider the military 
retirement pay waived to receive disability pay to be marital 
property is compeilmg. The basic premise is that  the service 
member should not be allowed unilaterally to dispose of his or 
her former spouse's property. One party unilaterally cannot 
dispose of another party 's  property without consent in any 
other circumstance in the area of divorce law. For example, 
one party cannot sell the marital home and then dispose of the 
proceeds by giving them to a third party. The party selling the 
marital home wouid still be liable to the former spouse for her 
one-haif interest In the home. 

Thus, state courts now find themselves in much the same 
situation a3 they did after the Supreme Court decided Me 
Carzy. The theories that  they use to divide marital property 
are inapplicable to the division of military disability pay. 
Thus, they must ignore their property distriburion rules in 
this area of the law until Congress acts. The resuit is that  mil- 
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i tary spouses dre treated differently than all ather spouses 
who reside within that state's borders. 

As can be seen by the problems caused by the USFSPA re- 
garding retroactivity, Congress will not be able to resolre all 
the damage caused by delay in amending the USFSP.4's defim- 
tion of disposable retirement pay to include military 
retirement pay waived to receive disability pay. The lessons 
of McCurty and the CSFSPA teach that Congress should act 
quickly to aroid the injustices caused by delay 

The issue of disability retirement pay has been adequately 
resolved by the 1986 amendment to the USFSPA :ib This ap- 
proach a l l o w  the service member to retain the portion of dis- 
ability retirement pay directly relating to his or her disability 
as  separate property. At the s a n e  time, it allows the former 
spouse to obtain a share of the disability retirement pay that 
is related to longevity (1 e marital contribution) 

VI. Conclusion 

Dinding pensmns 1s an inherently difficult process because 
of the many variables that can affect the actual value of the 
pension This IS even more true in the military setting in 
which service members may not receive retirement pay be- 
cause of various factors such as the failure of the pension ta  
vest and the possibility that  the service member will be re- 
called to active duty in the event of a national emergency 
While the retained jurisdiction approach IS fairer when divid- 
ing all pensions, it 1s even more so when dividing military pen- 
sions. 

State courts should he alloued to treat miiitary spouse's 
rights to property the same as they treat other citizens to the 
greatest extent possible without sacnficmg nanonal defense 
interests The primary concern 1s that  the military spouse's 
property rights do not have a negative impact on the mill. 
tary's ability to perform its mission 

Therefore, a former spouse should be able to share in the 
retirement pay of a service member when the service member 
retires. In addition the former spouse should be able to share 
in the retirement pay a t  the rank 01 percentage of rank that 
he or she helped the service member attain. The former 
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spouse should not be limited strictly to the rank that the ser- 
vice member could retire at on the date of the divorce. 

Further, a former spouse should receive a share of the re- 
tirement pay as the service member receives it.  Therefore, for- 
mer spouses should not be entitled to a share of retirement 
pay until the retirement pay is vested and matured. This a p  
proach is consistent with the retained jurisdiction approach. 
This approach is also necessary for the national defense inter- 
est of retaining a viable fighting force. Allowing courts to or- 
der service members to pay retirement pay while they are stili 
on active duty, places pressure on the service member to leave 
military service when he or she has reached the peak of his or 
her career. This approach is also inequitable to the service 
member. I t  places all the risks associated with the present 
cash value approach on the service member. It also places the 
risk that the service member will be recalled to active duty in 
time of national emergency and forfeit his or her retirement 
pay entirely on the service member. In addition, this approach 
also increases the cost of divorce because of the difficulty in 
determining the present cash value of the pension. 

Finally, courts should be able to award former spouses re- 
tirement pay that the service member waives to receive dis- 
ability pay. KO significant national security interest would be 
compromised and it would not be inequitable to the service 
member. The service member simply is being required to pay 
the former spouse the share of the military retirement pay 
that the former spouse earned through his or her marital ef- 
forts. 

Therefore, Congress should act immediately and make two 
amendments to the USFSPA. First, states should not be permit- 
ted to order service members to pay a portion of their retire- 
ment pay until it IS received by the service member. The only 
exception to this rule would be If both the former spouse and 
the service member agreed to an aiternative disposition. Sec- 
ond, states should be permitted to divide retirement pay that 
a service member waives to receive disability pay. 





ASSASSINATION AND THE LAW OF ARMED 
CONFLICT 

LIEUTES.A~T COIIIIAYDER PATRICIA ZESOEL. 

This article examines the development of the customary 
prohibition of assassination during time of war and concludes 
that there 1s no longer any convincing justification for retain- 
ing a unique rule of international law that treats assassination 
apart  from other uses of force. It then examines assassination 
as  a domestic political issue and concludes that it is better 
addressed in the context of the use of force generally by the 
United States against foreign nations. 

I .  Introduction 

The availability of assassination of foreign leaders as a 
means of achieving United States foreign policy objectives is 
an issue that has proven in recent years to be a recurring one. 
It does not, however, arise in isolation; instead it is almost 
always part  of a larger political controversy over United 
States foreign policy objectives and whether force of any kind 
should be used to pursue them. Certainly this was true with 
regard to the controversies that  surrounded United States pol- 
icy, including its alleged involvement in assassination plots, 
against officials in Cuba, Vietnam, the Congo, and the Domini. 
can Republic in the 1960's and in Chile in the early 1970's. It 
is also true, though to a lesser degree, of more recent debates 
concerning the United States air strike against Libya in April 
1986, and the role of the United States in Panama prior to the 
December 1989 invasion. In each case there was, or later de. 
veloped, significant disagreement over the appropriateness of 
United States policy toward the nation involved and the use of 
force to induce changes in the nature or activities of its gov- 
ernment. 

123 
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Inevitably. these drsagreements have tended to distract at- 
tention from the issue of the manner in which force might be 
applied. if the chosen objective appears not to be a legitimate 
one or if the use of force seems unjustified, the relative merit 
of an attack on a military installation, for example-as op- 
posed to the assassination of a single individual-is unlikely 
to be senouslq- or productively considered. The recent war in 
the Persian Gulf has again revived the controxersy and pro. 
vided a new opportunitb- for debate This time, however, the 
issue appeared more starkly framed than previously Public 
doubt as to the legitimacy of the immediate objectire-the 
ejection af Iraq from KuiG-ait-was for the most part  absent, 
and although there u-as disagreement about the timing and 
amount of coercion to be used, force generally was perceived 
as a legitimate option Far from presenting a sympathetic im. 
age, Iraqi President Saddam Husseln was perceived by the 
American public as  probably the least ambiguous villain of the 
second half of the tw-entieth century Unchallenged by any sig- 
nificant politicai opposition prior to the u-ar, he appeared as 
the sole instigator of Iraq's seizure of Kuwait, as  weii as  the 
cause of its intransigence in the face of international insis- 
tence that 11 withdraw 

These circumstances prompted a number of knowledgeable 
individuals-both within and without the United States gou- 
ernment-to suggest that  kiiling Saddam actuaiiy might prove 
faster. more effective and less bloody than kiiling his army in 
resoiring the problem of Iraq.' Public discussion touched 
lightly an the feasibility of this action and the likelihood that 
it would succeed in Its purpose, but focused primarily on the 
legality of active efforts by the United States to bring about 
the Iraqi President's death The answer offered to that ques- 
tion most often turned on whether killing Saddam Hussein 
would be an "assassination" within the meaning of a presiden- 
tial ban on resort t o  assassination currently embodied in Exec- 
utive Order 12333.' Argument on that issue Inevitably must be 
uneniightening. in part  because the order itself provides no 
guidance, but also because the argument is a circular one- 
that  is. to determine that a particular kiiling was illegal leads 
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directly to the conclusion that it 1s by definition an assassina- 
tion, and conversely, If not illegal. it is not assassination. 
Yeedless to say, apparently there was little discussion of in- 
ternational law concerning assassination. 

Actually, however, because this issue inescapably involves 
relations between nations, any useful discussion of the circum- 
stances in which it would be permissible for  the United States 
actively to seek the death of a foreign leader must consider 
both international law, and whatever constraints the United 
States may see fit to impose upon itself It is assumed that the 
killing of a foreign political or military leader in an attempt to 
influence another nation's leadership, foreign policy, or mili- 
tary capabilities would amount to a use of force that generally 
is prohibited under the United .\ations Charcer,3 unless justi- 
fied as a defensive action.' Accordingly, assassination will be 
discussed in the context of international law of armed conflict. 
It is the thesis of this article that  what is commonly called 
assassination is best treated as  one of many means by which 
one nation may assert force against another, and should be 
considered permissible under the same circumstances and sub- 
ject to the same constraints that  govern the use of force gener. 
ally. It should not be viewed as  a unique offense under inter- 
national law or as  a subject of statutory prohibition under the 
law of the United States. 

11. International Law Regarding Assassination 

Assassination as  a tactic of war was a subject frequently 
discussed by chroniclers of international law writing during 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. None of these au- 
thors asserted that a leader or particular member of an oppos- 
ing army enjoyed absolute protection, or was not a legitimate 
target of attack. They focused on the manner and circum. 
stances in which these individuals could be killed, insisting 
that they not be subject to treacherous attack The writings of 
most reflect concern that the honor of arms be preserved, and 
tha t  public order and the safety of sovereigns and generals 
not be unduly threatened. Although their discussions clearly 
assumed tha t  an individual specifically selected as a target 
would be a person of some prominence, their concept of assas- 
sination did not, as  will be seen, necessarily require an emi- 
nent victim 

z U 1 Chaner art 2 para I 
*L'S C h a n e r a r r  51 
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A. Early Commentators 

Alberico Gentill, writing early in the seventeenth century:, 
considered three possible situations: (1) the incitement of sub- 
jects to kill a sovereign; (2) a secret or treacherous attack 
upon an individual enemy; and (3)  an open attack on an un- 
armed enemy not on the field of battle Gentili concluded that 
each of these was to be condemned He argued 

If it is allowed openly or secretly t o  assail one man in this 
way, it will also be allowable t o  do this . by falsehood 
. . If you allow murder, there are no methods and no 
forms of it which you can exclude: therefore murder 
should never be permitted.6 

He feared the danger to individuals and general disorder that  
would result if opposing sides plotted the deaths of each 
other's leaders Just  as important t o  Gentili, however, &,as the 
absence of valor. He noted, 

. . accomplishment (victory) consists in the acknowl. 
edgement of defeat by the enemy. and the admission that 
one IS conquered by the same honorable means which 
gave the other victory. But if "no one says that the 
three hundred Fabn were conquered, but that  they were 
killed;" and i f  the Athenians are said on some occasions to 
have been rather worn out than defeated, when they nev. 
ertheiess fell like soldiers, a h a t  shall we think of those 
who fell at the hands of assassins?' 

Gentili expressly rejected the suggestion that,  by killmg a 
single leader, many other lives might be saved, believing that 
such an argument ignored considerations of justice and honor. 
Moreover, he questioned the ultimate result-that IS, a new 
leader would emerge, with followers all the more inflamed by 
their previous leader's death If, howerer, an enemy leader 
was sought o u t  and attacked on the field of battle, Gentili con- 
sidered that to be entire]) permissible s 

Hugo Grotius considered "whether. according to the law of 
nations, it I S  permissible to kill an enemy by sending an 
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assassin against him."g He distinguished between "assassins 
who violate an express or tacit obligation of good faith"- 
such as subjects against a king: soldiers against superiors; or 
suppliants, strangers, or deserters against those who have re. 
ceived them-and assassins who have no such obligation.'" 
Grotius considered it permissible under the law of nature and 
of nations to kill an enemy in any place whatsoever, though 
he condemned killing by treachery or  through the use of the 
treachery of another. He further condemned the placing of a 
price on the head of an enemy, apparently not oniy because 
such an offer implicitly encouraged treachery among those to 
whom it was directed, but also because, like Gentili, he disap- 
proved of a victory that was "purchased."" Grotius, unlike 
Gentili, exonerated Pepin. the father of Charlemagne, who re- 
putedly crossed the Rhine a t  night, slipped into the enemy 
camp, and killed the enemy commander while he was sleep- 
ing.12 Grotius went on to note that a person who commits such 
a deed, if caught, is subject to punishment by his or her cap- 
tors, not because he has violated the law of nations, but be- 
cause "anything is permissible as against an enemy,'' and it is 
to be expected that his or her captors will want to punish- 
and presumably dlscourage-attacks of that sort.:) The reason 
Grotius offered for forbidding the use of treachery with re- 
gard to assassination, but for allowing it in other contexts was 
that the rule "prevent(ed) the dangers to persons of particular 
eminence from becoming e x c e s s ~ v e . " ~ ~  

Interestingly, Grotius believed that one attribute of sover. 
eignty was the right to wage war,L6 and that the prohibition of 
treacherous assassination applied only in the context of a 
"public war" against a sovereign enemy. Thus, one effect of 
forbidding the use of assassination was to protect kings in the 
exercise of their prerogatives as rulers. Treachery used in 
fighting enemies who were not sovereign, such as "robbers 
and Dirates." while not morallv blameless. Grotius said. "eoes 
unpunished among nations dy reason of hatred o f  those 
against whom it is practiced ''I6 
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Emer de Vattel rejected assassinalion as contrary to law and 
honor, but was careful to distinguish it from "surprises"- 
that  is, attacks by stealth According to Vattel. if a soldier 
were to slip into an enemy's camp at  night. make his or  her 
way to the commander's tent and stab him or her. the soldier 
would hare  done nothing wrong; the soldier's actinn actually 
would be commendable Vattel a a s  firm in this opinion de. 
spite the inclination of others t o  disapprove of the taking of a 
sovereign's or general's life in battle He observed, 

Formerly. he who killed the king or general of the enemy 
was commended and greatly rewarded . . (because) in 
former times, the belligerent nations had, almost in every 
instance, their safety and very existence at  stake: and the 
death of the leader often put an end to the war. In our 
days, a soldier would not dare to boast of having killed 
the enemy's king Thus sovereigns tacitly agree to secure 
their own persons In a war that is carried on with 
no great animosity, and where the safety and exislence of 
the state are not involved . . this respect for regal m a -  
esty I S  perfectly commendable . . In such a war,  to 
take away the life of the enemy's sovereign, when it 
might be spared. is perhaps doing that nation a greater 
degree of harm than is necessary . But it is not one 
of the laws of mar that we should spare the person 
of the hostile king1' 

Like Grotius. Vattei found no inconsistency in the fact that  
the perpetrator of such an act If caught by the enemy, would 
be severely pumshed.le 

Assassination, defined by Vattei as "treacherous murder,' '  
was an entirely different matter. which was "infamous and 
execrable, bath ~n him who executes and in him who com- 
mands it ''23 In addition to believing such an act to be devoid 
of honor, Vattel thought that  it would place in jeopardy rhe 
"safety and interest of men in high command . (who) far 
from countenancing the introduction of such practices . 
should use all possible care to prevent it "zL Vattel evidently 
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found no contradiction in citing the well-being of men in high 
command as one reason for proscribing killing in a manner he 
considered assassination, yet dismissing it as justification for 
a rule prohibiting the killing of an enemy king. 

Vattei's perception of treachery appears to have been 
broader than that of Grotius in that Vattel includes within its 
scope killings perpetrated by "subjects of the party whom we 
cause to be assassinated, or of our own sovereign,-or that it 
be executed by the hand of any other emissary, introducing 
himself as a supplicant, a refugee, a deserter, or, in fine, as a 
stranger ' 1 2 2  Grotius's reference to a suppliant, stranger, or 
deserter having been "received" by his intended victim is 
omitted, although in referring to an assassin "introducing him- 
self," Vattel does seem to contemplate some affirmative mis- 
representation on the part  of the assassin 

U'ith a view of war that may more closely correspond to 
that of modern times, and certainly less inclined than many of 
his contemporaries to see war as a contest of valor and honor, 
Bynkershoek, writing in 1737 on what force may properly be 
used in war,  said, 

. . in my opinion every force is lawful in war So true is 
this that we may destroy an enemy though he be un- 
armed, and for this purpose we may employ poison, an 
assassin, or incendiary bombs, though he is not provided 
with such things: in short everything is legitimate against 
an enemy. I know that Grotius is opposed to the use of 
poison, and lays down various distinctions regarding the 
employment of assassins. , , . But if we follow reason, 
who is the teacher of the law of nations, we must grant 
that everything is lawful against enemies as such. We 
make war because we think that our enemy, by the injury 
done us, has merited the destruction of himself and his 
people. As this is the object of our warfare,  does it matter 
what means we employ to accomplish it?23 

Continuing, Bynkershoek observed that, because it is immate- 
rial whether an enemy is fought with courage or with strat- 
egy, any manner of deceit or "fraud" may be used, except per- 
fidy. By perfidy he meant the breaking of one's word or of an 
agreement, and excepted it "not because anything is iliegiti- 
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mate against an enemy. but because when an engagement has 
been made the enem>- ceases to  be an enemy as far as regards 
the engagement 

The consensub of tnese earl? commertators v.as that  an at- 
tack directed at an enemy including an enemy leader, with 
rhe intent of killing him or her was generally permissible, but 
not if  the attack was a treacherous one Treacherg was de- 
fined ab betrayal b? one owing an obligation of good falth to 
the intended victim. Grotius and \-attel also objected to mak- 
ing use of another's treacheyy B)nershoek, however, did not 
He considered the mi:- obligation of good faith owed to an 
enemy to be tl!at of abiding by any agreements that  had been 
made with him 01' her Gent ih  dissented. in effect declaring 
any secret attack to be treacherous. and limiting permissible 
attacks upon enemy leaders to those on, or in close proximity 
to, the battlefield 

The reasons giren for restricting the manner in nhich an 
enemy might be attacked personall? generally inl-olred per- 
ceptions of n hat constituted honorable warfare together with 
a desire tu protect kings and generals-who were reasonably 
expected to be the most frequently selected targets-from un. 
predictable assaults against which they would find It difficult 
to  defend rhemselves Implicn in the latter was the premise 
that  making war was a proper activity of sorereigns for 
which the) ought not be required to sacrifice their personal 
snfetv. 

8. Codif icat ion and Interpretation of the Customary Lau. 

The first efforts to codify the customary international law 
of war  appeared during the nineteenth century The Lieber 
Code promulgated bb- the L'mred States Army in 1863 as Gen- 
eral Order .Yo 100. Instructionsfor the Government of Armies 
of the Lnttad States Z N  the Field.  echoed Grotius and Vattel in 
pro\ ,ding 

The l aw  af war does not allow proclaiming either an mdi- 
vidual belonging to a hostile arm>-. or a citizen or a sub. 
iect of the hostile gorernment. an outlaw, a h o  may be 
slain without  trial by any capror, any more than the mod- 
ern Ian of peace al!oas such international outlawry, on 
the contrary. it abhors such outrage The sternest retalia- 
tmn should follow the murder committed in consequence 

~~ 

io 
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of such proclamation, made by whatever authority. Civi- 
lized nations look with horror upon offers or rewards for 
the assassination of enemies as relapses into barbarism.zE 

The code was widely respected, and served as the basis for 
later Army manuals and for the Prussian Army code used dur- 
ing the Franco-Prussian 

In 1865, James Speed, then Attorney General, concluded 
that there was reason to believe that John U'ilkes Booth had 
acted as  a "public enemy" on behalf of the Confederacy, 
rather than for private motives, in killing Abraham Lincoln. 
Therefore, speed asserted his accomplices should be tried 
before a military tribunal for assassination-an offense he de- 
clared to be contrary to the law of war.27 Speed cited Vattel's 
definition of assassination-that is, a treacherous murder per- 
petrated by any emissary introducing himself as a suppliant, 
refugee, deserter, or stranger.28 He concluded that Booth, as  
an anonymous member of the public, had come as a stranger 
to Ford's theatre, where he shot Lincoln 

It was generally accepted that in time of war every enemy 
combatant -'as subject to attack, anywhere and at  any time, 
so long as  the method of attack was consistent with the law of 
war.Bs It was immaterial whether a given combatant was "a 
private soldier, an officer, or even the monarch or a member 
of his family '130 Enemy heads of state and important govern- 
ment officials, who did not belong to the armed forces-that 
is, who were noncombatants-were protected from attack in 
the same sense as were "private enemy persons ' Is1 

1 .  Deceit as treachery.-It thus appears tha t  assassination 
under customary international law is understood to mean the 
selected killing of an individual enemy by treacherous means. 
"Treacherous means" include the procurement of another to 
act treacherously, and treachery itself is understood as a 
breach of a duty of good faith toward the victim. There is 
little discussion of by whom and under what circumstances 
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this duty IS owed that which exists generally is confined to 
reiteration and quotation of earlier writers. Article P3(b) of 
the annex to Hague Convention IV of 1907. which generally is 
considered to hare  embodied and codified the customary 
rule,3z itself provides no further enlightenment. It states 
merely that it 1s forbidden "to kill or wound treacherously in- 
dividuals belonging to the hastile nation or army." Most at- 
tempts to elaborate on the meaning of treachery in the context 
of article 23(bj hare  focused on the aspect of deceit-that IS 
the "test of treacherous conduct 1s the assumption of a 
false character, whereby the person assuming it deceives his 
enemy and so is able to commit a hostile act, which he could 
not hare  done had he avolded the false It should 
be noted that article 23(b) is read to forbid other means of 
killing or wounding in addition to assassination. Treacherous 
requests for quarter '  false surrender; or the feigning of death 
injury, or  sickness in order to put an enemy off guard also are 
considered proscribed 31 

2. Cnunlformed attacks.-Some hare  suggested that as. 
sassinanon more usefully could be defined as the "selected 
killing of an indindual by a person not in uniform." with the 
element of treachery arising from the fact that  the assassin's 
malevolent intent deliberately 1s hidden by the appearance of 
civilian i n n o c e n ~ e . ~ ~  This approach evidently IS denred  from 
two conceptually related lines of reasoning. The first, already 
discussed, involves the evolution of the original concept of 
treachery as  a breach of an abhganon of loyalty or good faith 
into a concept of treachery as any act involving deception, re- 
gardless of the existence of an obligation of good faith on the 
part  of the deceiver Thus, as in the case of Booth. a stranger 
who makes no representations as to his or her identity or loy- 
alties and who receives no confidence. trust ,  or benefit in re- 
turn,  can be said to be treacherous far failing to proclaim him- 
self or herself an enemy to marn the intended victim The 
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second line of reasoning appears to arise from an incorrect 
understanding of the term "war crime" as  it was used prior to 
the end of World \Tar 11, and of rhe concept of an "illegal 
combatant." 

(a) War Crimes and War Treason.-At one time, the term 
"war crime" was understood somewhat differently than it 
commonly is understood today It was said to consist of any 
"hostile or  other acts of soldiers or other individuals as  may 
be punished by the enemy on capture of the  offender^."^^ War 
crimes included not only violations of the international law of 
war,  but also acts such as espionage and "war treason." 

War treason was defined as "such acts . . committed 
within the lines of a belligerent as  are harmful to him and are 
intended to favor the enemy '137  Activities within the defini. 
tion of war treason were not considered forbidden under inter- 
national law,. Because of the danger they posed to the party 
against whom they were directed, however, the threatened 
belligerent was permitted to punish them. A private individual 
who committed acts of war treason was always subject to 
punishment. An enemy soldier who was operating behind the 
lines of the opposing forces, however, could be punished only 
If he or she committed the act while disguised-that is, while 
not wearing his or her uniform If acting in uniform, the sol- 
dier was entitled to the protected status of a prisoner of war,  
provided first by customary international law and then under 
a series of international agreements leading to the 1949 Ge- 
neva conventions 38 Thus, an enemy soldier who committed 
acts of sabotage while in uniform behind enemy lines was a 
protected prisoner of war if captured, but if he or she wore 
civilian clothes while conducting activities, he or she was 
guilty of a 'War  crime"-that is, war treason-and could be 
punished by his or her captors, even though the soldier had 
committed no violation of international law. If, however, the 
soldier wore the uniform of his or her enemy while acting as a 
saboteur, he or she did commit a vioiation of the international 
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law of waraJ and could be tried and punished as a war crimi- 
nal, as that  term commonly is understood today The same 
analysis would apply if, instead of sabotage. the soldier had 
engaged ~n any other activity hostile to the belligerent mho 
captured him or her. 

The use of the term "war treason" to describe hostile acts 
by civilians and ununiformed soldiers implied that any of 
these acts including the killing of an adrersar).  were neces- 
sarily in some sense treacherous. It 1s important. howeier.  to 
note that the application of the term treason to actions by in- 
dividuals w-ho owe no allegiance to the parrp they have of- 
fended against was resoundingly criticized 

So-called war treason must be distinguished from 
treason properly so-called which can on11 be committed 
by persans owing allegiance, albeit temporary. to the in- 
Jured state. The latter can be committed by a member of 
the armed forces or an ordinary subject of a belligerent It 
is not easy to see how it can be committed by an mhabi- 
tant of occupied enemy territory. or bh- a subject of a 
neutral state it seems improper to subject the inhab- 
itants of the occupied territory to the operation of a term 
. . based on a nonexistent duty of allegiance 
Moreover it implies a degree of moral turpitude made 
even more c~nspicuous by the frequent, though essentially 
inaccurate, designation of so.cailed war treason as a war 
crime 4o 

Clearly the c mmission of any hostile act-including the kill- 
ing of an en, my leader-by an inhabitant of occupied terri- 
tory or by a member of an opposing army would be punisha- 
ble, but it could not In itself be treasonable 

Another group of activities that. like h a r  treason. were pun- 
ishable as war crimes as chat term was once understood. w-ere 
armed hostilities by those who a e r e  not members of the en- 
emy's regular armed forces Although similar to war treason. 
irregular warfare generally involved some form of group ac- 
tion, not necessarily %whin  the lines of the party It was di- 
rected against Those who engaged in It, such as the soldier 
who shed his or  her uniform were not entitled t o  be treated 
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as  prisoners of war if captured, and were sometimes called 
"illegal" combatants. even though "extralegal" might have 
been a more accurate characterization. Examples of irregular 
combatants were members of guerrilla bands or partisan 
groups. These groups were described as  "wag(1ng) a warfare 
that is irregular in point of origin and authority, of discipline, 
of purpose and of procedure . lack(ingj uniforms 
(and) given to pillage and destructmn"" They Were thought 
to  be "particularly dangerous. because they easily evade pur- 
suit, and by laying d o a n  their arms became insidious enemies; 
because they cannot othermse subsist than by rapine, and al- 
most always degenerate into simple robbers or  brigands ' ' ( I  

Their activities, like war treason, were presumed to be punish- 
able by the party against nhom they were dlrected because of 
the threat they posed It was also occasionally suggested, 
however, that  warfare conducted by irregular, unumformed 
"soldiers" violated international 

That proposition was fa r  from uni>-ersally accepted. Both 
the Brussels Code, and later the Annex to the 1907 Hague 
Convention, included provisions providing prorected status for 
civilian citizens rising in a leree en masse to resist an advanc- 
ing enemy army,?? and for members of organized militias and 
volunteer corps. It was not until the end of World War I1 
however, with the then recent example of the resistance 
movements conducted against German and Japanese occupa- 
tions, that  a consensus arose within the international commu- 
nity, recognizing irregular or guerilla combat as  a significant 
and permanent aspect of modern warfare There was general 
agreement that members of partisan and guerrilla groups 
justly could not be considered violators of international law 
based merely on their participating in irregular hostilities For 
that reason, prisoner of war status should be provided unam- 
biguously to individuals belonging to organized resistance 
groups provided they met the same criteria required of militia 
and volunteer corps that had been afforded protection under 
the Hague Conventmns.i' Those criteria include the require. 
ments tha t  members carry their arms openly and that they 
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wear distinctive, identifiable that constituted. in 
essence the functional equivalent of uniforms Many signato- 
ries to the 1949 Convention remained profoundly reluctant to 
provide prisoner of war s t a t u  to ununiformed combarants 

So long as that  reluctance rested on the desire not to be re- 
stricted in the ability to punish and thus deter a form of war- 
fare especiallq- difficult to counter. Lt reasonably followed that 
irregular combatants who did not meet the requirements for 
prisoner of war protection did not violate the international 
law of war by engaging ~n host~hties.  Instead. they merely be. 
came subject to punishment i f  captured That interpretation 
was supported by the fact that  the 1949 Convention itself did 
not require the wearing of uniforms while engaged in combat 
and that it also was the position taken by most cammenta- 
tors i- 

Assassination, however, was an exception to that rule It 
was the only form of hostile activit), the legality of which 
seemed to depend on the clothing not worn by the perpetrator 
While an ununiformed commando belonging to the enemy 
armed forces or an irregular resistance fighter was allowed to 
destroy a bridge or to attack a military mstallation, 11 was 
impermissible for him to attack a single preselected indindual 
even if that  individual was clearly a combatant and a legit,. 
mate target. This conclusion evidently was founded on the as- 
sumption that failure to identify oneself as  a combatant was 
treacherous-a conclusion that may h a w  arisen from the fact 
that  hostile acts committed by those not in uniform customa. 
rily had been described as war "treason," as  discussed earlier 
It is curious. however, that  while article 23(b) af the Hague 
Conventions forbids all killing and wounding of enemy per- 
sons by treachery. the flavor of treachery was perceived only 
when the target was a specific. single individual It uas not 
considered similarly treacherous for ununiformed or irregular 
forces to attack entire enemy military units consisring of 
many members all of whom were collectively targers 

(b) Application of the Customary Lau.-The practical 
application of this conception of the crime of amassination IS 
illustrated by two well knoan incidents that occurred during 
World War 11. One took place in April, 1943. when United 
States forces obtained adQance intelligence information 
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concerning the precise time that Japanese Admiral lsoroku 
Yamamoto would fly from Rabaul to Bougainviile Admiral 
Yamamoto u,as considered invaluable to Japanese war efforts 
and, far that  reason, it was decided to try to shoot down his 
plane enroute A squadron of American planes was dispatched 
for that  purpose and Admiral Yamamoto died when his plane 
crashed in the j ~ n g l e . ' ~  The attack on Admiral Yamamoto 
clearly was permissible under international law. He was a 
member of the Japanese armed forces and a combatant. His 
plane was attacked openly by United States military aircraft 
The situation was analogous to that of Pepin, mentioned 
earlier, whose attack on the enemy commander under cover of 
darkness likewise is considered to have been a proper attack 
on a legitimate target. 

A more difficult case i 5  that  of SS General Reinhard 
Heydrich who, while serving as  Acting Protector-that is, the 
military governor-of German occupied Bohemia and Yoravia 
In 1942, was killed by a British bomb thrown into his car by 
two members of the Free Czechoslovak Army, headquartered 
in London The two ununiformed soldiers had parachuted into 
Czechoslovakia from a British Royal Air Force plane, and af- 
ter  their attack hid with members of the Czech resistance in a 
Prague church. The Germans surrounded the church and killed 
everyone inside, reportedly never realizing that the men who 
had killed Heydrich were among the occupants. That massacre 
of 120 people was only one element of massive German repri- 
sals against Czech civiiians that followed Heydrich's death: 
another 1331 Czechs were executed; 3000 Jews imprisoned at  
Theresienstadt were transported to camps in the east for ex- 
termination; and the town of Lidice was dismembered The 
incident is a troubling one because most analyses conclude 
that the killing af Heydrich was a prohibited assassination 
under international law and suggest that  the Germans would 
have been entitled, under the law as It was then formulated, 
to take proportionate reprisals 

The difficulty with this approach is that  if assassination is 
treacherous murder, and treachery requires a betrayal, the na- 
ture of the obligation that was betrayed 1s elusive Certainly 
the two individuals who killed Heydrich were bound by no ob- 
ligation of duty or aiiegiance either to him or to Germany. 
Heydrich, as a military officer, mas a legitimate target who 
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without question properly could hare  been the object of an 
attack such as the one that killed Admiral Yamamoro. There 
was no affirmative mm'epresentation by his assailants and no 
personal trust or confidence obtained and betrayed. The most 
that  can be said IS that  the two Czech soldiers camouflaged 
themselres as c~vilians until the time of their attack, knowing 
that If the Germans spotted them earlier they would be pre- 
vented from accomplishing their purpose Camouflage under 
most other cmumstances is a legitimate ruse Had they hidden 
inside a parked vehicle along Heydnch's anticipated route-or 
in class~c cartoon fashion, disguised themselves as two trees 
by the side of the road-there would have been no question 
but that  the) were acting within the bounds of international 
law Furthermore, i f  they were wearing uniforms while hid- 
mg,  or  under their camouflage. they would have been entitled 
to prisoner of war  status If captured. 

It fOllo\V-S that neither the Czech Government in exile nor 
the British Government can be said to have made use of 
treachery to obtain Heydrich's death There was no indepen- 
dent treacherous betrayal on the part of either government 
because there was then no agreement between Czechoslovakia 
and Germany that only uniformed combatants would engage 
in hastilines, nor was that a generally recognized tenet of in. 
ternational lam Moreover, no other provision of international 
agreement or law- then existed that would have protected 
Heydnch from attack This incident highlights the illogic and 
:nconsistency surrounding the issue af assassination as It tra- 
ditionally is treated in international law 

C. An AlternatLLe Treatment. Pprfidtous Attacks. 

In the years following World War 11. as the international 
community gained experience with guerrilla war and with the 
terrorism that frequently was associared with i t ,  a new con- 
cern was added to the desire of many nations to deter hlghly 
disruptive and often effective guerilla warfare That concern 
was that the presence of clandesnne combatants would endan- 
ger the civilian populations within which they operated. 
which is reflected ~n articles 3 7  and 44 of Additional Protocoi 
I to the 1948 Geneva Article 44. in particular, 
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was a source of controversy even as  it was written,j2 and a 
number of nations-including the United States-have not 
ratified Protocol I . j3  Nevertheless, it represents a significant 
development in the approach of the international community 
to the issue of hostilities by ununiformed combatants. 

Article 44 of the Protocol seeks to establish a requirement, 
independent of qualifications for prisoner of war status if cap- 
tured, that  all combatants distinguish themselves from the ci- 
vilian population while preparing for or engaging in an attack. 
A combatant who does not wear a uniform or  distinguishing 
insignia because the nature of hostilities prevents him or her 
from doing so would retain his or her status as  a combatant 
and would remain entitled to protection as  a prisoner of war 
so long as  he or she carries any arms openly In addition, arti. 
d e  37 of the Protocol forbids the killing, inJury or capture of 
an adversary through perfidy, which it defines as. 

acts inviting the confidence of an adversary to lead him to 
beiieve that he is entitled to, or obliged to accord, protec- 
tion under the rules of international law applicable in 
armed conflict, with intent to betray tha t  confidence 

It offers, as  an example of perfidy, "the feigning of civilian, 
non-combatant Article 44 explicitly states that  one 
who, though not in uniform, carries arms openly while prepar- 
ing for or engaging in hostilities, is not acting perfidiously 
within the meaning of article 37 

These two articles are drafted in a manner such that an 
ununiformed attack on an adversary is perfidious only if 
weapons are hidden, in which case the attacker looses his or 
her status as a combatant. If a combatant, although not in uni- 
form, nevertheless carries arms openly while attacking his or 
her adversary, the combatant would not have engaged in a 
perfidious attack under article 37, and would retain combat. 
ant status under article 44.  He or she then could be tried only 
as a prisoner of war for the offense of engaging in combat or 
preparing for it while undistinguished from the civilian popu. 

"Proroeol I ,  J U P i U  note 5 ,  Ofher gwon example. a1 perfidy ire  feigning an mtent 
to  negotiate under a flag of muee o~ of iurrender, feigning inca~aellalian by roundr 
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lation-an offense that article 44 makes a nolation of Interna- 
tional law If. h o a e i e r ,  the combatant carried arms 
clandestinely he or she would have violated both article 44 
for engaging ~n an ununiformed attack against any target and 
article 37 for performing a perfidious attack upon a person. 
Additionally. under article 44 he or she would lose the status 
of a combatant, and could be tried for any crime he or she had 
committed under rhe municipal law of the captor state 

It is apparent that  the Conference did not intend 10 
supercede article 23(b) of the Annex t o  the Hague Convention, 
but  considered article 37 to be broader ~n its prohibition. not 
only because it added the act of capture to those of killing or 
iwuring, but also because perfidy was considered to include 
acts of treachery j' 'Thus. while neither article of the Protocol 
was intended specifically to address rhe issue of assassination, 
the effect of their enactment was to absorb that concept and 
treat it as part of a far broader prohibition of perfidious at. 
tacks on persons In so doing, an alternative approach 1s sug. 
gested-one that better reflects contemporary concern for the 
mitigation and containment of the horrific effects of war on 
humanity than did the traditional focus on treachery. 

Among the reasons mast often cited for prohibitions an the 
use of perfidy contained in the Protocol. and in international 
law generally. are considerations of honor and morality among 
nations Another reason 1s the desire to discourage conduct 
that  might make 11 more difficult to reestablish peaceful rela- 
tions at  a later time ji Perhaps a more pragmatic motivation is 
that ,  if  the protections and obligations provided by interna- 
tional law are permitted to become bases of trickery, they will 
not be observed ji In this context. that  means that the contin- 
ued potency of protections established for civilian noncomba- 
tants depends upon those protections not being avalable to 
shield individuals v h o  are combatants. The object to be pro- 
tected I S  not the targeted adversary, but rather the safety of 
the c ivhan  population and, more generally. continued canfi- 
dence in law and international agreements This rationale pro- 
vides a far firmer foundation for requiring the wearing of 
uniforms while attacking the enemy than do attempts to char- 
acterize the failure to do so as treacherous Seen from this 
perspective, the offense of the two Czech soldiers who killed 
SS General Heydrich was not that  they behaved treacherously 
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or even deceitfully toward him or toward Germany as  an 
occupying power Rather, it was that the method chosen to 
execute their attack endangered civilian noncombatants in the 
immediate vicinity of the attack, and others who would suffer 
if efforts to preclude future attacks undermined the obser- 
vance of legal protections for civilians provided by interna- 
tional law. 

111. Assassination as  a Political Issue 

Discussion of assassination as  matter of foreign policy and 
as  a political issue within the United States more or  less has 
been a matter apart  from the question of assassination under 
international law. The subject received some public attention 
following the assassination of President Kennedy in 1963, 
largely as  a result of allegations that Cuba's Fidei Castro was 
responsible for Kennedy's death and that Castro had acted in 
retaliation for attempts by the United States Central Intelii- 
gence Agency (CIA) to arrange Castro's death. The subject 
also arose in discussions regarding the wisdom of numerous 
aspects of United States actions in Vietnam, including United 
States encouragement of a military coup that resulted in the 
death of South Vietnamese President Ngo Dinh Diem. Assassi- 
nation did not, however, become a prominent political issue 
until the mid 1970s, when, in the post Watergate period, aile- 
gations that the United States government had been involved 
in piotting to kill foreign leaders were the subject of intensive 
scrutiny as  part  of congressional investigations of covert ac- 
tivities.Sn 
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report noted varying degrees of United States mvaivement. In 
the case of General Rene Schneider of Chile,6° who died of in- 
juries received in a kidnapping attempt in 1970, the Commit- 
tee found that the CIA had been actively invoired in efforts to 
prevent Salvadore Ailende from taking office as Chile's presi- 
dent, and that General Schneider was thought to be an obsta- 
cle to that goal. It further found that the CIA had provided 
money and weapons to a number of anti-Aliende military of- 
ficers, including the group that attempted to kidnap General 
Schneider. CIA support, however, was wlthdrawn from that 
particular group before the attempt was made, although the 
CIA had continued to provide support to other Chilean dissi- 
dent groups. In the case of President Diem,o' the United States 
had encouraged and assisted a coup by South Vietnamese mill. 
t a ry  officers in 1963, but it appeared that Diem's death in the 
course of the coup u,as unplanned and occurred without prior 
United States knowledge In the Dominican Republic,6' the 
United States had supported and provided small numbers of 
weapons to local dissidents with knowledge on the part  of 
some United States officials that  the dissidents intended to 
kill Rafael Trujillo. It was unclear whether the w'eapons were 
intended for use or were used in the assassination In two 
other cases,63 however, the Committee concluded that the CIA 
had actively and deliberately planned to kill foreign leaders. 
In both cases, it was unsuccessful The Congo's (now Zaire) 
Premier Patrice Lumumba ultimately was killed by individuals 
with no connection to the United States, and Fidel Castro sur- 
vived. 

1 .  Discussion by the Committee -The Committee's dis- 
cuss~on. together with other findings and conclusions based 
upon the cmumstances of those five cases are instructive 
The Committee was of the opinion that,  short of war, assassi- 
nation should be rejected as a tool of foreign poiicy. citing as 
the primary reason the belief that  assassination "is incompati- 
ble with American principle. international order and morai- 
1ty."64 It also noted, however, the difficulty in predicting the 
ultimate effect of killing a foreign leader. It pointed out,  for 
example, the danger that political instability following the 
leader's death might prove to be an even greater a problem far 
the Umted States than the actual leader; the demonstrated in- 
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ability of a democratic government to ensure that covert ac- 
tivities remain secret; and the possibility that  use of assassi- 
nation by the United States would invite reciprocal or 
retaliatory action against American leaders.65 Further, the 
Committee made two important distinctions with regard to 
plots to overthrow foreign governments 66 The first distinction 
was between those plots that  were initiated by the United 
States and those that involved the Cnited States only in re- 
sponse to a request by local dissidents for assistance. The sec- 
ond distinction was between those plots that  had as an abjec- 
tive the death of a foreign leader, and those in which the 
leader's death was not Intended, but was a reasonably faresee- 
able possibility. The interim report commented, 

Once methods of coercion and violence are chosen, the 
possibility of loss of life is always present. There is, h o w  
ever, a significant difference between a coidblooded, 
targeted, intentional killing of an individual foreign leader 
and other forms of intervening in the affairs of foreign 
nations.6' 

While asserting unequivocally tha t  targeted assassinations in- 
stigated by the United States should be prohibited, the Report 
nonetheless observed, 

Coups involve varying degrees of risk of assassination. 
The possibility of assassination , . . is one of the issues 
to be considered in determining the propriety of United 
States involvement , , . This country was created by 
violent revolt against a regime believed to be tyrannous, 
and our founding fathers (the local dissidents of that  era) 
received aid from foreign countries . . we should not 
today rule out support for dissident groups seeking to 
overthrow tyrants O B  

In addition to questioning the propriety of United States Ln- 
volvement in activities of this nature, the interim report ex- 
pressed profound concern over the manner in which they were 
authorized.6e The Committee repeatedly was frustrated in its 
attempts to ascertain precisely where authority originated It 
believed that efforts to maintain "plausible deniabiiity" 
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within the government itself, the deliberate use of ambiguous 
and circumloctious language when discussing highiy sensitive 
subjects, and imprecision in describing precisely what sorts of 
action were intended to be included in broad authorizations 
for covert operations, produced a breakdown of accountabiiity 
by elected government and created a situation in which mo. 
mentous action might have been undertaken by the United 
States without ever having been fully considered and autho- 
rized by the president. 

2. Recommended legislatian.-Based on its findings, the 
Committee recommended legislation thar would have made it a 
criminal offense for anyone subject to the jurisdiction of the 
United States to assassinate, artempt to assassinate. or con. 
spire to assassinate a leader of a foreign country with which 
the United States was not at  war pursuant to a declaration of 
war,  or engaged in hostilities pursuant to the War Powers Res- 
olution IC 

Despite three different legislative proposals placed before 
Congress between 1976 and 1980,'' no statute materialized. It 
has been suggested that the failure of Congress to enact legis- 
lation forbidding assassinations might be interpreted as 
implicit authority for the President to retain this action as a 
policy option.q2 More likely. it reflected reluctance an the part  
of Congress to reopen debate on a very sensitive subject that  
would prove divisive, that  could be highly controversial, and 
on which the outcome was uncertain. 

B. Emcutine Order 12833. 

instead of congressional action, in 1976, President Ford 1s- 
sued an executive order that  barred United States Government 
employees or agents from engaging or conspiring to engage in 
assassination That prohibition was reissued without signifi. 
cant change by Presidents Carter and Reagan, and 1s now em- 
bodied in Executive Order 12333 pertaining to United States 
intelligence activities, which reads: 

2.11 Prohabition on  Assassination NO person employed 
by or acting on behalf af the United States Government 
shall engage in, or conspire to engage in, assassination. 
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2.12 Indirect Participation. KO agency of the Intelli- 
gence Community shall participate in or request any per- 
son to undertake activities forbidden by this order.'3 

The order contains no definition or further elaboration of 
what constitutes assassination The context in which it was 
promulgated suggests that  it was understood to apply to cir- 
cumstances similar to those that recently had been the subject 
of investigation. Specifically, it targeted peacetime efforts by 
United States intelligence agency officials to cause the deaths 
of certain foreign persons whose political activities were 
judged detrimental to United States security and foreign pol- 
icy objectives. It also was intended to address concerns similar 
to those expressed by the Senate Select Committee in its in- 
terim report. Sonetheless, it IS reasonable to believe that the 
vagueness surrounding the meaning of the term "assassina- 
tion" was deliberate, or at  least considered desirable. In for- 
bidding-and, by clear implication, forswearing-the use of 
assassination in general rather than specific terms, the order 
responded to intense political pressure to "do something" 
while maintaining flexibility in interpreting exactly what had 
been done. In so doing, President Ford and his successors may 
have prevented legislation on the subject that  likely would 
have been far more specific, and. given the political climate at  
the time, far more restrictive. There is, of course, also an ad- 
vantage in leaving potential adversaries unsure as to exactly 
what action the United States might be prepared to take if 
sufficiently p r o ~ o k e d . ' ~  

1. Interpretations --Whether the uncertainty regarding the 
intended meaning of the word "assassination" was inadver- 
tent or deliberate, its effect on domestic political discussion 
has been to invite interpretations significantly more restric- 
tive than the legislation originally proposed in the Senate Se- 
lect Committee's Interim Report, and certainly more restrictive 
than required by international law Disregarding any distinc- 
tion between peacetime and times of conflict, those who argue 
for the broadest interpretation evidently believe that  the exec- 
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utive order prevents the United States Government from di. 
recting facilitating, encouraging. or even incidentally causing 
the killing of any specified indiLidua.1. whatever the circum- 
stances 

Discussion of this subject often has been more emotional 
than rational. A 1986 essay characterized the word assassina- 
tion as one that "get(s) stuck in our throats," as it 1s "hissed 
rather than spoken Farmer CI.4 Director Robert Inman has 
described assassination as a "cowardly approach to cowardly 
acts 1'70 Others assert that  "a free society iwll tolerate killing 
civilians in bombing raids but not government-sanctioned mur- 
der "? Despite the sincerity with which these v i e w  are held. 
they cannot obscure the fact that  any definition of assassina- 
tion must incorporate the Idea of an illegal killing-that 1s. 
what I S  not murder cannot be assassination In addition assas- 
sination requires a selected individual as a target, as well as a 
political rather than private purpose 

2. Legal implications.-The President has the authorill-, 
through the Sational Security Council. to direct the C1.4 "to 
perform . other functions and duties related to intelli- 
gence affecting the national securit 
preted to include authorit)- to order covert that  
sometimes violate the laws of the country In which they take 
place, and some of which involve the use of force or violence 
The President's freedom to act in this area has been somewhat 
resrricted bg measures designed to increase congressional 
oversight of covert activities. but those restrictions are more 
procedural than substantive." Assuming the President made 
the required finding that a given course of action mas Impor- 
tant to national security.R' and assuming appropriate reports 
were provided to Congress,R2 a covert operation that Involved 
the killing of a specific foreign leader or other person would 
not be illegal under United States law The existence of Execu- 
tive Order 12333 does not alter that  conclusion significantly 
It is subject to modification or recision by the President at  any 
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time and a proper finding by the President, coupled with di- 
rection to an intelligence agency to procure the death of a for- 
eign official, arguably would result in the constructive reci- 
sion of any conflicting provision of Executive Order 12333. 
Such action very likely would, however, provoke emphatic 
protests from congressional overseers who wouid assert that 
they had been misled on administration policy, and that the 
policy had been changed without adequate prior notification 
and consultation 

The true effect of the executive order 1s neither to restrict 
in any legaiiy meaningful way the President's ability to direct 
measures he determines to be necessary to national security, 
nor to create any legal impediment to United States action 
that can be said to constitute assassination. Instead, the order 
ensures that authority to direct acts tha t  might be considered 
assassination rests with the President alone. It prohibits sub- 
ordinate officials from engaging on their own initiative in 
these activities and makes clear that should they stray into 
questionable territory, they do so at their own risk In this 
way, it discourages the establishment of "plausible de- 
niabihty" within the government, which caused such diffi- 
culty for congressional investigators seeking to trace ultimate 
responsibility for activities of the 1960's and early 1970's Fi- 
nally, it constitutes a statement-albeit an ambiguous one-of 
administration policy made in a manner that precludes, or 
makes very difficult, changes in that policy without prior con- 
sultation with Congress. Attempts to narrow the definition are 
actually efforts to exclude certain acts from those which the 
President has assured Congress he will not undertake, and are 
seen by many as surreptitious attempts to narrow the scope of 
that assurance It is in the context of this last function that 
debate over the definition of assassination must be under- 
stood. 

IV, Assassination as a Use of Force 

A. Iraq 

Returning ta  the dilemma of Iraq, discussed in the introduc- 
tion to this paper, it is apparent that application of Executive 
Order 12333 is inappropriate. The executive order explicitly 
addresses the conduct of intelligence activities, while Lnited 
States action against Iraq was military in nature. Moreover, in 
its proposed legislation, the Senate Select Committee had re- 
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commended that wartime activities be excluded from any stat- 
utory ban on assissinations 

Under international law as  it pertains to armed conflict, an 
overt attack against the person of Saddam Hussein, carried 
out by uniformed members of the opposing armed forces, 
would hare  been entirely permissible. The United States and 
its allies had explicit authority from the United Sations both 
to threaten and ultimately to use force against Iraq 51 There is 
no doubt that  a state of war existed between the United States 
and its allies. and Iraq There being no dispute concerning the 
legality of using force, there likewise can be no dispute that 
Saddam Hussein. as commander of the Iraqi armed forces. was 
as legitimate a target as was Admiral Yamamoto-that IS, 
both were enemy combatants 

It does not necessarily follow that deliberate efforts to kill 
Saddam Hussein necessarily would have been wise There 
were good arguments to be made that such attempts likely 
would hare  failed and aould  have become sources of embar- 
rassment. Furthermore, many argued that assassination of 
Saddam might hare  had an effect contrary to the desired one 
of avoiding-or hastening the end of-the conflict or that  the 
long-term consequences of Saddam's death would have been 
less desirable than those of allowing the opposing forces to 
reach a conclusion m battle. But those are questions of policy 
not subject to legal analysis. 

Whether International law would have permitted the Iraqi 
President to be the subject of a covert attack by ununiformed 
commandos or civilian agents again raises the issue of 
ununiformed attacks discussed earlier. It would seem that the 
answer must be no Under the traditional view as  it has 
evolved, such an attack would be treacherous; likewise. apply. 
Ing Protocol I .  combatants who claim the protection of a false 
civilian identity act perfidiously There is however, a counter- 
vailing principle that applies to any lawful use of defensive 
force-that is. it should be applied only when necessary and 
its magnitude should be proportionate to the task at  hand8' 
That principle suggests that  a covert attack should be ai- 
lowed 

For discussion, assume that it could have been known with 
certainty that Saddam's death could be brought about and 
that it would avoid or significantl>- shorten the war,  thus 
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preventing massive destruction in Iraq and Kuwait and thou- 
sands of military and civilian casualties. Assume also that it 
was apparent that  an overt attack could not succeed. It then 
appeared that the interest in avoiding treacherous killing and 
preserving the benefit of protection for civilian populations 
conflicted directly with the desire to avoid unnecessary 
suffering, damage, and loss of life by ensuring that only neces- 
sary and proportionate force is used One response to that 
dilemma might be to argue that an attack by other than uni- 
formed combatants was illegal under international law, and 
therefore was not available as  an option. Thus, the battle that  
would have killed thousands would have been indeed 
necessary. This resolution. however, seems inherently unsatis- 
factory. An alternative means of resolving the apparent con- 
tradiction, at  least with regard to Protocol 1’s requirement 
that  combatants distinguish themselves from the civilian pop- 
ulation, might be to consider that  article 44 of Protocol I was 
intended primarily to apply to combatants engaged in guerilla 
warfare.83 Under ordinary circumstances, international law 
generally does not undertake, or consider it necessary, to 
protect civilian populations from their own governments. It 
follows logically that the requirement for a uniform or distin- 
guishing insignia, and by extension article 37’s equation of 
ununiformed attack with perfidy, should apply only in situa- 
tions involving guerilla warfare and, by analogy, in occupied 
territory-both of which involve circumstances that require 
special protection of civilians. This interpretation would-ab- 
sent guerilla war-allow an ununiformed attack upon an 
enemy combatant within his or her own country, while contin- 
uing to promote international legal protection of populations 
that a belligerent is likely to perceive as hostile. 

B. Libya 

Assassination was also an issue in the Apnl 1886 United 
States air attack an Libya. That attack was directed against 
military targets in Tripoli and Benghazi, including Colonel 
Muammar Qaddafi’s headquarters in the al-Azziziya Barracks. 
The Libyan Government reported that thirty-six civilians and 
one soldier died Other reports estimated the actual number to 
be at  between fifty and one hundred-primarily military per- 

“Cilmmaniary, ’“Wa note 5 2  591.22 
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sonnel Colonel Qaddafi. In an underground bunker at  the 
time. was unharmed.qe 

In reporting this action to the United Nations Security Coun- 
cil pursuant to article 81 of the United Nations Charter, the 
United States indicated that the attack was made in self de- 
fense in response to "an ongoing pattern of attacks by the 
government of Libya," the most recent of which had been the 
bombing of a Berlin discotheque earlier that  month.a' The Ber- 
lin attack inJured over two hundred people-fifty of them 
Americans-and killed two others, including an American 
soldier Although the issue was one of some controversy. It 
appears that  the United States had credible and convincing ev. 
idence that the Libyan Government was actually responsible 
for the discotheque bombing and that the bombing was the 
latest in a series of incidents backed by Libya, involving at- 
tacks against American citizens 6B Previous pronouncements 
by Colonel Qaddafi indicated that these attacks could be ex- 
pected to continue 

While Reagan administration officials cited deterrence and a 
desire to destroy Libya's ability to support future attacks by 
damaging its terrorist infrastructure a5 motivations for the air 
strikes?O critics alleged that at  least one objective actually 
had been to kill Qaddafi If so, the critics charged, the attack 
was illegal because the executive order had been violated. 
Some went so far as  to suggest that. even if Qaddafi had not 
been a target, the failure to take precautions to ensure that he 
was not injured or killed in the attack constituted a violation 
of the executive order 

As was true mrith regard to the Iraqi situation, the situation 
in Libya involved not intelligence activities, but instead the 
application of miiitary force Thus. application of the execu- 
tive order is inappropriate A more useful approach IS to con- 
sider first whether the United States was justified in using 
force against Libya. and then to examine whether the nature 
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of the force used was appropriate. Briefly stated, the legal ar- 
gument supporting the attack was that,  although the right to 
engage in peacetime reprisals was expunged by adoption of 
the general ban on the use of force contained in article 2(4) of 
United Kations Charter, and although the single terrorist as- 
sault on the Berlin discotheque may not have been sufficient 
to rise to the level of an armed attack, Libya's conduct over 
time-regarded in it5 entirety-constituted a continuous and 
ongoing attack against United States nationals, against which 
the United States was entitled to defend itself 

If one accepts that  a forcible, military response was justi- 
fied, then the nature and magnitude of the force used must be 
considered. Accepting for discussion tha t  Colonel Qaddafi was 
a target of the United States attack, as  a member and 
commander in chief of Libya's armed forces he-like Saddam 
Hussein-was an enemy combatant and therefore a legitimate 
object of attack. The attack itself was an open one by uni- 
formed members of the United States Armed Forces, which 
clearly was neither "treacherous" nor "perfidious " 

A question left unasked, perhaps due to the inclination of 
critics to define the issue as  one of assassination, is one sug- 
gested by Vattel-that is, whether an attack directed against 
Qaddafi, who a a s  Libya's head of state in addition to being a 
military leader, caused what would otherwise have been a 
proportionate response to recurring Libyan attacks against 
United States citizens to become disproportionate. That ques- 
tion may well be unanswerable. Certainly it is true that the 
impact of the death of a national leader on a nation may far 
exceed that of the death of a person who is only a military 
commander. To weigh proportionality, however, appears to re- 
quire answers to other questions. such as  how many private 
lives equal the value of the life of one head of state, and 
whether alternative actions might be as  effective in defending 
United States citizens Yet, as  difficult as  those issues are, 
they appear better to reflect contemporary concern for mini- 
mizing the horror and destruction caused by war than do at- 
tempts to define and prevent treachery. 

c. Panama. 
A more difficult siiuation is presented by the failed coup 

attempt against Panama's General Manuel Kionega Ln October 
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1989.'3 Tension between the United States and Panama had 
been growing since shortly after General Noriega took control 
of the Panamanian Defense Force and the Government of Pan- 
ama in 1983 It did not assume major importance, however 
until 1988. when General Noriega was indicted on narcotics 
charges In federal court in Florida The United States was con- 
cerned not only with regard to General Noriega's assistance to 
and participation in the narcotics trade. but also with his gun 
smuggling and other iliicit activities It also was sensitive to 
issues relating to the Panama Canal, which by rreacy was to 
be turned oyer to the Government of Panama in 1999. In July 
1988, President Reagan had authorized the CIA to pronde  as- 
sistance to certain Panamanian military officers seeking LO re- 
move General Sonega from power The Senate Intelligence 
Committee objected because It feared that Soriega might be 
killed-a possibility It viewed as a potential assassination and 
a violation of Executive Order 12333 In October 1989. a re. 
volt within the Panamanian armed forces failed to oust Gen- 
eral Koriega after receiving minimal United States support. 
United States officials indicated that additional help was not 
provided because it was not requested. but also pointed G O  
congressional disapproval of efforts to provide assistance the 
previous year Two and one half months later, following addi- 
tional pro\-ocations by the Panamanian Government-in- 
cluding a declaration by General Noriega that "a state of war 
existed with the United States-and further attacks on United 
States personnel resulting m the death of an American off,- 
cer,44 Umted States farces invaded Panama and removed Gen- 
eral Soriega This same resuit might have been achieved 
through the artempted miiicary coup 

The issue presented with regard to Knited States options in 
Panama in October 1988 differed significantly from the one 
posed by the air attack on Libya or by the consideration of 
options that might have been pursued against Saddam HUS. 
sein Libya and Iraq involved the undisguised application of 
military force In Panama. no decision yet had been made to 
apply force directly to remove Manuel Iioriega Instead, the 
question was the extent to which the United States should re- 
spond to requests from dissident Panamanians within the Pan- 
amanian Defense Force seeking to depose General Koriega 
Those individuals were part of an active and very vocal Pana- 
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mania" opposition to Soriega's rule which, while evidently 
reflecting the desires of a mqority of the population, had re- 
peatedly failed in its attempts to remove him using a demo- 
cratic process that Noriega had repeatedly subverted 
Noriega's refusal to recognize the results of elections held in 
May 1889 was only one example.8b Further, indications are 
that those Panamanians seeking to remove General Noriega 
from power sought exactly that. Their plans did not include 
Noriega's death as an objective, although if it became neces- 
sary to kill him in the course of achieving their objective, they 
were prepared to do so. The fact that Boriega previously had 
demonstrated his intent forcibly to resist any attempt to re- 
move him made it quite possible that he would be a casualty 
of any coup.gg 

Unlike the situation in Iraq and Libya, the situation in 
Panama did appear to have been of the sort contemplated by 
Executive Order 12333. With reference to the Senate Select 
Committee's Interim Report, however, two points should be 
noted. First, the proposed coup was instigated by Panamani- 
ans and was intended to depose Boriega-not necessarily to 
kill him. Second, it involved the kind of assistance to those 
struggling against "tyrannous regimes" that the committee 
had been unwilling to rule out. Examined in this light, once a 
decision to provide assistance was made, it would be naive at 
best on the part  of the United States to have insisted that as a 
condition for receiving such help, the Panamanians had to pro- 
vide guarantees that no harm would come to General Noriega. 
While the United States reasonably could seek assurances that 
coup leaders sought only Noriega's removal, and that efforts 
to punish him would be confined to appropriate legal means, 
for congressional and other critics to demand more suggests 
an  unrealistic view of violent political change The Senate Se- 
lect Committee was correct-that is, the personal fate of a 
leader under these circumstances is a factor to be considered, 
but should not in itself be determinative. 

The greatest legal vulnerability of an attempt by the United 
States in October 1989, to assist dissident Panamanians 
against General Noriega was in the context of international 
law. The issue was not assassination, but rather intervention 
by the United States in the internal affairs of Panama. It re- 
ceived little discussion, perhaps because by the fall of 1989, 
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there was consensus within the United States that  Yoriega 
was sufficiently noxious to justify the risk of international 
disapproval 

1'. Conclusion 

The customary treatment of assassination under interna- 
tional law is in most cases impertinent to, or in contradiction 
with. contemporary concerns regarding the use of force in 
armed conflict. It developed during an era in which the wag- 
Ing of war was considered an intrinsic nght  of nations and 
kings. when respect for personal honor and loyalty to one's 
sovereign was paramount and when wars, by today's stan- 
dards, produced relatively little harm. A s  is true of law gener. 
ally, the customary provisions concerning assassination served 
to protect and preserve values that were important to the so- 
ciety in which they originated 

Changes in society, together with changes in the nature of 
warfare and the magnitude of destruction it IS capable of 
causing. have changed the focus of the law of war Less con- 
cerned than in the past with detailed rules as to how wars are 
to be fought, today's law attempts first to prevent the out- 
break of war and then. should those efforts fail. to limit the 
resulting damage and bring the fighting to an end as rapidly 
as  possible. In this context. it makes littie sense to preserve a 
special and unique pro1'ision of law that protects the lives of 
single individuals-regardless of their prominence-at the 
possible expense of the lives and well-being of hundreds or 
thousands of others 

Smuiarly, in the context of domestic law and United States 
policy, It serves littie purpose to rule out any particular action 
as a future option when the issues and circumstances that 
may then be present are as  yet unknown. There IS no longer, if 
indeed there ever was, a clear demarcation between a state of 
peace and a state of war. Instead, we see varying degrees of 
justification for the use of force when a nation's vital inter. 
ests are attacked There is a tendency to believe that mistakes 
in government can be avoided if only a law is passed- or, at 
the w r y  least, a rule promulgated-prohibiting them In this 
context the result has been a rule, embodied in Executive Or- 
der 12333. designed to assure Congress and the public that  
unpopular and ill-conceived policies undertaken in the 1960's 
and early 1970's will not be repeated In attempting to pre- 
vent a repetition of the past, however, the rule would limit 
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the flexibility of policy makers in responding to current and 
future situations that may differ in significant aspects from 
the situations that gave rise to it. N o  law can prevent bad 
policy- much less guarantee that decisions made by govern- 
ment will be wise Indisputably, the foreign policy of the 
United States requires the best judgment of the President and 
Congress. The circumstances that they will confront in the fu. 
ture, as well as the competing interests and values they will 
be required to weigh, cannot be foreseen in more than the 
most general terms. Having elected officials who presumably 
have the judgment and ability to make these decisions, it is 
counterproductive for the nation to restrict their abilities to 
do so. 





THE JACKSONVILLE MUTINY 

CAPTUX B. K w n  BEU~ETT* 

I. Introduction 

At 1200 hours, on I December 1865, six soldiers from the 3d 
United States Colored Troops (USCT) were led from the guard 
house at Fort Clinch, Fernandina, Florida, and executed by a 
firing squad drawn from white troops a t  the garrison. The six 
soldiers-Privates David Craig, Joseph Green, James Allen, 
Jacob Plowden, Joseph Xathaniei, and Thomas Howard-were 
executed for the offense of mutiny. They were the last 
servicemen in the American Armed Forces to be executed 
exclusively for this offense.' The mutiny leading to these con- 
victions occurred on 29 October 1865-just thirty-three days 
earlier. It resulted in an armed fire fight between officers and 
enlisted men and in fourteen court-martial convictions. While 
most students of the history of military justice are familiar 
with the injustices perpetrated upon black soldiers because of 
the Brownsville Affray or the Houston Riots, the Jacksonville 
Mutiny remains an obscure and long forgotten footnote in the 
saga of the black soldier's struggle to obtain fair treatment 
within the military justice system. Inasmuch as the Civil War 
period marked the first time in American history that blacks 
served in the military in any appreciable numbers, the Jack- 
sonville Mutiny is a tragic but instructive beginning milestone 
on which the progress of the black soldier within the military 
justice system can be measured 

11. Background 

As a result of large scale operations and resultant massive 
casualties, the Civil War created a manpower crisis that, in 
turn, led to the enlistment of large numbers of blacks into the 

'Judge Advocate General 3 Corps. Ohla .?.rmy Nsrlonsl Guard Curranrly aralgned 
to  Headquarters Awmpace Guidance and Metrology Canter (AFLC), Pewark Air 
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lo 1882. three Indian Scours-Sergeant Jim Dandi. Corporal Skipp) and Sergeant 
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federal military and nara i  services. Prior to the Civil War, 
free blacks served in a limited capacity in the American 
Revolution and the War of 1812. Unfortunately. their pamcI- 
pation was limited by the reiativeiy small numbers of free 
blacks and by the prejudices of society. The Civil War. h o w  
ever, was the first real opportunity for blacks to join orga. 
nized military units and t o  vindicate the freedom and status of 
then  race Recruitment for the military v a s  spurred on by the 
exhortations of black leaders like Frednck Douglass who de. 
clared. 

Let the black man get upon his person the brass letters 
U.S., an eagle on his button, and a musket on his shoulder 
and bullets in his pocket, and there is no power on earth 
which can deny that he has earned the right of citizen- 
ship 

In response, blacks turned out in large numbers to recruiting 
cails By the end of the war. over 200,000 blacks had Joined 
the Union Army and Navy One of the earliest units formed 
was the 3d USCT, which v a s  organized at  Camp William 
Penn. near Philadelphia, in July 1863. Comprised of escaped 
slaves and freedmen from the T-arious northern states, it 
was-like ail black units3-officered by whites. After a brief 
period of basic training, the regiment embarked in August 
1863 for Morris Island, South Carolina, where they served in 
the trenches before Fort Wagner-a campaign recently made 
famous by the movie "Glory Having suffered substantial 
casualties during this campaign, the regiment was transferred 
in February 1864 to Jacksonville. Florida. which by then was 
occupied by Umon forces. From then until the end of the war ,  
the regiment served on outpost duty, continually fighting 
skirmishes. mounting raids. and launching expeditions into the 
Confederate-held interior of the state After the cessation of 
hostilines, the regiment continued to be stationed in Florida 
on occupation duty 

Assigned the unenviable chore of trying to re.estabiish and 
uphold federal authorit>- In a hostile environment, the soldiers 
of the 3d L'SCT found the duty marked with endless hours of 
boredom and fruStration In the absence of the excitement and 
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challenge of combat many of the soldiers turned to alcohol 
and chafed under the continuing restrictions of military life 
and discipline. Finally, orders were received for the regiment 
to muster out on October 31, 1866, and the regiment concen- 
trated a t  Jacksonville to muster out and ship home. 

Commanding the regiment a t  this time was twentythree 
year old Lieutenant Colonel John L. Brower, a native of New 
York City. Unlike most white officers assigned to black regi- 
ments, Brower had no previous enlisted military experience 
when he obtained a direct commission as a captain in August 
1863. Rather, he apparently obtained his commission through 
political connections Lieutenant Colonel Brower only recently 
had been promoted, assuming command on 12 September 
1866, when the former regimental commander-a Colonel 
Bardwell-was promoted to the position of military district 
commander.' Unfortunately for the enlisted rank and file, in 
addition to his inexperience, Brower apparently was some- 
thing of a martinet Despite the fact  that  the 3d USCT had 
served honorably as  a combat regiment and mias shortly due to 
muster out, Brower seemed determined not to let military dis- 
cipline slack off While this was understandable and accepted 
by the troops during hostilities-when strict discipline and 
control were necessary to keep troops in line during battle- 
Brower's inflexible discipline only served to exacerbate an ai- 
ready strained relationship between most of the officers and 
the enlisted men of the 3d USCT. Indications of this discontent 
was evidenced in a letter to the editor from a black soldier to 
a black religious publication. Decrying the contemptuous and 
callous treatment of black laundresses and camp-followers by 
white officers of the 3d USCT, he noted 

We have a set of officers here who apparently think that 
their commissions are licenses to debauch and mingle with 
deluded free women under cover of darkness. The conduct 
of these officers is such that their presence among us 1s 
loathsome in the extreme.j 

The officers were concerned about the growing insubordina- 
tion and drunkenness on the part  of their troops. While 
willing to serve in black regiments despite the negative conna- 
tations attached to such an assignment, these officers typi- 
cally were a cross section of the society from which they were 
drawn. While they may have desired the abolishment of slav- 
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ery and respected the fighting qualities of their black troops, 
rarely was the individual officer untainted by some form of 
racism. 

Letters and journals indicate that most white officers con- 
sidered blacks just  one step removed from barbarism. As de. 
scendants of primitive peoples, these black soldiers-so their 
white officers felt-lacked seif.contro1 and discipline. "The 
Negro is very fanciful and instable in disposition" stated one 
officer. Because they perceived their black troops to be Inher- 
ently savage and lacking self-discipline. white officers greatly 
feared that their troops could go wildh and riot at  any time. 

Just  as  the fear of brutal violence in slave revolts terrified 
Southerners, so too it made the Northern white officers un- 
easy with the possibility of armed mutiny. One Union officer 
in a black regiment wrote his wife, "I do not believe we can 
keep the Negroes from murdering everything they come to 
once they hare  been exposed to battle."' Additionally, it 
seems that some white officers were at  a loss on how to teach 
and administer discipline to their black troops As one enhght- 
ened regimental commander pointed out, "Inexperienced of- 
ficers often assumed that because these men had been slaves 
before enlistment, they would bear to be treated as such after- 
wards. Experience proved to the contrary Any punishment 
resembling tha t  meted out by overseers caused irreparable 
damage."8 Given then, the volatile environment which existed 
within the regiment, it did not require much for the long-sim- 
mering discontent to explode into confrontation. 

The incident providing the spark occurred on Sunday, Octo. 
ber 29, 1866-two days before the regiment was to be mus- 
tered out. 

111. The Mutiny 

From the testimony recorded in the VBTIOUS court-martial 
transcripts it appears that  during the midmorning hours of 
Sunday, October 29th, an unnamed black soldier was appre- 
hended while attempting to pilfer molasses from the unit 
kitchen. The arresting officer was a Lieutenant Greybill, who 
was acting as officer of the day. Lieutenant Greybiii then un. 
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dertook to have the soldier summarily punished by having 
him tied up  by his thumbs in the open regimental parade 
ground.B The prisoner resisted the efforts of Lieutenant 
Greybill and a Lieutenant Brown, the regimental Adjutant, to 
tie him up At this juncture Lieutenant Colonel Brower arrived 
on the scene and the prisoner was bound "after some diffi- 

During the time that the prisoner was being strung up, a 
cr0u.d of enlisted men gathered in the general area and began 
to manifest a disposition to cut the prisoner down and free 
him. Private Jacob Plowden, a forty-four year-old ex-slave 
from Tennessee, began "talking loudly" and disputed the au- 
thority of the officers to punish a man by tying him up by the 
thumbs. Plowden, who was alleged to "have been considerably 
In his iiquor," stated "That it was a damn shame for a man to 
be tied up like that,  white soldiers were not tied up chat way 
nor other colored soldiers, only in our regiment." He further 
announced that "There was not going to be any more of i t ,  
that  he would die on the spot but he would be damned if he 
wasn't the man to cut him down."" 

Plowden was not alone in his attempts TO incite the crowd 
as  Private Jonathan Miller began moving among the crowd 
shouting, "Lets take him down, we are not going to have any 
more of tying men up by the thumbs."12 According to an eye- 
witness account by another officer, a group of twenty-five to 
thirty-five unarmed enlisted men started advancing toward 
the three officers and the prisoner A Private Richard Lee was 
in the lead, telling the crowd to "Come on, the man has been 
hanging there long enough." At this point, Lieutenant Colonel 
Brower stood by the side of the prisoner, waited until the 
group was within fifteen feet, and then-drawing his re- 
volver-fired into the crowd. Two of the shots struck a Pri- 
vate Joseph Green in the elbow and side, and he fell wounded 
in the parade ground. Pandemonium then broke loose and the 

cu1ty."'0 
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crowd retreated with a number of soldiers yelling "Go get 
your guns, lets shoot the Son of a Bitch ' ' I 3  While a number of 
the black enlisted troops dispersed afrer the firing. around fif- 
teen to twenty acrually obrained their weapons from their re- 
spective tents and returned t o  the parade area There. they 
opened fire on Lieutenant Colonel Brower and the other of- 
ficers 

Lieutenant Gresoill departed the camp to obtain" assistance 
from the town. several shots ~vhistlmg close behind him The 
adjutant, Lieutenant Brown. mounted his horse and proceeded 
to the section of camp where Company "K" was located. 
There he attempted t o  hare  the company fall in 50 as to  quell 
the nmting- ?.s the company was forming, several of the 
armed mutmeers-Pri\ ates Harley, Howard, and Sathamel- 
also arnved in  the area Shots allegedly were fired at  Lieuten- 
ant Brown, whereupon several soldiers forcibly subdued Pri- 
rates Sathamel and Howdrd and took their muskets away By 
this time. the company was gathering about Lieutenant 
Brown. querying him as t o  rrhat v a s  going on During this 
canfusion Private Harley rook Lieutenant Brown's service re- 
volser from its holster and attempted to take him prisoner In 
a matter of minutes however rhe noncommissioned officers 
of Compan) "K" had restored order in thar area 

While this  \vas occurring. a Lieutenant Fenno came out from 
his quarters t o  ascertain what the firing was all about He 
quickly was surrounded by sereral enlisted men whom he 
attempted to question He met with curses and "improper lan- 
guage" from a Prirate Calvin Dowe)- Lieutenant Fenno re- 
sponded by drawing his saber and slashing Private Domrey on 
the left arm slightly wounding him. While Lieutenant Fenna's 
attention n a s  distracted by several other of the enlisted 
soldiers, Dawre: rerurned with a fence rail and walloped Lieu- 
tenant Fenno on the right side of his head While he was 
attempting to pick himself off the ground. anather unknown 
soldier forced him down again into the dirt with a burtstroke 
of his musket The soldier with the musket then disappeared 
in10 the crowd and several soldiers took the fence rail away 
from Dowrey .' 
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Meanwhile, a fairly brisk fire fight took place at  the regi- 
mental parade ground between Lieutenant Colonel Brower and 
several of the armed mutineers. It was estimated that thirty 
to forty shots were exchanged, until the gunfire abruptly en- 
ded when Brower's finger was shot off. Private Richard Lee, 
one of the original instigators-but one who had not taken up  
arms-rushed over to Lieutenant Colonel Brower. With the 
help of several others, he escorted Brower to the relative 
safety of the cookhouse Several of the mutineers followed 
close behind, including Private James Allen, who yelled, "Let 
me at  him, let me shoot the son of a bitch ''" Private Lee tried 
to ward the pursuers off, warning them to "stop their damn 
foolishness."16 

As Lieutenant Colonel Brower was seeking refuge in the 
cookhouse, a Captain Walrath arrived with a number of 
troops who immediately began to disarm the mutineers and 
quell the disturbance. Brower then left the cookhouse and 
started for town, aided by several enlisted soldiers. A number 
of mutineers who had not been apprehended began to follow 
him a short distance behind, shouting threats and insults The 
mutiny pretty much had spent its force at  this point although 
Private Allen did take a Captain Parker prisoner at  gunpoint 
and tied him up  In the officer's tent. Colonel Bardwell, the 
former regimental commander, arrived as  the mutiny was 
winding down. Inasmuch as  Colonel Bardwell was well 
respected by the troops, he was quickly able to settie the situ- 
ation. obtain aid for the wounded, and effect the Immediate 
release of Captain Parker.'@ With respect to the immediate 
cause of the mutiny, it appears that  a Private James Thomas 
took advantage of the confusion and worked furiously to re- 
lease the prisoner. Just  when he had succeeded in cutting the 
post down, however, he was apprehended at  gunpoint byzo a 
Captain Barker 

IV. The Courts-Martial 

As was to be expected, fifteen of the suspected mutineers 
quickly were placed in confinement, and charges were drafted 
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and preferred With a speed that would please many a modern 
day trial counsel, a court-martial convening order 11185 issued 
on 30 October 1866 with the court-martial scheduled to 
convene on 31 October 1865 The proceedings consisted of a 
general court-martial composed of seven officers headed by a 
Major Sherman Conant, who interestingly was the Provost 
Marshal of the 3d USCT The Judge advocate who prosecuted 
the cases was a Lieutenant A A. Knight-a line officer from 
the 34th PSCT With the exception of Lieutenant Knight, all 
members of the court-martial were drawn from the officers of 
the 3d CSCTZ 411 of the accused declined assistance of coun- 
sel and proceeded to trial representing themselves. The sepa- 
rate trials began an October 31. 1866 and ran until Kovember 
3rd 

By the time of the Civil War, three kinds of courts-martial 
had evolved in the Army: general; regimental; and garrison. 
Then, like today, only a general court-martial could try of- 
ficers and capital cases; and only a general court-martial could 
impose a sentence of death, dismissal from the service, forfei- 
ture of more than three months of pay, or incarceration 
exceeding three months During this period, a general court- 
martial could be convened only by the President. the Secretary 
of War acting under the order of the President. a general offi- 
cer commanding an army, or a colonel commanding a separate 
department Exceptions were made during the Civil War. how. 
ever, with General Orders So. 111 alloning the commander of 
a division or separate2p brigade-as was true in the instant 
case-to appoint such a court The 64th Article of War pro- 
vided that general court3-martml would consist of five to t h m  
teen officers, but of no fewer than thirteen if  that  number 
could be coniened without "manifest injur5- to the service " 
As a matter of course, the number of officers actually ap- 
pointed effectively was left to the discretion of the convening 
authority.i3 

Of the fifteen soldiers Who were to stand trial, fourteen 
nere charged with mutiny-a violation of the 22d Article of 
War. Mutiny was defined as the unlarTful resistance or opposi- 
tion to superior military authority, m t h  a deliberatep4 purpose 
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to subvert the same, or to eject that  authority from office. The 
remaining accused, Private Archibald Roberts, was charged 
with a violation of the 99th Article-conduct prejudicial to 
the good order and military discipline. Private Roberts did not 
take part  in the actual mutiny, but afterwards was overheard 
to say: "Lieutenant Colonel Brower, the God.damned son of a 
bitch, he shotZ5 my cousin Where is he? Let me see him." 

The maximum punishment for mutiny in time of "war,  re- 
bellion or insurrection" was death by shooting Unfortunately 
for the accused, Florida stili was considered to be m a state of 
rebellion at  the time of the Incident. notwithstanding the fact  
that  the last organized Confederate forces had surrendered in 
May, 1865 This legal fiction not only impacted upon the abil- 
ity of the court-martial to assess the death penalty but also 
limited the amount of appellate review that would be afforded 
any death penalty that was adjudged. In times of peace, any 
death sentence was required to be transmitted to the Secre- 
tary of War, who would review it and present It to the Pres,. 
dent for his consideration along with his recommendation.2n In 
a period in which a state of war or rebellion existed, the divi- 
sion or department commander had the power finally to 
confirm and execute sentences of death. He could, if he so de- 
sired, suspend the execution of a death sentence so as to ailow 
review by the President and to permit the condemned soldier 
an opportunity to petition for clemency 27 This, however, was 
optional while a state of war existed. 

The composition of the court-martial afforded black troops 
but one advantage-any soldier from a black regiment usually 
was tried by officers assigned to black regiments. Although 
not specifically required by regulations, the practice first was 
instituted by Major General Benjamin Butler to shield the 
black troops from abuse and prejudice.28 While this was obvi- 
ously a prudent safeguard for the black troops in general, it 
was of dubious value in a mutiny case such as  this one, in 
which most prosecution witnesses were fellow officers from 
the same regiment 

The trial procedure for general courts-martial, which u.as 
used in the instant cases. was similar to that of a modern day 
administrative elimination board. First, the judge advocate 
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read the order assembling the court and asked the accused if 
he had any objections to being tried by any member of the 
court Foliowing the negative response received in each case, 
the Judge advocate administered the oath to each member of 
the court and the president administered the oath to the Judge 
advocate The judge adrocate then read the charges. the gen- 
eral nature of the offenses and the specifications The accused 
then would enter his plea of guilty or not guilty The WII- 
nesses for the prosecution then were sworn in and questioned 
by the judge advocate the court, and the accused After ail its 
witnesses had testified and were cross-examined, the prosecu- 
tion rested its case Then the defense witnesses and the ac- 
cused were sworn in, questioned and cross.euarnined Before 
the court was closed. the accused had the opportunity to make 
a statement, either oral or in writing This statement was not 
considered evidence, but could be considered by the court ~n 
its deliberations After "having maturely deliberated upon the 
evidence adduced." the court announced its findings and. If 
the accused was found guilty. his sentence also was an. 
nounced. Decisions on guilt required only a simple maJority. 
except for a sentence of death, which needed a two-thirds ma- 
jorirg. The summarized transcript then was authenticated by 
the Judge adrocate,  who would then forward the court record 
Io the officer having authority to confirm the sentence 

Typicall)-, the trials u-ere modeis of expediency Erldentiy. 
the longest was four hours in length and the shortest was one 
hour long Starting with four courts-martial on 31 October 
three were held on Sarember 1, three on Nmember 2 ,  and 
five an November 3. 4 total af twenty-two witnesses provided 
testimony in the various courts-martial. the most appearances 
being logged by Lieutenant Brown. the prosecution's star wit- 
ness Indeed, Lieutenant Brown seems to have possessed an 
uncanny abilitj- to remember the faces and mutmous acts of 
quite a number of individuals who stood trial From the tesri- 
m o m  offered. Lieutenant Brown amarentlv was most eaeer to 

Private Ailen any chance of escaping the death penalty 

The defense strategj,  t o  the extent that  there was one, a a s  
first to show chat the accused had not taken up arms If that  
fact was beyond controverting, then It R ~ S  crucial to show 
that the accused had not fired his weapon at  the white of- 
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ficers during the mutiny This act clearly %-as the dividing line 
between a death sentence and a lengthy prison term Ki th  re- 
spect to Private Nathaniel, Lieutenant Brown swore that a 
shot that  had whistled over his head came from Sathaniei 
The two black noncommissioned officers who had appre. 
hended Private Xathaniei and stripped him of his weapon tes- 
tified differently They indicated that they had not witnessed 
Kathaniel discharging his musket Further, they checked his 
musket for evidence of firing but could not detect signs that it 
had been discharged. They found his musket capped3" and 
ioaded Despite the obviously exculpatory nature of this evi- 
dence, however. the court.martial panel either discounted or 
disregarded it and found Private Nathaniel guilty of firing a t  
Lieutenant Brawn 

Another troubling feature of Lieutenant Brown's and sev. 
erai other officers' testimonies was the issue of Lieurenant 
Colonel Brower firing into the unarmed group of soldiers Dur- 
ing the first f e n  courts-martial, all the officers-including 
Brown-testified rhat Brower actually had fired into the 
crowd and that the soldiers in the crowd mere unarmed at  the 
time By the second day af the proceedings. however, Brown 
was asserting that Brower instead had fired aarning shots 
into the air. Perhaps realizing the Inconsistency of this testi- 
mony with the wounds suffered by Private Green, both Brown 
and Lieutenant Greybiil later claimed that the crowd was 
armed at  the time Brower opened fire 3 L  

The part played by Lieutenant Colonel Brower in the vari- 
ous courts-martial also was curious He testified in only one- 
tha t  of Private Joseph Green. B r o w r  did not testify about the 
events leading up to the mutmy, nor did he discuss the specif- 
ics of his actions or  the mutiny. He testified that Private 
Green advanced upon him with a musket, along with the 
crowd, and that he had fired to disable Green Private Green 
disputed that account. claiming that he had not taken up arms 
until after he was 5 h 0 t . j ~  Shortly after testifying. Broner was 
mustered out and quickly shipped back home to New York 
City.33 In light of this. one cannot help but wonder what tran- 
spired between Lieutenant Colonel Broner and his superiors 
in the two days betmeen the court-martial and his mustering 
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out Considering his incredible overreaction by opening f r e  
combined with his alloiwng punishments which, whlle not spe- 
cifically prohibited, were looked upon with great disfavor, one 
has to suspect that  the command was anxious to be n d  of an 
embarrassment. 

Because of the expedited nature of the proceedings and the 
Sentences handed down. one readily might conclude that the 
trials were nothing more than "kangaroo courts " Notnith- 
standing the length of the trials and the fact that  the accused 
were not represented by counsel, it appears that  the presi- 
dent, Major Conant, endeavored to ensure each accused a full 
and fair hearing. Conant, a former noncommissioned officer 
with the 39th Massachusetts Volunteers. consistently asked 
questions of the various witnesses in an effort to ascertam 
facts and resolve inconsistencies Unfortunately, the same 
balanced approach was lacking from the judge advocate Lieu- 
tenant Knight Procedurally, he was required to assist the ac. 
cused soldiers in eliciting favorable3' testimony when they 
were not represented by counsel Throughout the courts-mar- 
tial, his questions were leading and designed to elicit only in- 
criminating evidence 

When the last court-martial had adourned on Sovember 3d, 
thirteen of the accused had been found guilty of mutiny An- 
other-Private Roberts-was convicted of conduct prejudicial 
to good order Only one accused-Private Theodore Waters- 
was acquitted of the charge of mutiny Of the sentences 
handed down, slx-Prwates Plowden, Craig, Allen. Howard. 
Green, and Kathamel-were sentenced to execution by shoot- 
m g .  Private Dowrey received a sentence of fifteen years at  
hard labor while Privates Morie and Harley each received ten 
years. A sentence of two years at  hard labor was adjudged 
against Privates Richard Lee, Alexander Lee. Miller, and 
Thomas Pritate Roberts received a relatively light aentence 
of two month's confinement. All received dishonorable dis- 
charges and total forfeiture of pays.3s 

IV The Aftermath 

Upon the conclusion of the trials, the mission of mustenng 
out the remainder of the regiment was completed The court 
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record was authenticated and forwarded for review on No- 
vember 10th to the Department Commander, Major General 
John In reviewing the records, General Foster de- 
clined to exercise any leniency, approving each finding of 
guilty and adjudged sentence. Interestingly, General Foster 
disapproved the findings of not guilty with respect to Private 
Waters, noting on the record that there was insufficient evi- 
d e n ~ e ! ~ '  General Foster set the execution date for l December 
1866, between the hours of noon and 2 P.M. He further desig- 
nated the place of imprisonment as  Fort Jefferson, located on 
Dry Tortugas Island in the Florida Keys.38 

The court records of the proceedings apparently were for- 
warded to the Bureau of Military Justice in Washington, D C. 
on 13 Sovember 1865, but no actual legal review of the cases 
appears to have taken place until after the executions. This 
was evidenced by the troubling case of Private David Craig, 
one of the soldiers sentenced to death. Contained within 
Craig's service file is a letter from a H.C Marehand, dated 10 
December 1865, to a Senator Cowan The letter requested that 
the sentence of execution be suspended pending a review and 
investigation of the case. Craig, a twenty-one year-old laborer 
from Pennsylvania, had been raised as a child by Mr. Mare- 
hand. The letter indicated that Marehand had received corre. 
spondence the previous day from Craig indicating his diiemma 
and proclaiming his innocence in that "[Craig] had been 
excused to take the guns from some of the mutineers and in 
doing so was a r r e ~ r e d . " ~ *  In response to the congressional in- 
quiry, a telegraph was sent to General Foster to suspend the 
sentence and to transmit the record for review. Cnfortunateiy, 
the telegraph and suspension were too late because the execu- 
tions had been carried out nine days earlier. General Foster 
replied back by telegraph on 16 December, informing the War 
Department of the execution and the fact that  the court 
records had been forwarded on 13 November. There 1s a fur- 
ther handwritten notation on the telegraph, "Senator Cowan 

Tranrcrlpf a i  General Caurf-\larrml of Prlvafe Thomas W & l r . i  001477, Reeard 
Group 163 Sarlonsl Arehner.  W8Shrngfon D C 

z - T h i i  was t h e  same infamous priion in ~ h i c h  the alleged Lincoln c o n s ~ w a t m -  
Dr Samuel Mudd and Michael 0 Laughlm--rere incarcerated 

r 3  Correipondenee from H C \larchand to  Sonarar E Cawan DPC 10 IS66 Whtary 
Serrlce Record af Prliale  Oaild Cralg Vaflonal .krehwea, Washington, D C 

Correspondence f rom General John Foster 10 Colonel J .* Hardie, Der 16. 1881 
4L~Ina1y Serrlce Record of Piirate David Craig \ationel  archive^. Washingtan, D C 
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informed. Dec 20 ''4' Apart from the questions of the late 
delivery of Craig's letter and the belated legal review 1s the 
mystery of what happened to the record of Private Craig's 
court-martial Among ail the records arising from the Jackson- 
ville Muting his record alone has been last. misplaced, or de- 
stroyed. 

Fortunately for the imprisoned soldiers, the legal process 
did not end with the deaths of their six comrades In Decem- 
ber 1865. a review of the court-martial records was accom- 
plished by The Judge Advocate General of the Army, Joseph 
Hoit Although his review was limited to strictly procedural 
matters, a further review on the merits was conducted by the 
Bureau of Military Justice In late 1866. That review resulted 
in the commutation of the prison sentences of che surviving 
mutineers Private Jonathan Miller was released in iiovember 
1866 and the others-Privates Calvin Dowrey, Morie, Harley, 
Thomas. and Alexander Lee-were discharged in January 
1867. Private Richard Lee previously had died from typhoid 
fever 

From that point, the lives of the participants in the mutiny 
slipped into obscurity Of the officers, no further record of 
Lieutenant Colonei Broner remains because he faiied to  file 
for a pension Lieurenant Brown returned to Indiana, married, 
and died 111 1812 12 Major Canant left active duty rnmediately 
after the trials Interested in promoting the welfare of newly 
freed blacks, he accepted a position with the Freedman's Bu- 
reau m Florida He later returned to Kew England and died in 
Connecticut In 1824 Of the black mutineers who survived 
pnsan, even less 1s known Having been dishonorably dis- 
charged. they were ineligible to apply for a military pension; 
thus no recorded information 1s available The only postscript 
is a letter contained within the file of Private Jamb Plowden 
Dated in 1878 it was written by his brother on behalf of Pri- 
vate Ploaden's minor son Jesse. attempting t o  collect any ar- 
rears m pay due Private Plowden 

Did the soldiers who were tried as a rewi t  of the Jackson- 
n l le  Mutiny receive justicen In light of the Severe Sentences 
handed down the court-mama1 apparently failed to consider 
as mitigating the egregious actions of the commanding officer 
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By his condoning the use of a disreputable and inflammatory 
punishment and by imprudently firing into a group of un- 
armed soldiers, he essentially provoked an armed mutiny from 
what appeared to be insubordination. It is perhaps too easy to 
criticize and second-guess the commander’s actions. It would 
be an understatement on the other hand, to assert that  more 
ordinary methods could have been used to quell the initial 
disturbance. The harsh sentences meted out were not so un- 
usual In the context of the black soldier serving in the Civil 
War. While blacks comprised nine percent of the total man- 
power in the Lnion Army, they accounted for just under 
eighty percent of the soldiers executed for the offense of mu- 
tiny during the Civil War period.43 Based upon this statistical 
data, the appearance of disproportionate treatment and racial 
bias in mutiny cases clearly is suggested .4dditlonally, one 
has to question the fairness of these courts-martial given their 
composition, the absence of defense counsel, the rapid fashion 
in which they mere tried, and the sentences carried out. While 
the concept of due process was not as  well defined in that 
period as It IS today. even by the minimal standards of the 
time, an element of fairness was lacking. 

In reviewing the transcripts and the testimony offered how- 
ever, there seems to be little doubt that  Privates Plowden, 
Green, Howard, and Allen were among the group of soldiers 
that  took up arms and fired upon their officers. Additionally, 
there was no dispute that Privates Kathaniel, Xorie, and Alex- 
ander Lee took up arms. There was considerable evidence, 
however. that  they did not fire their weapons In the case of 
Private Lee, who enjoyed the shortest court-martial, the ac- 
cused merely proffered that he had been drunk during the mu- 
tiny and did not remember a thing. With respect to the cases 
of Privates Harley, Dowrey, Richard Lee, Miller, and Thomas, 
the court probably was justified in finding them gudty of mu- 
tiny for then  various acts in inciting, assisting. and attempt- 
ing to free the prisoner. Likewise there was no dispute that 
Private Roberts had uttered the disrespectful language about 
Lieutenant Colonel Brower in public hearing and tha t  he, 
therefore, was guilty of conduct prejudicial to good order. 
Therefore, with the exception of the unusual case of Private 
Craig, the findings of guilty on the charges of mutiny likely 
were supported by the evidence. 

In retrospect, the Jacksonville Mutiny serves as a tragic 11- 
lustration of the turbulent introduction of the black soldier to 
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the military justice system Clearly, black soldiers had 
achieved remarkable gams through their noteaorthy parrici- 
pation in the Civil War-not the least of which was the end of 
slavery While their gams ~n the administration of military 
justice were significant in comparison to the arbitrary slave 
codes, they still had far to travel to achieve parity with their 
white counterparts. Accordingly, the Jacksonville Mutiny was 
but the first stop on a long, painful road. 



THE ADVOCATE'S USE OF SOCIAL SCIENCE 
RESEARCH INTO NONVERBAL AND 

VERBAL COMMUNICATION: ZEALOUS 
ADVOCACY OR UNETHICAL CONDUCT? 

C A P T . ~  JEFFREV D SwrH* 

The ability to communicate in a persuasive manner IS an 
important skill for all lawyers to possess, but it is especially 
crirical to trial and defense counsel. Social scientists have con- 
ducted numerous experiments studying the impact on message 
recipients of nonverbal and verbal communications. This arti- 
cle examines that research and discusses whether it is ethical 
for counsel to apply at  courts-martial the results of those 
studies in an effort to increase their persuasiveness in the 
courtroom 

Part  One examines nonverbal aspects of courtroom messages 
and discusses how counsel potentially could use nonverbal 
communication at  courts-martial to increase the persuasive- 
ness of their courtroom presentations Part  Two of this article 
analyzes the use of language in the courtroom by considering 
two issues. First, does a witness's speech style affect the 
jury's perception of the witness? Second, can the attorney's 
choice of words influence rhe substance of a witness's testi- 
mony and the jury's  recoilection of the evidence? Finally, Part  
Three addresses whether the Army's Rules of Professional 
Conduct for Lawyers' prohibit counsel from using the various 
techniques suggested by research into nonverbal and verbal 
communications 

1. Nonverbal Communication in the Courtroom 

When an individual speaks, he or she communicates both 
verbally and nonverbally. Experts m the field generally agree 
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that  over sixty percent of the meaning of a communicated 
message is contained in the nonrerbal behavior that  accompa- 
nies the oral message' Research has demonstrated that 
message recipients use the nonverbal component of a commu- 
nication to make decisions concerning the speaker's credibil- 
ity, persuasiveness and competence For purposes of chis 
article. three elements of nonverbal communication wil l  be ex- 
amined. kinesics, paralinguistics and proxemics 

A Kinesics 

Kinesics. the study of so-called "body language," invoives 
examining and interpreting the movement of the bod) * One of 
the most important and widely recognized aspects of kinesics 
is eye contact .A speaker either ma> look directly at the target 
of his or her communication ("gaze maintenance' ) or may look 
slightly downn ard u hile speaking ("gaze arersmn").' Several 
experiments h a r e  examined the effect of this looking behavior 
an the message recipient's perceptions of the speaker In one 
study, researchers used a courtroom simulation t o  determine 
whether message recipients would use an alibi vitness 's  look- 
ing beha\ior [a make an inference concerning the speaker's 
credibility The experiment also investigated whether the mes- 
sage recipients had enough confidence in their judgments con- 
cerning the speaker's credibility to a m l r  that  information to a 
subsequent decision E 

Participants in the study rated ~ i i tnesses  who exhibited 
gaze aversion as being less credible than witnesses who exhib- 
ited gaze maintenance ' Subjects aim judged the defendants 
for whom the gaze aversion h-itnesses testified as more likely 
to be guilt) than the defendants for u-hom gaze maintenance 
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witnesses testified a Thus, the message recipients used a wit. 
ness's visual behavior to make an inference concerning the 
witness's credibility and to make a subsequent evaluation of 
the defendant's guilt. This study provides empirical support 
for the practice of instructing one's witnesses to look a t  the 
fact-finder, rather that at counsel, when answering questions. 

In addition to gaze maintenance, researchers have identified 
other body movements that message recipients perceive as in- 
dicative of credibility and persuasiveness A series of studies 
that required observers to rate the persuasiveness of a 
speaker revealed that more gestures, more facial activity, less 
self-touching, and moderate relaxation led to higher ratings of 
persuasiveness.s Listeners interpret the use of gestures as in- 
dicating credibility and persuasiveness, however, only I f  they 
appear natural and are not used excessively so as to distract 
from the verbal content of the message.1° 

E .  Paralinguistics. 

Paralinguistics studies the sound of an oral communication 
by examining variables such as pitch, speech rate, intensity. 
tone, and volume of the voice Researchers have discovered 
that pitch and speech rate affect a listener's perception of the 
speaker's credibility and persuasiveness li In one study. sub- 
jects listened to recordings of male speakers answering inter- 
view questions and then rated the speakers on a variety of 
characteristics. The recordings had been altered so that the 
pitch of the speakers' voices was raised or lowered by twenty 
percent or left at its normal level.13 The subjects In the experi- 
ment rated the high-pitched voices as being less truthful, less 
persuasive, and significantly more nervous than the lower 
pitched Consequently, although changes in pitch can 
be used to avoid a monotonous presentation and to highlight a 
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phrase or argument, variations in pitch must be used with dis- 
cretion 

Research has also demonstrated that the rate at  which one 
speaks affects a listener's perception of the speaker. Several 
experiments have studied the relationship between rate of 
speech and persuasion by varying the rate of speech le In one 
experiment, researchers discovered that a message delivered 
at  a rate of 191 words.per-minute produced a greater amount 
of listener agreement with the speaker's position than did the 
same message delivered at  the normal rate of 140 words.per- 
minute or at  the slow rate of I I  1 words-per-minute L E  

Moreover listeners rated the faster speaker as being more 
knonledgeable. more trustworthy, and more competent A 
second series of experiments confirmed the results of that ear- 
lier study, finding that listeners judged slow-talking speakers 
as  being less truthful, less fluent, and less persuasive These 
results may reflect a belief on the part of the listeners that  
only a skilled speaker can rapidly present complex material in 
a clear manner 

Kot only are rapid speakers Judged to be more credible, corn. 
petent, and persuasive, but also researchers have discovered 
that a dramatic increase in the rate of speech does not signifi- 
cantly affect a listener's comprehension. In one study, re. 
searchers electronically increased the speed of a message to 
282 words-per-minute-twice the average speech rate of 140 
words-per-minute-u'ithout significant losses in comprehen- 
sion Is 

C. Prozemics. 

Individuals maintain different zones of space between each 
other depending upon their relationships, the subject matter 
of their conversations, and the social settings Proxemics stud- 
ies the spatial relationships between a speaker and other peo- 
ple or objectszc Research suggests that  in the courtroom, 
counsel can increase the credibility of their own witnesses and 
decrease the believability of their opponent's witnesses by ap- 
plying proxemics 
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According to proxemics, counsel can enhance the credibility 
of their own witnesses during direct examinations by standing 
across the courtroom from witnesses in the profile position to 
the jury This position increases the perceived status and im- 
portance of a witness by expanding his or her personal terri- 
tory in the courtroom. Additionally, by standing in the profile 
positLon, the lawyer shares the fact-finder's attention with the 
witness.*' 

Researchers also claim there are two ways in which the t n a l  
lawyer can use proxemics during cross-examination to de- 
crease the credibility and persuasiveness of an opponent's wlt- 
nesses. First. counsel can stand near the witness in an open 
position in front of the jury.  By standing near the witness, the 
lawyer decreases the witness's personal territory, thereby de- 
limiting his or her importance and status. By facing the jury, 
the attorney commands the jury's attention, diverting atten- 
tion away from the witness.22 

Second, an adverse witness's credibility can be damaged by 
slowly moving towards the witness during cross-examination 
Frequently, the witness will become preoccupied with the Ian'. 
yer 's  movement and begin to show signs of anxiety Although 
tha t  anxiety is due to the presence of counsel, rather than the 
questions being asked, the fact-finder may perceive that the 
witness is nervous and stumbling in his or her testimony be- 
cause he or she is being d e c e ~ t i v e . ~ ~  

In summary, courtroom communications have both a verbal 
and a nonverbal component. Research into nonverbal commu- 
nication has demonstrated that listeners use the nonverbal 
component of a message to draw conclusions concerning the 
speaker's credibility, intelligence, and persuasiveness. Conse- 
quently, nonverbal communications provide a potential means 
that trial and defense counsel may be able to use to increase 
the persuasiveness of their courtroom a d v o ~ a c y . ~ '  

11. Verbal Cammumcation in the Courtroom 

In discussing social science research into the verbal compo- 
nent of courtroom communications, two issues will be ex- 
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amined First, what effect does a witness's style of speech 
have on a fact-finder's perception of the witness? Second will 
the lawyer's choice of words during the questioning of a wit- 
ness affect the witness's testimony and the fact-finder's recol- 
lection and analysis of that  evidencen 

A.  Speech Style ojWitnesses .  

In the typical contested court-martial, witnesses far the 
Government and for the defense provide conflicting accounts 
of what happened To obtain a favorable verdict. both trial 
and defense counsel n a n t  their witnesses to testify in credible 
and persuasive manners Of interest is the effect of a wit. 
ness's style of speech on the listener's perceptions of the 
speaker's credibility and persuasiveness. \Tiillam O'Barr stud- 
ied that issue and identified four characteristics of speech 
style that affect a listener's perceptions of a rum?ess.2' 

1. Powerless L.S. Poicerjul Speech.-O'Barr began his study 
by observing. recording, and analyzing over 150 hours of ac- 
tual courtroom testimony After listening to speakers from a 
variety of backgrounds, O'Barr discovered that the speech of 
the different witnesses contained certain linguiitic features 
that appeared to \.arb- rv th  the respective speaker's social 
power and status Individuals of l o w  status and social 
pamer-the poor and uneducated-tended to use a style of 
speech characterized by the frequent use of words and expres- 
sions that conveyed a lack of forcefulness in speaking. This 
style, termed "powerless," involved the frequent use of the 
following. 

( a )  "hedges" in the form of 

(1) prefatory remarks ( e  g , "I think ' and 'I guess"), 

(2)  appended remarks (e g.. "you k n m " ) .  and 

(3) modifiers (e.& "kinda" and "sort of")  

(b) "intensifiers" (e g . "very" and "definitely' ) 

(c) "hesitanon forms" (e.g , uh, '  "urn " and "well"] 
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(dj  "polite forms" (e g, the use of "sir" and "please"). 

(e) "question intonation" (making a declarative statement 
while using a rising 

O'Barr also identified a more forceful and direct manner of 
testifying. Witnesses having relatively high social power and 
status in court-that is, the well-educated, professionals, and 
expert witnesses-tended to use a speech style that exhibited 
relatively few of the features of the powerless style. OBarr 
called this style the "powerful" style of courtroom speech O1 

O'Barr then conducted an experiment to determine whether 
a witness's speech style affects a listener's perception of the 
speaker. Participants in the study listened to different ver- 
sions of courtroom testimony that differed only in the speak- 
ing style used by the witness-that is, either powerless or 
powerful.28 The subjects then rated the speaker on a number 
of characteristics. Participants rated witnesses using the pow- 
erful style of speech as more convincing, more competent, 
more Intelligent, and more trustworthy than witnesses using 
the powerless style As such, listeners showed greater accep- 
tance of the information conveyed by speakers using the pow- 
erful style of speech.20 This suggests that  trial and defense 
counsel could increase the credibility and persuasiveness of 
their witnesses by preparing them to testify using the power- 
ful speech style. 

2. Hypercorrect Speech in Testimony.-O'Barr also studied 
the formality of the witnesses testimonies. Although most of 
the testimony recorded and analyzed was more formal than 
everyday conversations, O'Barr observed that some witnesses 
used a style of speaking significantly more formal than the 
style they used in their out-of-court conversations. Witnesses 
who used this "hypercorrect" style tended to  use convoluted 
grammatical structures and to substitute more difficult and 
obscure words for then  ordinary vocabularies 30 They also 
used bits of legal terminology and overused whatever techni- 
cal or professional vocabulary they did possess Accordingly, 

For example3 of hypercorrect speech mnd iocabulary see \Y 0 B ~ P R  supra note 
26 at 83-84 
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those witnesses spoke in a stilted and unnatural manner. 
rather than in the formal style they apparently sought 31 

To study the effect of hypercorrect speech on listeners. 
O'Barr had subjects listen to testimony in which the witness 
used either hypercorrect speech or the standard formal court- 
room speaking style Participants rated the witnesses using 
the ordinary formal style of speech significantly more con- 
vincing competent, qualified, and intelligent than witnesses 
using the hypercorrect This result led researchers to 
conclude that jurors-based upon what they infer about a 
witness's background and social status-develop certain ex. 
pectations concerning the witness's behavior \Then a witness 
violates those expectations by speaking with an inappropriate 
ievei of formality, jurors react punitively 3 3  This suggests that  
counsel should advise their witnesses to testify usmg their 
normal. out-of-court vocabularies while. of course, staying 
within the confines imposed by the formality of courts-mar- 
tial. 

3. .Vavarratine ZIS. Fragmented Styles o j  Testimony.-O'Barr 
next examined the testimonial style used by witnesses on di- 
rect examination Some of the testimony recorded by O'Barr 
consisted of re1ativel)- infrequent questions by the attorney 
and long, narrative answers by the witness. Other testimony 
involved frequent questions by the lawyer and short answers 
by the ~ t n e s s . ~ ~  These stylistic differences prompted an ex- 
periment to determine If a witness's credibility can be en- 
hanced by alloamg the witness to testify in long, narrative 
answers-that E, in a "narrative" form-rather than in short, 
brief answers-that is, in a "fragmented" form 

O'Barr had subjects listen to reenactments of direct restirno. 
nies from a criminal trial Each u m e s s  presented the same 
substantive testimony on each tape using either the narrative 
or fragmented style The study then assessed listeners' e\-aha- 
tions of the wtness ' s  c~mpetence .~ '  

Although the results o i  the study were rather complex.3b 
O'Barr did make some general conclusions First. listeners fre- 
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quently evaluate witnesses who use the narrative style more 
favorably than witnesses who use the fragmented style. Sec- 
ond, listeners tend to base their evaluations of a witness on 
their perceptions of the examining lawyer's opinion of the wit- 
ness. If a listener interprets the use of the narrative style as  
indicating that the lawyer trusts and believes the witness, the 
listener 1s more likely to reach a similar conclusion concerning 
the wdtne~s .~ '  This study provides empirical support for the 
common practice of advising witnesses to use a narrative style 
when testifying on direct examination. 

4. Simultaneous Speech and  Interruptzons.-During cross- 
examination, the examining attorney and the witness often in- 
terrupt each other and speak simultaneously in an effort to 
dominate and control the testimony. O'Barr's final study ex- 
amined the effect of these hostile exchanges on listeners' per- 
ceptions of the witness and the attorney Using a segment of 
an actual cross-examination, O'Barr made four different tapes 
that presented the same evidence, but which differed in terms 
of the verbal exchange between the witness and the attorney 
The tapes consisted of the following scenarios: (1) no simulta- 
neous speech; (2) simultaneous speech, but neither party dom- 
inated; (3) lawyer dominated by persevering in about seventy- 
five percent of the instances of simultaneous speech; (4) wit. 
ness dominated by persevering in about seventy-five percent 
of the instances of simultaneous speech.38 

The experiment resulted in two important findings. First, 
listeners perceived the lawyer's control over the presentation 
of testimony as iow in all situations involving simultaneous 
speech, regardless of which party dominated the exchange. 
That IS, no matter which party dominated a cross-examination 
containing simultaneous speech, listeners rated the lawyer as 
having fa r  less control over the presentation of evidence 
whenever simultaneous speech occurred. Similarly, listeners 
rated the witness as  being more powerful and more in control 
whenever there was simultaneous speech.38 

Second, in situations in which counsel dominated by perse- 
vering in the vast mqority of the simultaneous speech ex- 
changes, the lawyer "lost" in the eyes of the listeners. When 
the attorney appeared to "win" the exchange by persevering 
more than the witness, listeners rated the lawyer as  giving the 
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witness less opportunity to present his or her testimony. Lis- 
teners also rated the attorney as  being less fair ti) the witness 
and as being less intelligent. When the witness dominated. 
however, subjects felt that  the witness had a better opportu- 
nity to present his or  her version of events and the partic,. 
pants evaluated the lawyer  as  being more intelligent and 
fairer than when the lawyer dominated the verbal exchange.4c 

O'Barr's final study sugge.,ts that  counsel should avoid in- 
terruptions and simultaneous speech during a cross-examina- 
tion to preclude the appearance of having lost control of the 
examination When simultaneous speech does occur, however, 
the lawyer should not attempt to dominate the exchange. To 
do so creates an appearance of unfairness to the witness and 
will result in the lawyer receiving a negative overall assess. 
ment from the jury." 

B. Csing Language to IMuence a Wzzness's Testimony. 

Social scientists hare  discovered that the wording of a ques- 
tion can influence the answer given to that question signifi- 
cantly In one experiment. researchers studied the effect of 
altering the wording of a question on an Individual's account 
of events he or she recently witnessed i? Subjects viewed a 
film of an automobile accident and then &,ere asked questions 
about what they observed in the film The question, "About 
how fast were the cars going when they smashed into each 
other?" elicited significantly higher estimates of the cars' 
speed than questions that used the verbs "collided." 
"bumped," "contacted," or  "hit" in place of "smashed ' ' 43  On a 
retest a week later. subjects a h a  had been questioned usmg 
the verb "smashed" were more likely to answer yes to the 
question, "Did you see any broken glass?" even though broken 
glass was not present in the film." 
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In a second experiment, subjects viewed a film depicting a 

multiple-car accident and then completed a que~tionnaire. '~ 
Half of the individuals were asked several questions starting 
with the u'ords, "Did you see a . . ," such as,  "Did you see 
a broken headlight?, The other subjects were asked several 
questions beginning w'ith the words "Did you see the . . " 

such as,  "Did you see the broken headlight?" In some cases, 
the item asked about was present in the film, while in other 
cases the item was not 

Subjects who completed the questionnaire containing ques- 
tions using the Indefinite article "a" were over twice as  likely 
to reply "I don't know" than were subjects who completed the 
questionnaire containing questions using the definite article 
"the." This result held true whether or not the item-such as, 
the broken headlight-was actually in the film. Additionally, 
subjects interrogated using "the" questions were more than 
two times as likely to report seeing something that was not 
present. That is, subjects who answered questions containing 
the definite article "the" gave over twice as many false re- 
ports as  compared to subjects who answered questions con- 
taining the indefinite article "a ''?: 

The ability of subtle variations in the wording of a question 
to influence the answer given also has been demonstrated in 
the context of questions concerning an individual's personal 
experiences In one study, interviewers questioned subjects 
about their headaches and about headache products.4s One 
question asked how many headache products the individual 
had tried and gave a range of possible responses When the 
possible responses were phrased in Terms of small incre- 
ments-that is. one two, or three products-the subjects 
claimed to have tried an average of 3 3 other products. When 
the Dossibie reSDonSeS were Dhrased in terms of iareer incre- 
ments-that is bne, five, or ten products, the subjec; claimed 
to hare  tried an average of 5 .2  products.'B 

A second question concerned how often the participants suf- 
fered headaches. When the interviewers asked one group of 
subjects if they had headaches "frequently," and if so how 

*l Lofrus & mnl E~~~~ mess remmony iiic innurncc the tiording a wen. 
t b D 6  6 B L. or T"L P I , C l l \ O \ S C  sac 66 !1976) 
.*id at  87 
"id at  87-88 
.1 Lafrus. L e a d m y  Quratiaiic and the  Lvmttness Repport 7 Caavr $2 P.ICIIOLOCI 560 

.'id at 561 
(1975) 
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often, those Subjects reported an average of 2 . 2  headaches per 
week. When the interviewers asked a second group of partici- 
pants if they had headaches "occasionally," and If so how 
often. those subjects reported only 0 7 headaches per week 6 o  

In summary. research has demonstrated that subtle varia- 
tions in the u-ording of a question can influence the answer 
given dramatically This effect occurs when an individual de- 
scribes recently witnessed events and when he or she reports 
about his or her personal experiences This suggests that  trial 
and defense counsel can influence the content of a witness's 
testimony by carefully formulating the wording of the ques- 
tions they ask. .4lthough this may result in a witness provid- 
ing the version of events that  is most favorable to one's client. 
that  testimony may not be the most accurate account of what 
actually occurred.j' 

C r s ing  Language to  Influence Jury Deliberations 

Saciai science research also has identified two concepts that  
appear capable of influencing jury deliberations. First, studies 
suggest that  pragmatic implications influence jury members' 
recollections of the evidence and their opinions about a wit- 
ness. Second. It appears that  the technique of priming affects 
a fact-finder's analysis of ambiguous evidence. 

I Pragmatic  lmplicatiaRs.-Testimony at  courts-martial 
may consist of directly asserted statements, as well as  logical 
and pragmatic implications A logical implication exists when 
some information necessarily is implied by a remark For ex- 
ampie. the statement. "John I S  taller than Bill,'' logically Im- 
plies that  Bill is shorter than John. When a sentence contains 
a logical implication, the sentence cannot be interpreted and 
understood meaningfully without believing that the logical Im- 

In contrast to a logical implication, a pragmatic implication 
exists when a statement leads the hearer t o  expect something 
that neither LS stated explicnlq- nor 1s implied necessarily and 
logically m the sentence For example, the statement. "The 
prisoner was able to leare the confinement facility," leads one 

pllCatlOn IS true 5 2  
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to believe-and pragmatically implies-that the prisoner left 
the confinement facility. The sentence, however, does not 
state tha t  he left the confinement facility and he actually may 
have never left. Unlike logical implications, pragmatic implica. 
tions do not have to be understood for the listener to compre. 
hend the sentence meaningfully Unless the context indicates 
otherwise, however, a listener usually will make the prag- 
matic inference upon hearing the statement.j3 

Several studies have demonstrated that listeners frequently 
remember the pragmatic implication of a sentence, rather than 
what the statement directly asserted.j4 That is, people tend to 
misremember the content of sentences containing pragmatic 
implications, beiieving these statements directly asserted what 
actually was implied only pragmatically. In one study, sub- 
jects heard an excerpt of mock courtroom testimony. Half of 
the subjects heard certain information directly asserted-such 
as "I rang the burglar alarm"-while the other half heard the 
same information pragmatically implied-that is, "I ran up to 
the burglar alarm." The participants later were asked to indi- 
cate If certain statements concerning the testimony were true, 
false, or indeterminate. A significant number of subjects incor- 
rectly remembered pragmatic implications as being direct as- 
sertions, rating 71.4% of the pragmatic implications and 79.6% 
of the direct assertions as being definitely true. This tendency 
to misremember pragmatically Implied information as having 
been asserted directly occurs even when the listeners specifi- 
cally are warned not to treat implications as assertions of 
fact.6s At a court-martial, pragmatic implications could influ- 
ence a panel's deliberations because the members may incor- 
rectly believe that witnesses directly asserted information 
that actually was implied only pragmatically s6 
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2. Priming.-Researchers have discovered that repeated ex- 
posure to a specific category of information increases the pro- 
pensity to classify ambiguous information according to that 
category-a concept known as priming In one study, re- 
searchers primed certain subjects through exposure to words 
associated with hostility and then gave all of the participants 
in the study a description of an individual's actions that was 
ambiguous on the primed trait  The subjects a h o  had been 
primed were Substantially more likely to rate the person's ac- 
tions as hostile '- This effect is strongest when priming occurs 
immediately before the presentation of the ambiguous infor. 
mation and when there is some delay between the presenta- 
tion of the ambiguous information and its classification by the 
listener 

One potential courtroom application of priming would be in 
an opemng statement. For example. in his or her opening 
statement, a trial counsel in an assault and battery case might 
make frequent references to violent actions without limiting 
those references to violent acts by the accused Priming theory 
maintains that the trial counsel's use of words associated with 
nolence will increase the probability that panel members will 
interpret ambiguous behavior by the accused as being violent. 
Similarly. defense counsel might make frequent references to 
more passire actions in an effort to increase the probability 
the members xwll interpret the accused's ambiguous behavior 
as nonnolent.iY 

In summary. social science research has discovered various 
ways in which verbal communications affect a listener First, 
listeners use a speaker's speech style to assess the individual's 
credibility. persuasiveness, and trustworthiness 6a Second, 
subtle variations in the wording of a question can influence 
the answer given dramatically.e- Finally, the implications and 
premises within oral communications can affect the listener's 
recollection and analysis of what he or  she heard and his or 
her apimon concerning the speaker 
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The extent to which the research findings discussed above 
can be applied directly to the courtroom setting remains an 
area of controversy among social scientists Some skeptics 
question the external validity of the research, arguing that the 
jury simulation technique used in many of the studies does not 
reflect the reality of an actual trial a c c u r a t e l ~ . ~ '  Despite this 
criticism, however, it appears that  use of the communication 
techniques suggested by social science research can affect the 
trial process, making the true controversy the extent to which 
the process can be influenced. The issue that  then must be 
addressed is whether these efforts to influence courts-martial 
violate the Army's Rules of Professional Conduct for Lawyers 

111. Ethical Considerations 

Trial and defense coun5el must fulfill several roles. First, 
they are advocates and in that role, counsel must "zealously 
assert[ ] the client's position under the law and the ethical 
rules of the adversary system ' l i b  Second, they are officers of 
the legal system; therefore, each of them has a "duty of can- 
dor to the tribunai.' '6n Finally, trial and defense counsel are 
public citizens who have a "special responsibility for the qual- 
ity of justice" dispensed by the court.e7 Given these poten- 
tially conflicting duties. 1s the use at courts-martial of the 
research findings previously examined zealous advocacy or a 
violation of the lawyer's duties as  an officer of the court and 
a public citizen? An examination of the various techniques 
that apparently are capable of influencing the courts-martial 
process demonstrates that. in general, those techniques do not 
violate the Army's ethical rules. 

A. .Vonverbal Communications 

There are several reasons why the use of kinesics and paral- 
inguistics should be viewed as  zealous advocacy. First, the use 
of kinesics and paralinguistics 1s merely an effort by the advo- 
cate to increase the persuasive power of the words used in his 
or her presentation and is analogous to the lawyer practicing 

", Tanford B Tanford, Better T i h o b  Thrauph Science A D&me of Psychologut 
La.uier Collaboration 66 \ C L RE. i l l  754 (1986) 
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the dellvery of an opening statement and closing argument In 
each case. counsel E attempting to find the most persuasive 
method of communicating to the fact.fmder the factual and 
legal basis for returning a favorable verdict 

Moreover, our Judicial system implicitiy recognizes that the 
trial lawyer's duty zealously to advance the client's interests 
involves more than merely identifying the legal arguments 
that  support the client's position. If the only requirement was 
to find the nght  words, then the lawyer's arguments could be 
given to the fact-finder in written form. Our trial system, 
however, 1s based upon oral advocacy-a fact that  amounts to 
an implicit acknowledgment that the manner in which infor- 
mation 1s presented m the courtroom 1s a critical aspect of the 
legal process The use of kinesics and paralinguistics therefore 
should be r-leis-ed as a legitimate and ethical effort by counsel 
to increase the persuasiveness of his or her presentation. 

Second. there is a tendency to exaggerate the probable ef- 
fects that  nonverbal communications have on the fact-finder, 
and to ignore that the strength of the evidence actually has 
the greatest impact on the fact-finder's decision.68 Most stud- 
LBS examining the influence af nonverbal communications hold 
evidentiary strength constant and manipulate the vanable of 
interest, such as. eye contact Studies manipulating eviden. 
tiary strength have discovered that extralegal factors, such as  
nonverbal communication, have the greatest impact when the 
evidence 1s weak or ambiguous, and may have little or no ef- 
fect when the evidence 1s strong 

Although counsel should be allowed to use kinesics and 
paralinguistics freely. there are limitations on the use of prox- 
emics. Using proxemics during a direct examination to en- 
hance the credibility of one's own witnesses-L IS an ethical and 
legitimate tactic that  is similar to the common practice of pre- 
paring a witness to testify b>- conducting practice direct and 
cross-examinations In both cases, counsel is not affecting the 
content of the witness's testimony. Rather. counsel merely IS 
helping the witness present his or her testimony in the most 
persuasive and credible manner possible. 

There are sexera1 reasons why. in general, employing prox- 
emics dunng cross.euaminatmn also should be viewed as a 
permissible and ethical tactic First. an individual has the 
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right to test his or her opponent's proof, and using proxemics 
is  one method of testing an adversary's evidence. This tech- 
nique is similar to using the verbal component of a cross-ex- 
amination to cast doubt upon the credibility of a w~tness . '~  
Second, there are ways to reduce the effectiveness of this use 
of proxemics without imposing a total prohibition. During pre- 
criai preparation, counsel may warn his or her witnesses that 
opposing counsel may use proxemics during cross-examination 
in an effort to make nitnesses appear nervous Additionally, 
during voir dire counsel can inform the jury that,  as is to be 
expected, witnesses may appear to be nervous. The lawyer 
then may argue on closing that any lack of composure on the 
witness stand resulted from the witness being nervous-not 
from attempts at  deception 

One problem area, however, is the use of proxemics to dam- 
age the credibilitv of an omonent 's  witness who has accu- .. 
rately and truthfully testified Is it ethical to use proxemics to 
make that witness appear nervous and therefore less credible, 
less persuasive, and less trustworthy?'z The American Bar As- 
sociation Standards for Criminal Justice prohibit trial counsel, 
but not defense counsel, from using pr&emics in this situa- 
t i ~ n . ' ~  

Trial counsel always must remember that a "prosecutor is 
both an administrator of justice and an advocate" whose duty 
"Is to seek justice, not merely to convict ' ' 7 4  Accordingly, if 
trial counsel knows that a witness is testifying truthfully, he 
or she "should not use the power of cross-examination to dis. 
credit or undermine [that] witness ' 1 7 6  Moreover, if trial coun- 
sel reasonably beiieves that a witness is telling the truth,  "the 
method and scope of cross-examination" may be a f f e ~ t e d . ' ~  
Given this guidance, a trial counsel should use proxemics-as 
well as  the full range of cross-examination techniques-only 
when he or she knows or reasonably believes that a witness is 
not testifying accurately or truthfully. 

'American Bar Assaclation Standards for  Criminal Justice 3-1 1 !hereinafter AB* 
Slandardil 

Id 
.'AB.< Standard 3-5  7 
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E.  Speech Style. 

As previously discussed, a witness's speech style can affect 
the listener's assessment of the witness's credibility, truthful- 
ness, and persuasiveness Consequently. trial and defense 
counsel can increase the fact-finder's acceptance of a wit- 
ness's testimony by manipulating the witness's style of 
speech i7 This practice does not violate the Army's ethical 
rules and not only should be permitted but actually should be 
encouraged 

Although observers rend to correlate a ~vitness's style of 
speech with his or her truthfulness. credibility, and persua- 
siveness, in reality the speech style used by the witness corre- 
lates with his or her social status 'a Consequently, a panel's 
decision may be based upon the social status and power of a 
party 's  witnesses, rather than upon the strength of the evi. 
dence Counsel can mitigate that effect by training witnesses 
who belong to a lower social class to use the powerful style of 
speech This will counteract the members' natural tendency to 
view these witnesses as less credible. less trustworthy. and 
less persuasive. This appears to be the only method of mitigat- 
ing that tendency because research ha5 shown that Jury 
instructions telling jurors to disregard style of speech are inef- 
fective.jQ Instructing witnesses to testify using a powerful 
style of speech does not violate the Army's ethical rules pro. 
vided counsel does not instruct the witness to change the sub. 
stance of his or her testimony. Additionally. this use of social 
science research actually improves the adversary process by 
increasing the likelihood that a panel w ~ l l  decide the case 
based on the evidence and not an the social status and power 
af each side's ~ i t n e s s e s . ~ ~  

C. c'siug Language to  IvJZuence Witness Testimony. 
Researchers have dwcovered that a lawyer can influence a 

WITLI~SS'S testimony through the wording of the questions 
counsel asks.%' The practice of preparing and coaching wit. 
nesses prior to trial however, would appear to undermine an 
attorney's ability to influence a witness's testimony by the 
wording of his or her questions Specifxally, because most 
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witnesses will have practiced their testimony before trial, 
their versions of events should be well-settled and not easily 
swayed at trial by subtle variations in the wording of a ques- 
tion. 

The practice of preparing witnesses to testify at an Article 
32 Investigation and at trial, however, does pose a potential 
problem. During that preparation phase, trial and defense 
counsel, by carefully choosing the wording of their questions, 
may influence a witness's recollection of what he or she ob- 
served or experienced After further rehearsal and coaching, 
the version of the "facts" created through counsel's strategic 
use of language becomes the witness's iwcourt testimony. Is 
this practice ethical? 

The Army's ethical rules contain several prohibitions on the 
use of false evidence. Specifically, a lawyer "shall not know- 
ingly make a false statement of material fact or law to a tribu- 
nal . . . [or] offer evidence that the lawyer knows to be 
false "82 Additionally, an attorney "shall not falsify evidence 
[or] counsel or assist a witness to testify falsely . , , . ' ' M  A 
lawyer violates these prohibitions if he or she intentionally 
interviews and prepares witnesses using carefully formulated 
questions knowingly to present at trial favorable-but false- 
evidence. 

Such clear-cut ethical violations are probably infrequent. 
The more common-and difficult-situation is when counsel, 
using carefully formulated and worded questions during the 
pretrial investigation and preparation, obtains the desired ver- 
sion of events but he or she is uncertain about the accuracy of 
the witness's answers. May counsel present that version of 
e w n t s  a t  trial or should any effort to elicit favorable testi- 
mony through the use of strategically formulated questions be 
considered unethical? 

Dean Freedman has addressed this issue in the general con- 
text of preparing a witness to t e ~ n f y . ~ '  Freedman begins by 
noting that the process of remembering is more a process of 
reconstruction than of recollection. He argues that the process 
is a creative one in which questions play an essential role in 
the reconstruction of what happened and when honest clients 
will, withour realizing it,  both invent facts and suppress 
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them.a6 A witness's testimony, therefore. 1s often "subjectively 
accurate but objectively false" and "accurate recall is the ex- 
ception and not the rule.''6@ 

Accepting Dean Freedman's argument, it appears that  the 
use of carefully formulated questions designed to elicit 
favorable testimony is ethical, provided the lawyer does not 
use testimony that he or she knows is false. Some measure of 
consolation 1s provided by the fact that  counsel for each side 
is attempting to present a favorable version of events. The 
panel will hear each version and decide which account is clos. 
est to what actually happened In this situation, in which both 
trial and defense counsel strive to protect their respective cli- 
ent 's  interests. the "lawyer can be a zealous advocate 
and a t  the same time assume that justice is being done.' 3' 

D. Using Pragmatic Implications and Priming l o  Influence 
Jury Deliberations. 

The use of pragmatic implications to influence the jury's  
recollection and analysis of the evidence long has been prac- 
ticed by both witnesses and lawyers Does counsel violate the 
Army's ethical prohibition against creating and knowingly 
using false evidence when he or she instructs a witness to 
pragmatically imply a falsehood? Arguably, although a wit- 
ness commits perjury if he or she asserts or logically implies a 
false statement, the witness does not commit perjury when he 
or she pragmatically implies something faise After all, the 
u'itness swears to rei1 the truth-not necessarily to imply the 
truth.  As such. a lawyer who instructs a witness pragmati- 
caiiy to imply a falsehood, technically at  least, has not sub- 
orned perjury 

Research has demonstrated that listeners often remember 
the pragmatic implication of a statement, rather than the 
statement itself, believing that information which was 
pragmatically implied was asserted directly.a8 Consequently, 
the effect of pragmatically implying a falsehood is often the 
same as  a directly asserted false statement-that is, the fact- 
finder makes a decision based on false information. Accord. 
ingly, a lawyer who Instructs a witness to pragmatically imply 
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a falsehood should be treated as if he or she directed the wit- 
ness to make a false statement in violation of the Army's ethi- 
cal prohibition against creating and knowingly using false evi- 
d e n ~ e . ~ ~  

Unlike the above use of pragmatic implications, the use of 
priming should be permitted. First, each side will attempt to 
use the words most favorable to its case and efforts a t  prim- 
ing may therefore cancel themselves out. This view is sup- 
ported by research that suggests that priming effects may be 
inhibited by an adversarial presentation of information.00 See. 
ond, although trial counsel may speak forcefully when charac- 
terizing the accused, he or she may not be excessive and incite 
the passions of the fact-finder.g' Finally, if there is a signifi- 
cant potential for prejudice from the repeated use of certain 
words or phrases, one may seek from the Judge a ruling 
prohibiting the use of that language during the trial.g2 

IV. Conclusion 

Social science researchers have demonstrated the effect that 
nonverbal and verbal communications have on the message re- 
cipient. Applying that research to the courtroom provides a 
potential means by which trial and defense counsel can in- 
crease the persuasiveness of their trial advocacy The Army's 
Rules of Professional Conduct for Lawyers, however, place 
limitations on counsel's use of some of the techniques sug- 
gested by social science research. Although the Rules provide 
some guidance applicable to the use of nonverbal and verbal 
communications, there are a number of areas in which the 
Rules do not provide a definitive answer. This article has 
identified some techniques tha t  trial and defense counsel can 
use to increase the persuasiveness of their advocacies while 
also prompting discussion among counsel concermng the ethi- 
cal constraints on their behaviors when they prepare for, and 
appear a t ,  courts-martial. 

DA Pam 27-26, rules 3 3, 3 I 
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in which an accused IS miling to admit guilt.? After investigat- 
ing a case, consulting with the client negotiating a pretrial 
agreement. and preparing the client for the providence in- 
quiry the military defense counsel probably would dispute 
whether military guilt1 plea practice actually results in any 
savings in time and energy. Trial counsel or mllltary Judges 
may hare  similar misgivings if they have experienced a rever. 
sal on appeal for failure to resolve an "inconsistency" that 
went unnoticed at  trial or for a "formal" violation of Rule for 
Courts-Martial (R.C ?1 ) 910 E 

A casual reader mav conclude that-exceot for minor 
differences attributable to uniquely military 
R C M. 910 and its counterpart, Federal Rule 

considerations- 
of Criminal Pro- 

cedure ll ,i  p r m ~ d e  the same essential requirements for ac- 
ceptrng a guilty plea Indeed, R.C.M. 910 purported15 1s based 
upon Rule 11 Actually. however, the procedure followed in 
federal district courts is substantially different 

Disrrict court judges are not required to reject a guilty plea 
w,hen an accused claims he or she 1s innocent or asserrs a mat- 
ter that  IS inconsistent with guilt.6 as military judges must do 
under the mandate of article &(a) of the Uniform Code of 
Military Justice (UCMJ) Guilty pleas in both forums must be 
supported by a sufficient factual basis District court judges, 
however. enlo)- great flexibility as to the method through 
which the factual basis I S  developed and are not strictly re- 
quired to question the accused personally to establish the ac. 
curacy of the plea as are military Judges under Cnifed States 
II. Care " 

Federal courts have evolved standards that accord substan- 
tially greater respect to a defendant's decision to plead guilty 
upon advice of competent counsel, ah i le  military courts are 
constrained to meet unnecessarily strict and antiquated re. 
quirements In large part ,  this difference in approaches stems 
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from the fact that  federal civilian courts have confronted the 
issue from the standpoint of ensuring that minimal constitu- 
tional standards for a waiver of the defendanrs right to a 
trial are satisfied Rule 11 is only a means for implementing 
and safeguarding these basic, underlying rights. 

Military courts, on the other hand, primarily have concerned 
themselves with interpreting and applying legislative and 
regulatory requirements that  fa r  exceed constitutional 
requirements and result in inconsistent and confusing judge. 
made law. This article will show that the requirements of 
article 46(a) and its judicial progeny have caused military ap- 
pellate courts to approach the providence issue from the per- 
spective of whether any matter contained in a record of trial 
can be interpreted as inconsistent with guilt In many in- 
stances, it will be seen that the same matters are clearly rec- 
oncilable with guilt 

The purpose of this article is to compare these aspects of 
guilty plea inquiries in courts-martial and in federal district 
courts to determine whether there are any lessons that the 
armed forces might learn and adapt to military practice.12 The 
following pages will examine the history of guilty plea inquir- 
ies as they have developed over this century, compare the cur- 
rent federal ciriiian and military practices, and offer some 
specific legislative and judicial reforms of military guilty plea 
Dractice. 

I1 Historical Development of the Guilty Plea InquiryL3 

A. Development of the .%Jtlitary Procidence Inquiry.  

1 .  Ear ly  History:  Practice L'nder The Art ic les  o j  Way and 
the Early Manuals for Courts-Martial, C.S. Army.-Military 
courts, in apparent contrast with civilian courts, have a long 
history of exercising care not to accept a guilty plea that may 
be the result of coercion, lack of knowledge as to the plea's 
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effects and consequences, or misunderstanding as to the na- 
ture of the charged offense 

Colonel \Yilliam Kinthrop, in describing the established 
practice by the late nineteenth century, admonished that judge 
advocates should make no attempts to induce an accused to 
plead guilty and that the court should advise an accused t o  
withdraw his or her plea if It has any reason to believe that 
the plea was "not both voluntary and intelligent. or that  the 
accused does not appreciate its legal effect, or IS misled as to 
its influence upan the judgement of the court ' ' I *  

Of particular concern throughout early courts-martial prac- 
tice was the possibility-especial1~- at courts-martial without 
Judge advocates and where the accused appeared without ben- 
efit of counsell'-that a guilty plea would be made "improil- 
dently" in situations in which the accused's actual conduct did 
not support guilt in which the accused had a valid defense or 
was guilty of only a lesser-included offense.!6 Consequently, 
even the earliest courts-martial manuals provided that the 
guilty piea should be withdrawn and a piea of not guilty en- 
tered nhen  I t  appeared that the plea vas entered by the ac- 
cused without knowledge of the effect of the piea or  when the 
accused made a statement that  was inconsmtent with guilt 
Although the lack of a comprehensive reporting system for 
cases prior to the 1950's creates much difficulty in comment- 
ing on the actual practice concerning guilty plea Inquiries, 
man> references can be found to cases in which The Judge 
Advocate General took Corrective action when it appeared 
that an accused misunderstood the effect of the plea or  nhen  
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the court did not resolve an inconsistent statement made by 
the accused.18 

Apparently, military authorities especially were concerned 
tha t  relatively uneducated enlisted soldiers might piead guilty 
GO deserrion when they actually had no intention to remain 
away permanently, or tha t  they might piead guilty to larceny 
with no intention to permanentiy deprive the owner of the 
property taken l e  

The Articles of War (A W )  revisions In 1920 expressly in- 
cluded these concerns as G O  the legitimacy of guilty pleas. A.W. 
21, as revised in 1920, provided 

When an accused arraigned before a court-martial fails or 
refuses GO plead, or answers foreign to the purpose, or af- 
ter a plea of guilty makes a statement inconsistent with 
the plea, or when it appears to the court that he entered a 
plea of guilty improvidently or through a lack of under- 
standing of its meaning and effect, the court shall proceed 
to trial and judgment as If he had pleaded not guilty.20 

Further, the 1921 Manual for Courts-Martial provided a fairly 
extensive form to be used in explaining the meaning and ef- 
fect of a guilty plea to an accused.21 The form specifically re- 
quired the law officer or president to explain (1) the plea was 
an admission that the accused actually had committed the 
charged offense; (2) the charged offense by reading the speci- 
fication and explaining each element in simple terms; (3) the 
intent required for offenses such as desertion, larceny, bur- 
glary; and (4) each element of the maximum punishment. This 
explanation was to be made to the accused personally and the 
accused's responses were to be made on the record.e2 
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Hence, even before the enactment of the UCMJ and the Su- 
preme Court's development of standards for determining the 
constitutionality of guilty pleas in federal civilian courts. mili- 
tary tribunals had significant, detailed guidance in this area. 

8. Concerns Over The Adequacy of Proridence lnquzries 
Gnder the CC.MJ.-Guilty plea practice did not escape scru- 
tiny during the period of intense criticism to which the mili- 
tary justice system underwent following World War ll .13 The 
Report and Recommendations of the General Court..\lartial 
Sentence Review Board,'? (popularly referred to as the Xeeffe 
Board, afcer its president, Professor Arthur John Keeffej. a 
report which was to be given considerable attention during 
the congressional debates leading up to the enactment of the 
LCbfJ and in the Court of Military Appeals' judicial expansion 
o i  the providence Inquiry. levelled some specific criticisms 
and recomrnendacions at  the Navy's practice. The Keeffe 
Board expressed considerable concern over che large number 
of cases it reviewed in which young men, unrepresented by 
counsel and perhaps ignorant or unaware of the legal conse- 
quences of t h e r  pleas, pleaded guilty to most or all of the 
charges against themi i  Further, the Nary "guilty plea ~ n -  
quiry" a t  that  time consisted only of advising an accused that 
by pleading guilty he or  she was giving up the benefits of a 
regular defense.2s 

The Keeffe Board expressed approval of the requirement in- 
stituted by the Army that required that the judge advocate 
explain to the accused in all general courts-martial: (1) that  a 
plea of guilty admits the offense as charged and makes convic- 
tion mandatory: ( 2 )  the permissible sentence that could be 
imposed: and. (3) that  the plea will not be accepted if the ac- 
cused later set8 up a defense or I f  the accused fails to admit 
guilt to the charged offense ii 

The Keeffe Board specifically recommended 

A General Court Marnal Sentence R e i  11% Board Reporl and Recammendmono 
(1847)  'miail8blo in rhe L a ? )  Judge Advocate General 3 Library, Arlln$lan V x g m m  
Thir board U B I  coniened far t h e  P Y T P O ~ ~  of reviewing general ~ o u i t i - m a m d  con. 
ducted d w m n  Uorld U'ar I 1  and to  r e ~ o r f  findiner and reeommendarioni canvernlnn 
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(1) That the plea of guilty shall not be received in capital 
cases; 

(2) That the accused in every case be represented by 
counsel appointed for or selected by him, and that a plea 
of guilty be received only after an accused has had an 
opportunity to consult with counsel; 

(3) That in every case the judge advocate explain to the 
accused the meaning and effect of a plea of guilty, such 
explanation to include the following: 

(a) That the plea admits the offense, as charged (or in 
a lesser degree, i f  so pleaded), and makes conviction 
mandatory. 

(b) The sentence which may be imposed. 

(c) Unless the accused admits doing the acts charged, 
or if he claims a defense, a plea of guilty will not be 
accepted. 

(4) That the judge advocate determine whether a plea of 
guilty should be accepted, and rule on all special pleas.26 

The Advisory Committee to the Secretary of Defense on the 
UCMJ specifically endorsed these recommendations in its 
draft of article 45(a).28 In his testimony in support of article 
46(a) before the House Armed Services Committee, Felix 
Larkin, Assistant General Counsel of the Department of De- 
fense and member of both the Advisory Committee to the Sec- 
retary of Defense and the Keeffe Board, urged the adoption of 
the article.3o Mr. Larkin further stated tha t  the inquiry recom- 

- i ld SI 14243 
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mended by the Keeffe Board was necessary to ensure "an 
added amount of protection to the innumerable cases where 
pleas of gudry are taken, particularly among the younger 
men. ' and that a verbatim record of this colloquy betu-een the 
court and the accused would eliminate "the continually [sic] 
complaint of accused that they did not understand what they 
were doing when they took their plea ''il 

Curiously, this discussion of guilty pleas under the newly 
enacted article 46(a) generated no significant changes in the 
corresponding provisions of the Manual for Courts-hlarnal 
The first Manual adopted following the enactment of the 
UCYJ-the 1961 Manual-added a subparagraph prescribing 
the actual advice t o  be given an accused upon entry of a plea 
of guilty in conformity with the recommendations of the 
Keeffe Board The procedural guide contained in the new 
Manual, however. set forth advice to the accused quite similar 
to that contained in the 1949 and earlier Manuals.33 Strangely, 
the form procedure in the 1951 Uanual eliminated the express 
requirement to recite the elements of the offense t o  the ac- 
cused that the 1949 Manual contained 34 

This potential ''failure" of the 1981 Manual to stress and 
delineate the requrements for  a provident plea-particularly 
to adrise accused of the elements of the offense and obtain 
their admissions that describe their conduct, as advised by the 
Keeffe Board and the Advisory Committee-may be due to a 
number of factors At least one writer has noted that the 
UC?U was not much different. quantitatively, from the 
Army's practice under the 1948 A W. and, consequently. the 
Army judge advocates who led the effort to draft  the 1951 
Manual did not deem it necessary to make many changes An 
alternative possibility, at  least in the author's opinion, is that  
given the Keeffe Board's favorable endorsement of the Army 
practice (Indeed. their criticisms were aimed directly and 
solely at  the Nary's practice). the drafters af the 1951 Manual 
reasonably could have concluded that 1949 Manual's provi- 
sions were otherwise adequate. 
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The next question to be faced was: What action would the 
newly-created Court of Military Appeals take in reviewing 
guilty plea challenges? 

3. The Court ofhfilitary Appeals '  Early Concerns.-In some 
of its earliest cases, the Court of Military Appeals (CMA) ap- 
peared to endorse the providence inquiry set forth in the 1951 
Manual and to indicate tha t  procedural errors in taking a 
guilty plea would not result in reversal unless a substantial 
harm to the accused could be shown. For example, in United 
States v. L u c a ~ , ~ ~  the court held that reversal was not war- 
ranted when an accused pleaded guilty and received the "boil. 
erplate" advice from the court as  to the effect of the plea, but 
the court-martial thereafter failed to instruct Its members and 
vote on findings as  then required 

In United States  v. K i t ~ h e n , ~ '  however, the court was to em- 
bark on what has become. over the years, a substantial body 
of case law scrutinizing what constitutes an "inconsistent" 
statement. Kitchen, charged with desertion, pleaded guilty to 
the 1esser.included offense of unauthorized absence, but was 
found guilty of desertion to the period of absence as charged. 
During his testimony on findings, the accused mentioned an 
alleged attempt to surrender to a recruiter one and a half 
months prior to the date military police apprehended him. The 
court found that the law officer should have withdrawn the 
guilty plea because of the accused's assertion, inconsistent 
with his plea, that  his absence ended at  an earlier 

In one of many dissents in cases in which the court re- 
viewed the adequacy of a providence inquiry, Judge Latimer 
criticized the majority in Kitchen for failing to accord guilty 
pleas the finality they ordinarily deserve, and pointed to some 
very practical considerations ignored by the majority. These 
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considerations were that. (1 )  the practical effect of requiring 
the withdrawal of the guilty plea actually would make the ac- 
cused guilty of r m  unauthorized absences; (2) the accused 
was represented by counsel and there were any number of 
tactical reasons for foregoing the possible defense, and, (3) 
most importantly the accused at  no time at trial or on appeal 
contended that when he contacted the recruiter, he actually 
u-as prepared to surrender to military authorities "At best he 
merely dropped in at  a recruiting station as it was closing up 
and informed some sergeant that  he was absent . . He did 
not ask to be taken into custody or sent to a nearby installa- 
tion Hence. Kitchen's Statement simply was not Inconsis- 
rent with his plea 

In Cnzted States 2'. Welker.al' the CMA heid that an accused 
had pleaded improvidently ro larceny of a government rifle 
when. in the court's v i e w  a stipulation of fact only estab- 
lished that most of w-hich he v-as gu~l t )  was receiving stolen 
property by going and taking possessm of the rifle afrer 
another soldier informed him of Its theft and location. In  his 
dissent. Judge Latimer contended that the stipulation clearly 
established the accused's intent to retain the rifle and clearly 
set forrh all of the elements necessary for a larcenq- by w t h -  
holding." 

Despite the implications of Kitchen and Welker that  the 
court would subject perceived "inconsistent" marters to con. 
siderable scrutiny. some cases that closed out the court's first 
decade seemed to indicare the opposite 

In Knifed States 1; Lemieuz i2 Pri\ ate Lemieux pleaded 
guilty a t  trial to, inter alia, false claim and false official docu- 
ment offenses that involved obtaining allowances for a woman 
not his wife Although no other evidence was offered at  m a l ,  
the staff judge advocate. In his posttrial review quoted Le- 
mieux as  srating during a posttrial interview that  he had been 
told that living with a uoman for ar Ieasr two years created a 
common-lau- marriage. but that  he ne ie r  verified this informa- 
tion The court ruled, however, that  this matter was not "in- 
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consistent" with his pleas because the accused's statement did 
not relate the necessary elements of a common-law marr~age .?~  

Lhited States v. Brol~n" involved an accused who pleaded 
guilty, inter alia, to three larcenies involving a camera, a ra- 
dio, and a coat. Three days after the convening authority's 
action in the case, the accused presented an unsworn state- 
ment to the convening authority in which he averred that the 
camera had been "pawned" to him by the owner earlier and 
that the radio u'as only borrowed The court stated that a mo- 
tion for a new trial under article 7346 was the appropriate 
manner to raise such challenges after action has been taken by 
the convening authority, and. further, that the accused's 
statements were not clearly inconsistent with his pleas under 
the facts of the case 

In a dissent that foreshadowed later developments, Judge 
Ferguson specifically cited what he perceived as shortcomings 
in the procedural guide contained in the 1961 Judge 
Ferguson concluded that the pro forma explanation to the ac- 
cused contained in the Manual did not carry out the Keeffe 
Board's recommendation tha t  pleas should not be accepted un- 
less the accused admits doing the acts charged He urged law 
officers to "interrogate the accused upon his plea in simple, 
nontechnical language and determine if he understands I t  in 
fact admits the allegations involved in the specifications and 
that he 1s pleading guilty because he 1s in fact guilty."47 

4. Judge F e r w o n ' s  Judicial "Refom" of the Providence In- 
quiry.-A clear indication of the C M A s  direction in examin- 
ing guilty pleas appears in Gnited States v .  Richard~on . '~  This 
case involved an accused who pleaded guilty to dishonorably 
failing to maintain sufficient funds to pay checks under article 
13448 and, in extenuation and mitigation, presented evidence 
of extensive indebtedness. The accused, however, offered 
nothing concerning the circumstances surrounding the bad 
checks themselves. On the other hand, during a posttrial inter- 
view, Richardson claimed that the checks were dishonored be- 
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cause checks he had deposited earlier, ah ich  he received from 
friends in payment of gambling debts owed him. had 
bounced." Judge Pergoson, writing for a unanimous court, 
ruled that the inconsistency required that the court reverse 
and remand the case 'I  

in Richardson. the CYA found that Inconsistent posttrial 
statements of an accused constituted strong evidence that the 
accused did not understand the meaning and effect of the 
plea The court relied upon the plain language of article 15(a) 
concerning inconsistent matters raised "after a plea of guilty" 
and on the congressmnal intent to eliminate Improvident pleas 
to require that pleas be rejected In these situations The 
court reasoned, using what many would consider to be ques- 
tionable logic. that  a posttrial claim of innocence was more 
reliable than a pretrial claim of innocence Prior to trial. 
accused soldiers may be assertmg their innocence in circum- 
stances in which the>- are unaware of the weight of the 
Government's case or in  which the:- have not yet been over- 
whelmed by "consciousness of guilt Further Judge Fergu- 
son once again criticized the pro jorma advice to the accused 
In the 1951 Manual and commented that a more extensive rec- 
ord would resol\-e many of these cases 

Hand in hand \%ith the evolution of the providence Inquiry, 
the CM.4 developed the occasionally troublesome standard 
that any "mconsistency" raised during the inquiry must be 
absolute11 repudiated by the accused if the guilty plea is to 
stand For example in Cnited States i.. F e ~ n e n g e l . ~ '  the ac- 
cused pleaded guilty to desertion. During the sentenring phase 
of the trial, the defense counsel made an "ambiguous" refer- 
ence to the difficulty af proling, under the facts of the case, 
that  the accused had an mention to return to the Army at 
some point.'j The court reversed the case holding that even 
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an ambiguous reference to a possible defense must be resolved 
on the record or the plea of guilty must be withdrawn.6' 

In L'nited States u. Chancellor,ja Judge Ferguson indicated 
tha t  the procedural guide was simply inadequate to ensure 
tha t  an accused understood the nature and elements of the of- 
fense and to ensure that actual guilt was established on the 
record. Like Richardson, Chancellor involved an accused who 
pleaded guilty to a bad check offense, received the pro forma 
advice as to the plea's effect, and raned  nothing Inconsmtent 
with the plea at  trial Chancellor claimed, however, in a post- 
trial clemency interview, that the check was dishonored be- 
cause of irregularities in his pay jn Judge Ferguson specifically 
admonished law officers to develop a more detailed inquiry of 
the accused and advised the s e r v m s  to take remedial action 
to institute better procedures to ensure factual guilt.Eo Judge 
Ferguson made the dubious prediction that upon adopting 
such procedures "the haunting issue of improvident pleas 
would become rare indeed."6' 

Although the procedural guides in both the short-lived 1968 
Manual and the 1969 Manual contained expanded providence 
inquiries,e2 this action was apparently too little, too late 

Cnited States r Care63 marked the watershed of the devel- 
opment of the providence inquiry. The court actually affirmed 
the conviction in Care, stating that the law officer's failures 
in the case to explain the elements and to determine the Sac. 
tual basis for the plea were cured by overwhelming evidence 
of guilt that  otherw'ise appeared in the record 84 The more im- 
portant holding In Care,  however, was the court's pronounce- 
ment that ,  effective thirty days after the date of the opinion, 
all records of trial involving guilty pleas must contain not 
only an explanation of the elements of the offense by the mili- 
t a ry  judge, but also a personal interrogation of the accused as  
to what he or she acrually did "to make clear the basis for a 
determination by the military judge . . whether the acts or 
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the omissions of the accused constitute the offense or offenses 
to which he [or she] 1s pleading guilty."65 Military judges also 
were directed to ensure that the accused understood the fifth 
and sixth amendment rights waived by a plea of guilty 6a 

Judge Darden, in the court's opimon in Caw,67 not only 
cited Chancellor's reference to the inadequate procedures be- 
ing followed by law' officers as  a basis for the court's sweep- 
ing action. but also placed great weight upon its interpretation 
of the recent Supreme Court cases of McCarthy 2.1. United 
States and Boykin v.  Alabama.BS McCarthy was cited for Its 
implication that personally addressing accused soldiers to de- 
termine their understanding of the plea, as required by rule 
11, is consistent with the constitutional prerequisites for a 
valid waiver of the right to plead not guilty. Boykin served as  
authority for the court's imposition of the requirement to ad- 
vise an accused of the constitutional rights waived by a plea 
of guilty. 

Without doubt. the CMA should be lauded for Its concern 
and protection extended to the accused who pleads guilty.ee 
The requirement that  the accused be questioned personally in 
detail about the offense and that this interrogation support ail 
elements of the offense, however, has proven to be trouble- 
some and simply has not had the desired effect of reducing 
the number of "improvident" pleas requiring action on ap- 
peal 7 o  

Further, the CYA has not substantively reconsidered the ne- 
cessitr or desirability of what has come to be called the "Care 
inquiry" despite a number of factors that  support reconsidera- 
tian. These factors include federal courts' interpretation of 
McCarthy as  not requiring nearly as  exhaustive a personal 
inquiry of the accused as IS required in military courts An 
additional factor, of equal importance. is the evolution of an 
independent trial judiciary and defense bar that  should allevi- 
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ate many of the concerns that accused were not acting with 
full knowledge and independent advice concerning their pleas. 

5. The Promulgation of R,C,M 910.-The remainder of this 
article primarily will be concerned with comparing the current 
military and federal guilty plea inquiries Before turning to 
this effort, an exposition of the current Manual provisions re- 
lating to the providence inquiry is in order. 

The 1984 Manual involved a sweeping reorganization of the 
Manual's format. Concerning the aspects of the providence in- 
quiry addressed in this article, the changes were matters more 
of form than substance. The requirements for acceptance of a 
plea of guilty were set forth in the new R C.M. 910. 

As noted in the introduction to this article, R.C.M. 910 was 
patterned after rule 11." Indeed, the relevant portions of 
R C M. 91O(c), Advice ofaccused, are very similar in language 
to rule l l ( ~ ) : ~  In practice. however, the application of the 
rules is not nearly as similar. 

R.C.M. 9lO(e), Detemining accuracy of the p l e a ,  requires 
the judge to question the accused under oath about the of- 
fense I 3  Its counterpart, rule 11, establishes the requirement 
that the Judge be satisfied that a factual basis supports the 
plea, but does not strictly require that the factual basis be 
established through questioning the defendant per~onal ly . '~  

R.C.M. 910(h) sets forth the requirement to reject a guilty 
plea when an accused sets up an inconsistent matter. This pro- 
vision has no counterpart in rule 11. 

Having examined how military guilty plea inquiries have 
evolved over this century, it is now appropriate to review the 
historical evolution of the guilty plea inquiry in federal civil- 
ian practice. 

E .  The Federal Experience and the Evolution of Rule 11. 

1. Early history.-Very few reported cases appear that dis- 
cuss the prerequisites for a valid guilty plea in federal courts 
prior to the 1940's, and those that do appear seem ta reflect a 

- R C >I 810 amlyns, BI A21-62 t o  A21-64 
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strong policy of upholding the finality of pleas once ac- 
cepted.'j 

The modern standard for determining the legitimacy of 
waivers of constitutional rights, inciuding the fif th and sixth 
amendment rights waived by a plea of guilty, originated in 
Johnson c. Zerbst In reviewing the lower courts' denial of 
Johnson's petition for habeas corpus the Supreme Court ruled 
that a waiver of Johnson's right to counsel could not be pre- 
sumed when there was no request for counsel by the defen- 
dant, nor any offer of counsel by the court at  trial Rather, 
the trial judge has the duty specificaily to determine whether 
a defendant has made an "intentional relinquishment of a 
known right or privilege." and further.  "the determination of 
whether there has been an intelligent aaiver must 
depend. in each case, upon the particular facts and circum- 
stances surrounding that case, including the background. ex- 
perience, and conduct of the ac~used ." '~  

The Supreme Court subsequently applied the Zerbst waiver 
test in examining the constitntionai validity of guilty pleas In 
Waley c. the Court held that Waley's allegations 
that he was coerced to plead guilty by threats and inrirnida- 
tion of Federal Bureau of Investlganon agents warranted an 
evidentiary hearing on his habeas corpus petition even though 
"petitioner's allegations in the circumstances of this case may 
tax credulity " The Court, citing Johnson 1 .  Zerbst, stated that 
If the allegations of coercion were t ine.  the guilty plea could 
not operate as  a waiver of Xl'aley's right to attack his convic- 
tion.gO 

Against this judicial development of the waiver doctrine and 
Its application ~n analyzing the validity of guilty pleas, an ex- 
amination of the procedural guidance extended to the district 
courts becomes pertinent. Rule 11. as adopted in 1944, con. 
sisted of a scant three sentences 
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A defendant may plead not guilty, guilty or, with the con- 
sent of the court, nolo contendere. The court may refuse 
to accept a plea of guilty, and shall not accept the plea 
without first determmng that the plea is made volunta- 
rily with understanding of the nature of the charge. If a 
defendant refuses to plead or if the court refuses to ac- 
cept a plea of guilty or if a defendant corporation fails to 
appear, the court shall enter a piea of not guilty.BL 

Rule 11 existed in this form until 1966. While its provisions 
clearly were consistent with the concept of ensuring valid 
waivers of constitutional rights by defendants who plead 
guilty, it provided no guidance as to the procedure and form 
that a court's inquiry into the voluntariness and intelligence 
of a plea should take. The absence of detailed guidance was to 
provide a fertile ground for judicial interpretation in later 
years 

2. The Warren Court: Heightened Scrvtiny of Guilty P l e r x -  
Consistent with Its w-ell-known concern for and extension of 
individual rights, the Supreme Court, under Chief Justice Earl 
Warren, subjected guilty pleas to considerable scrutiny. In 
Machibroda D. L'nited States,82 the Court vacated and re- 
manded the lower courts' denial of petitioner's claim that his 
guilty pleas to two bank robbery charges were involuntary. 
Machibroda claimed his pleas were induced by an unkept 
promise by the assistant United States attorney to limit his 
sentence to twenty years, as opposed to the forty years he 
received subsequent to his pleas. While noting that this case 
wa5 "not far from the line" of cases In which a hearing could 
be denied, the Court ruled that Machibroda had stated a suffi- 
cient allegation of involuntariness to warrant a hearinga3 

In an extremely critical dissent, Justice Clark noted inter 
alia, that Machibroda was represented by counsel when he 
pleaded, he stated that he was pleading guilty voluntarily, he 
testified a t  the trial of a codefendant in which he admitted to 
committing the robberies in great detail, and-most notably- 
he waited until nearly three years after his incarceration at 
Aicatraz to raise his allegation of an unkept plea bargain. Fur- 
ther, the dissent noted that the prosecution in the case vigor- 

327 L S 812 (1941) 
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ously denied the alleged plea bargaing4 Justice Clark con- 
cluded "Alcatraz is a maximum security institution housing 
dangerous incorrigibles, and petitmner wants a change of 
scenery The Court has left the door ajar. . These con- 
cerns about the practical aspects of the Court's actions were 
not to receive much attention in subsequent cases under the 
Warren Court 

Subsequently. In Brookhart T J a ~ i s , ~ *  the Court held that 
the Zerbst test for determining a defendant's voluntary and 
knowing waiver was not satisfied when counsel persuaded hrs 
client to agree to a pnma facie tr ialR'  The defendant pro- 
claimed his innocence during the course of the trial. and the 
trial judge did not ascertain from the defendant personally 
whether he understood and acIualiy consented to the abbrevl- 
ated procedure that was tantamount to a plea of guilty 

In a first step towards providing greater guidance to trial 
judges, the Supreme Court prescribed several significant 
changes to rule 11 in 1g66s8 Although the new rule 11 was 
only one sentence longer than the prior rule. it added some 
significant requirements. (1) that the trial judge address the 
defendant personally to determine if the plea 1s made know. 
mgly and voluntarily; (2)  that  the judge ensure that the defen. 
dant understands the consequences af the plea, and (3) that 
the trial court not accept a guilty plea unless satisfied that a 
factual basis supports the plea 

"id at iS6-iUI 5c1 oLna l n i r e d  Sta tes  1 
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The requirement to address the defendant personally per- 
haps was motivated by the concern expressed in cases such as 
Jan*., in which an interrogation of the defendant about the 
understanding of the plea at  trial could eliminate many unnec- 
essary appeals and further was intended to settle the confu- 
sion tha t  existed at  that  time over whether an accused who 
was represented by competent counsel should be addressed 
personally regarding the plea.88 

The factual basis requirement sought to avoid the possibil- 
ity that  a defendant, though pleading voluntarily and with 
knowledge of the nature of the offense, was nevertheless not 
guilty because the conduct did not meet all of the elements of 
the charged offense.e@ The Advisory Committee to the 1966 
amendments to the rule contemplated that,  when a factual ba- 
sis could not be developed, the guilty plea would be set aside 
and a plea of not guilty would be entered.B' 

United States v. Jacksons2 addressed the issue of voluntari- 
ness of a guilty plea in a bold fashion This case involved an 
indictment under the Federal Kidnapping which then 
provided that defendants who pleaded guilty could avoid ex- 
posure to a possible death penalty, whereas defendants who 
contested the case risked capital punishment, which only a 
jury could impose The Court invalidated this provision, rea- 
soning that a statute of this nature had the effect of Imper- 
missibly coercing waivers of a defendant's right to plead not 

The Warren Court indicated an intention strictly to enforce 
the new requirements of rule 11 in .MeCarthg z). United 
States.e6 .McCQrchy involved a defendant who pleaded guilty to 

guilty 04  
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a charge of income tax evasion. Although the trial judge in- 
quired as  to the defendant's understanding of the posslble sen- 
tence and waiver of his right to a jury trial, the judge did not 
address the defendant personally about the nature of the 
charges. To make matters worse, McCarrhy's counsel main- 
tained at  the sentencing hearing that his client's failure to pay 
income tax was due to poor health, alcoholism. and poor rec. 
ord keeping. Chief Justice Warren, in an opinion in ahich  
Seven justices joined and Justice Black concurred, reversed 
and remanded the case The Court reasoned that strictly fal- 
lowing rule 11's requirements not only will establish the valid- 
ity of guilty pleas but will also build a recard that IS much 
more complete and less subject tn postconviction attack It is 
important to note, for purposes that wi l l  be addressed later ~n 
this article, that  the Court was careful to indicate that 11s de- 
cision was based solely upon its construction of rule 11. and 
not upon any constitutional  argument^.^' The Court very 
clearly implied, horrever. that  establishing the defendant's un- 
derstanding of the relation of the facts of his case to the ap- 
plicable law on the record In the manner required by rule 11 
was essential to a valid waiver under the Zerbst standard 

The Court made a more sweeping pronnuncement of what It 
would require of trial judges in determining a defendant's un- 
derstanding about the effect of the plea of guilty in Boykin L .  

Alabama.8a Boykin pleaded guilty to five counts of armed rob- 
bery The trial Judge made no inquiry concerning his pleas and 
Boykin made no statements in the course of the proceeding A 
jury sentenced him to death on each of the five counts  4 1 -  
though the Court appeared to stop short of imposing the re- 
quirements of rule 11 on state courts, it stated that a valid 
knowing waiver of due process rlghts could not be presumed 
from a silent record. Citing McCarthy. the Court implied that 
the rule 11 procedure was perhaps necessary for guilty pleas 
to be c~nsti tutionally acceptable 
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Against this backdrop of growing scrutiny of guilty pleas, 
Chief Justice Warren E. Burger assumed office upon Chief 
Justice Warren's retirement in 1969 

3. The Burger Cowt: A Retreat From Strict Ellfowement of 
Rule Il l-A series of cases early in the Burger Court's tenure 
tha t  has become known as the Brady triiogylo' marked a sub- 
stantial shift from the strict standards applied to guilty pleas 
by the Warren Court  

Brady v.  Cnited States involved a defendant who had 
pleaded guilty under the same fear of capital punishment 
under the Federal Kidnapping Act as the defendant in Jack- 
son.1o2 Unlike Jackson, which involved a direct appeal of the 
district court's finding that the statute was unconstitutional, 
the record in Brady indicated that the defendant made a de. 
liberate decision to plead guilty following the decision of his 
codefendant to piead guilty and testify against him. In the ma- 
jority opinion, Justice White also found that the trial judge 
had adequately determined the voluntary and understanding 
nature of the plea required by the pre-1966 rule 11, which 
was then in effect.lo3 The Court rejected Brady's contention 
that he would have pleaded not guilty "but for' ' the chilling 
effect of a possible death penalty. The Court applied, instead, 
the more traditional Johnson v. Zerbst analysis, which focuses 
only on the more limited issue of the voluntary and under- 
standing nature of the guilty plea at  trial, and found that 
statutory schemes that encourage guilty pleas do not, alone, 
invalidate an otherwise voluntary and understanding guilty 
piea.lo4 

McMann v .  Richardson, the second case in the Brady tril- 
ogy, involved defendants who were attacking them convictions 
through habeas petitions on the grounds that their pieas of 
guilty were the result of confessions that clearly were illegally 
coerced.'0E The Court rejected this contention and based its 
ruling, in part ,  on a finding that the availability of counsel 
between the time the confessions were compelled and the time 
the pleas were entered served to attenuate any taint on the 
plea that might be attributable to the confessions. More impor- 
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tantly, however, the Court unequivocally established the prin- 
ciple that an uncompelled decision to plead guilty based upon 
"reasonably competent" legal advice will not be set aside sim- 
ply because a defendant misjudges the strength of the prose- 
CUtlOn~S case.l@b 

The final case in the Brady trilogy was Parker 2' .Vorth 
Carolina Parker. a fifteen year-old who pleaded guilty to bur- 
glary, alleged that his plea was involuntary because it was 
induced by a Korth Carolina statute that subjected those who 
pleaded not guilty to a possible death penalty-as did the 
statute ~n Jackson and Brady-and that his lawyer mis- 
informed him that his confession would be admissable at  
trial IO i  Citing Brady and .Mc,Mann, the Court reinforced the 
concept that  If a statutory encouragement exists to plead 
guilty and "even if Parker's counsel was wrong in his assess- 
ment of Parker's confession, it does not follow that his error 
was sufficient to render the plea unintelligent and entitle 
Parker to disavow his admission in open court that  he commit- 
ted the offense with which he was charged "loB 

In each of these three cases, the Court placed considerable 
weight upon the fact that  the defendants entered the guilty 
pleas with assistance of counsel. From these cases, the infer- 
ence can be drawn that adequate representation will cure a 
number of ills i f  a defendant's guilty plea is otherwise accu. 
rate and voluntary l o Q  In Brady, the Court specifically cited 
Miranda ti Arizona"@ for the proposition that the presence of 
a competent attorney provides adequate protection against an 
accused making unintelligent or involuntary decisions with re. 
gard to his options under the criminal justice system.'L' 

In each af  the Brady trilogy cases, no real question existed 
as  10 the factual basis or "accuracy" of the guilty pleas in 
question. Considerable, uncontroverted evidence was present 
in each case to establish that the defendant committed the 
crime to which he had pleaded, and the focus in each case was 
an the intelligent and voluntary waiver aspect of the pleas 
The Burger Court stretched the requisites for a factual basis 

, I d  sr 766-68 
'Parker 790 L S at  i B 1  
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for pleas in one of its more controversial and interesting 
cases, North Carolina v .  Alford '12 

Alford again involved a defendant who pleaded guilty to a 
homicide to avoid a possible death penalty. He entered the 
plea on advice of counsel and was as steadfast in his desire to 
plead guilty as he was in protesting that he was not actually 
guilty of the crime. The Court held that, although denials of 
guilt should cause grave concern and ordinarily should result 
in rejection of the plea, the guilty plea could be accepted if it 
truly represented "a voluntary and intelligent choice among 
the alternative courses of action open to the defendant."'13 
Justice White, again writing for the majority, held tha t  the 
trial court had established a sufficient factual predicate for 
the plea through considerable evidence. The record included 
the testimony of witnesses who had seen Alford leaving his 
home with a gun proclaiming his intention to kill and who 
later heard Alford announce that he had carried out his 
plan."' 

The Court also found support for 11s decision in a number of 
federal and state cases that implied that, though there is no 
absolute right to plead guilty, judges should be wary of forc. 
ing a defendant to pursue defenses or factual issues tha t  they 
knowingly and voluntarily decide to forego Further, the 
Court reasoned that no constitutionally significant distinction 
existed between an otherwise valid guilty plea accompanied 
with a protestation of innocence and a plea of nolo contendere 
in which an accused can be convicted and sentenced with no 
admission of guilt or factual basis for his 

The Court was clear that the reasoning behind Alford and 
the Brady trilogy would prevail or even be extended In its 
subsequent review of guilty pleas. In Tollett v .  Henderson,'l' 
the Court reviewed the habeas challenge of a black defendant 
who pleaded guilty to a murder indictment returned by a 
grand jury from which blacks had been excluded systemati- 
cally. Although the Court could have denied Tollett's petition 
for other reasons, including the fact that the constitutional vi- 
olation he was alleging had not even been pronounced when 
he Originally pleaded guilty in 1948, it went much farther. The 

" I d  a t 3 2  
' , Id  at 33-34 
' , Id ar 36-37 
"411 U S  258 (1873) 
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Court specifically held that a guilty plea represents a sigmii- 
cant "break in the chain of events which has proceeded it" 
and that collateral attacks upon the voluntariness or intelli- 
gence of pleas will be permitted only when the advice of 
counsel to plead guilty falls outside the standards set out in 
.WcMann ''9 

In the wake of these judicial developments. several changes 
were implemented to rule 11 in 1975 The new rule retained 
the requirement that  the trial judge address the deiendant 
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personally, as  mentioned in McCarthy and for the first time 
rule l l ( c )  specified the elements that  must be covered to de- 
termine whether a guilty plea was entered knowingly. Rule 
l l (c ) ( l )  retained the requirement that  a defendant must un- 
derstand the nature of the charge to which he or  she is plead- 
ing and the Advisory Committee recommended that this could 
be accomplished by reading the indictment and listing the ele- 
ments of the offense.lzO 

The new rule l l (c ) ( l )  also clarified the mandate of the for- 
mer rule to ensure that defendants understand the "conse- 
quences" of their guilty pleas by providing simply that judges 
ensure that defendants are aware of any mandatory minimum 
and maximum penalties for offenses Although the Committee 
conceded that it might be desirable to advise a defendant of 
other consequences of the plea-such as ineligibility for pa- 
role, a n  increased sentence due to previous convictions, or 
other matters significant to an individual defendant-it deter- 
mined it would simply not be feasible to impose these obliga- 
tions on the judge.121 Rules l l(c)(2) and l l(c)(3) required the 
court to advise the defendant of the right to counsel at  every 
stage of the proceeding 

Also, rule 11  now elaborated the specific constitutional 
rights waived by a guilty plea that must be explained to an 
accused to establish a knowing and intelligent waiver under 
Boykin 1'. Alabama The rule mandated that defendants be 
advised that their pleas waived their fifth amendment rights 
against self-incrimination, as well as  their sixth amendment 
rights to trials of the facts and to confronting their accus- 
e r ~ . ~ ~ ~  

For the first time, in rule l l (g) ,  district courts were re- 
quired to prepare a verbatim record of all guilty plea inquiries 
to provide a meamngfui record to appellate courts reviewing 
postconviction challenges lz4 The 1875 amendments also con. 
tamed significant provisions mandating the disclosure of, and 
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requiring detailed adnce  to defendants concermng, the exis- 
tence and nature of an! plea bargains l i 5  

This consideration of the development of the current guilty 
plea inquiry in federal courts will end with a discussion of the 
strictness, or lack thereof. with which these changes in rule 
I1 have been applied 

4. Applicotton of the Harmless-Error Rule -In its present 
form. rule I1 bears little resemblance to the three sentences 
prescribed in 1845 Rule 11 now requires Judges to conduct far 
more specific and detailed inquiries than Its predecessors sim- 
ple command for Judges to ensure only that a guilty plea is 
"made voluntariiy with understanding af the nature of the 
charge " 

Despite Federal Rule a i  Criminal Procedure 62(a)'s1?' provi- 
sion that any deviation from the rules that does not affect the 
substantial rights of a defendant shall be disregarded. consid- 
erable confusion arose over whether this harmlessmror rule 
applied to rule 11 ~iolations.'~~ This confusion was attributa- 
ble to McCarthy I'. l h i t e d  States, which was. and continues to 
be, cited for the notion that unless rule 11 is adhered to s e n -  
pulously, a guilty plea 1s It soon became apparent. 
however, even before rule I l (h)  expressly incorporated the 
harmless-error rule, that  formal violations of rule l i  would 
not render guilty pleas invalid 

Many of the foregoing cases invohed collateral attacks on 
pleas through petitions for writs of habeas corpus The Su- 
preme Court finally acted to forestall most of these challenges 
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in United States v. Tinzmreck.'So In Timmreck, the Court 
stated that collateral challenges of pleas based upon violations 
of rule 11, such as the judge's failure in the case to explain a 
mandatory special parole term, would not result in reversal 
unless other aggravating circumstances accompanied the fail- 
u ~ e . ~ ~ '  

In a steady stream of cases on direct appeal, a series of cir- 
cuit courts of appeal decisions have had the effect of limiting 
McCarthy to the pre-1975 rule 11 and have upheld a harmless- 
error a n a l y ~ i s . ' ~ '  Consequently, pleas will not be invalidated 
unless the alleged rule 11 violation 1s accompanied with a spe- 
cific showing of prejudice that directly affects the "core con- 
cerns" of rule 11, such as actual coercion or misunderstanding 
concerning the nature of the charge or consequence of the plea 
indicating that the defendant would otherwise have pleaded 
not These cases will be discussed in detail later in 
Part  11, which will compare the current federal practice with 
the military providence inquiry 

The Supreme Court also has ruled that the two-part test of 
Strickland v .  Wa~hington'~' for evaluating claimed ineffective- 
ness of counsel will govern its review of guilty pleas that are 
challenged on the basis that the plea was the product of in- 
competent or incomplete legal advice In Hill v L o c k h ~ r t , ~ ~ ~  
the Court ruled that in the absence of any showing that he 
would have pleaded not guilty had he been properly advised, 
the appellant was not entitled to relief even though his coun- 
sel failed to advise him of a mandatory minimum period of 
confinement he would have had to have served as a repeat 
offender 

Having reviewed the development of the procedure applied 
by federal district courts and by military courts-martial, the 
following sections shall compare and offer conclusions about 
the different practices. 
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111. Comparison af Federal Civilian and Military Practices 

The focus of this section LS a comparative analysis of mili- 
t a ry  and federal guilty plea inquiries, specifically concerning 
the required advice to the accused about the nature of the 
charge and the requirement that  the guilty plea be supported 
by a sufficient factual basis These requirements, with their 
obvious links to the actual relationships between che facts and 
the charges, offer considerable contrast between federal civil- 
ian and military practices. 

A. Advice to the Accused of the .Vatwe of the Charge. 

The duty of a trial judge under both R.C M 91O(c)(l) and 
rule I l (c ) ( l )  to determine whether the accused understands 
the nature and elements of the charge against him or her is 
of long-standing and constitutional dimension.138 It is axio- 
matic tha t  an accused cannot begin to make an intelligent 
waiver of his or her right to plead not guilty without "real 
notice of the true nature of the charge against him [or her], 
the first  and most universally recognized requirement of due 
process. . . ' ' 1 3 7  Further,  an understanding of the iaw as it 
relates to the facts of the particular case is an essential ele- 
ment of due process as it applies to the decision of an ac. 
cused regarding the plea L38 

The plain languages of R.C M 910 and rule 11 are identical; 
both require the Judge to determine from accused personally 
that he or she understands "the nature of the charge to which 
the plea is offered . . .1'1s8 In  practice, however, district 
court Judges enJoy much greater flexibility and discretion in 
the manner in which this requirement may be satisfied. 

1 .  Federal Practice Under Rule l l (c)( l ) . - In  federal dis- 
trict court, the judge normally satisfies the standard of rule 
I l (c ) ( l )  by merely reading the indictment or information to 
the defendant, provided the indictment is drafted properly 
and sets forth all elements of the offenses L40 In cases involv- 
ing relatively simple offenses, such as iilegai possession of 
drugs, a simple "yes. sir'' ~n response to a Judge's reading of 

' l S r e  pr,violiy Henderson Y Morgan 426 U S  237 (lS76) Srrlth I OGrad?. 
312 I B 32s (1941, care. 40 c 3% R Bf 247 

DGrodu 312 L S BI 334 
r m e  188 U S  663 6 7 0  O S S B  
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the charge and query whether the defendant understands the 
nature of the charge is ~ufficient.’~’ 

Even when the judge completely omits a reading of the in- 
dictment, the harmless-error provision of rule l l ( h )  precludes 
action on appeal when some recitation of the facts or elements 
of the offense, with the defendant’s acknowledgement that he 
or she understands or agrees, appears on the record. For ex- 
ample, in L‘nited States v. Ray,L4Z the judge failed to read the 
indictment or discuss the nature of the conspiracy, mail fraud, 
and transmission of altered postal money order charges with 
the defendant, but the Seventh Circuit held the error to be 
harmless. The record, however, did contain a detailed sum- 
mary by the prosecutor of the evidence he intended to offer to 
prove each charge, although the evidence of each element was 
not specifically recited for each charge The defendant also 
stated that he agreed with the prosecutor’s statements and 
that he had read the indictment and discussed it with his at- 
torney 

The foregoing, however, should not be taken to imply that 
action will not be taken when a defendant makes a colorable 
showing tha t  he actually was unaware of a critical element of 
a charge, and would have pleaded not guilty if he had been 
advised of an element pr0per1y . l~~ Hence, in Henderson 2‘. 
Morgan,‘45 the Supreme Court reversed the case of a defen- 
dant who pleaded guilty to second degree murder as a lesser- 
included offense to a first degree murder charge because 
neither the trial judge nor counsel explained to the accused 
that second degree murder required an intent to kill.‘4B Criti- 
cal to the Court’s holding, however, were the facts that the 
accused was mentally retarded and, in pleading to a iesser- 
included offense, never formally was indicted for second de- 
gree murder, which indictment would have contained the sci- 
enter element.l4‘ On these facts, the defendant may actually 

“‘LeDvyton  604 F2d at 941.43 
“’828 F2d 389 (7Lh Clr 1987). ceif drniad 486 K S 964 (1988) 
“21d at 406-10 BO* ais0 Harvey Y Knifed Stater 860 F 26 388 (5th Clr LSSS) 

(harmlela error ior  JYdge ro fa l l  persanany to address defendant3 as to  nature Of 
charge when he asked $hem If they had read <he Indictmenti, and when deiendmrs 
staled the, had recelved lndlctment and l ~ f m c c  atlarney lfated he had explained 
the charges 10 the defendants and bellewd the defendant underimod the charge) 

“‘See supra notel 111-26 and sacompanylng text (bnef dacuarlon of the dhrlne. 
tion berreen \ i o I a i ~ o m  of ‘core concerns’ relating r~ iundamenral re~uirementi  of 8 
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have been guilty only of manslaughter and might have pre- 
vailed on this point at  trial 

The cases following Henderson, however, clearly show that 
a judge's failure to explain the nature and elements of an of- 
fense will not result in reversal unless the defendant can 
demonstrate that  he or she was never advised of the nature of 
the offense and, further,  that  this failure affected his or her 
decision to plead guilty. 

in which 
the defendant similarly challenged his Alford plea to second 
degree murder for the Judge's failure to enunciate the specific 
intent to kill element of the offense The Fourth Circuit ruled 
that reversal was not proper because the defendant stated on 
the record that he had discussed the plea with his counsel and 
his counsel testified at  a postconviction hearing that he had 
discussed the nature of the offense with the defendant. The 
court further reasoned that the fact that  the defendant 
entered an Alford plea, denying specific intent to kill yet 
pleading guilty, strongly indicated that he understood this ele- 
ment.150 

2. The Military Practzce Under R.C.M. SlO(c)(l).-Although 
the CMA has offered some indication that a "flexible" ap- 
proach to explaining the elements of the offense might be ac. 
ceptable,16' in practice, military Judges rely on the litany con- 
tained in the Military Judges' Benchbook,162 which mandates a 
detailed explanation of each element, including important defi- 
nitions, and eliciting the accused's response to each element 
and definition L63 

In United States v. Kilgore,'l' the first case to consider the 
issue In the aftermath of Cars, the CMA held that the judge's 
failure to detail separately the elements of, inter alia, the un. 
authorized absence offense to which the accused pleaded 
guilty did not violate Cere when it appeared from the record 
that the judge questioned the accused extensively concerning 
the offenses and the questions were carefully tailored to the 

Compare Henderson with Harrison v .  
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technical elements of the offenses 166 Similarly, in United 
States v. Crouch,'CB the court ruled that the appellant's asser- 
tion that the military judge did not adequately explain the in- 
tent necessary for guilt as an aider or abettor did not render 
the plea improvident when the accused's answers to questions 
posed during the Care inquiry clearly established guilt."' 

Subsequently, however, in United States v. Pret low,16s  the 
CMA appeared to curtail the holding of Kilgore severely by 
implying that a failure specifically to enumerate ail elements 
of the offense to the accused will be excused only in the "sim- 
plest of all military offenses."'5Q In Pret low,  the military judge 
failed to explain any of the elements of the underlying offense 
of robbery to an accused who pleaded guilty to conspiracy to 
commit robbery.lnO 

Consequently, Kilgore and its progeny have been limited to 
situations in which a military judge's duty specifically to de- 
lineate the nature and elements of the offense is otherwise 
discharged. For instance, questions and explanations pro- 
pounded to the accused during the Care inquiry, which are 
tailored to, and which show the accused was actually aware 
of the elements of the offense are s u f f ~ c i e n t . ~ ~ '  Indeed, even 
the "service discrediting" and "prejudicial to good order and 
discipline" elements of an article 134 offense must be ex- 

to  prowdenre m q u q  error8 Thin remains an open (1ueafmn 

"'Id  at 128.30 In an mferesllng dlsrenl, Judge Fletcher noted B key dllirlnCtlOn 
between Cmveh and Kilgwr In Kiigare, the record lndlcated both the aeeuaeds gYllt 
and P mrieef ex~lanatlon of the elements. m CIouch, on the other hand, the Judge 
arguably failed 10 explaln properly the element of lolent for guilt 88 m aeceirary Id 
(Fletcher. J ,  dlsaenrmg) 

'6811~1 m c c n n  18811 

I *  13 il J 86 (C il A 1882) 
,"Id sf 88 

Id. at 86-88 Further, there w.84 B lack of ecldenea on the record to  lndleare 
meeillc Intent on the ~ a r f  of the accused to  lake bv farce 

Sea United States ,, Mervme. 23 M J SOL (N >I C JI R 19861. T _  d on other 
maunda. 26 M J 842 (C M A 18871 lmilltary judge dld not expls~n lllmtnfs of lar- 
cenv l o  an accused who Dlesdad SYl l lY  to  arlemared larceny but rhir OmlPlIOn WaB 

and accuaedr undersrsndins af the elements established that the accused WBP aware 
of the nature and elements af the offense1 
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plained to an accused. and he or she must specifically admit to 
each, for the plea to be p r a v ~ d e n t . ' ~ ~  

From the foregoing, some conclusions ma) be made concern- 
ing the differences and similarities between the military and 
civilian practice. Though both military and federal civilian 
courts operate under n h a t  appears t o  be the same rule. fed- 
eral district court judges are permitted much greater leeway 
in developing the accused's understanding of the nature of the 
offense to which he or she 1s pleading guilty 

Federal appellate courts again give much deference when It 
appears on the record that an accused made the decision to 
plead guilty with adequate assistance of counsel.!Gs By its 
very terms, however. Care requires the military judge to ex- 
plain the elements of the offpnse to the accused and obtain the 
accused's acknowledgement regardless of whether he or she 
has discussed them with counsel Care permits no digres- 

The areas of ensuring that guilty pleas are supported by a 
factual foundation and resolwng 1nc0n51~tent matters how. 
ever. provide the greatest differences between the two prac. 
tices 

sion.'O1 

B. The Factual Basis or '%Accuracy" Requirement 

1. In General.--Unhke adrice t o  the defendant about the 
nature of the charge, the requirement that  a plea of guilty be 
in accordance with the facts is not constitutional In nature 
Although the Supreme Court has not ruled expressly on the 
~ssue ,  dicta ~n several cases clearly indicate the requirement 15 
one of statutory and regulatory origin and is not based upon 
any ~ ~ n s t l t u t i ~ n a l  mandate lis 
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The recent Supreme Court case of United States v.  B r ~ c s ' ~ ~  
serves by analogy to underscore the very different manner in 
which federal civilian and military courts regard the necessity 
tha t  guilty pleas be "accurate." In Broce, the defendants 
pleaded guilty to two counts of conspiracy relating to bid r i g  
ging on two different construction projects. Defendants in a 
related case, however, pleaded not guilty, were acquitted, and 
won dismissal of a later indictment for bid rigging in connec- 
tion with other construction projects on the grounds that the 
alleged conspiracies all were part  of one overarching conspir- 
acy to rig bids and, hence, the double jeopardy doctrine barred 
further prosecution.16' The Court rejected Broce's argument 
tha t  the double jeopardy proscription required that his second 
conspiracy charge be set aside. It held that Broce's guilty plea, 
followed by a colloquy with the judge that fully complied with 
rule 11, including Broce's admission that he was guilty of two 
conspiracies, waived tha t  defense and did not render his 
guilty plea invalid.'B6 The point is that the Court upheld the 
guilty plea even though compelling evidence existed to show 
tha t  the defendant could not "legally"1e8 be guilty of two dif- 
ferent offenses. The Court placed far greater importance on 
the finality of pleas when the guilty plea is entered volunta- 
rily, intelligently, and in compliance with the "core concerns" 
of rule 11. 

8. Sources of the Factual Bmis.--Under the military rule, 
evidence establishing that an accused is guilty must be devel- 
oped from the accused's own testimony, regardless of what- 
ever other evidence may be presented in the course of the 
case."O R.C.Y tllO(e) specifically mandates that the military 
judge question the accused under oath to establish the factus1 
predicate for the plea, whereas rule l l ( f )  does not require the 
judge to elicit the factual basis from the defendant person- 
ally 171 

Rule 11 certainly does not discourage questioning the defen- 
dant. It recognizes that an inquiry of the defendant often will 

U S  017 (19761, Wade Y Coiner 468 FZd 1068 (4th Clr 1872) 
l i d  488 D S 683 (1080l 
"'id at 686.67 
' l id at 571.74 
'#.%e Braverman v Cnlred Sratei 317 U S  40 0 8 4 2 ) .  double Jeopardy precluded 

1 1 0  e ~ n v l c r l o n i  far rhe ~ a m e  consyiracy 
'7, core. 40 c h, R at 247 
' r l  Cvmporr R C >I 91D(e) contaming B second renfence Slanng, ' The accused ahdl  

be pueslloned under aalh sbout the affenier')  uith FED R CBlM P 11ifj (iontatnmng 
OD such requirement) 
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be the best means of establishing whether the defendant actu. 
ally committed the acIs alleged in the charge."? Rule 11, how- 
ever. does provide great leeway and permits establishing the 
evidentiar) basis for the plea through aiternacives such as 
proffers of proof from the prosecutor, Inquiries of law en- 
forcement officials who imestigated the case, and presentenc- 
ing reports A district court judge even may rely upon the 
factual predicate developed in accepting the guilt>- plea of a 
codefendant, provided this intention IS piaced on the record 
and IS not 

In sum, a federai district court may use virtually any relia- 
ble information at  it5 disposal to ensure a guilty plea IS consis- 
tent with the facts Only wlen  the record fails to contain wrne 
information supporting an essential dement of the offense 
will appellate courts take corrective action."' 

Military courts. In contrast, must demonstrate a factual 
foundation for every element of the offense by direct exami- 
nation of the accused, notwithstanding any other evidence 
presented In the course of the providence inquiry This rule 
generally requires that an accused attest to his or her guilt to 
all elements of the offense from his or her own knowledge. 
and the CMA permits only minor departure 

The only real permissible denanan  from Care exists ~n the 
situation in which an accused admits to being guilty, but is 
unable to recall or is not personally aware of all of the facts 
establishing guilt Accordingly, an accused may plead guilty if 
he or she sincerely believes that he or she IS gullti- through 
reviewing witness statements or other evidence. even though 
the accused cannot personally recall. or was not physically 
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present when, the events establishing guilt occurred. In Cnitsd 
States v. Penister."' for example, the CMA ruled that the ac- 
cused's inability specifically to recall his shooting the victim 
because of his being Intoxicated at the time did not, standing 
alone, preclude pleading guilty when the accused was con- 
vinced of his guilt rhrough other evidence.''6 

This deviation from Care in no way abrogates the essential 
requirement that an accused be convinced of, admit to, and 
describe facts supporting each element of the offense It 
merely affords very limited leeway to establish a part  of the 
factual predicate for the plea from other sources to which the 
accused must certify his or her agreement lis 

3. m a t  Standard of Prooj Applzesl-It is somewhat per- 
plexing that neither R.C Y 810 nor rule 11 provide any bur- 
den or standard of proof that the factual predicate for a 
guilty plea must meet. Under rule 11, federal courts have 
stated that the standard for evaluating whether a sufficient 
factual basis exists IS "whether the trial court was presented 
with evidence from which it could reasonably find that the 
defendant was guilty."1en The key issue is whether the factual 
basis for the plea reasonably supports the trial judge's deter- 
mination that the defendant is actually guilty and rhis deter- 
mination will be reversed only when an abuse of discretion is 
present.18' Consequently, rule 11 gives federal district court 
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judges broad discretion in determining whether a sufficient 
factual predicate exists and they need not fear being over- 
ruled as  long as some reliable information appears supporting 
each element of the offense 

The standard applied a t  courts.martiai, however, is far 
stricter than the one applied in federal criminal cases The 
duty placed upon military courts to resolve inconsistent mat. 
ters, with the other requirements that  must be met, has the 
practical effect of requiring that the accused's guilt be estab- 
lished to a virtual-if not absolute-certamty."Z 

C. The Duty to Resolve Inconsistent Matters Raised D u d n g  
the Guilty Plea Inquiry. 

1. The Federal Ciuilzan and Military Practzces.-As noted 
earlier in this article, the mandate that military courts reject 
guilty pleas when the accused raises some inconsistency is en- 
trenched firmly in courts.martia1 

Federal civilian courts, an the other hand, never hare  oper- 
ated under an express rule to this effect. Sonetheless, the nor- 
mal practice nhen  a defendant claims his or her innocence or 
raises another matter inconsistent u-ith his or her guilty plea 
is to permit the defendant to withdraw the plea and plead not 
guilty. Judges are admonished to exercise special care in these 
situations to ensure that the defendant actually is guilty 
before accepting the plea.I8' 

A district court judge may accept a plea of guilty despite 
any number of "inconsistencies" if an adequate factual basis 
appears from which the Judge can reasonably conclude that 
the defendant 1s actually guilty.18s "There is no requirement 
, , , that  there be uncontroverted evidence of guilt. Instead, 
there must be evidence from which a court couid reasonably 
find that the defendant was guilty-a factual basis for the 

The ABA Standards Relating to Pleas of Guilty Seem to go 
even farther They take the position that a judge should not 
reject a guilty plea solely because a defendant refuses to ad. 

piea."'S~ 
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mit culpability. but should reject a guilty plea only when a 
separate. specific reason exists for doing so, such as a iack of 
evidence otherwise establishing guilt IBi 

A military judge, conversely, must reject any guilty plea 
when an unresolved inconsistency arises.1BB Unless an accused 
absolutely disarows a possible defense or matter inconsistent 
with an element of the offense, the plea must be withdrawn 
A slight deviation from this rule is the very limited situation 
In which the factuai basis elicited during the Care inquiry 
demonstrates that  the accused is guilty of a different, but 
cioseiy related. offense tha t  carries about the same maximum 
punishment.lS@ In these cases, the matters raised by the ac- 
cused are only inconsistent with guilt to the precise offense 
charged; they are not inconsistent with guilt in the broader 
sense and they involve no denials of guilt or assertion of a 
possible defense by the accused. 

A similar variance 1s found in a few cases involving illegal 
drug use, in which the accused believed he or she was in. 
gesring one illegal substance but actually was ingesting combi- 
nations of, or different, controlled substances la' The accused 
must believe the conduct was wrongful and that his or her 
possession actually was illegal. Hence, the accused's state- 
ments are not inconsistent with guilt, but only with the pre- 
cise "form" of his or her guilt. 

effect of repudiaring his earlier statement See id  

lnroluntari  m a n d m g h r e r  by culpable negll8ence 
lndtcafed accused v a s  actually gullrg 0 
United States , Hubbard 28 \I J 203 

18"Lnlted Scares 5 Jane5 30 \ I J  127 (C M A ISSO! (acuu5ed pleaded $miry t o  
bur record af pmrldence 1nqulr) 

6 \I J 244, 254 (C M .< 19SB) cmt d s n i d  488 0 S 
trm%fello-, 31 >I J 697 (\ M C >I R 19BD) (nceured 

nd? lo  urongful  use of ~ m m n e  and mefhamphoramme eien though 
at time of lngesrian he belleied rubrranco canrained onl) cocaine) But m a  United 
Stews \ Domroinguo 24 \L d 766 <.a F C  \I R 1987: (rejecting ' different  wbstance 
B n a l j i l r i  
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A detailed examination of the impact on courts-martial prac- 
tice of the requirement that inconsistent matters raised by the 
accused ordinarily must result in rejection of the guilty plea 
follows. 

2. The Impact ofArtzcle 45(aj, UCMJ-A considerable voi- 
ume of dicta exists to the effect that article 45(a) does not 
require accused to raise implausible defenses or matters that 
they intelligently elect to forego in light of a strong Govern- 
ment case or a desire to benefit from a pretrial agreement.'82 
This notion, however, conflicts with the rule that once an ac- 
cused makes a comment or offers any other matter that rea- 
sonably raises a possible defense, the military Judge must, sua 
sponte, explain the possible defense to the accused personally 
and either obtain the accused's disavowal of the matter or re- 
ject the pleaLa3 In practice, the accused and counsel must 
flatly repudiate the existence of any matter that is inconsis- 
tent with guilt-even the tactical possibility of a defense-in 
order to persist in a guilty plea 

The mandate of article 4E places the military Judge in a sim- 
ilarly tenuous position: the Judge not only must ensure that 
the accused admits a sufficient factual basis for the plea and 
raises nothing inconsistent, but also must take care not to re- 
ject a provident plea through perhaps an overzealous desire to 
resolve i n c o n s i s t e n c ~ e s . ~ ~ ~  

The dilemma eounrel and accused face In t h a  s i ~ u ~ f l m  IS nm new During the 
floor dabare on amrle W a ) ,  1" daeuPshg the duly 10 relei! B gullly plea *hen an 
I~COOPI I IL~~ matter 15 raked Congressman Foster Fuicolo o i  Marsaehurerf3 Offered 
<he following eommenr 
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A few examples wili demonstrate that the duty under arti- 
cle 45(a) to reject guilty pleas when an inconsistency arises 
results in confusing, if not simply inconsistent, holdings. Con- 
fusion runs rampant, not only because of the actions a mili- 
tary judge must take when an inconsistency is reasonably 
raised, but also because it is often extremely difficult to deter- 
mine if the accused has raised an "inconsistency" in the first 
place. 

For instance, a number of drug distribution cases involving 
guilty pleas have seen action on appeal because of relatively 
far-fetched "inconsistencies" involving possible entrapment 
defenses. Compare, by way of illustration, United States v .  
Clarkle6 with Unnited States 2).  william^.'^' In Clark, a civilian 
defense counsel argued on sentencing that the accused had 
been "set up" through repeated phone calls and pressure from 
an informant to obtain cocaine, but the CMA ruled that this 
did not require rejection of the guilty plea because the defense 
counsel had denied the viability of an entrapment defense 
when it arose during the providence inquiry and the evidence 
presented did not fairly raise the defense.'08 In W i l l i a m ,  how- 
ever, the Army Court of Military Review reversed the ac- 
cused's conviction for distributing marijuana because the 
judge failed to resolve the accused's assertion during the prov- 
idence inquiry that he felt "rather reluctant" to obtain mari- 
juana for an noncommissioned officer, despite the fact that 
the defense counsel specifically denied the existence of the de- 
fense, and both the accused and counsel stated they had dis- 
cussed the issue of entrapment I B O  

Another example is found in a series of cases in which the 
accused is purported to have raised the defense of duress. 
Compare United States 2). Logan,200 in which the CMA ruled 
that the accused's statements that threats made against his 
family in the United States were insufficient to raise the de- 
fense of duress as to larcenies of government property com- 
mitted in Korea, despite the judge's apparent failure to resolve 

27 >I J 871 LA C M R i9SB) 
'llClark, 28 M J Bf 407 CuriourlY. It appear9 that the judge made OD mqulry of 

the accused perranally on the issue of whether he believed he had been entrapped 
lnio dlsLnbUtmI cocaine 

Imp Will iam. i7 DI J 8t 673 MI oL.0 United Sfsfes v Broakr. 28 M J 830 LAC M R 
1888) 

47 C M R 1 (C M A 1973) 
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the issue, with Cnited States 2. J e m m i % ~ s , ~ ~ ~  in which the 
court ruled the issue of duress was raised and not resolved 
sufficiently when the accused asserted that he aould  not have 
committed the housebreaking to which he pleaded guilty had 
threats not been made against himself and his children 2uz In 
his dissent in Jemmings,  Judge Cook criticized the majority, 
by citing ( 1 )  the accused's own statements at  trial that  he did 
not fear injury to himself or his children at  the time he actu- 
ally committed the offense, and (2) the accused's intent and 
resolve to commit the housebreaking displayed by his assault- 
ing a guard with a piece of lumber to effect entry as  shorving 
that duress w a s  not reasonably raised.20s 

More recently, a similarlr disturbing development has arisen 
in guilty plea cases involving the issue of voluntary abandon- 
ment of attempted crimes In a series of cases in which the 
CMA noted that it was questionable, as a threshold matter, 
whether the defense even exists in military criminal law, the 
accuseds testimony nevertheless raised inconsistencies requir- 
ing reversai 

In L'nited States v B y r d . z c l  the accused pleaded guilty. inter 
alia, to attempted distribution of marijuana, but the CYA 
ruled that the record of tna l  was msufhcient to show more 
than mere preparation for commission of the offense It found 
further that  Byrd's answ-ers during the providence inquiry 
raised the possibility he had roluntarily abandoned the ven- 
ture.205 Subsequently, in Cnited States v .  Walther,z06 and in 
Gnited States 21. Rios>207 the Kavy and Army Courts of Xili. 
tary Review. respectively, ruled that the judges in those cases 
failed to resolve possible abandonment defenses raised by the 
accuseds' comments that,  at  some point. they elected IO give 
up  their endeavors. In Walther. the accused averred that he 
changed his mind about stealing a stereo after he had broken 
into the car Ln which Lt was located. In Rios, the military 
judge failed to resolve whether the accused, who fled from the 
scene of his attempted robbery after a store clerk failed IO 
comply with his "stick-up" note, did so from fear of apprehen- 
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sion or through an honest change of heart, or for other rea- 
sons 

These are but a few examples of the confusion tha t  article 
46(a), m conjunction with Care's mandate to elicit the factual 
predicate from the accused, has generated in military practice. 
Other similarly confounding examples can be found in "bad 
check" cases, in which accused soldiers equivocate when con- 
fronted with the issue of whether they intended to defraud at 
the time the check was presented or thereafter dishonorably 
failed to maintain sufficient funds,2Q8 in larceny and false 
claim cases, in which accused soldier's assertions raise the 
possibilities that he or she merely accepted overpayments 
from the government;20g in unauthorized absence cases in 
which the accused soldiers make statements averring their in- 
abilities or attempts to return to military control;z10 in cases In 
which accused soldiers make allusions to possible deficiencies 
in mental responsibility a t  the time of their offenses;21' in 
cases involving article 134 violations in which accused 
soldiers appear to equivocate on the "service discrediting" or 
"prejudicial to good order" elements;z1z and, m article 133 
cases in which the accused soldiers aver the possibilities that 
their conduct was not "unbecoming an officer" or contrary to 
customs of the s e r v ~ c e . ~ ~ ~  

The author does not mean in any way to denigrate the deci- 
sions of military appellate courts in addressing these issues 
The ensuing disarray is directly related to the basic problem 
of reconciling the mandate of article 46(a) to resolve inconsis- 
tencies with the notion that an accused, with advice of coun- 
sel, should be permitted to make reasonable tactical decisions 
not to raise a defense. The basic tendency of most human be- 
ings to try to rationalize or minimize the criminal nature of 
their conduct is another, equally responsible, factor As Judge 
Cox has stated, "one aspect of human beings is that we ration- 
alize our behavior and, although sometimes the rationalization 

' See Kintan, 23 C \I R et 266 United S f a m  I Logan. 31 31 I 910 (A FC M R 

?,*Sea Cnlled Stale3 , IBBO), Umred States v 

?'.'See Lolted Slates ,, Airhen 32 \I J 641 I.< F C  M R 1980) 

1980) 

Hlfchrnan. 29 M I  861 (h C M R IDDDI Stenel 14 kl J 81 972 
Thatch, 30 JI J 623 (1 kl C \I R 
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is 'inconsistent with the plea,' more often than not it is an 
effort by the accused to justify his 

In light of these problems, it seems odd that no serious ef- 
fort appears ever to have been undertaken to modify or re- 
scind some of the requirements of article 46(a) and Care The 
remainder of this article, therefore. will focus on possible re. 
visions of military guilty plea practice that might be made in 
light of lessons learned from both the historical development 
and current practice in federal civilian courts 

IV Reform of Military Practice 

A. Legwlatiue and Executive Reforms 

\Iiiitary jurisprudence has a mandate under UCMJ article 
36*15 that  court.martiai procedures shall, so fa r  as practical 
"apply the principles of law generally recognized in the 
trial of criminal cases in the United States district courts . , 
" Although no significant discussion of the foregoing aspects 

of military guilty plea practice appears to have been under- 
taken on the point of whether It should conform with federal 
civilian practice. bringing military practice into conformity 
certainly would be consistent with article 36. The following 
revisions of military practice are offered in the hope of bring- 
ing the most adaptable and enlightened aspects of federal ci- 
vilian practice into the court-martial arena. 

1. I;C.MJ Article 45ja) and R C.41 910(h)(Z).-By far the 
simplest and most direct solution to the problem of inconsis- 
tent matters raised by an accused would be to delete the 
words "or after a piea of guilty sets up a matter inconsistent 
with the plea.' ' from article 46(aj. A complementary change to 
R C 11. 910(hj(2) should then be made to the effect that  a 
statement or other matter inconsistent with the plea ordinar- 
ily should not result in rejection of the guilty plea unless there 
LS insufficient evidence to find, beyond a reasonabie doubt. 
that  the accused is actually gul ty  of the offense. 

As demonstrated above. the relatively rigid requirement 
that  a court-martial reject a guilty plea upon entry of an in- 
consistent matter is an historical anomaly unique to military 

The provision dates back to an era in which law- 
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yers had little direct involvement in the actual conduct of 
courts-martial and even further predates the advent of an in- 
dependent trial Judiciary and defense bar One could maintain 
that the increased participation of lawyers in the process has 
had the indirect effect of increasing the quantity of conceiva- 
ble "inconsistencies" raised at trial through more zealous sen- 
tencing presentations and advocacy generally, though this is a 
point on which it would be difficult, if not impossible, to 
gather empirical evidence. 

The requirement has not resulted in any real decline in 
allegations of "improvident" pieas on appeal and has the det. 
rimentai effect of directing military and appellate judges' 
attentions to severely scrutinizing possible perceivable "incon. 
sistencies" in records. Military judges are, arguably, operating 
under a rule that stresses producing a clean, uncontroverted 
record over examining the totality of the circumstances to ad- 
dress the more essential, constitutional concern of whether the 
accused made a voluntary, intelligent decision to plead guilty. 

Indeed, the view could be taken that current military prac- 
tice in a given case impermissibly forces an accused to plead 
not guilty and risk a trial on a defense that is implausible, but 
that the accused cannot in good conscience repudiate as re- 
quired under miiitary law. Military accused quite possibly 
could receive greater punishment in a situation in which they 
are otherwise perfectly willing to piead guilry and accept the 
responsibilities for their conduct. Several cases mentioned 
above have involved situations that differ only in degree from 
this scenario, in which the military judge improperly rejected 
an accused's guilty pleas.2" 

These revisions would mean that a military judge still 
should reject a guilty plea in most cases in which it appears 
on the record that an accused has a valid defense or other 
matter barring trial. The revision would leave it to the mili- 
tary judge's discretion whether a matter raised by the ac- 
cused, though inconsistent, was SO contrary to the plea and 
credible as to warrant rejecting the guilty plea 

Similarly, revisions of R.C.M. QlO(c)(6) and R.C.M. QlO(e) 
should be made eliminating the strict requirement that the ac- 
cused be interrogated under oath. Questioning the accused 
under oath still would be the most desirable and expeditious 
manner to establish the factual basis for the plea in most 

p ' - S ~ ~  ?mister 2 5  DI J af 148. Cioylon, 25 Y J 81 BBB 
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cases.116 The decisions as to the methods of establishing and 
examining the sufficiency of the factual basis should be com- 
mitted to the military judge's discretion These changes would 
recognize that the military judge is in the best position to reg- 
ulate the flow of the case and to make findings on the record 
that an accused is guilty beyond a reasonable doubt despite 
any inharmonious matters that  may have been raised. 

No changes should be made to R C.M 91O(c)(l) The mili. 
tary judge should be obligated to enumerate the elements of 
the offense in simple terms The accused should be required to 
attest that  he or she understands the elements and that he or 
she is guilty This obligation is constitutional in nature-the 
requirement that  the record be "uncontroverted" 1s not Logi- 
cally, it appears that  requiring the military judge to enunciate 
the elements of the offense and to expiam important defini- 
tions is the simplest and easiest manner to ensure the accused 
understands the offense and to aroid problems that arise in 
federal civilian courts when such an explanation is omitted, as 
occurred in Henderson P. Morgan. 

The foregoing should not be taken to mean that the military 
should adopt what hare  come to be called "Alford pleas" 
There are compelling practical reasons for rejecting this prac- 
rice, apart  from the disdain man>- place on sending a person to 
jail upon a guilty plea while he or she is advocating innocence. 
The point properly is made that accused soldiers who are 
convicted upon Avoford pleas pose serious problems in the 
correctional setting, where many decisions concerning the dis. 
positions of offenders relate to whether they have admitted 
responsibility for their 

The intent of the recommended changes is not to permit ac- 
ceptance of a guilty plea in the case of an accused who flatly 
refuses to accept responsibility for his or her conduct, the In- 
tent is to permit him or her to make an intelligent, voluntary 
decision to plead guilty when he or she IS convinced it 1s in his 
or her best interests to forego possible defenses. The benefits 
to the military justice system in dispensing with unnecessary 
contested trials could be 

manner 
* ' S I B  1873 Ad'laory Cornmiaee Sofe to  Rule I l r f >  
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2. Adoption of a Harmless-Error Rule.-Consideration 
should also be given to incorporating a specific harmless-error 
rule into R.C 11 910 The effect of this rule would be to pre- 
clude the need for corrective action unless an appellant can 
show that a violation of R.C.M 910 materially prejudiced a 
substantial right and, additionally, that the accused actually 
would not have pleaded guilty had the error not occurred and 
tha t  the accused intends to plead not guilty if a rehearing IS 
directed. Such a rule appears to have had some success in 
forestalling challenges to guilty pleas in federal district 
courts. Further, it seems logically absurd to take corrective 
action on appeal when the error did not affect the accused's 
basic decision to plead guilty.221 

E .  Judicial R e f o m  

In the absence of the foregoing reforms by the Congress or 
the President, the courts can take substantial action to im- 
prove this area. The change in membership of the CMAZZZ will 
afford an excellent opportunity to revisit these issues. 

1. Overrule o r  Mod.lfv United States e. Care.-As former Se- 
nior Judge Raby of the Army Court of Military Review corn 
mented "perhaps the provisions of Care should be relaxed."2z3 
The time is long overdue to reconsider the judicial fiat of Care 
that requires an extensive narrative coiloquy from the ac- 
cused that establishes guilt to each element of the offense. As 
we have seen, this protracted discussion frequently has the 
counterproductive and unwelcome result of affording the ac- 
cused an extended opportunity to equivocate, express moral- 
though not legal-doubts as to culpability, and otherwise to 
raise spurious matters that might conceivably amount to "in. 
consistencies." 
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Compelling reasons for reconsidering Care can be found by 
examining the opinion itself. The CMA's conclusions that the 
providence inquiry then employed by most law officers or 
presidents of courts-martial did not comport with the mandate 
of the Keeffe Board, as  endorsed by Congress, are suspect In 
any event, the inquiry since developed under the 1969 and 
1984 Manuals and in the Military Judge's Benchbook into the 
accused's understanding about the nature of the offense and 
consequences of the plea more than satisfies Judge Ferguson's 
original concerns. 

Additionally, the CMA placed great reliance in Care upon 
the Supreme Court's then-recent McCarthy decision for its 
holding that an extensive personal interrogation of the ac- 
cused was strongly advisable, If not constitutionally neces- 
sary.  The Supreme Court and federal circuit courts of appeal, 
however, strictly have limited the edict of McCarthy that  rule 
11  violations of any nature require reversal due to the essen- 
tial, "core" concerns of rule 11. The CMA simply has not kept 
pace with these developments and the time has come to revisit 
Care in light of later constitutional and statutory interpreta- 
tions that severely have limited the effect of McCarthy 

The effect of Care's continued vitality is to place an unfair 
and constitutionally unnecessary burden upon military Judges 
and counsel to "ferret-out" all facts necessary to establish 
guilt from an accused personally and to resolve complex, if 
not imperceptible "inconsistent matters," averred by the ac- 
cused, The CMA has recognized this problem,zz4 but has not 
yet acted to alleviate it. 

Consequently, the court specifically should overrule Care to 
the extent that  it requires a personal interrogation of the ac- 
cused, establishing guilt to each element of the offense in a 
narrative fashion. A showing on the record that the accused 
understands and admits each element of the offense, pursuant 
to R.C M 91O(c)(l), and the inclusion of evidence presented 
through any number of reliable sources,22s establishing the 
factual basis for guilt, are all that  are necessary and all chat 
should be required. 

The complementary changes to R.C.M. 91O(c)(S) and R.C.M 
QlO(e) discussed above are also advisable to eliminate the re- 
quirement, based upon Care, to elicit the factual basis for the 
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plea by questioning the accused. This change will render 
courts-martial consistent with federal civilian practice, which 
permits the judge to use any reliable information to establish 
the factual predicate for the plea. Although the accused fre- 
quently will be the best source of information concerning his 
or her conduct, in many instances he or she is personally un- 
aware or unable TO recall key facts and, under R.C.M. QlO(e) 
and Care, must testify to hearsay or matters of belief that are 
probably not as reliable as the original information presented 
through witnesses, documents, or stipulations. 

2. Strict Construction of "Inconsistencies."-Short of other 
measures, appellate courts seem to enjoy considerable leeway 
in what they may construe to be inconsistent matters raised 
by accused.z28 It clearly can be asserted, as Judge Latimer did 
in many of his dissents, that a matter one judge may perceive 
as inconsistent may well be reconcilable with guilt. The author 
suggests that appellate judges should be particularly wary of 
construing a matter as being inconsistent with guilt in the ab- 
sence of an allegation by the appellant that he or she actually 
would have pleaded not guilty had he or she appreciated the 
effect of the "inconsistency" before deciding to plead guilty. 

In many of the foregoing cases, the military appellate courts 
appear to approach the providence issue from the perspective 
of whether a matter contained in the record can be interpreted 
as inconsistent with guilt. The author contends that the more 
advisable approach is to take corrective action on appeal only 
when a matter cannot be reconciled reasonably with guilt. 

The CMA indeed may come to view such challenges to guilty 
pleas in a stricter fashion. Judge Cox has indicated in several 
cases that considerably more deference should be given to a 
military judge's findings "on the record" that an accused is 
actually guilty and that the court should not lose sight of the 
more essential constitutional prerequisites for a valid guilty 
pleaz2' Perhaps Judge Cor signals the future course of the 
court in construing article 45(a) in a more realistic fashion by 
stating that in guilty plea cases: 

It is sufficient that: [The accused] knowingly and volunta- 
rily admits his [or herl guilt; [The accused] knowingly and 
voluntarily gives up his [or herl rights; and [The accused] 

"ziSee. D 0 ,  CIaYk. 28 M J B L  401, Logan. 47 C >I R at I 
""'See. e g  Penwtlr, 2 5  \I J st 163 (COX, J uoncurrm*) 
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knowingly and voluntarily glres up his [or her] defenses 
to  the charges 

T! Conclusion 

The time has come to modernize military guilty plea prac- 
tice The caurts.martial practice inherited from the last cen- 
tury,  requiring resolution of any inharmonious matters raised 
by the accused, has the uniarseen and unfortunate effect of 
exalting the form of the plea over its substance-the "form" 
being the duty to avoid the appearance of any inharmonious 
items on the record and the "substance" being the issues of 
whether the accused is actually guilty and whether the ac- 
cused and the court should enjoy the benefits of an enlight- 
ened, considered decision to plead guilty The result is that  
courts-martial focus on the antiquated statutory concern that 
no inconsistencies appear on the record as much, if not more. 
than on the more fundamental constitutional requisites far a 
legitimate waiver of the right to a trial. 

Further, I t  IS difficult to articulate any "uniquely mhtary"  
concerns that justify applying a guilty plea p r a c t m  at courts- 
martial so substantially different from that applied in other 
federal courts The era in which courts-martial lacked signifl- 
cant direct mvolvement of trained judge advocates is gone, 
eliminating the need for such a paternallstic, solicitous prac- 
tice. The time IS ripe for serious reconslderatm of article 
45(a) and Its judicial progeny 

Adoption of the proposed reforms is advisable not only for 
constitutional and practical reasons The reforms are neces- 
sary to accord sufficient deference to the right of the accused 
to enter a guilty plea Moreover, the reforms are necessary to 
grant proper respect and deference to the court-martial as a 
tribunal. 
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Witness for  the Defense will interest both criminal and civii 
Iitigators, because it shows the power of expert testimony in 
the courtroom. Defense counsel will want to read the book be- 
cause it illustrates how inaccurate and imperfect the memory 
of an  eyewitness can be: prosecutors and plaintiff's attorneys 
will want to read Witness for the Defense to learn how to chal- 
lenge expert testimony in this area of psychology. 

Witness for  the Defense is about Dr. Elizabeth Loftus, an ex- 
pert in memory and eyewitness identification. Its focus is on 
Dr. Loftus's work as a defense expert witness in various weli- 
known criminal prosecutions. Dr. Loftus, a professor of psy- 
chology at the University of Washington, is one of the fore- 
most experts in the study of human memory and how it 
works. Her studies on how the memory of an event is affected 
by stress experienced during that event, and how memory is 
shaped by suggestive questioning techniques, led her to ques- 
tion the reliability of eyewitness identifications. Contrary to 
popular belief, Dr. Loftus' psychology experiments showed 
that stress on a person witnessing an event tends to make 
memory of that event unreliable. Additionally, her studies de- 
monstrated that police investigative techniques that intention- 
ally or unintentionally suggest a perpetrator's identity-espe- 
cially in photographic or live line-ups-result in unreliable 
eyewitness identifications. In short, Dr. Loftus concluded that 
stress-affected memories and suggestive line-ups were causing 
victims and witnesses falsely to accuse men and women of 
crime Particularly when the eyewitness identification was the 
lynch.pin of the prosecution's case, Dr. Loftus believed that 
innocent defendants were being convicted. 

For the last fifteen years, Dr Loftus has testified as a "wit- 
ness for the defense." She testifies as an expert in the field of 
memory, perception, and eyewitness identification-to include 
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c r o s s - r a c ~ ~ l  identification Readers of lVitness f o r  the Defense 
a i l1  recognize several infamous names in the eight cases de- 
tailed In the book-among them Ted Bundy and John 
Dewawuk In earls 1976. Dr. Loftus testified at  Bundy's trial 
in Utah for aggravated kidnapping She testified as  an expert 
about the various factors that  might have led the victim 
mistakenly to Identify Bund? as her kidnapper Despite her 
testimony. the Judge convicted Bund:. who subsequently was 
executed In Florida after admitting that he had murdered 
between txvo and three dozen women. In the 1987 Israeli pros- 
ecution of John Denqanjuk, the defense asked Dr. Loftus to 
testify as an expert about the unreliability of eyewitness iden- 
tifications of Denuanjuk Treblinka concentration camp vic- 
tims Insisted that Demjaquk was "Ivan the Ternble." a guard 
who murdered thousands and thousands of Jews.  Even though 
they had not seer. him for forty years, these victims selected 
Demjanjuk from a photographic line-up and were "attempting 
to identify a man they had known for  less than a year from a 
photograph taken nine Bears after their last encounter wnth 
him " Ulrlmately, Dr Loftus did not testify in the case, but 
her discussion of the ps>chological issues involved make fax , -  
nating reading The six other cases recounted in the book are 
equally interesting 

Witness fo? the Defenre 1s written In the style of F Lee Bai- 
ley's The Dejexse Y e w r  Rests. It reads well with cnsp. clear 
prose. The book, however is often sensational and overly 
emotional In its discussion of a particular criminal case Dr 
Loftus firmly belieies m the innocence of the many of the de- 
fendants for whom she has testified, and she sees  herself as a 
crusader for the rights of innocent people She explains it best 
when she writes that  real life 

provides dramatic proof that memory i s  fallible, that  eye. 
witnesses make mistakes. and thar innocent people are 
convicted and Imprisoned [iln the process of arrest- 
ing. charging. and trying a defendant. a subtle transforma- 
tion occurs We begin to presume guilt, and the burden IS 
actually shifted onto the defense to pursue innocence 
[tjhis 1s mob mentality and someone needs to block the 
way I am a specialist in memory and perception, a scien. 
tist who canducts research experiments in controlled envi- 
ronments It 1s my Job to be rational and clearheaded to 
preient emotions from snelling up and distornng reason. 
bending reality twsring facts 
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Witness jor the Defense demonstrates that  innocent defen- 
dants mistakenly have been identified as  criminals, but Dr. 
Loftus shows that she often is more of an advocate for the 
defense than a dispassionate and neutral expert. She places 
undue emphasis on her view of the guilt or innocence of a 
defendant in making her decision to testify. As defense coun- 
sel inevitably learn, h o w v e r .  this issue is not particularly rel- 
evant to presenting a goad defense. In John Demjanjuk's case. 
for example, Dr. Loftus refused to testify as  an expert despite 
repeated pleas from his defense counsel Her reasons were 
very personal and understandable In refusing to testify for 
DemjanJuk, however, Dr. Loftus reveals that  she is influenced 
by factors that  are not relevant to her testimony as  an expert 
This leaves her expert testimony open to attack by prosecu. 
tors and plaintiff's attorneys 

Wzlness foior the Defense 1s worth reading. Its case histories 
are fascinating and are superb illustrations of Dr. Loftus' 
value as an expert witness in the courtroom. No one who 
reads her book will fail to appreciate that  unreliable eyewit- 
ness identifications and faulty memories have caused the con- 
viction of innocent defendants. 

AMERICA'S FIRST BLACK GENERAL* 
and 

BENJAMIN 0. DAVIS, JR.: AMERICAN'" 

RETIEWD BY MAJOR FRED L BORCB"' 

These two books-a biography about Army Brigadier Gen- 
eral Benjamin 0 Davis, Sr.. and an autobiography by his son, 
a retired Air Force Lieutenant General-will interest military 
lawyers for a t  least two reasons. First, both books reveal the 
personal struggle af two men serving as  commissioned officers 
despite military laws and regulations designed to thwart them 
at every stage of their careers. Their S U C C ~ S S ~ S  in the face of 
overwhelming odds demonstrate a strength of will that  Ameri- 
cans typically admire and like to read about Second, the cruel 
racism suffered by the Davises' as blacks was supported in 
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large part  by laws and regulations. Military attorneys unfamll. 
iar  with the rules mandating segregation in the Army, Army 
Air Corps, and the Air Force of yesteryear will find both 
books revealing 

Amer ica ' s  First Black General is a scholarly biography by a 
professional historian, Marvin Fletcher Ben Davis, Sr , 
wanted a career as  a Regular Army officer at  a time when the 
professional Army was exceptionally small and the officer 
corps was an elite minority in American society. It "was not 
politically feasible" for a black man to get an appointment to 
West Point during President McKinley's administration, so the 
elder Davis enlisted in 1898 and served two years in the all- 
black Ninth Cavalry at  Fort Duchesne, Utah Davis's educa- 
tion and exceptional abilities brought him to the attention of 
his superiors As evidence of his abilities, within two years 
after enlisting he was a Sergeant Major. In August 1900, Ben 
Davis, Sr , took the competitive examination for an officer's 
commission; he ranked third out of the twelve men who quali- 
fied; and in 1901, he was commissioned a second lieutenant of 
cavalry. For the next forty years, Ben Davis. SI, led a lonely 
life as  a black officer in a segregated Army Significantly, 
there were then never more than two black Regular Army of- 
ficers, and at  one point, Davis was the only black officer in 
the Army 

He served as a Professor of Military Science and Tactics a t  
Tuskegee Institute and Wilburforce University. and as the mil- 
Ltary attache to Liberia The War Department made sure that 
his assignments 'Were far from the center of Army life." Ra. 
cia1 prejudice touched his career often Khen the United 
States entered World War I the War Department refused to 
send him to Europe because his high rank-Lieutenant Colo- 
nel-meant that  he might be in command of white officers 
and troops in combat. Accordingly, because blacks were "defi- 
cient in moral flber, rendering them unfit as officers and lead- 
ers of men." they could not be allowed to fight 

Although Jim Crow laws and other racial barriers angered 
him, Ben Davis, Sr , was not a militant. Rather. he tried "to 
avoid conflict whenever possible and work[edl quietly to en- 
courage change ' '  By the end of World War 11, he was a Briga- 
dier General and member of the Inspector General's staff ,  
where he worked to end racial segregation in all forms He 
particularly was apposed to the War Department's policy of 
not allowing black soldiers to go into combat and the Red 
Cross's practice of segregating white and black blood plasma 
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Fletcher's biography traces Ben Davis, Sr 's, family life and 
career from birth to death, and concludes that he had a posi- 
tive impact on the Army. 

Lieutenant General BenJamin 0 Davis, Jr., followed his fa- 
ther in w'antine a militarv career. Ben Davis. Jr.. however. 
wanted to be a pilot. He secured an appointment to West Point 
in 1932 because he wanted to be an officer in the Army Air 
Corps. Racial prejudice affected him from the beginning. For 
the next four years, Ben Davis, Jr . ,  like his father, endured a 
lonely existence. His fellow cadets excluded him from all so- 
ciai events and refused to speak with him. He was ostracized 
totally. Davis would not leave West Point, however, and grad- 
uated 35th in his class of 276 in 1935. This high finish should 
have aliowed him to pick the branch of his choice, but when 
Benjamin Davis, Jr , asked for the Air Corps. he was told that 
there were no black flying units and that he could not be a 
pilot. World War I1 changed the situation quickly Then-Cap- 
tain Davis was trained as  a pilot, selected to command the 
newly formed 99th Pursuit Squadron, and later trained and 
commanded the famous Tuskegee Airmen. He excelled at  
every step of his career and retired in 1970 as  a Lieutenant 
General. After leaving active duty, he continued to serve in a 
variety of important public service positions-among others, 
he was Assistant Secretary of Transportation-before retiring 
from public life a few years ago. 

Much of Lieutenant General Davis's autobiography details 
the cruel racism he suffered in his early military career. Sur- 
prisingly, he 1s not bitter and refrains from naming any per- 
sonal enemies. Rather, his criticisms are directed at  the Army, 
Army Air Corps. and Air Force and the institutional racism 
and segregation that denied black people the opportunity to 
serve the nation with honor and dignity. 

It is apparent, however, that  Lieutenant General Davis gen- 
uinely loves the United States Air Force, and is proud of his 
time in uniform. 

Paradoxically, although Lieutenant General Davis does not 
want to be remembered as a black general, stating that "San- 
dra Day O'Connor is probably tired of hearing that she is the 
first woman appointee to the Supreme Court, and I do not find 
it complimentary to me or the nation to be called 'the first 
black West Point graduate in this century,"' Davis's place in 
history in part  is due to his being the senior-most black Air 
Force officer and his ability to claim most of the credit for 
moving the Air Force to racial integration Like his father,  
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Lieutenant General Davis sees himself as  an American and of- 
ficer first, and a black man second To many in the black com- 
munity, however, Davis was,  first of all, a black. This tension 
between how Lieutenant General Davis sees himself, and how 
others wanted him to be-or wanted to view him-ied some 
to criticize him when he chose to work vichin the military es- 
tablishment for integration, rather than taking the confronta- 
tional approach advocated by some black leaders. Lieutenant 
General Davis no doubt would prefer that  men and women 
read his book because he is a great American, but many will 
read it because he is a great black American. Certainly he is 
both. 

The chief weakness of both books is that  they lack a theme 
and are overly chronological. Fletcher's Benjamin 0 Davis, 
Sr . never comes alive. Rather, he remains two-dimensional, 
and what made'him "tick" remains unsolved What gave him 
the strength of u?ll and sense of purpose to serve fifty years 
of active duty in an Army that never fully accepted him as  an 
officer? This question is not answered adequately American's 
First Black General would be better if it included the 
thoughts and insights of those men who were friends, associ- 
ates, bosses, or subordinates of Davis. Certainly there are 
manv individuals still liwne who knew him well. eiven that 
DavLs, Sr., died in 1970. Thi i lack  of a broader pe&tive 
serious shortcoming in the book. 

is a 

Benjamin 0 Daozs, Jr.: American, is far and away the bet- 
ter  of the two books Lieutenant General Davis writes well, 
and gives a wealth of detail He does not, however, reveal 
much of his inner self, and some readers will wish he had 
talked more about his philosophy of life or his thoughts and 
opmmons on American politics and society Military readers 
will note that Davis never discusses his techniques for cam- 
mand or philosophy of leadership. Kior does he talk about the 
tough problems he must have had as an unit commander, and 
how he soived them. Clearly he is a private, quiet man, but his 
autobiography would be better i f  it had included these items 
These are minor defects, however. in an otherwise excellent 
book about one of the makers of the modern Air Force. 
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